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Abstract: This paper argues that Burke’s seemingly contradictory support for modernistic eco-
nomic liberalism and advocacy of political feudalism are not as incongruous as they appear. 
Indeed, Burke’s opinion that the feudalistic reciprocal relationship is necessary for a free, mod-
ern, civilized society is key to understanding his ideas on political economy. The feudalistic 
reciprocal relationship, according to Burke, is a trustful relationship between the ruler and the 
ruled, because of which the ruler and the ruled can both enjoy civil liberty. This viewpoint con-
tributes significantly to a comprehensive understanding of Burke’s political philosophy.

1. Burke, the Practical Statesman

The eighteenth-century British statesman and philosopher Edmund Burke 
has generally been regarded as an antirevolutionary, conservative political 
thinker, owing to his fierce criticism of the French Revolution. Far from 
being an “armchair philosopher,” Burke served as a member of Parliament 
in the House of Commons, and much of his philosophy was expressed in the 
form of speeches and correspondence. This is both a remarkable feature and 
at the same time one of the challenges in studying Burke. It would be rash to 
conclude, from the fact that Burke’s ideas developed as per his speeches and 
correspondence for specific circumstances, that his philosophy was also con-
fined to being circumstantial. As H. J. Laski said, Burke’s principles “form 
a consistent whole.”1 This paper will demonstrate that Burke’s criticism of 
the French Revolution included the crucial issue of “modernity,” which is 

1  Harold J. Laski, Political Thought in England: Locke to Bentham (New York: Henry Holt, 1920), 224–25.
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generally thought to have been ushered in with the revolution, and that a 
careful reading of his ideas offers important suggestions for modern society. 

In 1765, Burke became the private secretary of Lord Rockingham, prime 
minister of Great Britain, and in the same year, he was elected to the House of 
Commons as a member of Parliament in a by-election. In his maiden parlia-
mentary speech in 1766, he called for the repeal of the Stamp Act imposed on 
the British American colonies. His speech was generally praised at the time. 

The Stamp Act had been passed by Great Britain to finance its vast 
military costs by taxing stamped paper for newspapers, pamphlets, and 
even playing cards in the American colonies, prompting a fierce outcry by 
American colonists and a drastic deterioration in Anglo-American relations. 
Although the Rockingham cabinet succeeded in repealing the Stamp Act, 
they had no choice but to establish the Declaratory Act in its place and state 
that the British Houses of Parliament held legislative power over the colonies. 
The nonconformist preacher and radical Richard Price, who later became 
Burke’s greatest adversary, sided with America and denounced the Declara-
tory Act as the chief cause of America’s oppression.2

While Burke likewise spoke in favor of America, he continued to sup-
port the Declaratory Act. When it was debated on February 3, 1766, Burke 
posited that the British Parliament’s right to legislate and tax the colonies 
was “the clearest right imaginable” in accordance with the spirit of the act, 
but he also noted that “the practical Exertion of many clear rights may by 
change of times and circumstances become impossible, may be inequitable,”3 
and urged caution and a prudential understanding of the circumstances in 
exercising Parliament’s rights.4 While acknowledging that the absolute right 
of legislature and taxation rested with the Houses of Parliament, he suggested 
a prudential approach to its enforcement. Here lies the discrepancy between 
Price and Burke concerning the Declaratory Act. This discrepancy formed an 
important part of their later ideological opposition. 

At this time, Burke adopted a reconciliatory stance toward the American 
colonies striving for freedom and an aggressive stance toward the oppressive 

2  Richard Price, Observations on the Nature of Civil Liberty (1776), in Political Writings, ed. D. O. 
Thomas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 28.
3  Edmund Burke, Speech on Declaratory Resolution (1766), in The Writings and Speeches of Edmund 
Burke, vol. 2, ed. Paul Langford (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), 48–49.
4  Similarly, see Edmund Burke, Observations on a Late State of the Nation (1769), in Writings and 
Speeches, 2:196.
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British government; for this attitude, he was praised by radicals such as 
Thomas Paine and Price, and the former called him “a friend to mankind.”5 
However, after the French Revolution began in 1789, this favorable assess-
ment was turned on its head. At the London Revolution Society, which was 
established to commemorate the Glorious Revolution in Britain in 1688, 
Price spoke in support of the French Revolution. Burke was initially cautious 
in his judgment of the French Revolution, but after learning about the content 
of Price’s speech, he began to fear the possibility of the French Revolution 
spreading to Great Britain; thus, he immediately began to script a rebuttal. 
Many scholars have wondered why Burke supported the Americans when 
they had stood up and demanded freedom, whereas he criticized the French 
for doing the same. This issue has been long debated as “the Burke Problem.” 

Burke’s fundamental reasoning in sharply distinguishing the principles 
of the French Revolution from those of the Glorious Revolution (which he 
supported) was developed in Reflections on the Revolution in France. Pub-
lished in 1790, Reflections has attained, in its posterity, the status of “a classic 
of English conservatism.”6 After resigning his parliamentary seat in 1794, 
Burke remained politically active, presenting Prime Minister William Pitt 
with his free-market memorandum Thoughts and Details on Scarcity in 1795. 
He died two years later, in 1797. 

The period between the American and French Revolutions was a crucial 
turning point in British political history, during which Burke was active as a 
member of the House of Commons. His shifting attitudes during this period 
have caused much confusion in the interpretation of his thought. 

2. The New Burke Problem

As suggested above, a remarkable feature of Burke as a political theorist 
is that he was a practical statesman, but this has inevitably caused various 
“Burke Problems.” Since his opinions were set forth as practical statements 
in reaction to the political and economic issues of the time, his individual 
arguments appear to contain inconsistencies in certain areas when they are 
viewed together as a whole. The “Burke Problem” of his having supported 
the American Revolution while opposing the French Revolution is a typical 
example, and, as noted above, has been the subject of controversy.

5  Thomas Paine, Rights of Man, Part 1 (1791), in Rights of Man, Common Sense, and Other Political 
Writings, ed. Mark Philp (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 86.
6  J. G. A. Pocock, editor’s introduction to Reflections on the Revolution in France, by Edmund Burke 
(Cambridge: Hackett, 1987), vii.
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However, other “Burke Problems” have surfaced in recent years, owing to 
apparent inconsistencies between his economic and political theories.7 Burke 
was an extreme proponent of free markets in economics, which is a modern-
istic idea; however, he was extremely conservative in his political thought, 
as exemplified by his defense of chivalry and religious spirit and support for 
preserving extreme inequality between commoners and the aristocracy in 
Europe. In other words, both modernistic and feudalistic ways of thinking 
seemingly resided in Burke. 

For example, Burke noted in Thoughts and Details on Scarcity that “the 
laws of commerce…are the laws of Nature, and consequently, the laws of 
God,”8 and argued that the economic realm must not be under intentional 
human control. Today, it is common for governments to support the econ-
omy through fiscal policy during times of depression, but Burke argued that 
such actions would worsen the situation. He also asserted that “labour is a 
commodity like every other, and rises or falls according to the demand.”9 
The view that labor is a commodity was extremely modernistic, and even 
Marx, who was a critic of Burke, cynically praised his prescient perception 
of the modern shift to the wage earner.10 According to Marx, for the laborer 

7  After I had composed and submitted this paper, Gregory M. Collins’s elaborate work Commerce 
and Manners in Edmund Burke’s Political Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020) 
was published. My theme of unraveling the inconsistency between Burke’s political traditionalism 
and economic liberalism is similar to the theme of his work; it can be inferred that this theme is quite 
important. Collins attempts to resolve this inconsistency from the perspective of Burke’s market 
liberalism based on virtuous manners. However, in this paper, the key to this inconsistency is found 
in Burke’s hierarchical feudalism. More precisely, although Burke was not a defender of real feudalism, 
he was a defender of the idealized Germanic (hierarchical) feudalism that partly compromised with 
eighteenth-century commercial reality. From this perspective, as mentioned below, we can compre-
hensively understand why Burke defended the hierarchical order even in Thoughts and Details on 
Scarcity; why he sympathized with the American Revolution, while criticizing the French Revolution; 
and why he claimed that European civil society is rooted in ancient Germanic society in both his early 
An Abridgment of English History and his later First Letter on a Regicide Peace. Indeed, as Collins 
correctly notes, the code of chivalric manners safeguarded “civilized social relations” (Commerce 
and Manners, 489), but, in my opinion, these “civilized social relations” were hierarchical for Burke; 
as he said, “The state of civil society, which necessarily generates this aristocracy, is a state of nature” 
(Edmund Burke, An Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs [1791], in The Writings and Speeches of 
Edmund Burke, vol. 4, ed. Peter J. Marshall and Donald C. Bryant [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015], 449). Therefore, we must analyze what the code of chivalric manners in the hierarchical order 
meant to Burke. The essential point is not that we are rash to decide whether Burke was a modernist or 
a feudalist, but that we give his thoughts their proper place in the historical and ideological continu-
ance of the characterization of Britain where the bourgeois revolution had not flared up, meaning the 
modernistic was not detached from the feudalistic.
8  Edmund Burke, Thoughts and Details on Scarcity (1795), in The Writings and Speeches of Edmund 
Burke, vol. 9, ed. R. B. McDowell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 137.
9  Ibid., 122.
10  Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1 (1867), in Marx and Engels Collected Works, vol. 35 (London: 
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to be “a free seller of labour power, who carries his commodity wherever he 
finds a market” (i.e., for the laborer to be in charge of his own labor power), 
it is essential to eradicate guilds, serfdom, and feudal lords in favor of the 
sudden ascension of wage earners and industrial capitalists. Marx expressed 
this rhetorically as “the chevaliers d’industrie…succeed[ing] in supplanting 
the chevaliers of the sword”; by this, he meant that “the economic structure of 
capitalistic society has grown out of the economic structure of feudal society. 
The dissolution of the latter set free the elements of the former.”11 In the feudal 
societies of the Middle Ages, laborers were tied to the means of production, 
such as the land, and their labor power was not considered a commodity 
that could be freely circulated in the marketplace. Consequently, Burke’s 
suggestion at the end of the eighteenth century that labor was a commodity 
demonstrated an extremely modernistic way of thinking. However, in Reflec-
tions, Burke seemed to suggest a sentimental defense of the feudal era: 

It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the queen of France 
[Marie Antoinette], then the dauphiness, at Versailles.…Oh! what a 
revolution! …Little did I dream…that I should have lived to see such 
disasters fallen upon her in a nation of gallant men, in a nation of men 
of honor and of cavaliers.…But the age of chivalry is gone. That of 
sophisters, economists, and calculators has succeeded; and the glory of 
Europe is extinguished forever. Never, never more shall we behold that 
generous loyalty to rank and sex, that proud submission, that dignified 
obedience, that subordination of the heart, which kept alive, even in 
servitude itself, the spirit of an exalted freedom. The unbought grace 
of life, the cheap defence of nations, the nurse of manly sentiment and 
heroic enterprise, is gone!12

Burke depicted the tragedy of Marie Antoinette in this way, lamenting the 
demise of “the age of chivalry” because of this affront to her. Burke’s glorification 
of “the age of chivalry” was felt by people at the time to be atavistic, and led to 
many caricatures depicting Burke as Don Quixote.13 To borrow Marx’s words, 
Burke appears to have supported “the chevaliers d’industrie” in economic 
aspects, while supporting “the chevaliers of the sword” in political aspects. 

Lawrence & Wishart, 2010), 747–48.
11  Ibid., 706.
12  Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, 66–67.
13  Nicholas K. Robinson, Edmund Burke: A Life in Caricature (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1996).
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Isaac Kramnick was one of the first scholars to call attention to Burke’s 
inconsistency, explaining it as a schizophrenic discourse.14 J. G. A. Pocock 
attempted to resolve this inconsistency, insisting that “commerce can flourish 
only under the protection of manners, and that manners require the pre-
eminence of religion and nobility, the natural protectors of society.”15 Pocock 
also thought that “to overthrow religion and nobility, therefore, is to destroy 
the possibility of commerce itself,” but he did not give an explicit reason why 
Burke considered feudal manners an essential basis of civilized society. Con-
cerning this inconsistency, C. B. Macpherson suggested that such a feudal 
discourse was merely rhetorical and that “his traditional order was already 
a capitalist order.”16 But was Burke’s feudal discourse just a rhetorical device 
without much significance? 

The key to this new “Burke Problem” of recent years is this question: Why 
did Burke simultaneously advocate economic liberalism and political feudal-
ism? This is problematic because, according to the common ideas of social 
theory that continue to have currency, modern civilized society—namely, 
free-market society—is regarded as having emerged after feudal systems 
were destroyed. Influential and exceptional thinkers, such as Marx and Max 
Weber,17 also believed this. In this sense, Burke’s theories are outside this 
commonly accepted history of social theory.

3. Price’s Theory and Burke’s Rebuttal

The analysis of Burke’s key work of political theory, Reflections, is indispens-
able to an understanding of the logical structure of his inconsistent ideologies. 
Given that Burke wrote Reflections as a rebuttal to Price’s glorification of the 
French Revolution, we should first analyze Price’s ideology.

Price’s support for the French Revolution was grounded on his 
radical liberalism connected with the Lockean “idea of Self-direction, or 
Self-government”18 he proposed in Observations on the Nature of Civil Lib-
erty (1776), published during the American Revolution. This is the belief 
that humankind should determine its own path and that this was the most 

14  Isaac Kramnick, The Rage of Edmund Burke: Portrait of an Ambivalent Conservative (New York: 
Basic Books, 1977).
15  J. G. A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce, and History: Essays on Political Thought and History, Chiefly  
in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 199.
16  C. B. Macpherson, Burke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980), 5.
17  Max Weber, General Economic History, trans. Frank H. Knight (New York: Collier Books, 1966 [1923]).
18  Price, Observations, 22.
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important “freedom.” Price applied this logic consistently to all political 
issues. At the time of the American Revolution, America was a British colony 
and, therefore, subject to British rule and unable to decide its own path; in 
other words, Price believed that America did not possess the freedom of self-
determination, making the revolution for independence inevitable. At the 
time of the French Revolution, the existence of the oppressive ruling class of 
the aristocracy and the priesthood precluded French citizens from making 
their own decisions, which meant they too had no “freedom,” making demo-
cratic revolution a legitimate response.19

Burke took issue with Price’s proclamation that the French Revolution could 
be supported by the same principles as those of the earlier Glorious Revolution 
in England. If this were true, then the principles of the French Revolution would 
be linked to the constitutional principles of Britain and, ultimately, flow across 
the Channel. In the Glorious Revolution of 1688–1689, Protestants overthrew 
the Catholic-friendly King James II. Price considered this an illustration of the 
people ousting their king in favor of a new selection through their own volition, 
thus embodying the exercise of the people’s self-determining freedom.20 In other 
words, Price’s politics was premised on freedom and the idea that the governed 
should not acquiesce meekly to the existing order; the governed should instead 
determine their own order consciously. 

In contrast, Burke thought that the Glorious Revolution obviated the need 
for the British order to undergo revolutionary chaos for a second time. To avoid 
revolutionary chaos, he wrote, “the Revolution was made to preserve our ancient 
indisputable laws and liberties, and that ancient constitution of government 
which is our only security for law and liberty.”21 He also called the British con-
stitution that had materialized freedom “an entailed inheritance.” Burke praised 
the British constitution, which had developed in a context of historical continu-
ity, as it “preserves a unity in so great a diversity of parts,”22 allowing mutual 
checks and balances between the monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. This 
represents a common-law perspective, one that sees historical continuity as 
institutional evolution and the basis for institutional legitimacy.23

19  Richard Price, A Discourse on the Love of Our Country (1789), in Political Writings, 195–96.
20  See ibid., 186.
21  Burke, Reflections, 27.
22  Ibid., 29.
23  As a young man, Burke was sometimes critical of the common-law approach (Edmund Burke, 
Fragment: An Essay towards a History of the Laws of England [1757], in The Writings and Speeches 
of Edmund Burke, vol. 1, ed. Tim O. McLoughlin and James T. Boulton [Oxford: Oxford University 
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Consequently, Burke thought that a complicated constitution, enshrin-
ing coexistence and equilibrium between various actors, could not be created 
through the reasoning of one generation of humankind alone and without 
historical continuity. The stable, fine order of the British constitution had 
been revised and cultivated through various events in a long historical 
process, and Burke argued that it is this stable, fine order of the spontane-
ously formed constitution that had supported Britain’s prosperity. Thus, he 
contended that the constitution had secured its legitimacy as “a prescriptive 
constitution.” This approach was based on the idea that humankind lacked 
enough wisdom to create such an order within complex human society. 
Consequently, the British constitution must necessarily be something greater 
than human knowledge: “the happy effect of following Nature, which is 
wisdom without reflection, and above it.”24 Furthermore, “in old establish-
ments various correctives have been found for their aberrations from theory. 
Indeed, they are the results of various necessities and expediencies.…The 
means taught by experience may be better suited to political ends than those 
contrived in the original project.…I think all this might be curiously exem-
plified in the British Constitution.”25 In other words, Burke believed that 
the British constitution was an accumulation of historical and experiential 
wisdom. Burke atavistically called the experiential wisdom that had accu-
mulated throughout history “prejudice.” The word prejudice had negative 
connotations in Burke’s time, as it does today.26 However, for Burke, it meant 
something that was thought and held to be true over the years and, insofar 
as it incorporated practical and instructive truths from one’s predecessors’ 
experiences and reflections, was nothing other than “the prejudice, with the 

Press, 1997], 321–31; see J. G. A. Pocock, Politics, Language, and Time [Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1989], 202–32). However, he later became more sympathetic to the common-law theory, perhaps 
because he noticed the ideological value of common law, especially its antirevolutionary value. On 
this, see Peter J. Stanlis, Edmund Burke and the Natural Law (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1958); Reed Browning, “The Origin of Burke’s Ideas Revisited,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 18, 
no. 1 (1984): 57–71. Having abandoned his study of law for literature and politics in his youth, Burke 
was ambivalent toward law itself (see Frederick P. Lock, Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France 
[Boston: Allen & Unwin, 1985], 20).
24  Burke, Reflections, 29.
25  Ibid., 151.
26  “In this enlightened age I am bold enough to confess that…instead of casting away all our old 
prejudices, we cherish them to a very considerable degree; and, to take more shame to ourselves, we 
cherish them because they are prejudices” (ibid., 76). This famous passage in Reflections in support of 
prejudice demonstrates Burke’s awareness that his opinion was atavistic.
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reason involved.”27 The two most prominent reasoned prejudices in Europe 
were chivalry and religious spirit:

When ancient opinions and rules of life are taken away, the loss can-
not possibly be estimated. From that moment, we have no compass to 
govern us; nor can we know distinctly to what port we steer. Europe, 
undoubtedly, taken in a mass, was in a flourishing condition the day 
on which your Revolution was completed. How much of that pros-
perous state was owing to the spirit of our old manners and opinions 
[the chivalry and religious spirit] is not easy to say; but as such causes 
cannot be indifferent in their operation, we must presume that on the 
whole, their operation was beneficial.28 

4. Supporting Prejudice: Chivalry and Religious Spirit

When arguing for “the prejudice, with the reason involved,” Burke was well 
aware that chivalry and religious spirit were illusory. Nevertheless, because 
he saw Europe flourishing when it had possessed these traits, and considered 
this proof of their presumptive benefit, he felt the onus to support them as 
“the pleasing illusions”29 in consequentialist terms. For Burke, one of the 
benefits of chivalry and religious spirit was the suppression of passions. 
Chivalry gave ethical norms to those of high rank, forcing them to behave 
in ways that would be respected by others and to refrain from discreditable 
self-seeking, thereby leading them to provide public services. In Burke’s eyes, 
chivalry was nothing but a system of manners designed for the voluntary 
restriction of the aristocracy’s private passions; a civilized ethical system 
serving as “one of the greatest controlling powers on earth, the sense of fame 
and estimation.”30 Montesquieu also noted this point in De l’esprit des lois, 
writing that “the nature of honor is to have the whole universe as a censor.”31 
Essentially, chivalry could suppress wild private passions within the context 
of freedom, without recourse to violence or oppression: “Without force or 
opposition, [the spirit of chivalry] subdued the fierceness of pride and power; 
it obliged sovereigns to submit to the soft collar of social esteem, compelled 
stern authority to submit to elegance, and gave a domination, vanquisher of 

27  Ibid.
28  Ibid., 68–69.
29  Ibid., 67.
30  Ibid., 82.
31  Charles de Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, ed. Anne M. Cohler, Basia C. Miller, and Harold 
Stone (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989 [1748]), 71. On Montesquieu’s intellectual influ-
ence on Burke, see Cecil P. Courtney, Montesquieu and Burke (Oxford: Blackwell, 1963).
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laws, to be subdued by manners.”32 Burke believed that religion had a similar 
effect and that the values of “mercy” and “tenderness” espoused in Christi-
anity helped to restrain and calm the wild passions of Europeans:

The Christian religion, having once taken root in Kent, spread itself 
with great rapidity throughout all the other Saxon kingdoms in Eng-
land. The manners of the Saxons underwent a notable alteration by 
this change in their religion; their ferocity was much abated, they 
became more mild and sociable, and their laws began to partake of 
the softness of their manners, everywhere recommending mercy and 
a tenderness for Christian blood.33 

Burke reasoned that if “the prejudice, with the reason involved,” of chivalry 
and religion suppressed people’s wild passions and self-interest, instilling calm 
and refined, civilized ethics in society,34 then the French revolutionist’s utter 
rejection of chivalry and religious spirit, embodied in the aristocracy and 
priesthood, must surely be a rejection of civilization and a retreat into savagery.

As well as being useful for suppressing private passions, chivalry and 
religious spirit also had the effect of transforming those passions into pub-
lic goods. Burke lamented that the loss of chivalry, in which one voluntarily 
offered one’s life up to public service, meant the loss of “the cheap defence of 
nations,”35 and noted that “without all doubt, charity to the poor is a direct 
and obligatory duty upon all Christians.”36 In other words, he hoped that 
Christians’ voluntary charity would provide a social and economic safety 
net. The denial of private elements was a mark of honor for the aristocracy 
and priesthood, and thus an affirmation of the self. An ethos of denying 
self-interest in favor of public intentionality made ruling possible without 
tyrannical coercion, materializing in the form of small government. With this 
point in mind, it seems possible to understand how Burke could jointly, and 

32  Burke, Reflections, 67.
33  Edmund Burke, An Essay towards an Abridgment of English History (1757–?), in Writings and 
Speeches, 1:404.
34  The contention that chivalry and religion could calm and refine passions was shared by Scottish 
Enlightenment thinkers of that period. See Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996 [1767]), and William Robertson, The History of the 
Reign of the Emperor Charles the Fifth (London: Routledge, 1857 [1769]). On the relationship between 
the school of the Scottish Enlightenment and Burke, see Daniel O’Neill, The Burke-Wollstonecraft 
Debate: Savagery, Civilization, and Democracy (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
2007), and Anna Plassart, The Scottish Enlightenment and the French Revolution (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2015).
35  Burke, Reflections, 67.
36  Burke, Thoughts and Details, 129.
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without contradiction, argue for economic liberalism and the feudalistic ele-
ments of chivalry and religion. As voluntary forms of public spirit in which 
self-denial is transformed into self-affirmation, chivalry and religious spirit 
were neither simple prejudice nor fallacies, but rather excellent examples of 
“prejudice, with the reason involved.”

Conversely, Burke supposed that the democratic government created by 
the French Revolution meant that the nonaristocratic and nonpriestly com-
moners, who repudiated chivalry and religious spirit, in other words, people 
of low rank who were unable to deny self-interest, would come to power; con-
sequently, the explosion of private passions of the “Swinish Multitude” would 
inevitably follow. Burke believed that “the democratik commonwealth is the 
foodful nurse of ambition.”37

5. Burke’s View of Economic Order

We must consider Burke’s view of economic order if we are to further under-
stand the significance of chivalry and religious spirit for him in terms of 
the political economy. As stated above, Burke was a proponent of economic 
liberalism, but this did not blind him to its inevitable consequences; as he 
wrote in Reflections: 

[The labourer] worked from dawn to dark in the innumerable ser-
vile, degrading, unseemly, unmanly, and often most unwholesome 
and pestiferous occupations to which by the social economy so many 
wretches are inevitably doomed. If it were not generally pernicious to 
disturb the natural course of things and to impede in any degree the 
great wheel of circulation which is turned by the strangely-directed 
labour of these unhappy people, I should be infinitely more inclined 
forcibly to rescue them from their miserable industry than violently to 
disturb the tranquil repose of monastic quietude.38 

If a division of labor was to develop and economic liberalism was to advance, 
then many people would have to be positioned within poor working envi-
ronments as laborers. Of course, while Burke wanted to “rescue them 
from their miserable industry,” he also indicated, by his reference to “the 
strangely-directed labour of these unhappy people,” that the social arrange-
ment of individuals was the provenance of a divine will; therefore, any 
reorganization through human agency would be “generally pernicious.” As 
we saw, economic laws were “the laws of God” and could not be controlled by 

37  Burke, Appeal, 441.
38  Burke, Reflections, 141.
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human will. Underlying this way of thinking was the Aristotelian-Thomistic 
concept of the natural hierarchical order and the “Great Chain of Being,” 
which was widely influential during the eighteenth century. Both posited 
that the social arrangement of individuals and their incident responsibilities 
were determined by nature.39 Admittedly, Burke said, “you do not imagine 
that I wish to confine power, authority, and distinction to blood and names 
and titles,” partly expressing a negative view of static hierarchical order—as 
Macpherson spoke of Burke’s idea of a “natural aristocracy” as “the idea of 
meritocracy”40—but he subsequently also said, “the temple of honour ought 
to be seated on an eminence”41 as he sought to defend social hierarchy by 
minimizing the possibility of advancement in social status.

Of course, Burke’s idea that such a natural hierarchical order should be 
accepted was antithetical to the revolutionaries’ ideas of freedom, equality, 
and the justness of restructuring the order through human will. This was the 
greatest problem for Burke at the time of the French Revolution: perceiving it 
to be “a revolution in sentiments, manners, and moral opinions” of “the most 
important of all revolutions,”42 he immediately understood that the French 
Revolution was not a simple transformation of institutions but a transfor-
mation of people’s way of thinking: “We preserve the whole of our feelings 
still native and entire, unsophisticated by pedantry and infidelity.…We fear 
God; we look up with awe to kings, with affection to Parliaments, with duty 

39  On Burke’s desire to revive the Aristotelian ordo ad finem, see Fukuda Kan’ichi, Kindai seiji genri 
seiritsushi josetsu [An introduction to the history of modern political principles] (Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten, 1971), 416. Pappin also argued that Burke held an Aristotelian ethical view of the state (see 
Joseph Pappin III, “The Place of Laissez-Faire Economics in Edmund Burke’s Politics of Order” [paper 
delivered at the Austrian Scholars Conference, March 16, 2002]). On the influence of Thomism on 
Burke, see Francis Canavan, The Political Reason of Edmund Burke (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 1960), and Joseph Pappin III, “Edmund Burke and the Thomistic Foundations of Natural Law,” 
in An Imaginative Whig: Reassessing the Life and Thought of Edmund Burke, ed. Ian Crowe (Colombia: 
University of Missouri Press, 2005). Thomism is, of course, linked with the concept of the Great 
Chain of Being, on which see Arthur Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the History of an 
Idea (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1936). Kramnick pioneered the notion that Burke 
was influenced by the idea of the Great Chain of Being (Rage of Edmund Burke, 183). The concept of 
the Great Chain of Being was widely used to oppose revolutions seeking to overturn the hierarchical 
order (Lovejoy, Great Chain of Being, 205). From the perspective of the Aristotelian-Thomistic concept 
of the natural hierarchical order, we see that there is an overlap between Otto Brunner’s concept of 
das ganze Haus, which focuses on the virtue of rulers, and Burke’s views on hierarchical order and 
the virtuous ruler. On the concept of das ganze Haus, see Otto Brunner, “Das ‘ganze Haus’ und die 
alteuropäische ‘Ökonomik,’” in Neue Wege der Verfassungs-und Sozialgeschichte, 2nd ed. (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1968).
40  Macpherson, Burke, 72.
41  Burke, Reflections, 44.
42  Ibid., 70.
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to magistrates, with reverence to priests, and with respect to nobility. Why? 
Because, when such ideas are brought before our minds, it is natural to be 
so affected.”43 Whereas commoners had always looked up to their superiors 
and uncomplainingly devoted themselves to their tough labor, as it was self-
evidently “natural” for them, the French Revolution proclaimed the ideas 
that humankind was free and equal, that the position of laborers was not 
self-evident, and that anyone could have the “ambition” to become a ruler, 
turning the previously existing spiritual value-system on its head. However, 
civilized society had developed along the lines of a liberal economy and 
division of labor necessitating many laborers to perform tough jobs. Despite 
this, the French revolutionaries destroyed the traditional belief in an order 
requiring people to accept the unavoidable and unpleasant consequences 
of a civilized society. This would inevitably lead to the disobedience of the 
people in the face of the existing order and the buildup of dissatisfaction. The 
common people acting as politicians, Burke said, “never will quietly settle in 
ordinary occupations, nor submit to any scheme, which must reduce them 
to an entirely private condition, or to the exercise of a steady, peaceful, but 
obscure and unimportant industry.”44

For Burke, it was impossible for tough labor to cease, given “the social 
economy” of civilized society, or for everyone to become a ruler; yet, the tra-
ditional “sentiments, manners, and moral opinions” necessary for accepting 
this stern reality were destroyed by the revolutionaries. Burke predicted that 
if the revolutionaries were to attempt to rule such refuseniks, because anti-
establishment masses would not accept their situation of being the ruled and 
laboring, military force would inevitably be requested; therefore, the French 
Revolution government would eventually have to “send troops to sabre and to 
bayonet us into a submission to fear and force.”45 

Burke held the idea that a highly civilized society requiring many labor-
ers was essential because of its benefits, but he also agonized over the modern 
anguish, discussed by Erich Fromm,46 of laborers who would no longer accept 
their social position as natural. In this context, Burke made his atavistic, 
near-hopeless appeal for the necessity of the “prejudice” of chivalry because, 
as previously stated, it was “that proud submission that dignified obedience, 

43  Ibid., 75–76.
44  Edmund Burke, Thoughts on French Affairs (1791), in The Writings and Speeches of Edmund Burke, 
vol. 8, ed. Leslie G. Mitchell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 366.
45  Burke, Reflections, 197.
46  Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New York: Rinehart, 1941).
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that subordination of the heart, which kept alive, even in servitude itself, the 
spirit of an exalted freedom!” Chivalry was a moral ethos in which freedom 
and dignity are wrought from subordination, and self-denial is transformed 
into self-affirmation.47 Were chivalry shared among the people, they would 
not view self-denying submission as unfreedom, and they would voluntarily 
submit to the established order. These “principles of natural subordination”48 
meant ensuring the conditions of freedom and order without oppressing the 
people through despotic law or coercion: “When the old feudal and chival-
rous spirit of fealty, which, by freeing kings from fear, freed both kings and 
subjects from the precautions of tyranny, shall be extinct in the minds of 
men, plots and assassinations will be anticipated by preventive murder and 
preventive confiscation.…Kings will be tyrants from policy when subjects 
are rebels from principle.”49 This expresses the dual importance of chivalry 
in a free society. While chivalry was the ethical source of the ruler’s (aristoc-
racy’s) gentleness and tolerance and their public service, based on their sense 
of honor, it was the ethical source of the voluntary submission of the ruled to 
a ruler who provides good governance. Consequently, the voluntary submis-
sion of those who are ruled is not unconditional: as Burke asserts, “To make 
us love our country, our country ought to be lovely,”50 and the ruled must 
voluntarily submit only to a deserving, worthwhile order.

This reciprocal relationship between the ruler and the ruled is depicted in 
Burke’s early work An Abridgment of English History, written before his foray 
into politics, and could already be seen in the feudalistic relationship51 between 
the Germanic lord and vassal that formed the source of chivalry.52 Recogniz-
ing a reciprocal relationship between the lord’s duty to support and the vassal 
soldier’s allegiance, Burke believed that this was the source of civil-military 

47  Tom Furniss calls this linguistic relationship “the oxymoronic tensions.” See Tom Furniss, Edmund 
Burke’s Aesthetic Ideology: Language, Gender and Political Economy in Revolution (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1993), 175.
48  Burke, Reflections, 215.
49  Ibid., 68.
50  Ibid.
51  Burke, Abridgment, 430–34.
52  The view that chivalry originates in the description of the German invested soldier in the thir-
teenth chapter of Tacitus’s Germania (as referenced by Burke) is widely shared today (see Philippe du 
Puy de Clinchamps, La Chevalerie [Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1961]). In the eighteenth 
century, John Millar also argued that the manners and customs of German soldiers were the source of 
chivalry (see John Millar, The Origin of the Distinction of Ranks [Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 2006 
(1771)], 135). Pocock argues that Millar’s theory of chivalry influenced Burke’s (Virtue, Commerce, 
and History, 198).
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governments in Europe,53 thus accepting, like Montesquieu, the legend of the 
German forest and seeing it as the base for the British constitution. Such polit-
ical awareness, of course, resonates with the idea mentioned above of noblesse 
oblige aligning with the feudalistic natural hierarchical order.

When this is understood, the conventional “Burke Problem” of his sup-
posedly conflicting views of the American and French Revolutions is revealed 
to be an illusion. The reason why Burke was able to harbor support for both 
the Declaration Act and the American colonies without contradiction is 
explained by his political philosophy as well as by the political situation at the 
time. He understood Britain’s position as a colonial ruler from the perspective 
of the feudalistic reciprocal relationship, which required it to behave toward 
the American colonies not with exploitation but with protection and grace. 
This was similar to Burke’s way of thinking during the French Revolution, 
which could be characterized as supporting a lord-vassal, feudalistic relation-
ship in direct opposition to the revolutionist idea of leveling, or turning the 
ruled into the rulers. He believed that if treated as a subject, with protection 
and grace, the American colonies would be willing to serve as a vassal to 
its lord, Britain. For example, as he said in a speech directed at those living 
in the American colonies, “You (as we gratefully acknowledge) had acqui-
esced most cheerfully under that prudent reserve of the Constitution, at that 
happy moment, when neither you nor we apprehended a further return of the 
exercise of invidious powers.”54 He believed that when the colonies were not 
overly interfered with and were ruled with tolerance, colonists would will-
ingly acquiesce to rule without controversy. Therefore, Burke continued to 
think within the limits of the framework of the British Empire, even while 
adopting a pro-American stance.

This feudalistic reciprocal relationship of the lord’s protection and grace 
and the subjects’ voluntary submission can be seen in Germanic society, 
which, as we saw, was believed to be the fount of the feudal system; it was 
Burke’s belief that this feudalistic reciprocal relationship delivered true free-
dom without the need for much legal or political constraint. Conversely, he 

53  Even in his later years, Burke believed that European civil society was based on the ancient 
Germanic (hierarchical) society, saying, “The whole of the polity and oeconomy of every country 
in Europe has been derived from the same sources. It was drawn from the old Germanic or Gothic 
custumary; from the feudal institutions which must be considered as an emanation from that cus-
tumary.…From hence arose the several orders…(which are called States) in every European country” 
(Edmund Burke, First Letter on a Regicide Peace [1795], in Writings and Speeches, 9:248).
54  Edmund Burke, Address to the Colonists (1777), in The Writings and Speeches of Edmund Burke,  
vol. 3, ed. Warren M. Elofson and John A. Woods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 285.
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believed that if a leveled modernistic government would be “the foodful nurse 
of ambition,” it would bring about dissatisfaction and rebellion among the 
masses; since the truth of democracy was that “the people at large can never 
become the subject of punishment by any human hand,”55 it would result in 
the complete loss of statesmen’s political responsibility and a political system 
replete with chaos.

6. Reflections and Thoughts and Details on Scarcity

It is now clear why even Thoughts and Details on Scarcity, Burke’s treatise 
most focused on economic liberalism, discusses hierarchical order (a feudal-
istic concept) while, oddly enough, developing a theory of the free-market 
economy (a modernistic concept) like that in Reflections.

There is no doubt that Burke consistently took an economically liberal 
stance even before writing Reflections and Thoughts and Details on Scarcity. 
In Tracts relating to Popery Laws (1765), written in his youth, Burke states, 
“preventing its [landed property] free circulation through the community” 
is “a most leading article of ill policy” and that if land were monopolized by 
English absentee landlords, the people of Ireland would be unable to possess 
“industry” and this would “cut off that laudable avarice which every wise state 
has cherished as one of the first principles of its greatness.”56 Furthermore, in 
Speech on Economical Reform (1780), he states, “commerce…flourishes most 
when it is left to itself. Interest, the great guide of commerce, is not a blind 
one. It is very well able to find its own way.”57 The phrases “laudable avarice” 
and “Interest, the great guide of commerce” are suggestive of Burke’s contem-
porary Adam Smith,58 who advocated self-interest, holding that “by pursuing 
his own interest [the individual] frequently promotes that of the society more 
effectually than when he really intends to promote it.”59 

55  Burke, Reflections, 82.
56  Edmund Burke, Tracts relating to Popery Laws (1765), in Writings and Speeches, 9:476–77.
57  Edmund Burke, Speech on Economical Reform (1780), in Writings and Speeches, 3:535.
58  One of the reasons why Burke supported economic liberalism since his youth was that he was born 
in Ireland, which suffered from economic destitution arising from English mercantilism. Thus, Burke 
highly praised Smith’s The Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, but he took an economically liberal 
stance even prior to its publication. Therefore, to Burke, The Wealth of Nations was merely “an excel-
lent digest of all that is valuable in former Oeconomical writers.” See Ian Simpson Ross, The Life of 
Adam Smith, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 376.
59  Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (New York: Bantam Classic, 2003 [1776]), 572.
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Of course, there are commonalities and differences between the eco-
nomically liberal ideas of Burke and Smith.60 Both Burke and Smith believed 
that society comprises diverse individuals who take up different roles under 
the concept of the Great Chain of Being. However, whereas Smith believed 
that the differences in people’s abilities result mainly from acquired educa-
tion, customs, and division of labor,61 Burke mainly linked the diverse roles 
of individuals with innate, divinely granted duty. Burke said, “having dis-
posed and marshalled us by a divine tactick, not according to our will, but 
according to His, He has, in and by that disposition, virtually subjected us to 
act the part which belongs to the place assigned us.”62 This idea of Burke’s is 
unmistakably feudalistic and medieval. In asserting that the current status 
of the masses is based on the divine will, he denied the belief promoted by 
the supporters of the French Revolution that the masses can transform their 
status. As in Reflections, Burke employed the Aristotelian-Thomistic concept 
of a natural hierarchical order and the discourse of the Great Chain of Being 
to assert the following in Thoughts and Details on Scarcity: “The mind is the 
most valuable and the most important; and in this scale, the whole of agri-
culture is in a natural and just order; the beast is as an informing principle 
to the plough and cart; the labourer is as reason to the beast; and the farmer 
is as a thinking and presiding principle to the labourer. An attempt to break 
this chain of subordination in any part is equally absurd.”63 

The hierarchical economic order extending to the relationships between 
the beast, the farmer, and the laborer is “a natural and just order” follow-
ing divine will, which cannot be overturned by human will, demonstrating 
that Burke maintained a medieval, feudalistic view of social order, 64  unlike 
Smith’s modernistic perspective of social order.65 Furthermore, like the rela-

60  Regarding the detailed differences between Smith’s and Burke’s political and economic ideas, see 
Donald Winch, Riches and Poverty: An Intellectual History of Political Economy in Britain 1750–1834 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
61  Smith, Wealth of Nations, 26.
62  Burke, Appeal, 442.
63  Burke, Thoughts and Details, 125.
64  Burke was not especially feudalistic; the view of social order most widely shared in Hanoverian 
England was of a hierarchical order consisting of a combination of people with diverse characteristics 
and conditions due to providence. See David Cannadine, The Rise and Fall of Class in Britain (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 27.
65  It must be noted that Smith, especially in his later years, politically recognized the aristocracy as 
favorable for the social order and that the relationship between the aristocracy and commoners must 
be reciprocal. See Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 6th ed. (Amherst, NY: Prometheus 
Books, 2000 [1790]), 334–44.
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tionship between lord and vassal, this relationship between the farmer and 
the laborer was understood as reciprocal.

It is the interest of the farmer that his selfish work should be done with 
effect and celerity; and that cannot be, unless the laborer is well fed, 
and otherwise found with such necessaries of animal life, according 
to its habitudes, as may keep the body in full force, and the mind gay 
and cheerful.…It is therefore the first and fundamental interest of 
the labourer that the farmer should have a full incoming profit on the 
product of his labour.…[The benign and wise Disposer of all things] 
obliges men, whether they will or not, in pursuing their own interests, 
to connect the general good with their own individual success.66 

Thus, Burke declared, “in the case of the farmer and the labourer, their 
interests are always the same”;67 he did not envision class conflict. Smith, 
who held modernistic ideas—for instance, he was critical of large-scale land 
ownership and state religious systems—sensed conflict between capitalists 
and laborers, and Marx later carried on this argument. However, for Burke, a 
reciprocal, mutually beneficial relationship between capitalists and laborers, 
like the one between lord and vassal, was a prerequisite for economic liberal-
ism, and he believed that without government intervention, a harmonious 
hierarchical order would form between the classes, based on the interests of 
all parties, if they were granted freedom. Thus, for Burke, modernistic eco-
nomic liberalism coexisted with a medieval hierarchical order. Both Smith 
and Burke believed in “private vices, public benefits,” but their views of the 
social order, upon which this idea was predicated, differed entirely.

However, Burke did not believe that the relationship between capitalists 
and laborers was harmonized by virtue of a community of interests alone. 
As his premise was a medieval view of social order, duties according to posi-
tions accompanied the relationship between capitalists and laborers. Echoing 
the “principles of natural subordination” in Reflections, Burke asserts that 
“patience, labour, sobriety, frugality, and religion should be recommended 
to” 68 the laborers; they should work silently and submit themselves to 
capitalists and the rich rather than rising against them and destroying the 
hierarchical order. He warned that capitalists and the rich are “trustees 
for those who labour,” and that the fall of capitalists would mean the self-
destruction of laborers. More importantly, as previously described, capitalists 

66  Burke, Thoughts and Details, 125.
67  Ibid., 124.
68  Ibid., 121.
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and the rich had a Christian duty to aid the poor. That is, their relationship, 
while founded on hierarchical subjugation-subordination, is not a unilateral 
relationship of control and servitude, but a bilateral, mutually beneficial rela-
tionship. To somewhat humanize the relation of subjugation-subordination 
at the foundation of human politics, economy, and society, Burke attempted 
to redefine this relationship as mutually beneficial and bilateral. As Thoughts 
and Details on Scarcity focused on current economic affairs, it is natural 
that it did not develop this notion fully. However, it is readily apparent that 
Burke’s real intention was consistently to portray the relationship of subju-
gation-subordination between capitalists and laborers as mutually beneficial 
and bilateral. This reciprocal relationship could not be moral unless it were 
formed through the free will of capitalists and laborers rather than forced 
by the government. According to Burke, “the manner, mode, time, choice of 
objects, and proportion” of the duty to provide charity to the poor “are left to 
private discretion; and perhaps, for that very reason it is performed with the 
greater satisfaction…as the exercise of a virtue most suitable to a being sen-
sible of its own infirmity.”69 Burke’s Thoughts and Details on Scarcity asserted 
that a distinction should be made between “what belongs to laws, and what 
manners alone can regulate,” and socioeconomic relationships clearly belong 
to the latter. It goes without saying that this is bound up with the argument 
in Reflections that the social order should be maintained via manners rather 
than iron-fisted control, such as the French revolutionary government.

7. Conclusion

Burke’s unchanging view of a civilized society was one where the rulers must 
comprise a small number of elites, and the majority must submit to the ruler 
and also engage in “obscure and unimportant industry”: “Those who attempt 
to level never equalize. In all societies, consisting of various descriptions of 
citizens, some description must be uppermost. The levelers, therefore, only 
change and pervert the natural order of things.”70 Burke believed that the 
French Revolution would have been ultimately unable to change this com-
position. The accuracy of his cool-headed political awareness was ironically 
vindicated by the fact that Britain, having been criticized by the French revo-
lutionaries as an unequal and oppressive country, went on to secure greater 
civil liberties, whereas the French revolutionary system ended with terrible 
oppression. For Burke, one of the reasons for the French Revolution’s failure 

69  Ibid., 129.
70  Burke, Reflections, 43.
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was its aim to ensure “social freedom”71 through institutional formalization. 
By introducing “a pure democracy,” that is, leveling, or turning the ruled into 
the rulers, the French revolutionaries attempted to eliminate subordination, 
believing that they could thereby secure social freedom. This radical way of 
thinking has appeared in various forms, such as Rousseau’s democratic trea-
tise Du contrat social and Marx’s “die Wahre Demokratie” argument,72 and 
has become a basso continuo in the history of ideas. 

However, Burke held the opposite view, believing that the relationship 
between the ruler and the ruled could never be eliminated by human hand. 
Instead, strengthening the relationship of mutual trust, whereby the ruler 
governs the ruled with tolerance and prudence while the ruled voluntarily 
submit to the benevolent ruler (on account of his benevolence) with minimal 
coercion and laws, would ensure peace and freedom in civilized society. This 
is the true meaning of Burke’s statement, “To make us love our country, our 
country ought to be lovely”; it is also the reason he argued for the atavistic 
appeal of chivalry as the essential ethical basis for the relationship between 
the ruler and the ruled, and, hence, for a free and civilized society. 

Here, then, is my resolution of the new “Burke Problem” articulated at 
the beginning of this article. Burke thought feudalistic chivalry was neces-
sary precisely because he supported a free, modern, and civilized society.73 
He thought that feudalistic reciprocal relations, replete with trust between 
the ruler and the ruled and mediated by chivalry, mitigated the political and 
economic alienation of the people who could not escape from their position of 
being the ruled and laboring, which would ensure the freedom of a civilized 
society. Burke’s understanding of these issues is surely relevant for those of us 
who are tormented in the present by the political and economic alienation of 
late-capitalist society. The modern world seems to be facing an unprecedented 
collapse of these trustful relationships between the ruler and the ruled. As 
modern society cannot depend on Burke’s “pleasing illusions,” and must 
instead confront more difficult circumstances, we must realize that Burke’s 
understanding of the issues has not yet been overcome and is still relevant.

71  Edmund Burke, “To Depont (November 1789),” in The Correspondence of Edmund Burke, vol. 6, ed. 
Alfred Cobban and Robert A. Smith (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), 42.
72  Karl Marx, Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law (1843), in Marx and Engels 
Collected Works, vol. 3 (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 2010), 3–129.
73  For a more detailed discussion of this point, see Kojima Hidenobu, Dentoushugi to bunmeishakai: 
Edmund Burke no seijikeizaitetsugaku [Traditionalism and civil society: Edmund Burke’s philosophy 
of political economy] (Kyoto: Kyoto University Press, 2016).
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The Humean moral sentiment is a feeling rooted in human nature that, 
through a reflective process, seeks out truths about human nature. In Thomas 
Merrill’s words, it is “a passion that looks up to objectivity.”1 Similarly, Sha-
ron Krause notes that the moral sentiment is a “reflective feeling [that], when 
properly arrived at, can support rather than thwart impartiality.”2 And this is 
what Rachel Cohon’s reconstruction of the moral theory of Hume’s Treatise 
seeks to show: that the common point of view, which is the standpoint from 
which genuine moral judgments must be made, is sufficient to correct the 
errors caused by human partiality and produce an intelligible, shared, and 
universal standard of judgment of vice and virtue.3

According to Hume, we “over-look our own interest in those general [i.e. 
moral] judgments.”4 Even Hume, however, who dwells on the pervasiveness 
of human selfishness in book 3 of the Treatise, admits that “one may, perhaps, 
be surpriz’d, that amidst all these interests and pleasures, we shou’d forget 
our own” (T 3.3.1.30). Given the seeming intractability of human selfishness, 
which Hume insists cannot be remedied by “any inartificial principle of the 

* The author wishes to thank the James Madison Program at Princeton University for its support  
of research on this article.
 1 Thomas W. Merrill, “Investigating Morality with David Hume,” Polity 48, no. 1 (2016): 89. 
2  Sharon R. Krause, Civil Passions: Moral Sentiment and Democratic Deliberation (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2008), 12.
3  Rachel Cohon, Hume’s Morality: Feeling and Fabrication (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).
4  David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. David Fate Norton and Mary J. Norton (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 3.3.1.17. References to the Treatise are to book, part, section, and 
paragraph, and will henceforward be given parenthetically in the main text.
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human mind,” the question must be asked: How are human beings, who 
are overwhelmed by partial affections, supposed to transcend their peculiar 
circumstances and attain the common point of view (T 3.2.2.8)? Jacqueline 
Taylor has argued that we must leave the Treatise behind and turn to Hume’s 
more mature moral theory in An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals 
if we are to find a satisfying answer to this question.5 In the second Enquiry, 
Hume presents the natural sentiment of humanity, rather than sympathy, 
as the foundational element of moral judgment.6 And the cultivation of the 
natural sentiment of humanity through conversations in polite society is, as 
Taylor points out, altogether necessary if one is to transcend one’s partial 
interests and arrive at proper moral judgments. 

Taylor emphasizes that, for Hume, moral judgment is a social practice, 
and for this reason social structure matters. For Hume, “some forms of gov-
ernment and economy” are better than others at promoting the sentiment 
of humanity, which is the source of sound moral judgment.7 Other forms 
of government and economy, meanwhile, have the power to thwart the 
sentiment of humanity. This seemingly modest insight—that sound moral 
judgment depends on sound political and economic institutions—con-
tains some alarming implications for Hume’s moral theory. It suggests that 
Humean moral assessment may depend as much on human artifice as it does 
on the allegedly natural sentiment of humanity.

Taking Hume’s moral philosophy as a whole, I argue that conventions are 
central to Hume’s account of moral assessment.8 It is the refined member of 
society, after all—the one who is “accustomed” to law and government, who 
possesses the general “feeling for the happiness of mankind, and a resentment 
of their misery”—who is required for sound moral judgment.9 And Hume 

5  See, for example, Jacqueline Taylor, Reflecting Subjects: Passion, Sympathy, and Society in Hume’s 
Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
6  See also Ryan Patrick Hanley, “David Hume and the ‘Politics of Humanity,’” Political Theory 39,  
no. 2 (2011): 205–33. 
7  Taylor is certainly correct that Hume, in his moral and political writings, defends “the kind  
of modern society of which he was a member.” Reflecting Subjects, 100–101.
8  While there has been a surge in scholarship over the last two decades regarding the coherence of 
Hume’s moral philosophy as it appears, on one hand, in the Treatise and, on the other, in the second 
Enquiry, I take Hume at his word that the same “philosophical principles” and “doctrines” appear in 
each. See David Hume, The Letters of David Hume, ed. J. Y. T. Greig (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), 1:4, 158, 187. For the most recent contribution to this long-running debate, see Tony Pitson, 
“Hume and Humanity as ‘the Foundation of Morals,’” Journal of Scottish Philosophy 17 (2019): 39–59. 
9  David Hume, An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals, ed. Tom Beauchamp (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1998), 9.8 n. 57; App. 1.3. Henceforward EPM.
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treats this sentiment as something absent in humanity’s ruder condition but 
present in modern society.

The sentiment of humanity, and with it, our ability to render impartial 
moral judgments, is largely produced by conventions, or general rules and 
systems of behavior, created on account of their utility. Social engineering is 
required to bring about recognition not only of what Hume calls the artificial 
virtues (e.g., honesty, fidelity to promises, and respect of contracts), but also 
of what he calls the natural virtues (e.g., courage, prudence, and generosity). 
This interpretation confirms and elaborates on J. L. Mackie’s contention that 
Humean virtues are all, in a sense, conventional.10 Furthermore, it builds on 
depictions of Hume as a thoroughly modern theorist of commercial socia-
bility, who regards utility-advancing conventions as indispensable to the 
development of human society and moral distinctions.11 There has been an 
effort in Hume scholarship to present Hume as an “anti-Hobbesian” political 
theorist, one who is nearly Hutchesonian in his advocacy of natural sociabili-
ty.12 I argue, to the contrary, that Hume’s effort to find a middle way between 
Hobbesian conventionalism and Hutchesonian naturalism falters because of 
the primacy of human artifice in Hume’s account.

In the first section of this essay, I make the case for the absolute precedence 
of justice in Hume’s account of the origin of moral distinctions. In the second, 
I argue that the psychological components that, in Hume’s account, contrib-
ute to the production of impartial moral distinctions are either imperceptible 
or feckless in humanity’s natural state, in the absence of the convention of 
justice. In the third, I argue that Hume’s general rules of morality, like other 
conventions, have as their aim the mitigation of human partiality. In the final 
section I contend that, for Hume, modern commercial society is preferable 
to all others precisely because of its promotion of humanity. I argue that this 
dependence of the sentiment of humanity on certain social, political, and 
economic conventions—specifically those of commercial society—reveals 
that the sentiment of humanity, together with the impartial moral point of 
view it generates, is ultimately the product of human artifice. 

10  J. L. Mackie, Hume’s Moral Theory (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), 120–30.
11  For a standard treatment of Hume as theorist of commercial sociability, see Istvan Hont, “Commer-
cial Society and Political Theory in the Eighteenth Century: The Problem of Authority in David Hume 
and Adam Smith,” in Main Trends in Cultural History: Ten Essays (Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 1994), 54–94.
12  Paul Sagar, The Opinion of Mankind: Sociability and the Theory of the State from Hobbes to Smith 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2018), 18. Cf. Istvan Hont, Politics in Commercial Society: 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Adam Smith (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2015), 57.
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The Priority of Justice in Hume’s Moral Psychology

The general rules of justice are the indispensable first step on humanity’s 
progression from partial to more “general views of things” (T 3.3.1.23). In 
his presentation of the origin of justice and society in book 3 of the Treatise, 
Hume shows that society can neither come into existence, nor be sustained, 
without a remedy for human partiality. That remedy, moreover, which con-
sists in artificial rules of justice, depends on the restraint and redirection 
of human partiality. Hume does acknowledge that human beings exhibit a 
limited natural sociability, which he locates in the relation between the sexes 
that forms the basis of family life. But this kind of limited generosity, which 
gives human beings a preference for their relations and acquaintances, is 
nevertheless incapable of sustaining life in society, beyond relatively small 
familial and tribal units (T 3.2.2.4). This kind of limited generosity also 
thwarts impartial moral reasoning, since partial affections, according to 
Hume, are so strong that they influence not only “our behavior and conduct 
in society,” but also “our ideas of vice and virtue.” Hume writes, in fact, that 
“our natural uncultivated ideas of morality, instead of providing a remedy 
for the partiality of our affections, do rather conform themselves to that par-
tiality, and give it an additional force and influence” (T 3.2.2.8).

Hume thinks it “impossible [for human beings] to live in society without 
restraining themselves by certain rules” (T 3.2.7.11). Because society is created to 
resolve problems stemming from the instability and scarcity of goods, the gen-
eral rules of justice, which bring society into existence, pertain primarily to the 
protection and peaceful exchange of material goods (T 3.2.2.7). In his conjec-
tural narrative of the origin of justice, Hume argues that “the chief impediment 
to this project of society and partnership lies in the avidity and selfishness of 
their natural temper; to remedy which, [individuals] enter into a convention for 
the stability of possession, and for mutual restraint and forbearance” (T 3.2.3.3). 
“No one can doubt,” Hume writes, “that the convention for the distinction of 
property, and for the stability of possession, is of all circumstances the most 
necessary to the establishment of human society” (T 3.2.2.12).

Our aversion to the solitary misery of our natural, presocial condition is 
what causes us to “govern ourselves by rules” (T 3.2.3.3; T 3.2.4.1). In order to 
avoid confusion, particularly in relation to property, Hume insists that “we 
must…proceed by general rules, and regulate ourselves by general interests” 
(T 3.2.10.3). Shared material interests are the glue that keeps society together. 
And Hume repeats that the chief advantage of society consists in the secure 
enjoyment of our possessions and our ability to do what we will with them 
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(T 3.2.2.9). It is for this reason that the three laws of justice that Hume speci-
fies—property rights, transference of property by consent, and the obligation 
of promises—are the rules that make commerce possible, rendering trade 
“more safe and commodious” (T 3.2.2.24).13 

The general rules of justice inaugurate the practice of corrective reason-
ing, which allows us, for example, to settle property disputes not according 
to personal merit or private benevolence, but according to fixed “general 
rules” that have a tendency to benefit society as a whole (T 3.2.6.9). By reflect-
ing on justice, we, for the first time, take into account the interests of “the 
whole society alike,” rather than simply our own peculiar circumstances (T 
3.3.1.13). We thereby begin to approve of actions that accord with “general 
rules, which are unchangeable by spite and favour, and by particular views of 
private or public interest” (T 3.2.6.9). 

The laws of justice, Hume contends, are “universal and perfectly inflex-
ible.” Their universality and inflexibility do not permit of exception, which 
is one reason, Hume thinks, that justice is a factitious virtue. It partakes of 
none of the partiality characteristic of daily human decisions, which are often 
short-sighted, driven by “present motives and inclinations” (T 3.2.6.9). The 
general rule, for example, “that possession must be stable,” ought to “extend 
to the whole society, and be inflexible either by spite or favour” (T 3.2.3.3). 
Similarly, the rules regarding the distribution of property must be “general 
in their application, and more free from doubt and uncertainty” than rules 
derived from relations “of fitness or suitableness,” if they are going to res-
cue human beings from that misery that attends their more natural state  
(T 3.2.4.1).

Reflection on the general rules of justice moves us from particular to more 
abstract kinds of reasoning that are absent in humanity’s natural state. Hume 
acknowledges, for example, that the duty of repaying a loan is “unintelligible” 
to a person in a rude, or more natural, condition, because it depends on a 
mutually advantageous scheme of cooperation invented by human beings. 

13  For portrayals of Hume’s philosophy as a vindication—though not entirely unqualified—of 
commercial modernity, see Christopher J. Berry, “Hume and the Customary Causes of Industry, 
Knowledge, and Humanity,” History of Political Economy 38, no. 2 (2006): 291–317; Ryu Susato, 
Hume’s Sceptical Enlightenment (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2015); and Margaret 
Schabas and Carl Wennerlind, A Philosopher’s Economist: Hume and the Rise of Capitalism (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2020). Baier argues that whereas in the Treatise the general rules of 
justice pertain strictly to commercial justice, Hume expands his conception of justice in the second 
Enquiry. See Annette C. Baier, The Cautious Jealous Virtue: Hume on Justice (Cambridge, MA:  
Harvard University Press, 2010). 
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Meanwhile, the duty of repaying a loan is perfectly understandable to a per-
son in a civilized state, who is “train’d up according to a certain discipline 
and education” (T 3.2.1.9). By approving of a person’s honesty—expressed in 
her proclivity to repay a loan—we exhibit some “regard to public interest” that 
is simply absent in a rude or natural human state (T 3.2.1.11).

All artificial virtues, like justice, are dependent on schemes of coopera-
tion. Justice, for Hume, is a virtue that comes into being after the general rules 
of justice have been instituted, mostly as a result of each person’s concern for 
his own interest (T 3.3.1.9). Eventually a “strong sentiment of morals” devel-
ops that “concurs with interest” and causes us to approve of acts of justice 
(T 3.2.5.11). This approval proceeds “from nothing but our sympathy with 
the interests of society” (T 3.3.1.12). The moral belief that justice is a virtue is 
grounded in the sympathetic pleasure one feels in response to actions condu-
cive to social peace and the sympathetic pain one feels in response to actions 
destructive of social peace. This moral belief, instilled by public and private 
instruction, depends on the awareness that if our partial affections were left 
unrestrained, as they are in humanity’s natural state, then “society must 
immediately dissolve, and every one must fall into that savage and solitary 
condition, which is infinitely worse than the worst situation that can pos-
sibly be suppos’d in society” (T 3.2.2.22; T 3.2.2.25). For this reason, Hume 
describes justice as “infinitely advantageous” (T 3.2.2.22).

In spite of Hume’s assertion that justice is “infinitely advantageous,” 
however, Jacqueline Taylor contends that “Hume is not committed to giv-
ing justice absolute precedence over the natural virtues.”14 This makes sense, 
given Taylor’s argument that it is the natural sentiment of humanity, not 
the laws of justice, that is principally responsible for helping “us form more 
general, less partial views about what is most useful and will most contrib-
ute to the happiness of society and its members.”15 It is difficult, however, 
not to give justice absolute precedence in Hume’s system when the ability to 
conceptualize the general interest and to regulate one’s affections in accord 
with the general interest is simply inaccessible to the rude, untaught savage. 
This ability to regulate one’s taste and affections in an abstract manner goes 
“beyond anything that is supported by instinctive sympathy or immediate 

14  Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 176.
15  Ibid., 181.
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benevolence” in humanity’s ruder and more natural state, in the absence of 
the artifice of justice.16 

Hume insists in the Treatise that neither the natural sentiment of human-
ity, nor extensive sympathy, nor private benevolence, is capable on its own 
of lifting human beings above that limited generosity that proves nearly as 
destructive of society as “the most narrow selfishness” (T 3.2.2.6). Hume 
insists that there is no “inartificial principle” that is capable of curtailing the 
innate partiality that infects both thought and action. This partiality is one 
of the defining attributes of “rude and savage men,” who, without the artifice 
of justice, would never be inspired to exhibit “an equitable conduct towards 
each other” (T 3.2.2.8). “If men pursu’d the public interest naturally, and 
with a hearty affection,” Hume remarks, “they wou’d never have dream’d of 
restraining each other by these rules [of justice]; and if they pursu’d their own 
interest, without any precaution, they wou’d run head-long into every kind of 
injustice and violence” (T 3.2.2.21).

Hume argues that humans “are, in a great measure, govern’d by inter-
est” and do not “look farther than their nearest friends and acquaintance” 
(T 3.2.7.1). Only upon reflection within society do we begin to look farther 
than our nearest friends and acquaintances, toward the common interest—
namely, the survival of society—that we share with those around us. And 
we share this common interest not only with friends and family, but also 
with strangers. In this way, our affections, which are naturally constrained 
by immediate sympathy, are broadened, by an artificial convention “contrary 
to the common principles of human nature,” so that we develop a concern 
for the well-being of strangers within the same society (T 3.2.6.9). By means 
of justice, “we maintain society, which is so necessary to…well-being and 
subsistence” (T 3.2.2.9). And it is for this reason that Hume writes that “no 
virtue is more esteem’d than justice” (T 3.3.1.9).

Sympathy and Moral Judgment in the Treatise

Hume contends that truly moral judgments require that characters and man-
ners be “consider’d in general, without reference to our particular interest” 
(T 3.1.2.4). Rachel Cohon, in her reconstruction of Hume’s moral theory in 
the Treatise, argues that it is by means of extensive sympathy that we arrive 
at the common point of view. With a view to Hume’s account in the Treatise, 
however, it seems as if human beings do not possess the native mental tools 

16  Mackie, Hume’s Moral Theory, 125.
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necessary to arrive at the common point of view, by extensive sympathy, 
without the artificial reconfiguration of the moral sentiment accomplished 
by the convention of justice.17 As Hume insists, there is no “inartificial 
principle of the human mind” that can “control those partial affections” (T 
3.2.2.8). Our partiality is so deeply ingrained in human nature that it cannot 
be corrected by any “natural and inartificial passions of men” (T 3.2.2.21).

Hume acknowledges that there is a conflict between extensive sympathy 
and limited generosity, that is, the partiality for which justice serves as a cor-
rective (T 3.3.1.23). In his effort to resolve this difficulty, Hume distinguishes 
between moral taste—a calm passion—and our partial affections, such as 
love and hatred, which are more violent passions that tend more readily to 
influence action (T 2.1.1.3). Moral reflection depends on the imagination, 
which produces a special kind of moral feeling that does not always control 
our passions (T 3.3.1.23). Hume states, for example, that an impartial moral 
judgment, which is dependent on extensive sympathy, does not have the same 
“influence on our love and hatred” as “when our own interest is concern’d, 
or that of our particular friends” (T 3.3.1.18). For Hume, then, our confined 
generosity, which consists of unequal affections, need not preclude the pos-
sibility of abstract moral judgments. While the latter influence our taste, the 
former is more likely to influence our actions and affections (T 3.3.1.23).

Nevertheless, the tension between limited and extensive sympathy in 
the Treatise remains evident. And this tension renders questionable whether 
a human being in the ruder, more natural condition is capable of making 
impartial moral judgments prior to the reconfiguration of the moral senti-
ments by the artifice of justice. To achieve the common point of view, “on 
which moral distinctions depend,” Hume argues, we must “confine our view 
to that narrow circle, in which any person moves, in order to form a judg-
ment of his moral character” (T 3.3.1.30). “When the natural tendency of his 
passions leads him to be serviceable and useful within his sphere,” Hume 
continues, “we approve of his character, and love his person, by a sympathy 
with the sentiments of those who have a more particular connexion with 
him” (T 3.3.3.2). When we sympathize with the narrow circles in which peo-
ple live, we leave our own interests behind and engage in the kind of moral 
reflection that is facilitated by extensive sympathy. By this process, we correct 

17  This position corresponds to previous assertions made by Cohon and Taylor that justice results in 
“profound psychological changes” and even a “cultural transformation of instinct.” See Rachel Cohon, 
“Hume’s Artificial and Natural Virtues,” in The Blackwell Guide to Hume’s “Treatise,” ed. Saul Traiger 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2006), 261, and Jacqueline Taylor, “Justice and the Foundations of Social 
Morality in Hume’s ‘Treatise,’” Hume Studies 24, no. 1 (1998): 5–7.
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“momentary appearance” and attain the common point of view characteris-
tic of genuine moral judgments (T 3.3.1.5; T 3.3.1.18; T 3.3.1.30). 

We are naturally inclined, however, to “sympathize more with persons 
contiguous to us, than with persons remote from us: With our acquaintance, 
than with strangers” (T 3.3.1.14). And it is only by the artificial principle 
of justice that human beings enter society, conceptualize general rules and 
general interests, and extend their sympathy, which is normally limited to 
friends and acquaintances, to include strangers, including those strangers 
who live within any given person’s narrow circle. The more general views of 
things on which moral judgments depend are thereby precluded from human 
beings in their ruder, more natural condition, who, in the absence of justice, 
lack extensive sympathy.

Humanity and Moral Judgment in the Second Enquiry

The primary shortcoming of the moral theory of the Treatise, according to 
Ryan Hanley, is that sympathy is limited by contiguity, while humanity, which 
Hume emphasizes in the second Enquiry, is rooted in the resemblances that 
human beings share with one another, making it a more effective impetus for 
the jump from partiality to impartiality.18 Jacqueline Taylor has shed light on 
this and other difficulties in the Treatise, including the seemingly devastat-
ing insight that those in a person’s narrow circle, with whom we sympathize 
when making judgments from the common point of view, might have unre-
fined tastes and improperly regulated loves themselves.19 Sympathizing with 
the narrow circle does not guarantee sound moral judgment. Taylor, too, has 
suggested that Hume, in his mature moral theory, amended his theory so 
that it depends not on sympathy, but on humanity as the natural sentiment 
that elevates human beings from partial to more general points of view.20

The natural sentiment of humanity seems to provide Hume with a means 
by which, even before the institution of the convention of justice, human 
beings might counter the influence of their partiality and make impartial 
moral judgments. According to Hume, humanity, which is a principle pres-
ent in “all human creatures,” is “a feeling for the happiness of mankind, and 
a resentment of their misery” (EPM 9.7; EPM App. 1.3). And this sentiment 
of humanity is what Hume in the second Enquiry calls “the foundation of 

18  Hanley, “David Hume and the ‘Politics of Humanity,’” 215.
19  Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 117.
20  Hanley, “David Hume and the ‘Politics of Humanity,’” 219, 223.
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morals,” which causes us to judge in favor of qualities and actions with “use-
ful and beneficial” tendencies (EPM 9.6; EPM App. 1.3).

In the Treatise, however, Hume seems to have denied the existence of the 
natural sentiment of humanity. According to Hume’s science of the passions 
in the Treatise, there is no possibility of a general love for humankind.21 Love, 
in the Treatise, is inherently partial. Hume explains the origin of the passion 
of love in this way: “Whoever can find the means either by his services, his 
beauty, or his flattery, to render himself useful or agreeable to us, is sure of our 
affections: as on the other hand, whoever harms or displeases us never fails 
to excite our anger or hatred” (T 2.2.3.2). Love, at least initially, arises from 
considerations of our own pleasure and interest. As Hume writes, “In general, 
it may be affirm’d, that there is no such passion in human minds, as the love 
of mankind, merely as such, independent of personal qualities, of services, or 
of relation to ourself” (T 3.2.1.12). He acknowledges that human beings do 
not naturally love or hate a person according to abstract considerations, that 
is,  the degree to which they possess a good or bad quality. If that were the 
case, there would be far fewer instances of disparate moral judgments. “Were 
there an universal love among all human creatures,” Hume writes, “it wou’d 
appear after the same manner. Any degree of a good quality wou’d cause a 
stronger affection than the same degree of a bad quality wou’d cause hatred; 
contrary to what we find by experience” (T 3.2.1.12).

There is some correspondence that Hume allows between virtue and vice 
and love and hatred. Hume notes that virtue tends to produce love or pride, 
just as vice tends to produce humility or hatred (T 3.3.1.3). It is possible, then, 
in Hume’s moral theory, for individuals to love the virtuous and desire their 
welfare. In fact, Hume considers this to be “the good or ill desert of virtue 
or vice” (T 3.3.1.31). But the ability to love an individual based on general, 
rather than partial, considerations, for example, her basic humanity or virtu-
ous character, cannot, according to Hume’s moral psychology, be attained by 
the rude, untaught savage. This skill belongs to the “man of temper and judg-
ment” who can distinguish between morals and interests, who can separate 
the hatred he feels for his enemy and the virtues his enemy possesses. It is 
only by custom and habit, education and training, that an individual “who 
has the command of himself, can separate these feelings, and give praise to 
what deserves it” (T 3.1.2.4). Love, in other words, is an affection that can be 

21  Love, according to Hume, is necessarily followed by benevolence, the desire for the happiness  
of those we love. See T 2.2.6.3; T 3.3.1.30.
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aligned with abstract considerations of justice, virtue, or humanity only by 
means of training and education in society. 

Hume admits that it is difficult to love in accord with “universal views 
and considerations” rather than “private connexions” (EPM 5.42 n. 25). 
He had already expressed this principle in the Treatise: “ ’Tis seldom men 
heartily love what lies at a distance from them, and what no way redounds 
to their particular benefit” (T 3.3.1.18). The wise person, however, can not 
only overlook his own interest in making general judgments—and thereby 
“correct those sentiments of blame, which so naturally arise upon any oppo-
sition”—but also control his loves so that they match his more general views 
(T 3.3.1.17). The wise person, accustomed to society, can thereby say that the 
survey of virtue not only commands my taste, but also “command[s] my love 
and esteem” (T 3.3.1.25). This kind of abstract love, however, whether of the 
virtuous person or of humanity in general, is entirely inaccessible to the rude, 
untaught savage. Neither extensive sympathy, nor the general love of human-
ity, appears capable of promoting impartial moral viewpoints in the absence 
of law and government, society and conversation.

The Centrality of Conventions

In the second Enquiry, similarly, Hume makes clear that a “rude, untaught 
savage” does not regulate his affections according to abstract determinations 
of virtue and vice. A person “accustomed to society,” on the other hand, is 
much more likely to do so. “A rude, untaught savage,” Hume writes, “regu-
lates chiefly his love and hatred by the ideas of private utility and injury.” The 
rude, untaught savage is incapable of regulating his love and hatred by more 
impartial and general measures of character—and even of making impartial 
and general judgments of character—because the savage has only “faint con-
ceptions of a general rule or system of behavior” (EPM 9.8 n. 57).  

In fact, the rude, untaught savage is ignorant of a number of general sys-
tems of behavior, or conventions, that must be established before impartial 
moral distinctions can develop. Moral distinctions, after all, are ever valid only 
if they are impartial. The conventions of justice and government, which make 
large society possible, and the convention of good breeding, which makes 
polite conversation possible, are all required for impartial moral distinctions 
to take place.22 These conventions give rise to society and conversation. And 

22  See, for example, T 3.3.2.10 and David Hume, Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary (Indianapolis, 
IN: Liberty Fund, 1987), 132.
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it is in society and conversation, Hume argues, that the person who is “accus-
tomed to society” finally becomes capable of undertaking “more enlarged 
reflections” on the subject of morals (EPM 9.8 n. 57).23 

In both the Treatise and the second Enquiry, Hume contends that the 
contradictory judgments of characters and manners with which we are con-
fronted in society and conversation are resolved by the creation of a certain 
kind of linguistic convention.24 This convention fixes the moral terminol-
ogy that enables us to distinguish between virtue and vice. A certain moral 
language must arise to help us separate moral distinctions from interested 
affections. “Language must soon be moulded upon [these distinctions], and 
must invent a peculiar set of terms,” Hume argues, “in order to express those 
universal sentiments of censure or approbation, which arise from humanity, 
or from views of general usefulness and its contrary. Virtue and vice become 
then known: Morals are recognized: Certain general ideas are framed of 
human conduct and behavior.” Only after this moral language arises, Hume 
remarks, “are the particular sentiments of self-love [viz., avarice and ambi-
tion] frequently controuled and limited” (EPM 9.8).

“The language of self-love,” by which “a man denominates another his 
enemy, his rival, his antagonist, his adversary,” is not, Hume insists, the lan-
guage of morality. The language of morality requires that a person “depart 
from his private and particular situation” and assume a “common point 
of view” (EPM 9.6).25 And it would seem as if this moral language is, as all 
languages are, according to Hume, “establish’d by human convention” (T 
3.2.2.10). And it would also seem as if this convention is yet another, like those 
of justice, government, and good manners, that has as its end the mitigation 
of partiality, that is, private interests stemming from avarice and ambition.

Hume expressed the same idea in the Treatise when he maintained that 
the development of the moral sentiment in society depends on adherence 
to “the general rules of morality.” These general rules seem not only to exist 
on the same plane as other conventions, but also to follow from them, since 
those other conventions, namely, the conventions of justice, government, and 

23  While Taylor contends that Hume places greater emphasis on the role of conversation in the 
creation of moral standards in the second Enquiry, Cohon offers the reminder that the import of 
conversation is also evident in the Treatise. See Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 122–23; Cohon, Hume’s 
Morality, 151.
24  See, for example, T 3.3.1.21; T 3.3.3.2; and Hume, Essays, 227, 229.
25  Hume’s account of the rise of moral discourse in the second Enquiry mirrors Hume’s account of the 
rise of aesthetic discourse in Essays, 239.
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good breeding, are conventions that sustain the realm of society and con-
versation (T 3.3.1.18). And Hume professes that it is “in common life and 
conversation” that moral evaluations take place and that moral language is 
formed (T 3.3.4.4). He argues that “the intercourse of sentiments…in soci-
ety and conversation…makes us form some general inalterable standard, by 
which we may approve or disapprove of characters and manners” (T 3.3.3.2). 
The development of moral language rooted in the sentiment of humanity, 
then, depends on the support of these prior conventions. 

The Superiority of Modern Commercial Society

Social structures matter for moral evaluation. They can help or hinder the 
process by which we, by means of the sentiment of humanity, make moral 
distinctions. Jacqueline Taylor argues that Hume, who, in Enlightenment 
fashion, makes the promotion of humanity central to his moral project, 
“examines the negative effects of inhumanity…and again looks at the legal, 
political, and economic contexts that allow inhumanity to take hold, espe-
cially in those with power over others.”26 Hume, according to Taylor, “is not 
a relativist about justice and social arrangements.”27 Hume, in fact, employs 
his political science to condemn political and economic arrangements inso-
far as they pervert or diminish our sense of humanity.28 Taylor, applying a 
Humean line of reasoning, mentions polygamy and slavery, as well as other 
social arrangements that exacerbate power inequalities—particularly in 
regard to race and gender—as “inhumane” from a Humean perspective.29

Taylor acknowledges Hume’s strong claims on behalf of the virtues of 
commercial society, which are rooted in Hume’s belief that commercial 
practices are reliable sources of humanity.30 Nevertheless, Taylor does not 
think that Hume draws a bright-line distinction between ancient and mod-
ern societies.31 Instead, Taylor suggests that “Hume gives a fairly balanced 
treatment of ancient and modern societies.”32 According to Taylor’s interpre-
tation, Hume offers a moral defense of any society that encourages justice, 

26  Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 161.
27  Ibid., 173.
28  Ibid., 178.
29  Ibid., 173.
30  Ibid., 188–89.
31  Ibid., 165.
32  Ibid., 160.
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benevolence, and humanity, be that society ancient or modern. It seems, how-
ever, that Hume thinks not only that modern society is superior to ancient 
society in the promotion of humanity, but that modern commercial society 
in particular, like that in which he lived and which he had seen produce dras-
tic improvements in quality of life in Scotland during the eighteenth century, 
contained precisely the kind of conventions necessary to cultivate the senti-
ment of humanity that, according to Hume, is the foundation of morals.

One of Hume’s central points, in both the Treatise and the second Enquiry, 
is that moral judgment, the propensity to distinguish between traits odious 
and laudable, is natural, rooted in the moral sentiment. It would thus seem 
that, whether a person inhabited an ancient, feudal, or commercial society, 
he or she would be equally capable of distinguishing virtue from vice. And 
in the Essays, Hume concedes quite plainly that all human beings, in all ages, 
praise certain moral characters. “It is indeed obvious,” Hume writes, “that 
writers of all nations and all ages concur in applauding justice, humanity, 
magnanimity, prudence, veracity; and in blaming the opposite qualities.”33 
And in the second Enquiry, too, Hume contends that “an Athenian and a 
French man of merit [would] certainly resemble each other,” exhibiting “good 
sense, knowledge, wit, eloquence, humanity, fidelity, truth, justice, courage, 
temperance, constancy, [and] dignity of mind.”34 

Hume makes this last assertion, about the similarities between an Athe-
nian and a French man of merit, in order to disprove the relativistic approach 
to morals defended by Palamedes, in the Dialogue that is appended to Hume’s 
second Enquiry. Hume accounts for the different moral standards that arise 
in different nations and ages by arguing that the same principles of morals 
are expressed differently in various circumstances. The principles that remain 
universal, for Hume, are those he defends throughout his philosophical writ-
ings, namely, that human beings praise those qualities that are “useful, or 
agreeable to a man himself, or to others” (D 37). Hume admits that in certain 
social arrangements there is a tendency to arrive at “erroneous conclusions” 
about virtue and vice. Nevertheless, he remarks, these erroneous conclusions 
“can be corrected by sounder reasoning and larger experience” (D 36).

Hume acknowledges that sounder reasoning and larger experience can 
be facilitated by laws and institutions. After all, different moral judgments 
arise in different social arrangements. He suggests that “the differences of 

33  Hume, Essays, 228.
34  Hume, Principles of Morals, “A Dialogue,” ¶27. Henceforward D, followed by paragraph.
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moral sentiment, which naturally arise from a republican or monarchical 
government, are also very obvious; as well as those which proceed from 
general riches or poverty, union or faction, ignorance or learning” (D 51). 
Interestingly, Hume highlights throughout his corpus the poverty, faction, 
and ignorance that plagued ancient and feudal societies. And in the History 
of England, Hume praises the modern civilized age because of its “close con-
nexion with virtue and humanity,” while dismissing the “many barbarous 
ages” that preceded it, because of their lack of such a connection.35 In fact, 
Hume regards the age beginning with the Tudors as “the useful, as well as the 
more agreeable part of modern annals,” in which commercial activity began 
to alleviate poverty, centralized government began to mitigate faction, and 
the state church curbed the independent influence of ignorance and super-
stition on public affairs.36 In these passages, Hume clearly issues a positive 
moral judgment of the modern age on account of the virtue and humanity it 
made possible.

Hume followed Montesquieu in arguing that commercial mores were 
productive of peace and good morals. In the first edition of An Enquiry con-
cerning the Principles of Morals, Hume described Montesquieu’s De l’esprit 
des lois as “the best system of political knowledge, that, perhaps, has ever 
yet been communicated to the world.”37 For both Montesquieu and Hume, 
commerce between nations gives rise to a cosmopolitan ethos and a spirit of 
self-improvement.38 This allowed England, for example, to learn from French 
politesse, and France to learn from England’s system of economic liberty.39 
As Montesquieu observed, “Commerce has spread knowledge of the mores 
of all nations everywhere; they have been compared to each other, and good 
things have resulted from this.”40

But Montesquieu was more skeptical than Hume about the sufficiency 
of a system of morality derived solely from a modern commercial way of life. 

35  David Hume, The History of England from the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Revolution in 1688 
(Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 1983), 2:518–19.
36  Ibid., 3:81–82.
37  Quoted in James A. Harris, Hume: An Intellectual Biography (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015), 250.
38  For evidence of this in Montesquieu’s writings, see Ursula Haskins Gonthier, Montesquieu and 
England: Enlightened Exchanges, 1689–1755, Enlightenment World 16 (Brookfield, VT: Pickering & 
Chatto, 2010).
39  Hume, Essays, 90–93, 122–25.
40  Charles de Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, ed. and trans. Anne M. Cohler, Basia Carolyn 
Miller, and Harold Samuel Stone (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 338.
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Montesquieu acknowledged that commerce “polishes and softens barbarous 
mores.” But while Montesquieu admitted that “commerce cures destruc-
tive prejudices,” making mores “less fierce,” he also argued that “commerce 
corrupts pure mores.” According to Montesquieu, commerce corrupts pure 
morals by substituting the motive of interest for the motive of humanity, 
so that “the smallest things, those required by humanity, are done or given 
for money.”41 Montesquieu also criticized individuals in commercial societ-
ies who valued all things by wealth and who spoke only “of manufacturing, 
commerce, finance, wealth, and even luxury.”42

Montesquieu, unlike Hume, perceived that there was some value in bar-
barous mores. Montesquieu provided a qualified defense of honor-yielding 
institutions in feudal society, which he described as the only effective counter 
to a moral and legal system built on the principle of economic expediency 
alone. Institutions built on the principle of honor, though the product of a 
more feudal and barbarous era, could, according to Montesquieu, produce a 
spirit of self-sacrifice and moderation missing from commercial society.43 For 
Montesquieu, a premodern conception of honor could serve as a correction 
for commercial excess.

While Hume acknowledges that warlike societies and peaceful societies 
produce entirely different moral sentiments, he argues the former hold no 
value in the modern world. Whereas feudal society was bellicose, commer-
cial society is peaceful. “And indeed, we may observe,” Hume writes, “that, 
as the difference between war and peace is the greatest that arises among 
nations and public societies, it produces also the greatest variations in moral 
sentiment, and diversifies the most our ideas of virtue and personal merit” 
(D 39). In civilized societies, Hume suggests, military virtues have neither 
the same allure nor the same usefulness as they possessed in barbaric and 
feudal societies, where, for example, manorial, imperial, and ecclesiastical 
actors constantly needed to defend their territorial and jurisdictional claims. 
Hume even bemoans “the evils, which this suppos’d virtue has produc’d in 
human society.” Observing the devastation caused by martial heroism, Hume 
observes that “men of cool reflection are not so sanguine in their praises of 

41  Ibid., 338–39.
42  Ibid., 23.
43  For more on this perspective, see Constantine Vassiliou, “‘Le Système de John Law’ and the Spectre 
of Modern Despotism in the Political Thought of Montesquieu,” Lumen: Selected Proceedings from the 
Canadian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, no. 38 (2019): 161–78.
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[heroism, or military glory].” Instead, “we are more inclin’d to hate than 
admire the ambition of heroes” (T 3.3.2.15).

Here Hume, pointing to the evil tendencies of a bygone conception of 
heroism, regards that kind of heroism as a vice, rather than a virtue, some-
thing to be hated rather than loved. According to Hume, the “uncultivated” 
and “barbarous” societies that made courage “the predominant excellence,” 
one that was “most celebrated by poets, recommended by parents and instruc-
tors, and admired by the public in general,” produced a different ethical 
system from the one that moderns enjoy. Hume credits this difference to the 
fact that feudal and barbarous societies did not have “full experience of the 
advantages attending beneficence, justice, and the social virtues” (EPM 7.15). 
The premodern Anglo-Saxons, for example, did not enjoy the “full experi-
ence” of justice. Instead, they were “in general a rude, uncultivated people…
untamed to submission under law and government.” They were, Hume notes, 
“very little advanced beyond the rude state of nature.”44 Neither feudal nor 
ancient societies, on Hume’s account, truly fulfill the requirements of justice 
that Hume laid out in book 3 of the Treatise. They consequently gave rise to 
a nonideal sphere of society and conversation in which to construct moral 
judgments. It is for this reason, Hume suggests, that “the ethics of Homer, in 
this particular, [are] very different from those of Fénelon, his elegant imita-
tor” (EPM 7.15).

Hume does, at one point, note the similarities between the moral views 
present in the works of the poets “from Homer down to Fenelon,” who 
“bestow their applause and blame on the same virtues and vices.”45 Hume 
nevertheless remarks that Homer’s heroes are much less laudable than 
Fénelon’s. In Homer, for example, Achilles’s heroism is conjoined with feroc-
ity. Ulysses’s prudence is conjoined with cunning and fraud. In the modern 
writer Fénelon, however, the hero Telemachus is far more virtuous, displaying 
great honesty and integrity. The modern writer, inhabiting a civilized society, 
is evidently far more capable of making valid moral judgments and of depict-
ing them in art. The modern writer can separate the wheat of prudence from 
the chaff of fraud. The ancient writers, on the other hand, including Homer, 
display a “want of humanity and of decency” in their moral judgment, and 
this want “diminishes considerably the merit of their noble performances, 
and gives modern authors an advantage over them.” Hume confesses that “we 

44  Hume, History of England, 1:53, 166–67; 2:521.
45  Hume, Essays, 228.
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are displeased to find the limits of vice and virtue so much confounded.”46 He 
attributes this lack of humanity, which produces false moral distinctions, to 
the inability of ancient social arrangements to produce the level of humanity 
needed to make proper moral distinctions. There is no avoiding Hume’s clear 
preference for modernity on this point.47

Hume condemned not only the martial bravery lauded by ancient and 
feudal societies, but also the piety that was praised throughout the medieval 
era. In fact, Hume, differing from every other Scottish Enlightenment writer, 
did not include piety in his catalogue of virtues and even transferred the sup-
posed “monkish virtues” to his catalogue of vices (EPM 9.3).48 According to 
Hume’s rendering of history, “after Christianity became the established reli-
gion,” priests “engendered a spirit of persecution, which has ever since been 
the poison of human society, and the source of the most inveterate factions 
in every government.”49 Religion, as a source of “bigotry or superstition,” 
served, like the bellicosity of ancient and feudal regimes, to “confound the 
sentiments of morality, and alter the natural boundaries of vice and virtue.”50

Modern commercial society, however, reflects a value system that, 
according to Hume, is different from, and superior to, premodern social 
arrangements, including the classical republics pursued by philosophers, 
which prioritized political liberty and martial courage, and the confessional 
states pursued by religionists, which prioritized piety. The faction, violence, 
and ignorance promoted by these older social arrangements confound moral 

46  Ibid., 246.
47  Taylor, too, recognizes Hume’s point that “in societies that prize and privilege martial bravery, we 
find humanity and general compassion for others extinguished.” See Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 162; 
EPM 7.13–14.
48  On piety, see Colin Heydt, “Practical Ethics,” in The Oxford Handbook of British Philosophy in the 
Eighteenth Century, ed. James A. Harris (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 369.
49  Hume, Essays, 64. Voltaire, too, had declared that “of all religions, the Christian should of course 
inspire the most toleration, but till now the Christians have been the most intolerant of all men.” 
Quoted in Arthur M. Melzer, Philosophy between the Lines: The Lost History of Esoteric Writing 
(London: University of Chicago Press, 2014), 144–45. Rousseau agreed with Voltaire that Christian 
monotheism was much less tolerant than pagan polytheism. Hume developed this argument in his 
Natural History of Religion, writing, “The intolerance of almost all religions, which have maintained 
the unity of God, is as remarkable as the contrary principle of polytheists.” See Hume, Principal 
Writings on Religion: Including Dialogues concerning Natural Religion and The Natural History of 
Religion, ed. J. C. A. Gaskin (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 161–64. In his essays, Hume 
cites Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy and elevates pagan virtues over Christian virtues, regarding the 
former as active and the latter as passive. See Frederick G. Whelan, Hume and Machiavelli: Political 
Realism and Liberal Thought (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2004), 11–14.
50  Hume, Essays, 247.
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judgments. The partiality of precommercial social arrangements, moreover, 
reinforced partial judgments of characters and manners, which were reflec-
tive of the friend-enemy language of self-love rather than the language of 
morality. Partial judgments of this kind are invalid moral judgments, insofar 
as they fail to attain that impartiality which Hume considers characteristic of 
true moral distinctions. 

According to Hume’s moral theory, actions and affections that corre-
spond with calm, impartial judgments rather than violent, partial judgments 
advance the interests of society and the long-term interests of the individual. 
Naturally, however, “the temptation of present ease or pleasure” disrupts the 
pursuit of “more distant profit and enjoyment.” The prospect of “small enjoy-
ment” at the present moment obstructs “all distant views to fame, health, or 
fortune” (EPM 6.15). It is more natural for human beings to act for the ben-
efit of friends rather than enemies, or strangers, just as it is more natural for 
human beings to act for the sake of nearer, rather than more distant pleasures. 
For this reason, they must develop the virtue of strength of mind to order 
their actions toward long-term profit and enjoyment rather than the quick 
satisfaction that comes from vengeance or fraud, for example (T 2.3.3.9–10). 
Still, Hume argues in the Treatise “that when we wou’d govern a man, and 
push him to any action, ’twill commonly be better policy to work upon the 
violent rather than the calm passions, and rather take him by his inclination, 
than what is vulgarly call’d his reason” (T 2.3.4.1). A civilized government 
that enforces the rules of justice makes the threat of punishment greater than 
the prospect of illicit gain. It opens people’s minds to the good of society, as 
a whole, which stretches beyond the confines of smaller familial, manorial, 
or religious units. This innovation transforms human instinct, forcing the 
normally myopic individual to be more attentive to long-term individual and 
collective interest in a way that individuals in premodern social arrangement 
simply could not be. 

According to Hume, uncultivated, noncommercial nations, by creating 
entire social arrangements based on partiality, failed to bring about the uni-
versal reign of humanity. Although “theories of abstract philosophy, systems 
of profound theology, have prevailed during one age,” Hume argues, “in a suc-
cessive period,” namely, that of modern commercial and polite society, “these 
have been universally exploded: Their absurdity has been detected.”51 The 
values of modernity, moreover, are universally attainable, unlike the values 

51  Hume, Essays, 242.
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of warlike or superstitious peoples, who require enemies to vanquish and 
heretics to banish. Hume remarks, for example, that “courage, of all national 
qualities, is the most precarious; because it is exerted only at intervals, and 
by a few in every nation; whereas industry, knowledge, and civility, may be of 
constant and universal use, and for several ages, may become habitual to the 
whole people.”52

By cultivating the sentiment of humanity, a society can, according to 
Hume, finally banish those false moral judgments that conform to, rather 
than correct, humanity’s innate partiality. Martial courage and piety, after 
all, grow not out of a universal love of humankind, but out of an excessive 
concern for one’s own group—whether tribe, religion, or nation. And these 
supposed virtues justify violence, exclusion, and withdrawal from society in 
ways that, in Hume’s terms, are pernicious, rather than useful or beneficial.  

Advanced societies, on the other hand, generate the kinds of conversa-
tions that direct human beings toward general views, common interests, and 
beneficial tendencies. In advanced societies, Hume remarks, human beings 
no longer live in “solitude, or live with their fellow-citizens in that distant 
manner, which is peculiar to ignorant and barbarous nations.” Instead, 
they “flock into cities” and after greater communication and commerce find 
“an increase of humanity, from the very habit of conversing together, and 
contributing to each other’s pleasure and entertainment.”53 For this reason, 
Hume insists, “humanity…is the chief characteristic which distinguishes a 
civilized age from times of barbarity and ignorance.”54 

Conclusion

Hume, a social scientist concerned with the institutional origins of civili-
zation, finds in modern commercial practices the most effective “artificial 
socialization devices” available to humanity.55 And without these artificial 
socialization devices, there is no way to breathe life into the sentiment of 
humanity, the foundation of morals, that is missing from the savage but pres-
ent in the breast of the civilized person, who is accustomed to society. 

52  Ibid., 212.
53  Ibid., 269–70.
54  Ibid., 284.
55  Sagar uses this term to describe the respective aims of both Hobbes’s and Mandeville’s political 
science. See Sagar, Opinion of Mankind, 33–34, 45.
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Though Hume, in both the Treatise and the second Enquiry, tried to 
establish a via media between the natural sociability theorists—Shaftesbury 
and Hutcheson—and the selfish theorists of morals—Hobbes and Mandev-
ille—he seems ultimately to have sanctioned the central insight of the latter, 
namely, that morality is conventional all the way down. Hume’s narrative 
of the progress of human society shows how the general rules of justice, of 
government, of good manners, and morals, all of which are the product of 
artifice, succeed one another and are justified by their usefulness. Hume 
asserts, after all, that the “general standard of vice and virtue” is, in the end, 
“founded chiefly,” like the rest of these conventions, “on general usefulness” 
(EPM 5.42 n. 25). 

J. L. Mackie had claimed that Hume’s moral theory would be more con-
vincing—and more consistent—if Hume plainly asserted what is implied in 
his texts, namely, that the use of moral language, by which we praise the so-
called artificial virtues (e.g., honesty and fidelity) and the so-called natural 
virtues (e.g., prudence and industry) are “similarly supported by what we 
can understand as conventions.”56 And Annette Baier, too, concluded, “I can 
agree with Mackie that some ‘artifice’ is needed for the recognition of all the 
Humean virtues, since some artifice is essential in adopting the viewpoint 
needed for ‘seeing’ them.”57 The conventions of justice, government, and 
polite manners are instituted to further the interests of society. And moral 
language, which is developed within society and conversation and which 
underlies all appellations of virtue and vice, is similarly used to further “the 
interests of society” (EPM 2.17) and along with it, the long-term interest of 
the individual.58 

56  Mackie, Hume’s Moral Theory, 129.
57  Annette Baier, A Progress of Sentiments: Reflections on Hume’s “Treatise” (Cambridge, MA: Har-
vard University Press, 1991), 179.
58  See also Taylor, Reflecting Subjects, 123, 127.
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Introduction

In the fall of 1953, Leo Strauss delivered a second series of Charles R. Wal-
green lectures at the University of Chicago. His first and more famous series 
of Walgreen lectures, presented five years earlier, shortly after his arrival at 
the university, had been published in the same year under the title Natural 
Right and History.

By comparison, the theme addressed in the second series of lectures seems to 
have a much more limited scope than the previous one. While the latter pursues 
the problem of natural right throughout millennia, the former addresses Machi-
avelli’s thought—or as Strauss articulated it, “the problem of Machiavelli.”1 This 
second series of Walgreen lectures seems not just to have a more circumscribed 
theme, but also to be briefer: it consists of only four lectures—instead of the 
previous six—all of them shorter than those of the 1949 series.

Both Natural Right and History and the second series of Walgreen lectures 
begin, however, from the same fundamental concern. That fundamental con-
cern is that the endeavor of political philosophy had become questionable: 
radical relativism or historicism “asserts that the fundamental alternatives 
themselves change from historical situation to historical situation, or that 

1  Leo Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1958), 5.
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there are no fundamental alternatives which can be said to be in principle 
coeval with human thought as such.”2

Strauss acknowledges that the “prima facie evidence in favor of histori-
cism is very strong.” The fundamental alternatives are not wider than, but 
very different from, those that confronted the ancients. “The fundamental 
political alternative today is that between liberal democracy and totalitari-
anism of the right or of the left,” and the classics seemed to be unaware of 
these political phenomena (WL I, 5).3 But then Strauss adds that it is neither 
necessary nor possible to examine all the ideas of an alternative world view 
one by one. It is enough to examine the fundamental principles underlying 
these alternatives.

In 1958, a different version of the lectures, carefully edited and sig-
nificantly longer, was printed under the title Thoughts on Machiavelli. This 
“expanded version,” however, omitted eight typed paragraphs, where Strauss 
establishes the relationship between his reflections on Machiavelli and his 
concern with radical relativism.

That Strauss chose to investigate the fundamental alternatives by study-
ing the thought of Machiavelli should not come as a surprise. This is not the 
place to show how and why Machiavelli’s “break with the whole tradition of 
political philosophy,”4 presenting an amazing contraction of the horizon as 
an amazing enlargement, became increasingly important for Strauss, since 
many recent studies have explored these questions, some of them book-length 
studies.5 It suffices to recall perhaps that Strauss himself came to consider 
Machiavelli—and not Hobbes, as he had originally thought—the founder 

2  Leo Strauss, Walgreen Lectures (1954), Lecture I, 5. The 1954 series will henceforward be cited 
parenthetically as WL, followed by lecture number and page in the original typescript.
3  The fundamental alternative Strauss has in mind is the alternative to philosophy as Plato and Aris-
totle conceived it. The evidence against the existence of permanent philosophical problems is strong, 
given that “it is impossible to give an adequate analysis of these [problems]…in terms of Plato’s and 
Aristotle’s explicit teaching. Such notions as the rights of man, philosophy of history in general and 
the economic interpretation of history in particular, the world state, even the state (which means an 
association different from the association called society) were apparently wholly beyond the horizon 
of the classics” (WL I, 5).
4  Leo Strauss, What Is Political Philosophy? and Other Studies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1959), 40. 
5  Kim A. Sorensen, Discourses on Strauss: Revelation and Reason in Leo Strauss and His Critical 
Study of Machiavelli (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame Press, 2006); Gérald Sfez, Leo Strauss, lecteur de 
Machiavel: La modernité du mal (Paris: Éditions Ellipses, 2003); and Corine Pelluchon, Leo Strauss 
and the Crisis of Rationalism: Another Reason, Another Enlightenment, trans. Robert Howse (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 2014).
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of modern political philosophy.6 We may also sidestep the question of the 
development of the role Machiavelli played in Strauss’s thought, since Strauss 
himself, during a fierce controversy in the early 1960s, stated that his own 
evolution on the problem was an issue of “antiquarian” interest.7 

It seems pertinent, however, to introduce the reader of these lectures to 
Strauss’s characterization of the nature of the break, because that is also the 
reason why we keep coming back to Strauss’s reading of Machiavelli. Most 
historians today strive to situate Machiavelli in his own time. Sometimes in 
doing so they dilute or trivialize his ideas, either by saying that he was but one 
of the exemplary thinkers of republicanism, or by showing that what most 
concerned Renaissance political theorists, Machiavelli among them, was 
shaping citizens, not creating a new regime, so that the Italian Renaissance 
was far from being the seedbed of modern republicanism.8 That is, these his-
torians often, if not always, present Machiavelli as one among many rather 
similar thinkers who were tackling rather similar themes. 

Strauss, by contrast, did not cease to underline Machiavelli’s “novelty” as 
the founder of modernity. But as he wonders at the beginning of these Walgreen 
lectures, “can we speak of the modern principle?” If there is such a principle, 
from which all other and later modern ideas are derivative, this principle must 
“have emerged at some time in the past, and its emergence must have been 
accompanied by a feeling that all earlier thought is fundamentally insufficient, 
and consequently by a break with all earlier thought.…We find that break with 
all earlier thought primarily in the work of Machiavelli” (WL I, 1).

The magnitude of the change initiated by Machiavelli was such that phi-
losophers and scholars never stopped writing about his ideas. Some attempted 
to ascertain these ideas as part of a genealogy whose roots can be found in 
the thought of antiquity and continue in his thought (as a humanist writer 
imbued with civic spirit), having a decisive influence over the republican 

6  Strauss’s book on Spinoza, published in 1928, did, however, already contain that insight on the 
importance of chapter XV of The Prince. See Leo Strauss, Spinoza’s Critique of Religion (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1965), 49, 224ff.
7  See Leo Strauss, “Natural Right,” Autumn 1962, Lecture II (October 10, 1962), page 4 of the  
original transcript.
8  See P. Pettit, Republicanism: A Theory of Freedom and Government (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1997); J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic 
Republican Tradition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1975); Quentin Skinner, The Founda-
tions of Modern Political Thought, vol. 1, The Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1978); and Quentin Skinner, Visions of Politics, vol. 2, Renaissance Virtues (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002). For an opposing view, see James Hankins, Virtue Politics: Soulcraft and State-
craft in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2019).
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framework of the American Constitution. J. G. A. Pocock claims that this 
tradition goes back to Aristotle. Other scholars minimize the ancient roots 
and see something new, something modern in Machiavelli’s writings. Given 
such different interpretations of Machiavelli’s work, we can surely say that it 
is ambiguous, because it allows for a plurality of incompatible readings.

The great number of interpretations sometimes leads scholars to speak 
of “Machiavelli’s mystery,” since his writings are not especially obscure so far 
as prose is concerned. As Isaiah Berlin noted, “The Prince is a short book: its 
style is usually described as being singularly lucid, succinct and pungent—a 
model of clear Renaissance prose. The Discourses is not, as treatises on poli-
tics go, of undue length, and it is equally clear and definite.”9

But Machiavelli’s writings are not systematic and often lack even any 
semblance of a clear plan.10 Neither the consequent ambiguities, nor the 
recent attempts at domesticating Machiavelli with a classical genealogy, 
should keep us from noting that his thought inaugurated a new age. All the 
great modern political thinkers that succeeded Machiavelli, Strauss asserts in 
the 1949 Walgreen lectures, were in fact building on the foundations that he 
had already laid.11 

Machiavelli’s ideas presented in The Prince generated immediate con-
troversy. Even during the sixteenth century, a number of writings came to 
print opposing his “outrageous” ideas. This is, of itself, hardly surprising; 
Machiavelli was no doubt aware of the scandalizing propensity of his claims.
The surprise and curiosity begin when we find that, at some point, the debate 
turned more largely into one about the interpretation of the work. These inter-
pretive debates have yet to be resolved. One author finds it fitting to describe 
Machiavelli as having written his book with “the devil’s own fingers.”12 Other 
authors (e.g., Meinecke) find him praiseworthy for articulating, for the first 

9  Isiah Berlin, “The Originality of Machiavelli,” in Against the Current: Essays in the History of Ideas, 
2nd ed. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013), 33–34.
10  But see on this Catherine H. Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).
11  Leo Strauss, Walgreen Lectures (1949), Lecture V (October 26, 1949), 92. See also Leo Strauss, 
Natural Right and History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 177; Leo Strauss, “The Three 
Waves of Modernity,” in An Introduction to Political Philosophy: Ten Essays by Leo Strauss, ed. Hilail 
Gildin (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1989), 84–88.
12  The accusation was made by Cardinal Reginald Pole in a 1539 book, Apologia de Reginaldi Poli ad 
Carolum V, and repeated throughout the centuries, even by authors whose political practices were 
indebted to Machiavelli, such as Frederick II of Prussia, who wrote Anti-Machiavelli (1739) just before 
becoming king.
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time, the concept of raison d’état—that is, referring to the superior interests 
of the State.13 

For many, Machiavelli’s teachings are an instance of immorality, or at the 
very least amorality, and this amorality certainly might appear to contempo-
rary social scientists to be scientific. Along these lines, an ongoing point of 
debate concerns Machiavelli’s attitude towards the moral and religious stan-
dards of human conduct.14 So, in the twentieth century, those concerned that 
social science should avoid moral judgments were led to present Machiavelli 
as merely a pragmatic and realistic thinker who upheld the suspension of com-
mon ethical concerns in political matters15—a presentation most famously 
made by Benedetto Croce (1925). The working assumption is that morality has 
no proper role in decision making within the political realm. Ernst Cassirer 
(1946) went further in trying to paint Machiavelli as having merely adopted 
the viewpoint of the statesman. This statesman’s viewpoint allowed Machia-
velli to distinguish between the facts of political life and the values of moral 
judgment, so that Cassirer would call him a kind of “political Galileo.”16

Thus, many interpreters of Machiavelli imagine that his doctrines are an 
incipient version of a new, value-free political science—which is not malefi-
cent, but neutral, just because it is solely concerned about the efficiency of 
political means. For these interpreters, Machiavelli’s originality would be his 
“scientific method,” which is devoid of useless moral lecturing and informed 
by a consciousness of how political life effectively works. Now, Machiavelli 
mentions his “method” only once, in the Preface to the Discourses, and it is 
very difficult for an attentive reader to rightly say that his writings have no 
malicious content, but are simply neutral or value free.17 Nor can we find 
confirmation that Machiavelli was the first political thinker to articulate the 
modern concept of “the State” as an impersonal form of rule that has the 

13  F. Meinecke, Machiavellism: The Doctrine of Raison d’État and Its Place in Modern History, trans. 
D. Scott (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1957 [1924]). For recent contributions to the debate 
see M. G. Dietz, “Trapping the Prince: Machiavelli and the Politics of Deception,” American Political 
Science Review 80, no. 3 (1986): 777–99; G. Mattingly, “Machiavelli’s Prince: Political Science or Political 
Satire?,” American Scholar 27, no. 4 (1958): 482–91.
14  For a recent attempt to address the question see A. J. Parel, The Machiavellian Cosmos (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1992).
15  Benedetto Croce, Elementi di Politica (Bari: Laterza, 1925).
16  Ernst Cassirer, The Myth of the State (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1946), chap. 12.
17  See Skinner, Foundations of Modern Political Thought, vol. 1. 
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monopoly of violence within a territory—as Max Weber defines it. As Strauss 
says, “Machiavelli is not a political scientist of this kind.”18 

Strauss, in a brief chapter devoted to Machiavelli in a 1963 work,19 begins 
precisely by emphasizing the extent of the break between our ethical hori-
zon and that of the ancients. Our current moral and political language has 
undergone a surprising change: the notion of virtue, whose use today makes 
people frown or provokes a smile—so naive it now seems—had been the key 
notion for both personal ethics and public life for millennia. Strauss goes 
back to the beginning of moral philosophy with Socrates, reminding us that 
the questions Socrates asked his fellow citizens are articulated in the lan-
guage of virtue: the nature of courage, wisdom, piety, and so on. Socrates 
may not have reached conclusive answers, but Plato continued the same type 
of inquiry, and Aristotle, in the Nicomachean Ethics, surely gives unequivocal 
responses: the greatest virtue for an individual is magnanimity, and for the 
city, justice. The Socratic conception, which tended to characterize the vir-
tues as aristocratic excellences, contrasts sharply with the biblical traditions, 
which identified humility as a deeply important human virtue (which virtue 
Aristotle considered a vice). Furthermore, scripture presented obedience to 
the Divine Will as the most the most fundamental good. The chasm between 
Athens and Jerusalem could seem unbridgeable, but with the recovery of the 
Aristotelian tradition by medieval Christian Scholasticism, it seemed pos-
sible to reconcile the classical Greek tradition and the Christian tradition 
through a critical appropriation of the notion of moral virtue. This tradition 
has long since vanished.20 To paraphrase Strauss loosely, if nowadays some-
one “idealistic” said that what he most desires in life is to become virtuous, he 
would be looked at with amazement, and perhaps be the target of a harmless 
mockery—which, as Strauss quickly found out, could be far from harmless. 
For the notion of virtue has become alien to our moral and political vocabu-
lary. In fact, in conversation between statesmen, diplomats, and so forth, the 
mention of a virtuous life would not only cause astonishment. It would raise 
suspicions, and perhaps suggest the existence of ulterior motives.

18  Strauss, Walgreen Lectures (1949), I, 7.
19  Leo Strauss, “Machiavelli,” in History of Political Philosophy, ed. Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), 296–97. See also J. A. Colen, Porque pensamos como 
pensamos? Uma História das ideias Sociais e Políticas (Porto: Aster, 2020).
20  With the possible exception of American puritans and some Catholic circles.
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So, the magnitude of the change in our moral thought is such that we are 
no longer surprised that we should anticipate the achievement of a peaceful 
and just society, not out of virtuous restrain, but by realistic selfishness.21 

As Strauss avers near the center of this lecture series, it is difficult not to 
be moved when we understand Machiavelli’s teaching, for we “are becoming 
the witnesses…of the emergence of that greatest of all youth movements” 
(WL III, 3); that is, we are observing the moment when the “modern prin-
ciple” emerged, and with it modern political philosophy (WL I, 6). A return 
to the study of Machiavelli, as wrought by Strauss, comes fresh with inspira-
tion among otherwise less than inspired scholarship on the topic.

There is, however, a different reason for interest in the oral version of 
this second series of Walgreen lectures. It was, of course, sent to press five 
years later, according to Strauss’s own assertion in the Preface to Thoughts on 
Machiavelli, where he describes that book as “an expanded version of [the] 
four lectures.”22 However, granted that these lectures were indeed the origin 
of the book, the reader will be surprised to find himself reading a quite differ-
ent text, following a very different plan, not just a difference in tone owing to 
the nature of the oral delivery, but even in the articulation of the overall plan 
and its content. (As one might expect, the lectures are more colloquial, and 
lack the ample footnotes of the book.)

The plan, as revealed by the titles of the lectures in the typescript, is as 
follows: (I) Machiavelli’s Intention: The Prince; (II) Machiavelli’s Intention: 
The Discourses; (III) Machiavelli’s Teaching; (IV) Machiavelli’s Victory. 
Strauss kept to the overall plan, although the rhythm of the oral delivery did 
not allow for exactness. 

The opening words of the lectures, provocative and famous (or infamous), 
found their corresponding place, almost literally, in the Introduction of the 
printed book in 1958. The main difference is perhaps that the book omit-
ted eight paragraphs where Strauss establishes the relationship between his 
reflections on Machiavelli and his concern with radical relativism that even 
denies the possibility of philosophy. But he is also drawing attention to the 
practical and even urgent political problem of the opposing ideas at the base 

21  But as Leo Strauss wonders in a text from 1946: “Is it not more utopian to expect social harmony 
from enlightened self-interest or either enlightened or unenlightened self-realization than from  
self-denial? Is it really true that man is so averse to virtue as the modern argument assumes?” See  
J. A. Colen and Svetozar Minkov, Towards “Natural Right and History” (Chicago: University of  
Chicago Press, 2018).
22  Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 5.
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of liberal democracy and totalitarianism (whether of the right or the left). 
Marx, “that famous Machiavellian,” shows up again in the last lecture as the 
end of the path paved by Machiavelli.23 This practice of relating the thought 
of philosophers to present concerns accords with Strauss’s usual pedagogy.

The remainder of the first and second lectures roughly correspond to 
chapter 1 of Thoughts on Machiavelli (“The Twofold Character of Machiavelli’s 
Teaching”) and chapter 2 (first published in APSR in 1957 as “Machiavelli’s 
Intention: The Prince”)—but the phrasing is very different and the text was 
almost entirely rewritten for the book. Nonetheless, it is fairly easy to fol-
low the parallel development of the same reasoning, concerning what Strauss 
calls “prefatory work,” which he deems unavoidable given Machiavelli’s 
peculiar writing style. 

If we had to point to the main difference in brief, we could say that the 
rules of the method for reading the works of a philosopher, which were in the 
background in the lectures, were carefully crafted for the printed book. 

But the second half of Lecture II, and the two final lectures, are altogether 
different from the book. The affirmations are more candid and assertive, but 
mostly the lectures pursue the plan set forth in the beginning: “We shall 
therefore try to establish as precisely as it is possible in a few public lectures, 
what the new principle is which Machiavelli claims to have discovered. We 
shall then have to examine whether Machiavelli’s principle is identical with 
the seemingly very different principle which later great thinkers of modernity 
have tried to establish. Above all, we shall have to examine whether this prin-
ciple can legitimately claim to be a principle, i.e., a sound principle” (WL I, 5).

Thus, the final two lectures present clearly Machiavelli’s deliberate 
deconstruction of morality, as well as how he proceeds to the partial recon-
struction of a kind of morality. His long-term “victory” carries forward the 
modern principle. 

Michael and Catherine Zuckert provided us with this typescript, which 
was circulated for a long time among Leo Strauss’s students. It cannot be 

23  As he says at the end of Lecture IV, “Here we are really at the cradle of Marxism. Here we find the 
roots of the fantastic notion that a just order of society can be established by flagrantly unjust and 
cruel means, that a good end can be achieved by bad means, which would mean, as Hegel himself 
sometimes said, by means which really defeat the end. It seems to me that if we would succeed in  
tracing the typically modern approach to Machiavelli or in understanding the concealed Machia-
vellian character of the modern approach. . .” See the more nuanced reference in Thoughts on 
Machiavelli, 203.
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found among the Leo Strauss papers kept at the Special Collection of the 
University of Chicago Library. 

Using the transcriber’s typescript of these four lectures, a transcript that 
contains handwritten corrections in pencil, we have inserted the handwrit-
ten corrections, standardized spelling and punctuation, indented paragraph 
beginnings, italicized titles and foreign words, corrected a few grammati-
cal errors, and inserted a few words in brackets to complete sentences or to 
correct words, using Thoughts on Machiavelli as our guide. (The typescript 
occasionally contains a question mark within parentheses, when the typist/
transcriber has doubts about a name or a word.) All of these changes are 
indicated in our footnotes, and all footnotes are our own. We have also used 
footnotes to provide relevant information where we deemed it helpful to the 
reader. We are responsible for any errors.24

24  We wish to thank the estate of Leo Strauss and its literary executor, Nathan Tarcov, for permission 
to publish this work. The copyright to the text of the lectures is retained by the estate of Leo Strauss.
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Lecture I

[Introduction]1

We shall not shock anyone, we shall merely lay ourselves open to good-
natured, or in the worst case harmless, ridicule if we begin our exposition of 
Machiavelli’s thought by professing our sympathy with the old-fashioned and 
simple-minded view that Machiavelli was a teacher of wickedness. Indeed, 
what other descriptions could fit a man who teaches lessons such as these: 
princes ought to exterminate the family of the ruler whose territory they 
wish to possess securely; princes ought to murder their opponents rather 
than to confiscate their property since those who have been robbed, but not 
those who have been murdered, can think of revenge; princes ought not to 
be fearful that the victim’s children might avenge their father’s murder, for 
men forget the murder of their father more quickly than the loss of their 
patrimony; a victorious general who is afraid that a prince may not reward 
him properly may punish his prince for his anticipated ingratitude by raising 
the flag of rebellion; one ought not to say to someone whom one wants to 
kill, “Give me your gun, I want to kill you with it,” but merely, “Give me your 

1  The transcript of this first lecture is titled “Machiavelli’s Intention / THE PRINCE / I.” A significant 
part corresponds almost verbatim to the Introduction to Leo Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli (Glencoe, 
IL: Free Press, 1958). Henceforward TOM. The rest of the text of Lecture I takes up the issue of “the 
twofold character of Machiavelli’s teaching,” and therefore does treat The Prince, but both wording 
and content are very different from the book. We briefly point out in the footnotes some divergences 
between the two texts, until the point where they became the rule rather than the exception. 
 We have inserted, between square brackets, subtitles of our own devising that are intended to point 
to the parallels and divergences between the two texts. We have chosen not to include in our footnotes 
to the transcript the references that Strauss provides readers in TOM.
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gun,” for once you have the gun in your hand, you can satisfy your desire.2 
If it is true that only a wicked man will stoop to teach maxims of public and 
private gangsterism, we are forced to say that Machiavelli was a wicked man.3

However true this verdict may be, it certainly is not exhaustive. Its 
deficiency justifies partly the more sophisticated views about Machiavelli 
which are set forth by the learned of our age. Machiavelli, we are told, was 
so far from being a wicked teacher of wickedness that he was a passionate 
patriot or a scientific student of society, or both. But one may wonder if the 
up-to-date scholars do not err more greatly than the simple-minded and the 
old-fashioned: whether what escapes the up-to-date scholars is not much more 
important than what escapes the simple-minded and old-fashioned, although 
it may be true that the one thing needful, which is ignored by the sophisti-
cated, is inadequately articulated and therefore misinterpreted by the men of 
noble simplicity. It would not be the only case in which “a little philosophy” 
generates prodigious error to which the unphilosophic multitude is immune.

It is misleading to describe the thinker Machiavelli as a patriot. The spe-
cific character of Machiavelli’s patriotism consists in the fact that he loves 
his fatherland more than his soul. It therefore presupposes a comprehen-
sive reflection regarding the status of the fatherland on the one hand, and 
of the soul on the other hand. These comprehensive reflections, and not his 
patriotism, established his fame and made him the leader of many men in 
all countries. The substance of Machiavelli’s thought is not Florentine, or 
even Italian, but universal. It concerns, and is meant to concern, all thinking 
men regardless of place and time. It is at least equally misleading to speak of 
Machiavelli as a scientist. The scientific student of society is unable or unwill-
ing to pass value judgments. But Machiavelli’s work abounds with value 
judgments. His study is still a normative study.4 

But even if we were forced to grant that Machiavelli was essentially a 
patriot, or a scientist, we would not be forced to deny that he was a teacher 
of wickedness. Rather the reverse. One may argue as follows. Patriotism 

2  Most lessons described are shocking examples narrated in The Prince. However, the text within 
quotation marks is not in Machiavelli. 
3  The beginning of this lecture was kept in TOM, with the occasional rephrasing or change of expres-
sion, such as the substitution of “evil” for “wicked.” Even the divisions between paragraphs usually 
corresponds to TOM, although some sections were present in the oral delivery and are no longer pres-
ent in TOM, as we will indicate. Only the second paragraph (TOM, 10) and the last paragraph (“We 
may seem…,” TOM, 14) of the Introduction are new additions.
4  End of page 1 of the transcript. This page is not numbered.
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as Machiavelli understood it is collective selfishness: my country, right or 
wrong. The indifference to the distinction between right and wrong which 
springs from devotion to one’s country is less repulsive than the indifference 
which springs from exclusive preoccupation with one’s own comfort and 
cupidity. But precisely for this reason it is more seductive and therefore more 
dangerous. In the last analysis, collective selfishness is not more respectable 
than the selfishness of the individual. Patriotism is not enough because love 
is not necessarily accompanied by discernment. Patriotism is not enough for 
the same reason for which the most doting mother who feels “right or wrong 
my child”5 is happier if her child is good than if he is bad. Love of one’s own 
is less satisfactory than love of what is both one’s own and good. Love of one’s 
own necessarily tends to be concerned with one’s own being good or comply-
ing with the demands of right. If one justifies Machiavelli’s terrible counsels 
by his patriotism, one sees the virtues of patriotism while one is blind to that 
which is higher than patriotism, to that which both legitimizes and limits 
patriotism. By referring to Machiavelli’s patriotism, one does not dispose of 
a mere semblance of wickedness; one merely obscures the real wickedness.

As regards the scientific approach to politics which certain contempo-
rary admirers trace to Machiavelli, it consists in study of such “facts,” or 
of “behavior,” as is incompatible with passing value judgments. It emerges 
through abstraction from the moral distinctions by which we take our bear-
ing as citizens and as men. It makes moral obtuseness the indispensable 
condition of scientific analysis. This obtuseness is not identical with wicked-
ness. But it is bound to strengthen the forces of wickedness in the world. In 
the case of lesser men, one can safely trace this obtuseness to weakness of 
certain intellectual qualities; this charitable explanation could not be applied 
to Machiavelli, who was too thoughtful not to know what6 he was doing and 
too generous not to admit it to his reasonable friends.

We do not hesitate to assert what many have asserted before us, and 
we shall later on try to prove it, that Machiavelli’s teaching is immoral and 
irreligious. We are familiar with the evidence which scholars adduce in sup-
port of the contrary assertions. But we question their interpretation of the 
evidence. To say nothing of certain other considerations, it seems to us that 
the scholars in question are too easily satisfied. For instance, they are satisfied 
that Machiavelli was a friend of religion because he stressed the useful and 

5  The example of motherly love was not retained in TOM.
6  We have deleted “that,” which appears before “what” in the typescript.
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even indispensable character of religion. They do not pay any attention to the 
fact that Machiavelli’s praise of religion is only the reverse side of what one 
may call his complete indifference to the truth of religion. This is not surpris-
ing since they themselves are likely to understand by religion nothing other 
than a powerful bond7 of society, if not an attractive and innocuous piece 
of folklore. They misinterpret Machiavelli’s attitude toward religion, and 
likewise his attitude toward morality, because they are pupils of Machiavelli. 
Their seemingly open-minded study of Machiavelli’s thought is based on the 
dogmatic acceptance of Machiavelli’s principles. They do not see the wicked-
ness of Machiavelli’s thought because they are the heirs of the Machiavellian 
tradition: because they, or their teachers, have been corrupted by Machiavelli.

One cannot see the true character of Machiavelli’s thought unless one 
liberates oneself from his influence. For all practical purposes this means 
that one cannot see the true character of Machiavelli’s thought unless one 
recovers for oneself and in oneself the premodern heritage of the Western 
world, be it biblical or classical. To do justice to Machiavelli, one must look 
forward from a premodern point of view toward Machiavelli, rather than 
look backward from a present-day point of view to Machiavelli. This proce-
dure, which is demanded philosophically, is incidentally also the only proper 
procedure as regards historical understanding: as regards an understanding 
whose goal it is to understand Machiavelli’s thought exactly as Machiavelli 
himself understood it. For Machiavelli knew the premodern point of view: 
[it was]8 in front of him. He could not know the point of view of the present 
time which emerged, as it were, behind his back.

As we have indicated, we regard the simple-minded view of Machiavelli 
as indeed decisively superior to the prevailing sophisticated view, but never-
theless as not sufficient. There is something important in Machiavelli which 
escapes (us) if we see nothing but the wickedness of his teaching. Even if and 
precisely if we were to grant that his teaching is diabolic, and Machiavelli 
himself a devil, we would be compelled to remind ourselves9 of the great 
theological truth that a devil is a fallen angel. To recognize the diabolical 
character of Machiavelli’s thought would mean to recognize in it a per-
verted nobility of a very high order. That nobility was discerned by Marlowe 
insofar as he ascribed to Machiavelli the saying, “I hold there is no sin but 

7  End of page 2.
8  We have corrected the typescript from “they were” to “it was.”
9  Typescript reads: “ourself.” 
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ignorance.”10 Or to quote Machiavelli himself, “I do not judge, nor shall I ever 
judge it to be a defect to defend any opinion with reason, without wishing to 
use either authority or force.”11 We are in sympathy with the simple-minded 
view of Machiavelli, not only because of its wholesome character, but also 
because one’s failure to take the simple-minded view seriously prevents one 
from doing justice to what is truly admirable in Machiavelli: the freedom and 
intrepidity of his thought, the grandeur of his vision, and the subtlety of his 
speech. Not the disregard of, or contempt for, the simple-minded view, but 
the considered and considerate ascent from it leads to the core of Machia-
velli’s thought. For there is no surer protection against the understanding 
of anything than glibly to take for granted the obvious and the surface: the 
problem inherent in the surface of things, and only in the surface of things, 
is the heart of things.

There are good reasons for dealing with Machiavelli and Machiavellian-
ism in a series of Walgreen lectures. The United States of America may be12 
said to be the only country in the world which was founded in explicit oppo-
sition to Machiavelli’s principles. According to Machiavelli, the founder of 
the most renowned commonwealth in the world, of Rome, was a fratricide; 
the foundation of political greatness is necessarily laid in crime. If we can 
believe Thomas Paine, all the governments of the old world had an origin of 
this nature; their origin was conquest and tyranny. But “the independence 
of America was accompanied by a revolution in the principles and practice 
of government”: the foundation of the United states of America (was laid) in 
justice and freedom. “Government founded on a moral theory, on a system of 
universal peace, on the indefeasible hereditary Rights of Man, is now revolv-
ing from west to east by stronger impulse than the government of the sword 
revolves from east to west.”13 This diagnosis is far from being obsolete. While 
freedom is now no longer a preserve of the United States, the United States is 
now14 the bulwark of freedom. Without the support of the United States free-
dom would succumb to tyranny everywhere in the world. And contemporary 
tyranny, totalitarianism, has its roots in Machiavelli: in the Machiavellian 

10  This quote is from the opening of Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta, in which the character Machiavelli 
appears on stage. Prof. Timothy Burns has called our attention to the quote, which goes unidentified 
in TOM, 13.
11  This is not found literally in Machiavelli. See, however, The Prince, chap. 12, and the Discourses II.13. 
12  End of page 3.
13  Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man, Second Part, Introduction. We have capitalized “Rights” and 
“Man.” See TOM, 13 with note 3.
14  Typescript reads: “are now. . .” This has been corrected in accordance with TOM, 13.
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principle that the good end justifies every means. At least to the extent to 
which American reality is inseparable from the American dream, or the 
American aspiration, we cannot understand Americanism without under-
standing Machiavellianism, which is its contrary.

But we cannot conceal from ourselves the fact that the problem is some-
what more complex than it appears in the presentation of Thomas Paine and 
his followers. Machiavelli himself would probably argue that America owes 
her greatness not only to her habitual adherence to the principles of freedom 
and justice, but also to her occasional deviation from them. He would not 
hesitate to suggest a nasty interpretation of the Louisiana Purchase and of 
the fate of the red Indians. He would suggest that facts like these are an addi-
tional proof of his contention that there cannot be a great and glorious society 
without an equivalent of the murder of Remus by his brother Romulus. This 
complication makes it all the more necessary that we should try to reach an 
adequate understanding of the fundamental issue raised by Machiavelli.

The American principles, as understood by Paine among others, are 
threatened today not only from without. They are threatened within the 
United States especially by what is generally and loosely known as relativism. 
According to this view, the principles of liberal democracy are not intrinsi-
cally superior to the principles of totalitarianism. We are told that both sets 
of principles are “values” and that human reason is unable to establish the 
superiority of one set of values to others. It is precisely when we attempt to 
face the issues raised by relativism that we are forced into a study of Machia-
velli. Permit me to explain this.15

* * *

Political philosophy was originally and is essentially the quest for the 
right political order. The fundamental question raised by16 political philoso-
phy allows of a small number of possible answers. We may call these answers 
the fundamental alternatives. One type of relativism asserts that political 
philosophy is not capable of going beyond articulating the fundamental 
alternatives or that political philosophy is not capable of rationally deciding 
between the fundamental alternatives. But another type of relativism ques-
tions the very idea of political philosophy by denying the assumption that 

15  The following seven paragraphs of the typescript are omitted in the book. We have demarcated the 
dropped section with asterisks. 
16  End of page 4.
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there is the fundamental problem and therefore that we can reasonably seek17 
the fundamental alternative. Radical relativism asserts that the fundamental 
alternatives themselves change from historical situation to historical situa-
tion, or that there are no fundamental alternatives which can be said to be in 
principle coeval with human thought as such.

To understand the strength of radical relativism or of historicism, and at 
the same time in order to find a way toward a practicable discussion of the 
issue raised by it, one does well to proceed as follows. Political philosophy 
emerged with Socrates; in its original form it is accessible to us especially 
in the writings of Plato and of Aristotle. Are the fundamental alternatives 
visualized and discussed by Plato and Aristotle the fundamental alternatives? 
If they are not, if the later development brought about the realization of fun-
damental possibilities which were unknown in the classics, there is a strong 
presumption that what happened at least once, will happen again and again 
in the future. In other words, if the fundamental alternatives discussed by 
the classics are not the fundamental alternatives, the prima facie evidence 
in favor of historicism is very strong. Now it seems to be obvious that the 
horizon of the classics is, if not narrower than the horizon of modern man, at 
any rate different from the latter. The fundamental political alternative today 
is that between liberal democracy and totalitarianism of the right or of the 
left. It is impossible to give an adequate analysis of these phenomena in terms 
of Plato’s and Aristotle’s explicit teaching. Such notions as the rights of man, 
philosophy of history in general and the economic interpretation of history 
in particular, the world state, even the state (which means an association dif-
ferent from the association called society), were apparently wholly beyond 
the horizon of the classics.

However, these things and others of the same kind are not by themselves 
decisive. In the first place, the possibilities or notions unknown to the classics 
may be derivative; that is to say, they may be the consequences of the adop-
tion of one or the other fundamental alternative; they need not transcend the 
framework of the fundamental alternatives visualized by the classics. And 
besides, some of these notions may be spurious, that is to say, they may prove 
to be baseless or impossible.

In order to pass judgment on the status of the ideas unknown to classics, 
it would seem to be necessary to examine each of these ideas itself. Still there 
may be the possibility of a comprehensive examination. Let us assume that all 

17  The typescript reads: “seek (of). . .”
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notions unknown to the classics18 are akin to each other—that they are based 
on a common principle which distinguishes them from the classical notion. 
In that case it would be sufficient to examine that common principle in order 
to answer the question as to whether the classical principle has, or has not, 
been rendered obsolete by more recent insights.

It does not require great courage to assert that there exists such a prin-
ciple. We all have learned in school that there is a modern age beginning with 
the Renaissance and the Reformation and that this modern age is character-
ized by a number of ideas which are alien to earlier thought. But can we speak 
of the modern principle?

Let us assume that there is an X which significantly distinguishes mod-
ern thought from all earlier thought. If there is such a thing, it must have 
emerged at some time in the past, and its emergence must have been accom-
panied by a feeling that all earlier thought is fundamentally insufficient, and 
consequently by a break with all earlier thought. Is there any evidence of such 
a break having occurred? We shall not find it in the Reformation; for the Ref-
ormation was so far from being, i.e., intending to be, a break with antiquity, 
that it was return to biblical antiquity. Nor shall we find that break in the 
Renaissance; for the Renaissance was meant to be a rebirth of something old 
and forgotten. We do find that break within political philosophy most obvi-
ously in the work of Hobbes. But closer analysis shows that Hobbes built on 
a foundation laid by Machiavelli. We find that break with all earlier thought 
primarily in the work of Machiavelli.

We shall therefore try to establish as precisely as it is possible in a few public 
lectures, what the new principle is which Machiavelli claims to have discovered. 
We shall then have to examine whether Machiavelli’s principle is identical with 
the seemingly very different principle which later great thinkers of modernity 
have tried to establish. Above all, we shall have to examine whether this princi-
ple can legitimately claim to be a principle, i.e., a sound principle. Unfortunately, 
we have to do a considerable amount of prefatory work before we can turn to 
these important issues. This prefatory work is necessary because of the peculiar 
difficulty (caused) by Machiavelli’s presentation of his teaching. We are bound 
to misunderstand Machiavelli’s teaching if we misunderstand his intention. 
And what his intention is, is far from being obvious. In embarking upon this 
somewhat arid work, we may derive some comfort from the thought that by 

18  End of page 5.
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understanding Machiavelli’s intention, we understand the fundamental part of 
his teaching: the beginning is half of the whole.

* * *

[The Twofold Character of Machiavelli’s Teaching]19 

The difficulty created by Machiavelli’s presentation of his teaching shows 
itself, to begin with, in this form: Machiavelli presented his teaching in two 
different works, The Prince and the Discourses on the First Ten Books of Livy, 
and the relation of the two books is obscure. Plato too devoted two chief works 
to the presentation of his political teaching,20 The Republic and The Laws. But 
he made it perfectly clear that the theme of The Laws is of lower rank than 
the theme of The Republic, or that The Laws are subordinate to The Republic. 
Hobbes presented his political philosophy even in three books, but it is quite 
clear that these three books represent three subsequent efforts to expound 
identically the same political teaching; they deal with the same subject mat-
ter and they are addressed to the same audience. The case of Machiavelli’s 
books is different. Let us start from the most obvious. The Prince is a short 
book, culminating in, or at any rate ending with, a passionate call to action: 
Machiavelli exhorts an Italian prince, Lorenzo de’ Medici, to liberate Italy 
from the barbarians who have subjugated her. The Discourses21 are more than 
four times as large as The Prince and do not end in a call to action: the end 
of the Discourses is singularly dispassionate; the argument seems to peter 
out. At the beginning of The Prince, Machiavelli divides all states into two 
kinds, republics and principalities, and the Discorsi deal with republics. We 
understand from here why The Prince culminates in a call to action, whereas 
the Discourses do not. When Machiavelli wrote his two books, republics were 
not timely: in Florence, or in Italy, or in the modern world in general, monar-
chies were in the ascendancy; republics were rather a matter of the future or 
of the past. The future being unknown the past takes precedence, especially 

19  The parallel between the lectures and TOM resumes at this point, with Strauss addressing Machia-
velli’s presentation of his teaching in two different works, The Prince and the Discourses, which Strauss 
addresses in chap. 1.  
 We have inserted here in square brackets the title of the corresponding chapter in TOM or a title 
based on Leo Strauss’s own description. From this point on, and as opposed to the Introduction to 
TOM, the differences between the lectures and the book become increasingly significant, both in 
phrasing and content. 
20  End of page 6.
21  The title of the Discourses is typed inconsistently throughout the typescript as “Discourses,” “Dis-
courses” (without underlining), “Discorsi,” and “DISCOURSES.” We have simplified the formatting 
but keep the Italian title where it occurs. We do the same for The Prince (Principe). 
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since there was a glorious republican past. Machiavelli could find models of 
princely politics in his own time (e.g., Cesare Borgia and Ferdinand of Ara-
gon); but the model of republican politics was supplied by ancient Rome. It is 
for this reason that Machiavelli’s treatise on republics took on the form of a 
discussion on the first ten books of Livy or, which is the same thing since the 
second decade of Livy is lost, on the first two decades: i.e., on Rome prior to 
the Second Punic War—on Rome as an Italian republic, as a republic which 
united most of Italy and had not yet embarked on the conquest of foreign 
lands. To summarize, it makes sense to describe,22 to begin with, the relation 
of The Prince and the Discourses in terms of a difference of subject matter.23

But only to begin with. We notice very soon that certainly the Discourses 
deal with both republics and principalities. Thus it might seem that Machia-
velli presents in the Discourses the whole of his political teaching, whereas 
in The Prince he presents only a part, or perhaps discusses only a special 
case. If I am not mistaken, this view is today the one which is most generally 
accepted. It is open to an objection which I regard as decisive. In the epistle 
dedicatory to The Prince Machiavelli says24 that the book contains everything 
he has learned and understood. He makes substantially the same remark 
about the Discourses in the epistle dedicatory to that work. Hence, we cannot 
describe the relation of the two books in terms of a clear-cut difference of 
subject matter. The Prince is as comprehensive as the Discourses: each work 
contains everything of importance Machiavelli knows. We have no right to 
assume that Machiavelli’s knowledge is limited to political matters. In the 
epistle dedicatory to the Discourses Machiavelli says that the book contains 
everything he knows and everything he has learned of “the things of the 
world.” “The things of the world” comprise more than the political things in 
the strict sense. It is wise to assume that Machiavelli excludes from his treat-
ment only such important subjects as he explicitly excludes. There is only one 
subject which he explicitly excludes: “How dangerous a thing it is to make 
oneself the head of the new thing which concerns many people, and how 
difficult to manage it and to bring about its consummation and after that to 
maintain it, would be too long and too exalted a subject to discuss; I reserve 
it therefore for a more convenient place.” All other important subjects, and 
especially religion, must be presumed to have been dealt with, if only cursorily 

22  We have omitted the word “this.”
23  This paragraph was kept in modified form in TOM, 15–16. The comparison between The Prince and 
the Discourses takes up the whole of TOM, chap. 1, while the topic is addressed solely in the following 
pages of Lecture I. 
24  End of page 7.
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or allusively, in each of the two books. This is perfectly compatible with the 
fact that the bulk of the two works is devoted to political subjects proper: we 
know from Socrates that the political things, or the human things, are the key 
to the understanding of all things.25

If the relation of the two books cannot be understood in terms of the 
difference of subject matter, we have to consider whether it cannot be under-
stood in terms of a difference of their addressees. Both works are prefaced 
with epistle dedicatories which inform us about their addressees, about 
the qualities of those men “to whom above all others the two books are 
addressed.” Epistle dedicatories were a matter of common practice in the past, 
but if not everyone, certainly a superior man was free to invest the common 
practice with an uncommon meaning. The Prince is addressed to a prince; 
the Discourses are addressed to two young men, one of whom is known to 
have been a staunch republican. We are therefore tempted to suggest that The 
Prince deals with everything Machiavelli knew, from the point of view of a 
prince, whereas the Discourses deal with everything Machiavelli knew, from 
a republican point of view. This suggestion reminds one of that interpretation 
of Machiavelli according to which he was a supreme technician of politics: 
without any predilections, without any convictions, he advises princes as to 
how they can acquire, preserve, and increase princely power, and he advises 
republicans as to how they can establish, maintain, and promote republican 
government. His dedicating The Prince to a prince and the Discourses to pri-
vate citizens would seem to foreshadow the political scientist of the imminent 
future who will dedicate his book on liberal democracy to President Eisen-
hower and his book on totalitarianism to Malenkov.26 But Machiavelli is not 
a political scientist of this kind. He does27 not attempt to be neutral in regard 
to subjects whose understanding is incompatible with neutrality. As a matter 
of principle, he prefers republics to principalities. One argument suffices to 
establish this point beyond dispute. We find in the Discourses many statements 

25  At the end of a three-page-long paragraph in TOM, ending with “understanding all things” (17–19), 
a brief paragraph addresses the same subject. However, large sections of the oral delivery are absent 
from the book, namely, the discussions of liberal democracy and totalitarianism.
26  Eisenhower (1890–1969) was president of the United States when these lectures were delivered, 
serving from 1953 to 1961. In World War II, as a five-star general he commanded the Allied 
Expeditionary Force in Europe. Malenkov (1902–1988) was briefly the successor to Stalin, after the 
latter’s death on March 5, 1953. After nine days as chairman of the Council of Ministers and head 
of the Communist Party, the Politburo forced him to resign as party leader, though he continued as 
premier. After infighting with Nikita Khrushchev, he was removed from all roles in government in 
1955, and resumed a private life. Malenkov was no longer the leader of the Soviet Union when TOM 
was sent to press.
27  End of page 8.
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to the effect that republics are superior to principalities. We do not find in 
The Prince a single statement to the effect that principalities are superior to 
republics. There is a further reason why we have to abandon this suggestion 
that The Prince is addressed to princes, and the Discourses are addressed 
to republicans or republics. In the epistle dedicatory to the Discourses the 
addressees are described, not as republicans, but as potential princes: as men 
[who], while not being princes, deserve to be princes. We shall try to under-
stand the relation of the two books on the assumption that The Prince is that 
presentation of Machiavelli’s teaching which is addressed to an actual prince, 
whereas the Discourses are that presentation of the same teaching which is 
addressed to potential princes. Machiavelli gives us to understand that the 
natural addresses of his teaching are rulers, and that the most relevant divi-
sion of his audience is that into actual and potential princes.

[The Twofold Character of Machiavelli’s  
Teaching: The Prince]

The actual prince can be only one man: The Prince is addressed to one man. 
But there may be a number of potential princes: the Discourses are addressed 
to two men. An actual prince must be supposed to be very busy: The Prince 
is a short book, a manual whose content could be absorbed within a very 
short time. Potential princes have leisure: the Discourses are a very long book 
which might even be continued. Accordingly, in The Prince extensive discus-
sion is limited to subjects of the greatest urgency for the prince, just as in 
the epistle dedicatory to that work Machiavelli stresses already specific sub-
jects, whereas the Discourses contain extensive discussion of a much greater 
variety of subjects and the epistle dedicatory to that work does not specify 
any subjects. Since The Prince is addressed to an actual prince, it reason-
ably issues a call to action here and now: in Italy in 1513. But the Discourses, 
being addressed to potential princes only, do not issue in a call to action: one 
cannot know whether and in what circumstances the potential princes may 
become actual princes; hence the Discourses rather delineate a long-range 
program.

The actual prince to whom The Prince is addressed is Machiavelli’s master. 
Machiavelli approaches him in the attitude and posture of a supplicant—of 
a humble and indigent being, crawling in some dark corner towards which 
the illustrious prince is not likely to turn his gaze unless he is induced to do 
so by some audible or extraordinary action of that poor little man. Machia-
velli draws his master’s attention to himself by humbly submitting to him an 
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writing The Prince is entirely Machiavelli’s. The writing of The Prince is how-
ever not an act of perfect freedom, since Machiavelli is under the pressure of 
his poor condition. The Discourses are28 addressed to Machiavelli’s friends. 
These friends forced him to write the work: Machiavelli did not write the 
work on his own initiative. Whereas through The Prince Machiavelli solicits 
a favor, he expresses through the Discourses his gratitude for favors received. 
Machiavelli knows that his friends have done him favors, whereas he does 
not know whether his master will grant him some favor. In the same way he 
knows in advance that the Discourses will be interesting to, and taken seri-
ously by, their addressees, whereas he does not know whether The Prince will 
be interesting to, and taken seriously by, its addressee: Machiavelli leaves us 
guessing as to whether the addressee of The Prince is likely to be interested 
in his work, or for that matter in any serious reflection, or whether Lorenzo 
would not have been more pleased by receiving a horse. After all, whereas the 
addressees of the Discourses deserve to be princes while not being princes, it is 
an open question whether the actual prince to whom The Prince is addressed 
deserves to be a prince.

Are these differences of the addressees of any significance regarding 
Machiavelli’s presentation of his teaching in the two books? Machiavelli 
himself tells us that considerable reserve and reticence is called for when one 
speaks to princes. Especially, we may add, when one speaks to a prince who is 
one’s dreaded master. On the other hand it goes without saying that speaking 
to friends means speaking frankly. Machiavelli is then likely to be reserved 
in The Prince and straightforward in the Discourses. Reservedness goes well 
together with brevity. Machiavelli’s treatment of “everything he knows” in 
The Prince is laconic. Since to be reserved means to follow convention or 
tradition, The Prince is definitely more conventional or traditional than the 
Discourses. The Prince continues a conventional or traditional genre: the mir-
ror of princes. The Prince opens like a rather dull academic treatise. Perhaps 
its title, certainly its chapter headings, are written in Latin, the language of 
the church and the schools. This is seemingly contradicted by the end of The 
Prince: the appeal to Italian patriotism ending in a quotation from Petrarca. 
But Italian patriotism and Italian poetry had a solid traditional support: The 
Prince moves between Scholastic treatise and patriotic poetry—between two 
traditional genres. The first word of The Prince is sogliono.29 But the first word 
of the Discourses is Io: the individual cause Machiavelli sets forth. In the very 

28  End of page 9.
29  In the typescript the translation follows in brackets: [“it is customary”].
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epistle dedicatory to the Discourses, Machiavelli disparages the custom of 
dedicating books to princes—a custom with which he has complied in The 
Prince. The body of the Discourses opens with a challenge to tradition: with 
a declaration asserting the novelty of Machiavelli’s enterprise. Its parallel in 
The Prince is well buried somewhere near the middle of the book. Needless to 
say that both the title and the chapter headings of the Discourses are written 
in the vulgar tongue. Its form, a mixture of a treatise and of a commentary 
on a Latin historian, was certainly not conventional, although it became con-
ventional thanks to Machiavelli’s success.

We arrive then at the provisional conclusion that The Prince is more 
reserved than the Discourses. It would be easy to confirm this30 conclusion 
by enumeration of cases in which Machiavelli fails to mention in The Prince 
most important facts, most relevant to the very argument of The Prince, which 
he does mention in the Discourses. This fact supplies the strongest support for 
the view, held by men of the competence of Spinoza and of Rousseau, that 
The Prince is a satire on monarchy. It also supports the view, more commonly 
held in our age, according to which we find the full and adequate presenta-
tion of Machiavelli’s teaching in the Discourses, so much so that we must read 
The Prince from the outset in the light of the Discourses, and never by itself. I 
do not believe that these ways of interpretation are practicable.

In describing the character of the addressees of the two books, we can-
not leave it at saying that The Prince is addressed to Machiavelli’s masters, 
whereas the Discourses are addressed to his friends, and therefore that 
Machiavelli speaks reservedly in The Prince and frankly in the Discourses. 
The addressee of The Prince is a prince. What kind of a being is a prince, 
according to Machiavelli? If he is a real prince, he must be able to take on the 
nature of a beast: of a fox and a lion; he must not be altogether human and 
humane; he cannot afford to be a perfect gentleman. An actual prince who is 
not completely stupid will be aware of these requirements. Now Machiavelli 
wants to be taken seriously or listened to by a man of this kind. He wants to 
advise him as regards his most important concern. He would ruin completely 
every prospect of establishing his character as a competent adviser by speak-
ing like a saint, or like a professor of moral philosophy. Let us not forget the 
fact that one type of prince whom Machiavelli presumes to advise are those 
princes who came to power by downright crime, like Agathocles. It would 
appear in such cases that adviser has to adopt the attitude characteristic of a 

30  End of page 10.
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lawyer in charge of the Capone syndicate. Now let us consider for one moment 
the possibility that according to Machiavelli there is an element of truth in 
the princely understanding of things; or, the moral judgment of gentlemen 
is not altogether correct. In that case, his speech31 addressed to a prince, to 
an actual prince, to a man who is already corrupted by princely practice can 
be more frank than his speech addressed to young gentlemen who still have 
to be broken in to the secrets of government. We cannot be certain, then, 
that Machiavelli is altogether frank in the Discourses. It is possible that while 
in one respect, the Discourses are more straightforward than The Prince, in 
another respect The Prince may be more straightforward than the Discourses.

At any rate, Machiavelli presents in each of his two books substantially 
the same teaching from two different points of view. We are therefore forced 
to raise the question: Which is Machiavelli’s point of view? That of The Prince? 
Or that of the Discourses? Or is it different from that of both books?

That it is necessary to raise this question will appear from the following 
consideration. One of the most striking differences between32 the two books 
is this: In the Discourses Machiavelli speaks very frequently of the common 
good; in The Prince he never mentions the common good. In the Discourses 
Machiavelli speaks occasionally of the conscience. In The Prince he never 
mentions the conscience. In the Discourses he almost constantly distinguishes 
between princes and tyrants. In The Prince he never uses the term “tyrants”: 
individuals whom he calls tyrants in the Discourses are called princes in The 
Prince. We shall say that he tacitly abandons in The Prince the distinction 
between princes and tyrants, because he tacitly disregards the common good, 
to say nothing of this conscience. It becomes therefore necessary to raise 
this question: Does Machiavelli regard the distinction between princes and 
tyrants as ultimately valid or not? Does he hold the view that consideration of 
the common good belongs to the final or scientific consideration or merely to 
a provisional or popular consideration? Or does he think that these questions 
do not permit of a simple answer, but require a distinction?33 

31  We deleted “is.” Other readings are possible, but see TOM, 28.
32  End of page 11.
33  End of page 12. We may say that despite a significant number of differences, the end of the first 
lecture corresponds roughly to the end of TOM, 26, with the concluding references to “conscience.” 
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Lecture II

[The Twofold Character of Machiavelli’s Teaching:  
The Discourses]58

I must remind you of a few points I made last time. Machiavelli presents 
his whole political teaching in each of his two great books, the Principe and 
the Discorsi. The relation of the two books cannot be described therefore 
in terms of the difference between the subject matter. Their difference cor-
responds rather to the difference of their audiences. The Principe contains 
that version of Machiavelli’s whole teaching which is addressed to an actual 
prince. The Discorsi contains that version of Machiavelli’s whole teaching 
which is addressed to potential princes. This difference of perspective leads 
to the consequence that the teaching of the Principe contradicts the teaching 
of the Discorsi in the decisive respect: the Principe disregards the common 
good and the Discorsi seems to present the common good as the guiding 
consideration. We must therefore raise the following question: Which of the 
two books presents Machiavelli’s own point of view, the Principe or the Dis-
corsi, or neither?34 

The question is identical for all practical purposes with the question 
concerning Machiavelli’s technique of writing. To find out how we have to 
read Machiavelli we shall first consider an example of how he himself read 
his chief author, Livy.35 In a chapter of the Discorsi Machiavelli tries to prove 
that money is not the sinews of war as it is thought to be by common opinion. 
Towards the end of the chapter Machiavelli says: “On this point Livy is a 
truer witness than anybody else. I refer to the passage in which he discusses 
whether if Alexander the Great had come to Italy he would have beaten the 
Romans. In it he shows that three things are necessary for war: plenty of 
good soldiers, wise generals, and good luck. And then, after having inquired 
whether the Romans or Alexander were superior regarding these three 
things, he draws his conclusion without mentioning money.” Livy does not 
mention money in a context in which he would have mentioned it if he had 
regarded it as important.36 

34  End of page 2 of the typescript. Page 1 is a title page.
35  Livy (59 BC – AD 17) was a Roman rhetor and historian, author of Ab urbe condita, the most 
famous account of the foundation of Rome. The first decade encompasses the period of the kings, and 
the early republic until its decay. Machiavelli’s Discourses are presented as a commentary on the work, 
but as Strauss emphasizes in this lecture, Machiavelli not only comments on the totality of Livy’s 
work, but often departs from it entirely. The plan of the Discourses had long puzzled readers. 
36  Machiavelli, Discourses I.10. The quotation appears also in TOM but Strauss does not provide a 
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[This fact by itself] establishes37 not only a vague presumption as to 
Livy’s having had Machiavelli’s view on this matter, but makes Livy the 
truest witness, the most important authority for this view. Livy’s silence is 
more impressive than his explicit statement would have been. Livy reveals an 
important truth by his silence.

Let us generalize from this: if a wise man is silent about a subject which 
is believed to be important as regards the theme which he discusses, he gives 
to understand that that subject is not important. (The silence of a good writer 
or a wise man is always meaningful. It cannot be explained by forgetfulness.) 
The view of which Livy disapproves is the common view, the popular view. 
One can express one’s disagreement with a popularly held view by simply 
failing to take notice of it. This is in fact the most effective way of show-
ing one’s disapproval. Now let38 us apply this to Machiavelli’s own craft.39 He 
fails to mention the conscience, the common good, as a distinction between 
kings and tyrants in the Principe. This does not mean that he forgot to men-
tion these things, because their importance is a matter of course, but that he 
regarded them as unimportant in the context of the Principe. That is to say, 
they are not simply unimportant. There are, however, certain subjects which 
Machiavelli fails to mention in both the Principe and the Discorsi. He does 
not mention the distinction between this world and the next, and while he 
speaks very frequently of heaven he never speaks of hell. Above all, as far as 
I can remember, he never mentions the soul. He suggests by this silence that 
these subjects are irrelevant for politics. More than that, since both books 
contain everything Machiavelli had known, he suggests by his silence about 
these things that they are altogether unimportant.

Now this very contention about subjects of this nature is obviously of 
immense importance. Machiavelli’s silence about subjects which are gener-
ally regarded as important shows that he regards the problem of the truth 
about these subjects, or the problem of the status of these subjects, as very 
important. One of the chapters of the Discorsi opens with a reference to the 
great40 issue of the eternity of the world, to the issue of whether the visible 

citation. See TOM, 303 with note 33.
37  Words are omitted in the typescript, which we have provided from TOM, 30, in brackets.
38  End of page 3.
39  “craft.” is followed by “(?)” in the typescript. The typescript contains a question mark within paren-
theses. These are common when the typist/transcriber has doubts about the name, and will be noted 
whenever they occur.
40  The parallel passage in TOM, 31, replaces “great” with “grave.” 
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universe—the sun, the moon, earth, birds, and sun—exists from eternity to 
eternity or whether the world has a beginning in time, to an issue which 
occupied the center of medieval discussions. Machiavelli refers to an argu-
ment in favor of the beginning in time, that is to say, the generally held view, 
and then adds that this argument has no force. He leaves it at that—at four 
lines. The reader is compelled to wonder: What about the other arguments 
in favor of the orthodox view? [W]hat41 about the orthodox view itself? Is it 
sound? Machiavelli does not answer these questions. He does not even raise 
these questions—in so many words. But he raises them by his silence. He 
draws our attention to them by his silence. The reader must keep these ques-
tions in mind: namely, the possibility that Machiavelli may have42 accepted 
the eternity of the visible universe—the Aristotelian view. By being open to 
this possibility, the reader may be able to understand passages which other-
wise he would not understand or appreciate.43 Machiavelli’s silence is then 
ambiguous insofar as it does not point to definite answers, but merely to 
questions. It is unambiguous insofar as it makes us see that certain things 
were questionable or problematic to him, which were not questionable to the 
prevailing opinion in his time.

Why did he proceed in this strange manner? The most important classi-
cal writer from Machiavelli’s point of view, apart from Livy, was Xenophon. 
To say nothing of other things, Xenophon is his major authority for the 
important propositio[n]: that men rise from a low to a great position by fraud, 
rather than by force. According to Machiavelli, Xenophon shows the tr[u]th 
of this proposition by his account of Cyrus. A recent commentator notes 
that Xenophon never says that Cyrus44 uses fraud of this kind. Here again 
Machiavelli uses a great writer as an authority for a view which that writer 
never expresses. Here again he treats the silence of a great writer as equivalent 
to a speech. But he obviously treats Xenophon’s silence very differently from 
the way in which he treats Livy’s silence. Xenophon’s silence does not mean 
that Xenophon regarded the fraud perpetrated by Cyrus as unimportant. On 
the contrary, it means that Xenophon regarded Cyrus’s fraud as very impor-
tant, but at the same time as something not to be spoken of for reasons of 

41  We have corrected “That” to “What.”
42  End of page 3b.
43  At this point, TOM diverges significantly from the lectures and includes several new paragraphs 
on the rules of interpretation of a philosopher. See esp. TOM, 32–37. By contrast, the subsequent four 
paragraphs seem to be absent from the book.
44  The typescript reads: “Xenophon (Cyrus?)”
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propriety. Could45 Machiavelli’s reserved handling of certain matters be due 
to his sense of propriety? Needless to say, Machiavelli does not lack a sense 
of propriety. One merely has to observe how tactfully he treats the subject of 
assassination of princes in the Principe, or any other subject which might be 
unpleasant to think of.46 He behaves like a perfect courtier. One only has to 
compare the treatment of rulers like Nabis47 of Sparta or King David in the 
Principe with that in the Discorsi to become receptive to the suggestion that 
the Principe has a quality reminding of the novels of Jane Austen. I’m then 
prepared to make full allowance48 for Machiavelli’s delicacy. Still we cannot 
obscure the fact, which is anything but obscure, that Machiavelli is one of 
the most shocking writers of all time. His sense of propriety is, as it were, 
subordinated to a different concern. We must have recourse to that different 
concern in order to understand Machiavelli’s reticence.49 In brief, Machiavelli 
was prompted less by considerations of propriety than by caution.

Machiavelli called the period of the good Roman emperors, from Nerva50 
to Marcus Aurelius, “the golden age where everyone could hold and defend 
every opinion he pleased.” Usually people do not call an age of the past the 
golden age when they regard their own age as a golden age. However this may 
be, Machiavelli draws our attention by this statement to two facts: first, to the 
importance which he attaches to the freedom of discussion, and, secondly, to 
the possibility that his own age might lack such freedom—or, more generally, 
to the fact that freedom of discussion is not always available.51 That is the con-
sequence of restrictions on freedom of speech regarding speech.52 As long as 
the Roman emperors ruled, Machiavelli says—incidentally contradicting the 
statement which I have just quoted—as long as the Roman emperors ruled, 
writers could not speak freely about Caesar. If we desire to know what the 
free writers—meaning the writers whose minds were free—thought about 
Caesar, we must look at what they say about Catiline.53 One must also look at 

45  We have replaced “should” with “could.”
46  The typescript contains what appears to be a question mark within parentheses.
47  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text. 
48  End of page 4, breaking “allowance” at “allow-.”
49  The typescript appears to read “Machiavelli’s writings,” but “writings” is crossed out by hand, and 
“RETICENCE” is written immediately above. Just after occurs a question mark within parentheses.
50  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
51  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
52  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
53  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
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how they praise Brutus: being prevented from blaming Caesar they celebrated 
Caesar’s enemy. Restriction of freedom of speech forced54 the writers who 
have a free mind to present their views indirectly or by making appropriate 
substitutions. Obviously, they cannot attack the protected opinion openly. 
To a certain extent they are even forced to make the protected opinions their 
own. But to adopt opinions of which one is certain that they are false means 
to make oneself more stupid than one is. It means, in Machiavelli’s words, to 
play the fool: “And you play the fool sufficiently if you praise, speak, see, and 
do things against your opinion in order to please the ruler.”55 

Now56 are these rules of conduct applicable to Machiavelli’s circum-
stances? Was it possible in the early sixteenth century in Italy to hold and 
defend every opinion one pleased? The story of Pompanazzi’s57 book on the 
mortality of the soul, 1516, would by itself be sufficient to justify an emp[h]atic 
“no.” If Machiavelli deviated in any significant point from the orthodox 
teaching, he did not have the freedom which he prized so highly. His rules 
of conduct would then force him, or at least permit him, to substitute, for 
example, for a criticism of certain aspects of the biblical religion a praise 
of the pagan religion: his praise of the pagan religion in a Christian world 
would correspond to a praise of Brutus in a world ruled by Caesar. But we 
do not have to rely on outside information—meaning on information which 
is not available between the covers of Machiavelli’s two books—in order to 
establish the fact that Machiavelli regarded his whole enterprise as dangerous 
and therefore in need of precautionary measures or protective coloring.58 In 
the very beginning of the Discorsi he says that to found59 new modes and 
orders—that is to say, a new order of society—is as dangerous as it is to seek 
unknown seas and lands, and that he is going to enter a path not yet trodden 
by anyone—a path leading to new modes and orders. His enterprise, he says 
a little later60 on, being difficult, he will nevertheless carry it out in such a 

54  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
55  End of page 5. Strauss seems to be paraphrasing rather than quoting Machiavelli. See TOM, 303 
with note 37, with Discourses III.2. Cf. The Prince, chap. 13.
56  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text. The passage from here until “In the very 
beginning,” several lines below, has no corresponding text in TOM.
57  The typescript reads: “Pompanachi’s (?)” Pietro Pompanazzi (1462–1525) was an Aristotelian  
philosopher at the Universities of Padua and Bologna.
58  At this point, the text of TOM becomes parallel to the lecture again, although the phrasing is  
different. See TOM, 36.
59  We have replaced “find” with “found.”
60  In the typescript, “LATER” is written by hand after “he says a little.”
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manner that there shall remain to the reader but a short road to travel toward 
the destination. Machiavelli does not go to the end. A part of the road, if only 
a short part, must be discovered by the reader who understands what is omit-
ted—what Machiavelli does not say.

In this context we may again remind ourselves of the fact to which I have 
referred last time, that Machiavelli excludes one, and only one, subject from 
his discussion as too exalted for discussion—not only for discussion in this 
or that book but for discussion in any book, and that subject is the difficult 
character of the attempt to make oneself the head of a new thing which con-
cerns the many: that is to say, the difficulty of proposing new modes and 
orders. What Machiavelli61 says explicitly about the dangerous character of 
his enterprise reveals only a very small part of that danger.

[Machiavelli’s Intention: The Prince]

I turn now to the question which I promised to treat last time: the intention 
of the Principe. To establish what the intention of the Principe is we natu-
rally start from the epistle dedicatory.62 We learn from it that Machiavelli 
proposes to discuss and to give rules for princely government. He proposes 
to discuss and to give rules for princely government. He proposes to dis-
cuss63 the various kinds of principalities and the manner in which they are 
acquired and preserved. It appears likewise from the epistle dedicatory64 that 
the discussion of these subjects is based on Machiavelli’s knowledge of the 
actions of great men, both modern and ancient—that is to say, on historical 
knowledge, and on his knowledge of the nature of princes—that is to say, 
on philosophical knowledge. Machiavelli obviously does not intend to teach 
history. The historical facts are merely materials. On the [other] hand,65 the 
philosophic subject, the nature of princes, is a theme—perhaps the theme—
of the Principe.

At any rate, the Principe presents itself to begin with as a treatise, as a work 
conveying a general teaching. That general teaching is both theoretical—the 
nature of princes—and practical—how to rule as a prince. In accordance with 

61  End of page 6.
62  In the typescript, “EPISTLE DEDICATORY” is written by hand after “start from the.” See parallel 
text in TOM, 54.
63  In the typescript, “AND TO GIVE RULES FOR PRINCELY GOVERNMENT. HE PROPOSES TO 
DISCUSS” is written by hand after the initial “proposes to discuss.”
64  In the typescript, “EPISTLE DEDICATORY” is written by hand after “likewise from the.”
65  The word “other” is absent from the typescript.
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this, almost all chapter headings of the work specify genera or species.66 Only 
in three chapter headings out of twenty-six do we find proper names. This 
description of the character of the Principe is confirmed by the references to 
the Principe in the Discorsi and also by the famous letter of Machiavelli to 
Vettori.67 Yet the Principe ends with a call to action and culminates in a call to 
action which is addressed to a particular prince living in a particular country 
at a particular time. The end of the Principe is paradoxical in light of the 
beginning and of the body of the work. The connection between the general 
and the particular is supplied by the epistle dedicatory68 of the Principe, if it is 
read in conjunction with the epistle dedicatory to the Discorsi.69 The Principe 
is dedicated to a particular prince who happens to be an actual prince in Italy 
in 1513. Therefore, the instruction70 given to him quite naturally culminated 
in advice71 regarding the most noble princely action which is possibly in Italy 
in 1513, here and now. The Principe is therefore quite naturally not simply a 
treatise, but both a scholarly treatise and a political pamphlet. The general 
doctrine and the particular counsel cannot be identical, but the general doc-
trine must at least be compatible with the particular policy recommended 
there. There may even be a closer unity: the general doctrine may necessitate 
the particular policy, given these and these circumstances, and the particular 
policy may require this general doctrine and be incompatible with any other. 
It is certain that in studying the general doctrine of the Principe we must 
never lose sight of the particular. We must read the general or universal in the 
light of the particular. We must translate every general counsel addressed to 
princes in general into particular counsels addressed to Lorenzo de’ Medici. 

Quite a few things do not come to light except through such translation. 
Furthermore, the application of the general rule to the particular case may 
force us in the end to reconsider or to reinterpret the general rule. We may 
discover a very important general teaching only by working our way upward 
from the particular counsel. Let us consider from this point of view the case 
in which Machiavelli draws our attention most forcefully to particulars by 
using proper names in the headings of chapters. There is no need to explain 

66  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
67  In the typescript, “VETTORI” is written by hand after “letter of Machiavelli to.” On the corre-
spondence between Machiavelli and Vettori, see the account in Maurizio Viroli, Machiavelli (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1998).
68  The words “EPISTLE DEDICATORY” are written by hand.
69  The words “EPISTLE DEDICATORY TO” are written by hand, and “to” is a correction of “of.”
70  End of page 7.
71  The word “ADVICE” is written by hand in a space.
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the references to Italy in the headings of chapters. There is no need to explain 
the references to Italy in the headings of chapter 26 and chapter 24. The dif-
ficulty is limited to chapter 4, whose heading is “Why the Kingdom of Darius, 
Which Alexander the Great Seized, Did Not Rebel against Alexander’s Suc-
cessor after Alexander’s Death.” That chapter continues the argument of the 
previous one, which dealt with conquest. In that chapter Machiavelli dis-
cussed the attempt of the French to conquer Italy. It appeared that but for 
a certain gross mistake of the French king the conquest of Italy would have 
been easy. Machiavelli discusses the conquest of Darius’s kingdom, that is 
to say, of Persia, by Alexander the Great because the case of Persia, or for 
that matter of modern Turkey, is the opposite of that of [France],72 or for that 
matter of Italy.73 

To understand the problem connected with the conquest of Italy one 
must understand the problem connected with the conquest of Persia: namely, 
the type of state represented by Persia. The upshot of the discussion in chap-
ter 4 is this: while it is difficult to conquer Persia, it is easy to keep Persia after 
having conquered her;74 on the contrary, while it is easy to conquer Italy, it is 
difficult to keep her. Persia is a manifest subject; Italy is a real subject. It is easy 
to conquer Italy because of the fact that she consists of many states. There will 
always be one ruler who will be glad to let in a foreign conqueror. It is difficult 
to keep Italy because the old loyalties are strong and will75 always reassert 
themselves. If one wants to destroy the power of these loyalties, one must 
exterminate the families of the Italian princes and destroy the republican cit-
ies and scatter76 their inhabitants. Originally Machiavelli seemed to discuss 
the question of how a prince can make conquests in foreign lands. Eventually 
the question concerned the conquest of Italy, regardless of whether or not the 
conqueror is a foreign prince or an Italian prince. At this point the connection 
between chapter 4 and the whole section of which it forms the center with the 
last chapter, the call to action, becomes apparent. The liberation of Italy from 
the barbarians requires the unification of Italy. That unification requires the 
conquest of Italy by an Italian prince, say, Lorenzo de’ Medici. That unifica-
tion in its turn requires the policy of blood and iron in the fullest meaning of 
the term: the extermination of all other Italian dynasties and the destruction 

72  The word “France” is missing in the typescript. See TOM, 66.
73  End of page 8.
74  The word “HER” is written by hand, replacing “it.”
75  “WILL” is written by hand.
76  “SCATTERS” is written by hand. See TOM, 67.
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of the republic of Venice—if not of the city of Venice. That is to say: only if 
we read the rhetorical, poetic call to action at the end of the Principe in the 
light of these three chapters do we understand the realistic meaning of that 
call. The last chapter is silent about the resistance to the liberation of Italy 
which must be expected from the traditional Italian faith. The liberation of 
Italy, as Machiavelli sees it, means the conquest of Italy and the conquest of 
Italy means complete revolution, for the greatest obstacle to the liberation of 
Italy—as Machiavelli conceives of it—is the temporal power of the church.77 

In the last chapter of the Principe, Machiavelli seems to expect that 
Lorenzo will be assisted greatly in his patriotic work by the same pope, Leo 
X, who happened to be a kinsman of Lorenzo. The relation of Lorenzo to Leo 
X reminds us of the relation of Cesare Borgia to Alexander VI, and Cesare 
Borgia is presented by Machiavelli as a model to Lorenzo. For a realistic 
appraisal of Machiavelli’s final counsel, it is therefore very necessary that we 
draw the correct lesson from Cesare Borgia’s successes and failures and that 
these lessons be fully understood. The crucial lesson is this: Cesare’s successes 
ultimately benefited only the church and thus increased the difficulties for 
Italy. Cesare was in fact merely a tool for Pope Alexander VI and hence of the 
papacy. Machiavelli’s final counsel requires accordingly the secularization of 
the papal states. It requires even more: according to Machiavelli the court of 
Rome has contributed decisively to the moral corruption of Italy and to the 
ensuing loss78 of political vitality. Furthermore, he was very much in fear of 
the Swiss, whose military superiority he traced partly to their sturdy religious 
sense.79 He says if the papal court were removed to Switzerland one would 
soon observe the deterioration of Swiss morality and hence of Swiss power. 
He seems to have visualized not only the secularization of the papal states, 
but also the removal of the Holy See to Switzerland. By effecting the latter 
change, the unifier of Italy would, as it were, kill two birds with one stone. We 
must draw a further conclusion. The temporal power of the pope was based, 
politically speaking, on the pope’s spiritual power.80

The practical proposals of Machiavelli, as he adumbrates them, could 
hardly have been made by a man who sincerely believed in the spiritual 
authority of the church. That is to say, the practical, particular, or concrete 

77  End of page 9.
78  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text. “LOSS” is written by hand.
79  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
80  See TOM, 62–63.
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measures recommended in the Principe imply and presuppose a radical 
change regarding the general doctrine. This general doctrine is conveyed in 
the Principe chiefly through its particular or concrete consequences and not 
by itself. In this connection we may note the fact that whereas in the Discorsi, 
the first person plural of the personal pronoun “we” frequently means “we 
Christians,” it never has this meaning in the Principe.81 

The prince to whom the Principe is dedicated happens to be a new prince. 
If he will follow Machiavelli’s advice and if he will be favored by fortune, he 
will become the ruler of Italy and therefore a new prince in a much more 
exalted sense. Accordingly, the subject of the Principe is not so much “prin-
cipalities” in general as “new principalities.”82 But what at first glance seems 
to be no more than the result of Machiavelli’s adaptation to the mood of his 
prospective pupil, proves to be at the same time a necessity of a general or 
theoretic character, for all principalities, even if they are now hereditary or 
elective, were83 originally new principalities. Even all republics, at least the 
greatest republics, were founded by outstanding individuals like Lycurgus 
or Romulus, i.e., by princes. To raise the question of new princes means for 
Machiavelli to raise the question of the origins or the foundations of all states 
or of all social orders. In Machiavelli’s perspective the question of the found-
ers of society is identical with the question of the nature of society. At any rate 
the problem of the foundation of society is the highest theme of the Principe. 
It is the specific theme of the Principe, as distinguished from the Discorsi—
which does not mean that it is not also dealt with in the Discorsi. The fact that 
the theme “new prince” is most appropriately the highest theme in a book 
addressed to a prince who happens to be a new prince, conceals, and is meant 
to conceal, the eminent theoretical significance of that theme.

[T]he term “new prince” is ambiguous. It may designate merely the 
founder of a dynasty in a state already existing, i.e., a new prince in an old 
state. But it may also designate a new prince in a new state, or as Machiavelli 
sometimes says, a wholly new prince in a wholly new state.84 The new prince 
in a new state in his turn85 may either be an imitator, i.e., adopt modes and 
orders invented by another new prince, i.e., follow the beaten track, or he 

81  See TOM, 69. End of page 10.
82  Quotation marks are written by hand, then crossed out, then rewritten.
83  “WERE” written by hand.
84  End of page 11.
85  The typescript reads “term” here. We have changed it to “turn.”
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may be an originator of new modes and orders, that is to say, a founder of 
a new type of society, possibly the originator of a new religion. Machiavelli 
is chiefly interested in the highest type of new princes, the originators of 
wholly new types of society. The central chapter of the section devoted to the 
various kinds of principalities, chapter 6, deals with these greatest of men: 
Romulus, Theseus, Cyrus, and Moses. Sometimes Machiavelli calls these 
men “prophets.”86 This term would seem to fit Moses rather than the three 
others. Moses is indeed the most important figure: Christianity is created on 
the foundation laid by Moses.

At the beginning of the sixth chapter Machiavelli makes it perfectly clear 
that he does not expect Lorenzo to become an originator: Lorenzo is advised 
to become an imitator. This is not surprising: an originator would not need 
Machiavelli’s instruction.87 To put it harshly, Lorenzo is not expected to be 
more than a first-class second-rater. Machiavelli seems to picture himself in 
the role of Antonio da Venafro,88 the minister of Pandolfo Petrucci, prince of 
Sienna, vis à vis another Pandolfo Petrucci.89 Machiavelli’s book would be out 
of place with a mere90 man91 of the stature of Cesare Borgia. Still, Lorenzo is 
expected to imitate as much as he can Cyrus, Theseus, Romulus, or Moses. 
This is the explicit reason why Machiavelli is compelled to speak of those 
great men. The notion of imitation of prophets of old was familiar to Machia-
velli’s countrymen. Savonarola92 appeared as a new Amos or as a new Moses, 
i.e., as a man who did the same things which the biblical prophets had done in 
new circumstances. But obviously there is a world of difference between the 
imitation of Moses as understood by Savonarola and the imitation of Moses 
as understood93 by Machiavelli.94 

Since the addressee of the Principe is an Italian, special importance 
would seem to attach to the imitation of Romulus. To imitate Romulus means 
to found Rome again. That Rome exists. Or should the imitation of Romulus 

86  The word “prophets” is underlined by hand.
87  The words “an originator…instruction” are underlined by hand.
88  The words “Antonio da Venafro” are underlined by hand.
89  The words “another Pandolfo Petrucci” are underlined by hand.
90  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
91  The words “mere man” are underlined by hand.
92  “Savonarola” is probably underlined by hand. 
93  The words “Moses…understood” are underlined by hand.
94  End of page 12.
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mean to found again a pagan Rome, a Rome destined to become again the 
most glorious republic and the seat of the most glorious empire? Machia-
velli does not answer this question in so many words. When he mentions 
the venerable models which Lorenzo ought to imitate, for the second time, 
in the last chapter of the Principe, he fails to mention Romulus. He men-
tions only Theseus, Lycurgus, and Moses. The emphasis is now obviously on 
Moses. In order to encourage Lorenzo to liberate Italy Machiavelli reminds 
him of the miracles which God had performed before their eyes. “The sea has 
been opened. A cloud has guided you on your way. The rock has given forth 
water. Manna has fallen.” The miracles of Lorenzo’s epoch, which indeed 
are attested by Machiavelli only, repeat or imitate the miracles of the Mosaic 
epoch. More precisely, they repeat the miracles which happened not in Egypt, 
the house of bondage, but on the way from Egypt to the promise land—to 
a land to be conquered. What may be imminent, Machiavelli suggests, is a 
conquest of another promised land, namely, of a land which he, Machiavelli, 
has promised to Lorenzo. By what methods Lorenzo will have to conquer the 
land promised to him, Machiavelli had told him before sub rosa. But alas, 
the imitation of Moses would be a bad thing for Lorenzo, for Moses did not 
conquer the promised land: he died at its borders. In this dark way, Machia-
velli, this new sibyl, prophesies that Lorenzo will not conquer and liberate 
Italy. He did not regard the practical proposal of the Principe as practical. 
He had measured the forces of the Italy of his time too well to have any delu-
sions. Unfortunately, I am not the first to say this. I have read more than once 
that the last chapter of the Principe95 is a rhetorical flourish. This statement 
is manifestly insufficient, but it is acceptable as a very crude expression of 
the fact that that chapter must not be taken literally. We cannot establish its 
true meaning before we have considered certain aspects of Machiavelli’s own 
position, character, or claim as it appears from the Principe.

We have noted that the meaning of “new prince”96 is ambiguous. We 
must note now a corresponding ambiguity regarding Machiavelli himself. 
He appears first as an adviser of princes, of princes of all kinds—as a man 
who supplies princes with information which they cannot possess. It is true, 
he describes this kind of information in a way which is surprising not only 
to those who are compelled by unfortunate disposition or training to think 
of statistics. He says that he is going to inform princes about the nature of 
princes; for just as one must be a prince in order to know the nature of people, 

95  End of page 13.
96  Quotation marks added by hand in the typescript.
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one must be a man of the people in order to know the nature of princes: one 
sees mountains best from the valley97 just as one sees the valleys best from 
the mountains. But it is hard to see how Machiavelli can advise princes if 
he does not know the nature of peoples as well. And, in fact, he gives plenty 
of evidence of his possessing such knowledge. He knows, then, everything 
which the prince knows, and he knows much more than the prince. He is 
not just an adviser of princes, but a teacher of princes. He indicates his dual 
capacity as adviser to Lorenzo as teacher of princes in general by the way in 
which he uses the second person of the personal pronoun: he uses “thou” 
when advising the individual prince and he uses “you” when addressing a 
group of pupils. This group is not specified; it may well comprise men who are 
not actually or potentially Italian princes. Machiavelli mentioned only one 
teacher of princes: Chiron the centaur who taught Achilles and many other 
ancient princes. Machiavelli’s own model is a mythical figure: he returns 
to the beginnings not only by98 making the foundation of society his chief 
theme, but likewise in the understanding of his own doing. His model is 
half man, half beast. Just as his pupils, the princes, and especially the new99 
prince, are urged by him to imitate the beast, he himself imitates the half 
beast. The imitation of the beast—Machiavelli’s own expression—takes the 
place of the imitation of God.

Machiavelli, being a teacher of princes, appears to us as a new Chiron, 
as an imitator of Chiron. Can we leave it at that? One might say that he who 
imitates a creature of the imagination is not an imitator strictly speaking. 
Still, such a man might properly be said to follow the ancient writers who 
invented the figure of Chiron. Yet, as Machiavelli knows, these writers taught 
their lesson which they conveyed by means of the figure of Chiron in a covert 
manner. Machiavelli however teaches the same lesson openly. Certainly, to 
that extent he does not follow the beaten path. Moreover, by publishing100 a 
lesson which was meant to be a secret, one alters not merely an accidental or an 
extrinsic character of a teaching, its social status so to speak. One necessarily 
alters also its substance. In fact, Machiavelli’s teaching regarding princes is 
not ancient at all: it is wholly new. The Principe, we may say, conveys a wholly 
new teaching regarding wholly new princes in wholly new states. This wholly 
new teaching does not become fully visible immediately: Machiavelli’s open 

97  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
98  End of page 14.
99  “NEW” is written by hand.
100  “PUBLISHING” is written by hand.
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break with the whole tradition appears only near the center of the book, in 
that famous fifteenth chapter, in which Machiavelli explicitly opposes to the 
traditional orientation by how men ought to live, that is to say by man’s per-
fection or virtue, his new orientation by how men do live. By this statement 
he does not mean that he plans to replace the normative political science of 
Plato or Aristotle by a merely descriptive or analytical political science, but 
rather that he intends to replace the wrong type of normative political science 
by the right type of normative political science. The expression101 “the prince 
ought to” occurs in the Principe as frequently as in any traditional mirror of 
princes. However this may be, the reader is confronted with Machiavelli’s 
open break with the tradition only at the center of the book. The reader, as it 
were, ascends slowly from a conventional-traditional atmosphere up102 to a 
conventional-traditional world: the very subject “the new prince” fades into 
the background after he has started on the descent. The Principe conveys, 
then, a radically new teaching in the guise of a somewhat unconventional 
combination of the conventional academic treatise on princes with a conven-
tional appeal to Italian patriotism.

Previously, I have indicated why we cannot take literally the call to action 
in the last chapter of the Principe. What then is the serious meaning of that 
grand finale? I suggest the answer. The new teaching of the Principe is a 
teaching of universal import, having no more nor less connection with a par-
ticular situation of Italy in Machiavelli’s time than with any other particular 
situation. Being radically novel, this teaching is bound to be most distasteful 
to men brought up on the contrary teaching. Therefore, Machiavelli conceals 
the novel general teaching by a practical proposal which, as explicitly stated, 
is defensible, and even praiseworthy, also on traditional grounds. It is only 
when one reflects on the practical proposal in light of the general teaching, 
when one subjects that103 practical proposal to merciless political analysis 
along the lines suggested in the body of the Principe, that one realizes that one 
must have broken completely with traditional morality and traditional belief 
in order even to consider that proposal seriously. In other words, the novel 
general teaching—the novel teaching of the foundations of society—is shock-
ing because it contradicts the ordinary notions of morality. And Machiavelli 
does not hesitate to shock the reader by a number of specific pieces of advice. 

101  End of page 15.
102  “UP” is written by hand.
103  “THAT” is written by hand, replacing “the.”
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The last104 chapter serves the purpose of justifying the im[m]oral counsels 
given in the body of the book by an appeal to patriotism. The last chapter sug-
gests a tolerable interpretation of the immoral teaching of the Principe. The 
judicious reader will therefore not stop at raising the question as to whether 
the concrete proposal made at the end of the book is practicable.105 He must 
raise the further and more decisive question: Would Machiavelli condemn 
immoral policies recommended in the book if they did not serve a patriotic 
purpose? Or are these immoral policies merely and barely compatible with a 
patriotic view? Is it not possible to understand the patriotic conclusion of the 
Principe as a respectable coloring of the designs of [the]106 self-seeking Italian 
prince? There can be no doubt regarding the answer: the immoral policies 
recommended in the Principe are not justified in the body of the book on 
grounds of the common good but exclusively in terms of the self-interest 
of the prince, of the selfish concern of the prince with his own well-being, 
power, and glory. The final appeal to patriotism supplies Machiavelli with a 
kind of alibi for having recommended immoral policies. In the light of this 
fact Machiavelli’s character may well107 appear to be still blacker than it has 
frequently been thought to be. At the same time, however, we are not forced 
to leave it at saying that he ended the Principe with a rhetorical flourish, i.e., 
that he was not capable of thinking straight and writing excellently.

I am far from denying that Machiavelli was an Italian patriot. Of course, 
he loathed the barbarians who devastated his fair country and humiliated 
his fellow countrymen. I only say that his patriotism was not the core of his 
thought.108 The core of his thought is his thinking about human affairs.109 By 
raising the fundamental questions he transcended the limits and limitations 
of Italy and thus became enabled to use the patriotic feelings of his readers 
and his own patriotic feelings for an110 ulterior purpose, for a higher purpose. 
Besides, there exists a direct connection between his love of Italy and the 
revolution of thought111 which he meant to affect. Italy is for him the soil out 
of which grow[s] the glory that was ancient Rome: the Rome of Camillus, to 

104  End of page 16.
105  Typescript reads “practical,” which is then corrected by hand to “practicable.”
106  Text is crossed out here, but the spacing suggests “the” rather than “a.”
107  Typescript reads “may might well,” with “might” crossed out.
108  The words “was…thought” are underlined by hand.
109  The words “core…affairs” are underlined by hand.
110  “AN” is written by hand.
111  End of page 17.
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mention only the greatest name. Machiavelli was satisfied that the men who 
are born in a country keep through all time quasi112 the same nature. If the 
greatest political achievement which the world had ever seen was the product 
of the Italian soil, there is ground for hope that the political rejuvenation of 
the world will make itself felt first in Italy: the sons of Italy are113 the most 
gifted individuals. But since that political rejuvenation is bound up, accord-
ing to him, with a radical change of thought, the hope from Italy and for Italy 
is not primarily political in the narrow sense of the term. The liberation of 
Italy which Machiavelli has primarily in mind was not the political liberation 
from the barbarians but the intellectual liberation of an Italian elite from 
what he regarded as an obsolete, oppressive tradition.

To repeat, in the last analysis, it is the sole purpose of the Principe to 
convey the wholly new teaching regarding the foundations of society. As we 
have seen, this result implies that Machiavelli is even less innocent than he 
is thought to be even by those who condemn him most severely. But it also 
implies that he is not in every respect as black as he easily appears at first 
sight. Somewhere in the Discorsi he remarks that he cannot give princes any 
precepts regarding the subject which he is discussing, other than that which 
they know by themselves. He goes on to give precepts to subjects of princes, 
precepts as to how the subjects in question can protect themselves against 
princes. The precept in question is altogether immoral. We may draw a cer-
tain generalization from this. Princes who are able and willing to act along 
the lines suggested in the Principe, men like Cesare Borgia, are not in need of 
Machiavelli’s immoral precepts,114 but other people are. The true addressees 
of the Principe are not princes, but those who try to understand the nature 
of society and the nature of political things.115 Paradoxical as it may seem, 
Machiavelli’s practical political work is the Discorsi rather than the Principe. 
The Principe is so shocking because Machiavelli desires to educate his true 
addressees to a new approach to political things. These addressees have to 
undergo a basic training. They have to be toughened up. Just as one learns 
bayoneting by using weapons which are much heavier than those used in 
actual combat, one learns statecraft by seriously playing with certain extreme 
courses which are hardly if ever appropriate in actual politics. Not only some 

112  The word “quasi” is underlined by hand.
113  “ARE” is written by hand.
114  “PROCESS” is written by hand, replacing “precepts,” but we kept the text of the typescript and 
ignored the handwritten correction.
115  End of page 18.
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of the most comforting but precisely some of the most outrageous statements 
of the Principe are deliberately unrealistic. They are amusing and meant to 
amuse. They admit, nay, they require a tolerable116 interpretation.117 

To make another step forward in our analysis of the intention of the Prin-
cipe, and to prepare its final step, we must first return to, and reconsider, our 
first impression according to which Machiavelli is an adviser of118 princes. 
As you may recall, he describes his relation to the prince whom he desires 
to advise by saying that one must be a man of the people in order to know the 
nature of princes,119 just as one must be a prince in order to know the nature 
of the people. This statement is so obviously absurd that it cannot but be iron-
ic.120 For since prince and people are correlatives, it is impossible to know 
the nature of one without knowing the nature of the other. In other words, 
it is impossible to advise princes as to how they should rule, i.e., rule the 
people, without knowing the nature of the people. Or to put it still differently: 
the Principe, to say nothing of the Discorsi, abounds with statements about 
the nature of the people—without these statements the book would be entirely 
meaningless.121 What Machiavelli means by his ironical statement is then this: 
if a man who knows the nature of the people is a prince, Machiavelli himself 
is a prince. This contention will not be a surprising one to anyone who has 
had the benefit of some readings in Xenophon and122 Plato: he who knows 
the art of ruling is more truly a ruler than individuals who are kings through 
inheritance or through [force or fraud or election by people who know noth-
ing of the art of ruling].123

116  A question mark within parentheses occurs in the text.
117  The words “and…interpretation” are underlined by hand.
118  “OF” is written by hand.
119  The words “one…princes” are underlined by hand.
120  The words “that…ironic” are underlined by hand.
121  The words “abounds…meaningless” are underlined by hand.
122  “OR IN” is written by hand, replacing “and.”
123  The text ends abruptly at “through.” We have reconstructed the rest of the sentence using the text 
from TOM, 83, which marks the end of Lecture II. The remaining paragraphs of chapter 2 of TOM 
appear in the third lecture.
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Lecture III124

[Machiavelli’s Intention: The Discourses]

We are led eventually to this final difficulty. Machiavelli appeared to us at the 
end as the new prince in the highest sense of the term, as the bringer of new 
modes and orders, a new code, a new decalogue. Therefore, as a new Moses, 
a new prophet. But Moses was an armed prophet, whereas Machiavelli is an 
unarmed prophet. An unarmed prophet, he says, necessarily fails. The prob-
lem is fundamentally the same as that of the victory of Christianity, of a code 
of faith and manners which was established without the use of arms. Machi-
avelli’s remarks on unarmed prophets apply to both Christianity and his 
own undertaking. The Prince confronts us with this problem, but it does not 
supply us with the solution. For the solution we have to turn to the Discourses. 
At the beginning of the Discourses Machiavelli presents himself as another 
Columbus, as a discoverer of a hitherto unknown moral continent, of new 
modes and orders. He seems to proclaim the daring character of his enter-
prise without any reserve, but he almost immediately afterward retracts 
everything which he has suggested in the first few lines of the book. As soon 
as he proceeds to specify the content of his discovery, the new modes and 
order which he had promised to his readers prove to be the modes and orders 
of ancient Rome, that is to say, very old modes and orders. We see immedi-
ately that the Discourses are not less paradoxical than The Prince. There seems 
to be a contradiction between the wholly new teaching of The Prince and the 
return to antiquity in the Discourses. The difficulty permits of a simple solu-
tion, which is indeed too simple to be adequate, but which is nevertheless an 
important steppingstone on the way toward the final solution. Machiavelli’s 
admiration for ancient practice is perfectly compatible with his rejection of 
ancient philosophy or ancient thought. His occasionally appearing disdain 
for the ancient writers is only the reverse side of his admiration for the ancient 
captains and statesmen. It is precisely by articulating the ancient practice 
that he breaks with ancient thought. He interprets the practice of ancient 
Rome in the light of his wholly new teaching regarding wholly new princes 
in wholly new states. Still, when we read the Discourses by themselves, as we 
must, we are struck first by Machiavelli’s antiquarianism, or as the fashion-
able expression is, by his humanism. We are expected to lose sight of 

124  The transcript of this third lecture is titled “MACHIAVELLI’S TEACHING.” As above, to empha-
size the parallels with TOM we have inserted the titles of the book chapters in square brackets.
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modernity and to lose ourselves in antiquity, in the admiration for125 antiq-
uity, in the imitation of antiquity. This imitation of antiquity was in itself, as 
Machiavelli does not fail to point out, far from being a bold innovation. The 
civil law of Machiavelli’s times was the civil law of the Romans; the medicine 
of Machiavelli’s times was the medicine of the ancients; to say nothing of the 
fact that people were digging out ancient sculptures and trying to imitate 
them. What Machiavelli proposes is merely to extend the imitation of antiq-
uity into a field hitherto untouched by the spirit of antiquity. The imitation 
shall be extended to the imitation of ancient statecraft and ancient strategy 
and tactics. If Machiavelli is now quite conventional and traditional, he is 
[so]126 merely by being more consistently127 traditional than his contempo-
raries. And we shall be provided with an ancient guide to the ancient 
record—Livy, the Roman historian who has revealed the glory of Rome in 
the most comprehensive and the most appealing manner. Not only shall we 
complete the return to antiquity, that last stop of the return will be guided by 
an ancient authority—Livy. The return to antiquity represents itself first as a 
return to antiquity as such. Antiquity as such is venerable; the good is the 
old. If this is so, the best must be the oldest. In accordance with this, Machia-
velli bestows the highest praise at the beginning of the Discourses on the 
oldest kingdom—Egypt. The kings of ancient Egypt, he says, are much more 
admirable than Alexander the Great and the rest; but, unfortunately, we 
know so little about the oldest antiquity [and] therefore we are forced to leave 
it at the admiration of ancient Rome. And in the understanding of ancient 
Rome we must follow Livy. We shall go so far in our discussion of things 
Roman that we shall cling as much as possible to the sequence of events as 
recorded by Livy. We shall defer to the text of Livy; we shall cherish it; we 
shall listen to it until it has revealed its full message. In an attitude of docil-
ity—nay, of pious reverence—in pious prudence, we shall turn our eyes away 
from Livy’s own reference[s] to the untrustworthy character of the tradition 
which he incorporated into his history. We shall not even allude to these 
disconcerting references. The deeds and128 institutions which Livy records 
are not always of such a nature as to command instant approval and admira-
tion. In the light of the philosophic129 tradition, Sparta would deserve the 

125  End of page 1.
126  The typescript reads: “he is it.”
127  We have deleted “and.”
128  The typescript reads: “deeds am institutions.”
129  End of page 2.
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crown, not Rome. Sparta owed her polity to the wisdom of Lycurgus, whereas 
Rome owed her polity to chance or good luck. Sparta preserved her liberty 
for eleven hundred years; Rome only for eight hundred. Sparta was free from 
party strife, whereas Rome was constantly shaken by the conflict between 
the patricians and the plebeians.130 Sparta was organized for just defense, 
whereas Rome was organized for unjust expansion. We are therefore forced 
to prove the superiority of the Romans or to defend the Roman polity. Since 
the only political philosophy known to Machiavelli, the philosophy of Plato, 
Aristotle, and their medieval successors, must prefer Sparta to Rome, in 
order to be consistent we are forced to attack the philosopher in the name of 
our authority. In brief, Machiavelli’s use of Livy and his attitudes toward 
Livy, reminds us of the [use of the] Bible by theologians and of theological 
apologetics. In fact, we find in the Discourses a whole chapter in which 
Machiavelli, in defending the Roman polity, uses the method of the scholas-
tic quaestio disputata. Machiavelli is not then simply a commentator on Livy. 
He has to perform a task which Livy has not performed for him. He has to 
prove that ancient Rome can be imitated by modern man. He must combat 
the prejudice, according to which such imitation is impossible. He must do 
more: the ancient way of life is not imitated by modern man, not so much 
because people believe that the model cannot be imitated, as because they 
believe that the model ought not to be imitated. For the pagan concern with 
worldly glory, the very soul of ancient Rome, is rejected in the name of the 
biblical demand for humility and charity. Machiavelli must go beyond Livy 
by subjecting biblical morality to a radical critique. Machiavelli’s intention is 
then not identical with Livy’s intention. Accordingly, the plan of the Dis-
courses is not identical with the plan of Livy’s history. When Machiavelli says 
from time to time that he will discuss a certain subject in its place, he means 
that he will discuss it in what is its proper place within Machiavelli’s scheme 
or plan, but not when he comes to a passage in Livy in which the subject will 
be mentioned. Once we have taken as seriously as we must Machiavelli’s 
return to antiquity and his acceptance of Livy’s authority, we are surprised by 
the relative rarity of reference to Livy and quotations from Livy. We gradu-
ally begin to wonder whether Livy is after all the greatest authority for 
Machiavelli, whether certain other131 ancient writers are not much more 
important to him than Livy. In this connection we may note that Livy is 
never mentioned in The Prince. In the Discourses we observe in the first place 

130  The typescript reads: “and the plebians.”
131  End of page 3.
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a certain implicit criticism of Livy. Machiavelli substitutes tacitly his own 
explanation of events for Livy’s explanation. He sometimes goes so far as to 
make changes in Livy’s stories themselves. Very slowly, very circumspectly, 
very rarely, but all the more decisively does he attack Livy explicitly. Modern 
critics note from time to time that Machiavelli completely distorts the mean-
ing of Livy, or falsifies the spirit of Livy’s history. The criticism is justified 
provided it is understood that Machiavelli knew what he was doing, that he 
knew that a great gulf was separating him from Livy. Machiavelli uses Livy 
for his own purposes. Livy is wax in his hands. This is partly explained by the 
fact that Machiavelli criticizes132 very slowly, very circumspectly, very rarely, 
even the ancient Romans themselves. The purpose of his study of Roman 
statecraft is not only to learn from the Roman achievements but also to learn 
from their mistakes. Machiavelli is then perfectly prepared to seek and to 
discover new modes and orders—modes and orders for which there is no 
precedent whatever. He does not stop at questioning the authority of ancient 
Rome, which initially was the highest authority for him. He questions even-
tually the very principle of authority—only reason, not authority, can 
command his assent. To reject the principle of authority amounts to rejecting 
the equation of the good with the old, and hence of the best with the oldest. 
The first book of the Discourses, which opens with the praise of the most 
ancient of all kingdoms—Egypt—ends with the statement that some of the 
greatest Romans celebrated their triumphs in their earliest youths. And the 
second book begins with the criticism of the irrational inclination of men to 
praise the olden times. Reason and youth and modernity oppose themselves 
to authority, old age, and antiquity. In studying the Discourses, we are becom-
ing the witnesses, the moved witnesses, of the emergence of that greatest of 
all youth movements—modern philosophy. Of a phenomenon which we 
know through direct observation only in its decay and dotage. Far be it from 
me to deny the obvious fact that Machiavelli regarded ancient Rome as the 
greatest of all commonwealths which had ever been. But it is a very long way 
from this to asserting that Machiavelli regarded ancient Rome as the peak133 
of all possible achievements. To mention here only the decisive point, the 
ancient Roman polity was a work of chance, if of chance prudently used. 
Machiavelli, however, wants to teach his readers how such a polity—and even 
a better polity—can be consciously constructed. Which means: what hith-
erto has been a lucky accident can now become, in the era ushered in by 

132  The typescript reads (with British spelling): “that M criticises.”
133  End of page 4.
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Machiavelli, the goal of conscious striving and planning. It is for this reason 
that the modes and orders proposed by Machiavelli, and even those modes 
and orders which he bodily takes over from the Romans, are fundamentally 
new modes and orders. Even if their content remains the same, their status or 
their mode is radically altered. The Discourses present, then, really, as Machi-
avelli promises at the beginning, new modes and orders. Just as The Prince, 
the Discourses present a fundamentally and radically new teaching, in the 
guise of the conventional and traditional. Whereas The Prince conveys a 
wholly new teaching regarding wholly new princes—that is to say, regarding 
the foundations of society—the Discourses convey a wholly new teaching 
regarding the structure of society—of course, of the best society. We may 
derive from this observation a general rule for the understanding of Machia-
velli’s use of Livy. Machiavelli follows Livy’s history, he follows the sequence 
of events as recorded by Livy, to the extent134 to which he does not wish to 
disclose his own plan. He selects particular events in Livy, not only with a 
view to their being interesting from the point of view of his political doc-
trine, but also with a view to their fitting into the hidden plan of his work. To 
take only the most difficult case, the last fifteen chapters of the Discourses 
seem to have no other bond whatever than that they follow the sequence of 
events recorded by Livy. Some of the lessons drawn in these fifteen chapters 
from Livy’s stories have been stated in earlier parts of the work with sufficient 
clarity, and all the lessons would fit perfectly into different groupings of 
chapters in earlier parts of the Discourses. The last fifteen chapters become 
meaningful and clear only when one observes that they are devoted to the 
only subject of which Machiavelli ever says that it is too exalted for discus-
sion. This remark incidentally occurs exactly at the beginning of the fifteen 
chapters in question. That subject too exalted for discussion is the dangerous 
character of radical innovations—meaning, Machiavelli’s own enterprise. 
This subject is indeed not135 dealt with in a discussion strictly speaking, but it 
is a secret bond which gives unity and meaning to Machiavelli’s seemingly 
arbitrary selection of stories from Livy, and his seemingly unintelligent 
clinging to the sequence of the stories in Livy. Machiavelli did not follow 
Livy, but he picked from Livy such passages as, rightly understood, would 
throw light on the most exalted subject, and he scattered the elements of that 
topic by following not the intrinsic order of these elements, but the accidental 
order of their equivalents in Livy. Machiavelli proceeds in this perplexing 

134  The typescript reads: “to the extend.”
135  End of page 5.
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manner because he does not wish to reveal the full extent of his break with 
the ordinary notions of morality and with the biblical tradition. There are 
hardly more than two pages in the whole Discourses in which Machiavelli 
unambiguously reveals his rejection of the biblical tradition. These passages 
can easily be overlooked, and if they are not overlooked, their bearing can 
easily be minimized because they are, as it were, snowed under by an infinite 
number of passages which are either neutral in regard to the issue of belief 
and unbelief, or else tolerable from the point of view of believers of either 
great charity or else little perspicacity. Only by considering and reconsider-
ing the power of biblical belief, and especially of the Christian faith in 
Machiavelli’s time, can one understand Machiavelli’s whole procedure in the 
Discourses. The admiration for ancient Rome was the only publicly defensible 
basis on which Machiavelli could attack the religious tradition. As he himself 
says, other religions have destroyed the monuments of earlier religions by 
fire and sword in order to secure themselves against their predecessors. But 
Christianity, while desirous of doing the same thing, could not succeed 
because it was forced to accept the language of the Roman Empire and there-
fore to preserve a good deal of pagan literature. Christianity was therefore 
forced to preserve its own enemy. It was compelled to permit and even to 
encourage the study of pagan literature. The study of that literature, and the 
admiration fostered by it for the way of life which that literature reflected, 
became thus the entering wedge for Machiavelli’s criticism. His praise of 
ancient Rome is no doubt an integral element of the new teaching about man 
and society. But it is also, and perhaps primarily, an engine of subversion and 
of what one might call immanent criticism. To use Machiavelli’s own expres-
sion, not being able to blame Caesar, he praises Brutus. One of136 the two 
passages in which Machiavelli unambiguously reveals his rejection of the 
biblical tradition is [in] part 2, chapter 5, the sixty-fifth chapter of the work. 
The chapter presents itself as a kind of appendix to the preceding chapters, or 
as a sort of occasional afterthought. As you see, Machiavelli does not stress 
the importance of the chapter. It opens with a refutation of a certain argu-
ment against the eternity of the world. The subject of the chapter is “The 
Changes of Religion and of Languages, Together with the Occurrence of 
Deluges and Pestilences, Destroy the Record of Things.” Great changes in 
human affairs, Machiavelli says, originate either in man or in heaven. As for 
religions, they originate in man, which amounts to saying, they have no 
heavenly or divine origin. One of the religions mentioned in the immediate 

136  End of page 6.
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sequence for illustrating the assertion mentioned is the Christian religion. 
After having spoken of the change effected by the Christian religion or by the 
Christian sect, Machiavelli says “that these sects changed two or three times 
in five thousand or six thousand years.” The life span of any religion is 
between 1666 and three thousand years. This means that, according to 
Machiavelli, Christianity may come to an end about a century after his death, 
or it may last for another millennium and a half. Machiavelli thought and 
wrote in this historical perspective—that he himself might be preparing a 
radical change of modes and orders, a change which would be consummated 
in the not-too-distant a future, but that it is equally possible that his enter-
prise would fail completely. There is independent evidence in support of the 
assertion that Machiavelli reckoned with the possibility that the ruin or 
destruction of the Christian church was imminent. As for the way in which 
Christianity might be superseded by a new social order, he saw these alterna-
tives: One is eruption of barbarian hordes from the East, from what is now 
Russia. It was this region which he regarded as the pool from which the 
human race rejuvenates itself periodically. The other alternative is a radical 
change within the civilized world. It is of course only the latter kind of change 
for which Machiavelli was anxious and which he did everything in his power 
to prepare. He conceived of that preparation in terms of a war, a spiritual 
war. He desired to bring about a change of opinion, which in due time would 
precipitate a change in the137 seat of political power. He did not expect more 
than the conversion of a very few, but he counted on influencing many. These 
many were those who in the case of conflict between their fatherlands and 
their souls—the salvation of their souls—would prefer their fatherlands. He 
expected these many to be sympathetic to his enterprise. They would not be 
able to understand the full meaning of his undertaking, but they could be 
counted upon to guarantee that his books would get some hearing. They 
would make his books publicly defensible. However, they would not be reli-
able allies in his war to the finish. His long-range success depended upon the 
full conversion of a very few. They would provide the vital center which 
would gradually inspire, in favorable circumstances, the formation of a new 
ruling class, of a new kind of princes, comparable to the patriciate of ancient 
Rome. Machiavelli’s warfare has the character of propaganda. No earlier phi-
losopher had thought of guaranteeing the posthumous success of his teaching 
by developing a specific strategy and tactics. The earlier philosophers of all 
persuasions were resigned to the fact that their teaching—the true 

137  End of page 7.
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teaching—would never supersede what they regarded as the false teaching. 
They offered their teaching to their contemporaries, and above all to poster-
ity, without even dreaming of controlling the future fate of human thought. 
And if they were political philosophers, and had arrived at definite conclu-
sions regarding the right political order, they would have been vicious, and 
hence not philosophers, if they had not been willing to help their fellow men 
in ordering their common affairs in the best possible way. But they did not 
for one moment believe that the true political teaching is per se the political 
teaching of the future. Machiavelli is the first philosopher who attempted to 
control the future by embarking on a campaign—a campaign of propaganda. 
This propaganda is at the opposite pole of what is now called propaganda, of 
high-pressure salesmanship, and of the hold-up of captive audiences. Machi-
avelli desires to convince, not merely to persuade or to bully. But nothing 
forces us to understand the term “propaganda” in accordance with the low 
practices of our age. It is his propaganda which is a weapon he needs in order 
not to fail. It is his propaganda which transforms him from an unarmed 
prophet who as such is doomed to failure, into an armed prophet who as such 
has every prospect of succeeding.138 The victory of Christianity, as Machia-
velli was forced to see it, was due to propaganda. The only element of 
Christianity which Machiavelli took over was the idea of propaganda. This 
idea, I repeat, is the only link between his thought and Christianity. He thus 
attempts to destroy Christianity, which means the power of Christianity over 
the minds of a potential republican elite, by the same means which, accord-
ing to him, Christianity was originally established. We are therefore 
compelled to say that Machiavelli desired to imitate, not Moses—the armed 
prophet in the literal sense—but Jesus. It goes without saying that this imita-
tion of Jesus is limited to the single point I have mentioned—peaceful 
propaganda as distinguished from armed subversion.

[Machiavelli’s Teaching:  
Morality as a Derivative Phenomenon]

It seems then that Machiavelli was the first in a long series of modern think-
ers who hoped to bring about the establishment of new modes and orders by 
means of enlightenment. The Enlightenment begins with Machiavelli. We 
shall have to investigate now, whether its name is justified, or whether it did 
not bring about instead of enlightenment an obfuscation from whose conse-
quences we still suffer.

138  End of page 8.
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By Machiavellianism we understand in common parlance the habit of 
unscrupulous and especially cunning proceedings in politics, and deriva-
tively also in private affairs. Machiavellianism thus understood antedates 
Machiavelli by millennia. It is as old as political life. Why are then the habits 
in question called Machiavellian? Machiavelli is a classic exponent, the first 
of superior intelligence and not himself guided by low motives, who tried to 
justify unscrupulous proceedings in politics by a coherent argument. When 
we speak of Machiavellianism, we mean more specifically that justification, 
that coherent argument. How does it run? We read in Machiavelli’s Flo-
rentine History the following story. Cosimo de’ Medici used to say that one 
cannot preserve states with pater nosters in one hand. This gave occasion to 
Cosimo’s enemies to slander him, as a man who loved himself more than 
his fatherland, and loved more this world than the next. In brief, Cosimo 
was said to be, first, somewhat immoral, and to be somewhat irreligious. The 
justification of unscrupulous proceedings in politics consists indeed, first, of 
a critique of religion in general and of Christianity in particular, and then of a 
critique of morality. The critique of Christianity in Machiavelli presents itself 
at first glance, and to the superficial139 reader throughout, as a critique of cer-
tain abuses of Christianity by the higher clergy. But it is not very difficult to 
discern that Machiavelli’s critique goes to the roots. Christianity, he suggests, 
weakens political virtue. It replaces active heroism and concern with martial 
glory and worldly glory in general, by humility and patience. Being founded 
by an unarmed prophet, its success led to the consequence that heaven itself 
has become disarmed. Single-minded devotion to the fatherland was ener-
vated by the very notion of a heavenly fatherland which as such is meant to 
be far superior in dignity to the earthly fatherland. Accordingly, unquali-
fied subordination of the priesthood to the civil government gave way to the 
supremacy of the power spiritual. The moral principle of Christianity—do 
not resist evil—is a principle which, if acted upon, would secure forever the 
undisturbed rule of the wicked and of tyrants. The Christian principle is 
incompatible with the principle of civic justice, which is: do resist evil.140 

Machiavelli cannot leave it at questioning Christian morality and its 
political implications. That morality is important for the Christian faith, the 
Christian dogma. If Machiavelli had believed in the importance of the Chris-
tian dogma, he could not reasonably question Christian morality. He denies 
especially the immortality of the soul. For him, immortality is nothing but 

139  End of page 9.
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immortal glory or immortal infamy in this life. Miracles are strange acci-
dents reported by uneducated men or women which at best are no more than 
chance events. As for creation, Machiavelli leaves it at questioning one argu-
ment in favor of creation and refuting that argument. He states explicitly that 
all religion, including Christianity, originates in man and not in heaven and 
that they all have a limited lifespan and therefore will be succeeded by other 
religions.

Machiavelli prefers the martial religion of the pagan Romans to Christi-
anity. This does not mean that he believed in the existence of Jupiter or Mars. 
There are no gods which are concerned with the justice of men. Machiavelli 
denies divine providence in every form. The gods of polytheism, or the one 
god of monotheism, are identical with or replaced by fortuna—unmitigated 
chance. Religion of the Roman type—civic religion—is eminently useful, but 
only if kept in its place, in a subordinate place. Religion of the Roman type is 
necessary for inspiring the populace in civic virtue or for making them ame-
nable to control by an enlightened patriciate, by men who prudently manage 
the salutary popular superstition. The shocking brashness of Machiavelli’s 
criticism of religion must not deceive us [as] regards its originality. Machia-
velli’s view of religion is not original. It is not more than a restatement of the 
view of certain pagan philosophers—of Aristotle, for example. But Machia-
velli did not have to go back to Aristotle himself. The Aristotelian teaching 
was transmitted to Machiavelli’s age in Padua and other places, through that 
school which we are in the habit of141 calling Averroism. The original part of 
Machiavelli’s argument is his criticism of morality. In this part of his argu-
ment Machiavelli attacks not only the biblical tradition but the philosophic 
tradition as well. It is this part of his argument which constitutes the way not 
yet trodden by anyone, of which he speaks, and which culminates in the dis-
covery of the new moral continent, or the new modes and orders, or the 
wholly new teaching regarding the wholly new prince in a wholly new state. 
It almost goes without saying that Machiavelli’s new teaching regarding 
morality contains numerous traditional elements, and that an infinite num-
ber of scholars are spending their lives in ferreting out these elements. But we 
must not be blind to the fact that Machiavelli puts those elements together or 
organizes them in a novel manner, in a manner which can in no way be traced 
to a tradition. Someone might say that Machiavelli merely brings things to 
the fore which previously had been kept in the background—in other words, 
that Machiavelli merely published a hitherto unpublished teaching. 

141  End of page 10.
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Somewhere he speaks explicitly of the need for fraud in a new prince, whereas 
his ancient source had merely alluded to that need. But this would mean 
nothing less than that Machiavelli radically deviated from his teachers by 
separating the substantive teaching, or wisdom or understanding, from 
moderation or social responsibility. By this very fact, the substantive teaching 
itself would necessarily undergo a radical change. Even if it were true that 
Machiavelli deviated from his predecessors only by his audacity, we would be 
forced to realize that this audacity, in order to make sense, would require a 
complete change of outlook of the understanding of nature and of chance, 
which means a radical change in the substantive teaching. It is not difficult to 
discern the substantive principle by virtue of which Machiavelli breaks away 
from the whole tradition of political philosophy. The philosophic tradition 
had attempted to establish the character of the good society, or of the right 
order of society, by reference to virtue, or human excellence, or the perfection 
of man, or by how men ought to live. It therefore culminated necessarily in 
the description of a social order which, while being emphatically possible, is 
not likely to become actual. The actualization of the right order was thought 
to depend upon fortunate coincidence—for example, the142 coincidence of 
philosophy and political power—or on chance. The best social order exists as 
such in speech rather than in deed, in Aristotle as well as in Plato. It is a uto-
pia, or, as Machiavelli says, an imagined republic. Machiavelli attacked this 
whole approach. He was not the first to be dissatisfied with it. We may assume 
that most practitioners of the political art always were opposed to it, or at 
least not interested in it, from the very beginning. Furthermore, the pressure 
of practice, and above all the depreciation of the temporal power in favor of 
the power spiritual, had led within the philosophic tradition itself to what 
one may call a trivialization of the teachings of Plato and Aristotle. But 
Machiavelli was neither a mere practitioner of the political art, nor was he in 
any way interested in a depreciation of the temporal power. His attack on 
classical political philosophy is the first philosophic attack on it. We can state 
his argument as follows: There is something fundamentally wrong with an 
approach which culminates in143 utopias. It cannot be mere accident that the 
best regime, which is said to be according to nature, is admittedly very 
improbable. What is in accordance with nature should be more than an 
extremely rare exception. Let us then cease to take our bearing by how men 
ought to live. Let us begin to take our bearing by how men do live. Let us 

142  End of page 11.
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cease to take our bearing by the highest objectives which societies might pur-
sue; let us begin to take our bearing by the objectives which are actually 
pursued by all societies of which we have any knowledge. Which means 
Machiavelli consciously lowers the standards of social action. This lowering 
of standards leads and is meant to lead to a higher probability of actualization 
of that social scheme which is constructed in accordance with a lower stan-
dard. The dependence on chance is considerably reduced. In the words of 
Machiavelli, chance is a woman who can be forced by the right kind of man. 
Or to use the language of our own day, Machiavelli opposes, with amazing 
clarity and force, a realistic approach to the utopian approach of the classics. 
By this very fact, he became the originator of modern political philosophy as 
such. Let us not be deceived by the fact that modern political philosophy 
developed a utopianism or idealism of its own. These modern utopias are 
based on a fundamental realism in Machiavelli’s sense. Think only of the 
most popular form of modern utopianism, according to144 which the best 
society will come into being through the proper solution of the economic 
problem. The emphasis on the economic problem as distinguished from the 
moral problem stems from that particular realism which was originated by 
Machiavelli. Or to state the connection between “idealism” and “realism” in 
specifically modern thought in a more general way, lowering the standards 
means to increase man’s power, and this can easily be thought to mean, to 
increase man’s stature, or man’s dignity. The concern with man’s dignity thus 
understood can render invisible the presupposed lower[ing] of the standards. 
Thus, modern thought may appear to be much more idealist than premodern 
political thought. To justify his radical departure from the tradition, Machia-
velli must do more than to reject the traditional approach as impractical. He 
has to show its intrinsic absurdity. The traditional approach was based on the 
assumption that morality as we all understand it is something substantial—
that it is a force in the soul of man, however ineffective it may frequently be, 
especially in the affairs of states and kingdoms. Machiavelli has to embark on 
a destruction of morality. This destruction takes on in the first place the char-
acter of an immanent criticism of morality. Virtue can be practiced only 
within society. Men have to be habituated to virtue by laws, customs, exam-
ples, and exhortations. They must be educated to virtue by human beings. 
This was of course always admitted. But Machiavelli argues, to quote that 
famous Machiavellian Karl Marx, the educators themselves must be edu-
cated. The original educators, the founders of society, cannot yet have been 

144  End of page 12.
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educated to virtue. Morality is possible only within a context which cannot 
be created by morality, for morality cannot create itself. The context within 
which morality is possible is created by immorality. Morality rests on immo-
rality, just as all legitimacy ultimately rests on revolutionary foundations. 
Why is this? Virtue can be practiced only within society; virtue presupposes 
society. But the requirements of virtue may conflict with the requirements of 
society, of the preservation of society. What shall be done in such cases? If we 
sacrifice society to virtue, we destroy the very condition of virtue; we contra-
dict ourselves. The only tenable verdict is that in case of conflict between 
virtue and the preservation of society, the preservation of society must have 
the right of way. The common145 good, the good of society, cannot be defined 
therefore in terms of virtue, but virtue must be defined in terms of the com-
mon good. And this is the principle on which all societies always have acted 
and always will act. What then do these societies understand by the common 
good? Freedom from foreign domination, rule of law, prosperity, glory or 
empire. The very Spartans who were so highly admired by Plato and Aristotle 
admittedly did not pursue any other objectives. Virtue in the tenable sense of 
the word is the sum of habits which are required for or conducive to this 
end—the common good thus understood. It is this end and this end alone 
which makes our actions virtuous. Everything done for the sake of this end is 
good. This end justifies every means. Virtue is nothing but civil virtue, politi-
cal virtue, patriotism, or devotion to collective selfishness. The traditional 
objection to this view sometimes was that civil society thus understood can-
not be distinguished from a gang of robbers. Machiavelli is not deterred by 
this argument. He himself knows that a certain pirate behaved exactly like 
the most excellent Roman. Gangs of robbers are indeed defects of society, but 
not because they lack justice—there is justice among robbers—but because 
they are so weak and lack a principle of perpetuity. Virtue is derivative from 
the common good. But within the community we find the difference, nay, the 
conflict, between the good of the few and the good of the many. The good of 
the many is preferable to the good of the few on grounds of justice, for the 
many do not want more than not to be oppressed, whereas the few desire to 
oppress the many. What is the good of the many? What do the many want? 
Very little. Life, personal liberty, honor of their women. This good can be pre-
served by tyrants as well as by republican or constitutional rulers. In some 
situations, it can be preserved better by a tyrant than by republican rulers. 
Hence political liberty and rule of law are not absolutely sacred. They may go 

145  End of page 13.
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overboard. After having reached this point, we look at the situation from the 
point of view of the tyrant. If the tyrant is shrewd, he will be concerned with 
the good of the many. He cannot afford having the many for his enemy. This 
does not mean that the tyrant must be concerned with the good of the many 
for its own sake. It is perfectly sufficient that he be concerned with the preser-
vation of his own power, or that he be guided by shrewd calculation alone.146 
Moral intentions of any kind are now wholly irrelevant. A virtuous republican 
ruler and an absolutely unscrupulous selfish tyrant are hedged in and directed 
by the same objective necessity. If they want to succeed, they are forced to take 
care of the good of the many. They are forced to observe the only demand of 
justice, which is paramount because it is self-enforcing. Our corruption has 
now advanced to the point where we are forced to admit a selfish tyrant can-
not be blamed on moral grounds, provided he is shrew and energetic. We are 
now requested to consider whether a shrewd and energetic tyrant is really 
forced to take care of the good of the many. The answer is: not in all circum-
stances. He may arm a part of his subjects or he may bring in a strong 
bodyguard from foreign places. If he treats his armed subjects with consider-
ation, he can do with the people at large as he and his gangsters see fit. What is 
absolutely necessary is only that he be shrew and tough. He must combine the 
nature of the fox with that of the lion. He does not need humanity.

We can summarize Machiavelli’s argument up to this point as follows: 
either you question the principles on which societies act in extreme situations, 
in critical situations—then you arrive at utopianism; or you accept these prin-
ciples—then you will ultimately arrive at the denial of morality proper.

The argument as hitherto sketched suffices for clarifying a well-known 
ambiguity in Machiavelli’s speech—his ambiguous use of the term “virtue.” 
Virtue has in Machiavelli three different meanings. First, moral virtue—the 
common meaning. Moral virtue is for Machiavelli a delusion, but a necessary 
and salutary delusion. Moral virtue arises from the oblivion of the end of 
virtue, that end being the common good. This end is necessarily and rightly 
forgotten by the ordinary men because they need hard and fast rules of con-
duct, like the second half of the decalogue, without ifs and buts, exceptions 
and qualifications. But these rules are delusions because the end which they 
serve requires in critical situations deviations from these rules. The second 
meaning of “virtue” is public-spiritedness or patriotism, both of the ordinary 
men and of the rulers. The third meaning of the word “virtue” is virtue in the 

146  End of page 14.
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sense of Callicles in Plato’s Gorgias—manliness and worldly prudence com-
bined, especially on the highest level. Only virtue in the latter sense is truly 
natural, according to Machiavelli. Machiavelli cannot147 leave it at attacking 
morality by exhibiting its dialectics. He has to show the real character of 
morality directly by an analysis of human nature. The traditional view was 
based on the premise that man, being a rational and social animal, has the 
natural inclination, the natural tendency toward the perfection of his nature, 
towards goodness and justice. Machiavelli denies the existence of such an 
inclination. For instance, on the basis of the traditional notion one might 
expect that people would resent more the murder of their father than the loss 
of their property, but in fact, Machiavelli finds, the opposite is true. Or one 
should expect that high-minded gentlemen would be more concerned with 
honor than with wealth, but in fact we see that the Roman patriciate gave 
in much more easily to the demands of the plebeians148 for a share in public 
office than to their demands for agrarian reform. Or it was said that a bad 
conscience is a greater evil than anything else; but Machiavelli finds that the 
pangs of ingratitude suffered are at least as painful as the pangs of ingratitude 
inflicted. In brief, men do not have a natural inclination toward virtue. Men 
are bad. But they can become good. Men are by nature bad, meaning men are 
by nature selfish, concerned with nothing but a satisfaction of their primary 
wants, pleasure, convenience, wealth, honor, and glory. Concern for the well-
being of others is not rooted in man’s natural constitution. Man is not by 
nature a social animal. Not only that, there exists also no natural limit to the 
desires of the individual. By nature, men always desire more than they have. 
Man’s desire is by nature infinite. But while men thus are by nature not only 
asocial, but antisocial, they can become social, public-spirited, good. Yet this 
transformation requires compulsion because it goes against man’s grain. It 
requires that some violence be done to man’s natural inclination. The suc-
cess of this compulsion is due to the fact that men are amazingly malleable, 
much more so than hitherto thought. Machiavelli says, with Aristotle, that 
there are nations fit for absolute government and nations fit for freedom by 
nature, but Machiavelli holds—deviating from Aristotle—these nations can 
be changed by men in a few generations. It is a hard job, but it can be done. 
The power of men is much greater, and the power of nature and chance is 
correspondingly much smaller, than the ancients had thought. Machiavelli 

147  End of page 15.
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limits the malleability of man still to men in the mass,149 to people. As regards 
the individual, he is satisfied that there is a great variety of natures or tem-
peraments, humors,150 of natural characters, which cannot be influenced 
decisively by human agencies. For example, some men are by nature harsh 
and bitter, others are by nature gentle and kind. The men who are by nature 
bitter are by nature repulsive, whereas the others are by nature amiable; for 
the former hold out the promise to hurt us, whereas the latter hold out the 
promise to help us. The fact that there are men who are by nature kind and 
gentle, which Machiavelli admits, does not induce him to qualify his view 
that men are by nature bad. For gentleness can be as harmful as savagery 
can be good. The gentle Scipio was prevented by his gentleness from being a 
strict disciplinarian, and thus brought his fatherland into great danger. And 
there are many occasions, Machiavelli holds, on which cruel natures can be 
eminently serviceable.

After having destroyed morality proper and after having shown that 
morality in every form is a derivative phenomenon since men are bad, 
Machiavelli tries to reconstruct morality—morality of a kind—within the 
context of a political teaching. To this subject I will return next time.

Lecture IV151

[Machiavelli’s Teaching: Reconstructing Morality]

I only repeat the sentence with which I concluded the last lecture in 
order to be in the midst of my problem. After having destroyed morality 
proper, and after having shown that morality in every form is a derivative 
phenomen[on],152 because men are bad, Machiavelli proceeds to reconstruct 
morality—morality of a kind—within the context of a political teaching. Let 
us state the problem as it presented itself to him. Men are bad, but they must 
be compelled to be good. Why? The answer is simple. Men can’t live securely 
except in society, but in order to live in society they must be concerned with 
society, with the common good. This does not mean that man must cease to 
be selfish. He can never cease to be that. How then can he become concerned 
with the common good? Answer: the need for security is indeed a selfish 
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desire, but its object153 is such a selfish good, as must be shared in order to 
be enjoyed. Yet men want more than mere security. Accordingly, society will 
have to serve still other purposes than security. At least under certain condi-
tions, society, founded by individuals for selfish reasons, develops objectives 
of its own. Objectives which can no longer be understood directly as objec-
tives of individuals. Political [s]cience, in our language, cannot be reduced to 
psychology. Selfishness will prompt the individuals to exploit for their selfish 
use such institutions are were created for the common good. No doubt; but 
these institutions themselves can never be understood in reference to these 
selfish uses. Before they can be exploited, the institutions must exist. They 
must have been created. And they were not created in order to be exploited. 
If the common good must be understood eventually in terms of selfishness, 
a much more subtle deduction is needed than is suggested today by some 
scholars.154 Men need more than mere security. In the moment security is 
taken for granted, the passions and humors, especially avarice and ambi-
tion, make themselves felt, sometimes with[out] regards even for the security 
of those swayed by these passions. These passions are disruptive of society. 
Yet they cannot be eradicated or even generally subdued. There is only one 
solution. They must be channelized, in such a way as to contribute to the 
preservation and the well-being of society. Yet, this solution, as already the 
first social union, must be the work of passion, of selfish passion. Which pas-
sion will meet this condition? In other words, which passion will induce a 
bad man to be passionately concerned with compelling other people to be 
good and to remain good? Which passion will educate the educator of men? 
The passion we seek, Machiavelli says, is the desire for glory. The desire for 
glory in its highest form is the desire to be a new prince in the fullest sense of 
the term—a molder of men, of many generations of men.

The founder of society has a selfish interest in the preservation of soci-
ety, of its work. He has therefore a selfish interest in the members of society 
being and remaining sociable and hence good. The desire for glory is the 
link between badness and goodness. It makes possible the transformation 
of badness into goodness. It is the highest human desire. It animated the 
most different men. It cannot be satisfied except by serving others. Glory is a 
reward for service. This would seem to be the nerve of the wholly new teach-
ing regarding wholly new princes. The wholly new prince of the highest kind 
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is animated by nothing but a selfish ambition.155 The great public tasks which 
he undertakes are for him merely opportunities for honoring his desire. 
He is distinguished from criminals like Agathocles merely by the fact that 
Agathocles lacked the opportunity—the moral motivation is the same. The 
founder of society is concerned in the highest case—that is to say, in the vast-
est ambition, for the sake of his glory, his immortal glory, not merely for the 
preservation of the stability of his society, but in its being as powerful and 
prosperous as possible. He would therefore establish a society which could 
become a new kind of free society—a republic rather than a principality. For 
freedom increases the initiative of the citizen. Republican institutions like 
the Roman Senate guarantee the continuity of a foreign policy, a continu-
ity necessarily endangered by monarchic succession. In a republican ruling 
group all kinds of natures or temperaments are present, and can be used in 
different circumstances—the bold and cautious[,] the harsh and the gentle, 
etc.—whereas the individual who rules in a monarchy is fixed to his nature or 
temperament. Republics cannot be preserved if they do not make full allow-
ance for the irrepressible power of the passions. The most able and energetic 
men must be given an opportunity to satisfy their desire for honor and glory. 
At the same time a judicious156 system of mutual control exercised by ambi-
tious competitors must condemn to failure any monarchist or tyrannical 
aspirations, without stifling the initiative of the outstanding men. The system 
must be so constructed that only republican behavior pays, or is rewarded, 
preferably by badges rather than by money. For it is essential157 for republican 
society that the individuals be kept poor while the state must be rich. Virtue 
not being the perfection of human nature, it must be produced by artificial 
means alone, but these means are perfectly sufficient. Virtue as devotion to 
the common good is the nerve of republican life. Since men are by nature 
selfish, republican or free society is most unnatural. All the greater is the 
glory of its achievement. The common people must have some share in public 
offices, lest they become servile and hence useless to the state. The inevitable 
clash between the ambitions of the great and the ambition of a virile plebs 
must be solved by finding a common outlet for the ambition of both parts: an 
aggressive, expansionist foreign policy. Since the commons can never have 
as great a share of honor or glory as the great, they must be kept loyal to the 
republican order, by an impressive state religion. The locus of religion is the 
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plebs. The people158 must be religious. Law must be strictly enforced without 
any respect for rank or wealth, illegal procedures being reserved only for 
extreme situations in which the very survival of freedom requires the suspen-
sion of laws and even of freedom. A republic requires for its being and growth 
much more morality than a monarchy. It must therefore do everything in 
its power to preserve that morality—such159 republican austerity and stern-
ness—and practice it, in all normal situations. But it must not allow itself to 
be fettered by it, if the going gets rough. As for foreign policy in particular, 
its principles are bound to be of such a character that, to quote Macaulay,160 
“the most depraved criminal, working with his most intimate friends, in the 
darkest corner of a cave,161 would blush even to allude to them.”

In brief, Machiavelli’s reconstruction of morality, such as it is, culminates 
in and is exhausted by “hard-headed republicanism.” Machiavelli frequently 
tries to prove that republics are morally superior to monarchies. This teaching 
must be understood in light of his principles. It does not mean that repub-
lics are to be preferred because they are more conducive to morality. It rather 
means that the moral superiority of republics is an accidental consequence of 
their political superiority. For example, republics are more honest, faithful, 
and truthful than princes, because of the cumbersome character of republican 
proceedings, as contrasted with monarchic dispatch. It is harder for repub-
lics than for monarchies to make sudden shifts like the Ribbentrop-Molotov 
deal,162 or a sudden shift in wartime alliance to a hot or cold hostility. Or, 
republics are more grateful to their generals than are princes, because they 
can afford it better. It is very easy to give Machiavelli’s teaching an air of great 
respectability. He163 can be presented as arguing as follows.164

You want justice and freedom? I am going to show you how you can get 
it. You won’t get it by preaching, by hortatory speeches. You will only get it by 
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making injustice and tyranny utterly unprofitable. In other words, what we 
need is not so much formation of character or moral appeals, as the devising 
of the right kind of institutions: institutions with teeth in them, spectacular 
punishments, and even a spot or two of terror. The problematic nature of 
the shift from formation of character to trust in institutions is perhaps suf-
ficiently illustrated by Machiavelli’s corollary. He continues his hard-headed 
advice as follows:165 You will get justice and freedom within your society 
only by acting unjustly and tyrannically against other societies. The price 
of freedom is eternal vigilance plus imperialism. Imperialism in the grand 
Roman style, the imperialism which crushes the great, the proud, and spares 
the vanquished. This imperialism will inevitably lead, it is true, to Caesarism, 
or to the destruction of political freedom. But, in the first place, every society 
is bound to perish sooner or later, and above all, Caesarism is not without its 
consolations. Caesarism means the end of a free society, reveals its origin by 
giving birth to a new kind of freedom. The rule of the good [C]aesars was the 
golden age when it was possible for anyone to hold and defend every opinion 
he liked. Freedom of thought or of expression of thought is the Caesaristic 
substitute for political freedom, which is participation in political power. 
For a republic stands or falls by virtue of liberty. In other words, it requires 
agreement regarding substantive166 fundamentals. Therefore, it cannot toler-
ate the questioning of the fundamentals by which it stands or falls. Cato, 
republican virtue incarnate, when he say[s] that the Roman youth began to 
listen to some philosophers with admiration, wisely provided that no phi-
losophers should be received in Rome. But the fear of God, for which there is 
no substitute within a republic, can be replaced by the fear of a strong prince. 
From the point of view of political practice perhaps the gravest implication 
of Machiavelli’s teaching is his legitimation of expansionism, or imperialism. 
He restates what Polybius had said about the essential difference between the 
Spartan regime and the Roman regime. Sparta was best167 organized for the 
purposes of defense. Rome was best organized for expansion and empire. 
Polybius had left it open which of those two incompatible goals is the right 
one. But it is more than likely that he preferred the Spartan scheme. This, at 
any rate, was the view of the classical philosophers. Taking away from oth-
ers what belongs to them is unjust for both individuals and states. Cicero, 
who was somehow compelled to defend the justice of the Roman conquests, 

165  End of page 5.
166  The typescript reads: “substantative.”
167  End of page 6.
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defended them on the ground that Rome was obliged to defend its168 power. 
In other words, imperialism is defensible only if it is the accidental conse-
quence of a fundamentally defensive policy. Or, if you please, an empire is 
justly acquired if it is acquired in a fit of absentmindedness. Machiavelli, on 
the other hand, declares that expansion, or taking away from others what 
belongs to them, is a natural necessity for individuals as well as for states. For 
one cannot secure what one has unless one enlarged one’s possessions. Yet 
Machiavelli is compelled to admit that another defensive policy, for example 
through the formation of leagues of cities, is possible.169 To justify imperial-
ism, he has recourse eventually not to natural necessity but to glory. Empire 
is more glorious than preservation of one’s independence. The principle 
underlying the older view was that fundamentally the same rules of conduct 
apply to states as well as to individuals. The primary task of individuals is 
to order his own life properly. Only on this basis can one have the proper 
kind of relation to others. Accordingly domestic policy, minding one’s own 
business, is in itself more important, although not always more urgent, than 
foreign policy. On Machiavelli’s principles, on the other hand, we are170 led to 
the unqualified primacy of foreign policy. The principle which leads to this 
consequence is the supremacy of glory. But since according to Machiavelli 
the home of morality is the republic, as distinguished from the monarchy, the 
question of how to effect the reconstruction of morality is equivalent to the 
question of why we prefer republics to principalities in general, and to tyran-
nies in particular. To realize the gravity of the question, we must pay due 
attention to a peculiar detachment which Machiavelli apparently observed 
throughout his work.

To mention a striking example, when discussing the Roman decemvirs, 
Machiavelli notes with perfect impartiality the mistakes which the Roman 
people committed, in trying to preserve its liberty, and the mistakes which 
Appius Claudius committed, in trying to establish tyranny. Or, in discuss-
ing conspiracy, Machiavelli gives recipes to both those who wish to conspire 
against the prince and to those who wish to conspire against their fatherland, 
i.e., against republican order. Machiavelli is the teacher of both tyrants and 
republics. As such, he is the benefactor of both tyrants and republics. He 
is therefore bound to gain immortal glory with both lovers of tyranny and 

168  “Its” corrects the word “their” in the typescript. Both words appear in the typescript.
169  The typescript reads: “Yet Machiavelli is compelled to admit that  ?  defends its policy, for example 
through the formation of leagues of cities is possible.” The sentence is of course missing a subject at the 
typist’s question mark, but it is not clear how to balance the sentence grammatically. See TOM, 293.
170  End of page 7.
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lovers of freedom, i.e., with all men. But can we regard as our171 benefac-
tor a man who helps also our worst enemy? Machiavelli unden[i]ably prefers 
republics to tyranny, and thus he accidentally and incidentally prefers the 
social order which cannot exist without a great deal of decency. How can he 
do this? How can he abandon his detachment and impartiality? The reason is 
the same which inspired his very detachment. The motivation was the desire 
for immortal glory. Now, the highest glory is that of the founder of society, 
or172 that of the teacher of founders. Machiavelli succeeds in reconstructing 
morality by looking at society in the perspective of the founder of society, who 
as such is concerned with establishing the most stable, the most prosperous, 
and the most glorious society. A society of this kind is necessarily republican 
and therefore in need of morality. The perspective of the founder is the173 
perspective, the highest or the most comprehensive perspective. Nothing 
else is of any consequence. [For]174 [i]t transcends the perspective of both the 
tyrant and the republican. By teaching how republics can be established and 
preserved, by thus defending the cause of freedom, and the common good, 
and even of morality, although thus incidentally teaching how republics 
can be destroyed, Machiavelli becomes enviable175 in the eyes of all future 
generations. He is beloved and admired as the true and beneficent teacher176 
regarding human affairs, as the bringer of sound new modes and orders, 
which are in accordance with the nature of things, and [as] the bringer of the 
true code or decalogue, [which] is177 the highest good to which men as men, 
selfish men, can aspire.

[Machiavelli and Ancient Philosophy]

It is of some interest to observe that the manner in which Machiavelli achieved 
the shift from badness to good, from tyranny to self-government, from 
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servitude to devotion to others, has been anticipated by Plato in the Republic. 
In the first book of the Republic Thrasymachus questions justice, that is, he 
questions whether justice is good. Glaucon and Adeimantus are perplexed 
by the argument, so much so that they are thoroughly [displeased]178 by 
Socrates’s sophistical refutation of Thrasymachus’s contention. After Glau-
con and Adeimantus have restated Thrasymachus’s179 argument, Socrates 
does not immediately turn to refuting that argument directly.180 Instead he 
begins to found a city in speech, or rather to help Glaucon and Adeiman-
tus in founding a city in speech. In that conversation he takes for granted 
from the very beginning what had heretofore become questionable, namely, 
the goodness of justice. He begs the question. What does this imply? The 
assertion that injustice is good means that the life of the tyrant is the best 
life, because the blessings deriving from honor and authority is the highest 
blessing. By suggesting to his young friends that they should found a city 
in speech Socrates appeals from the petty objectives of the tyrant to the 
grand objective of the founder. How petty is the glory attending a tyrant who 
merely [uses]181 a city already existing as contrasted with the glory attend-
ing the founder? The founder, however, has to devote himself entirely to the 
good of the city. He is forced to be just. Desire for glory appears to be the 
force in the human soul which transforms a man from a lover of tyranny 
into a lover of justice. In Plato’s Republic this transformation proves to be 
only a preparation for the true conversion from badness to goodness, the 
true conversion being philosophy, which presupposes the insight into the 
essential deficiency of the whole political sphere. In Machiavelli, however, the 
transformation through desire for glory is the only conversion. Philosophy 
is somehow forgotten. Machiavelli’s understanding of his own doing and of 
all human activity may be described as a modified hedonism. He opposes all 
earlier philosophic hedonism chiefly by identifying the highest pleasure with 
the pleasure deriving from honor or glory. However important this difference 
between Machiavelli and hedonism proper may be, his teaching is vitiated by 
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the typical hedonist182 fallacy, by the disregard of the fact that183 pleasure as 
pleasure can never be the fundamental fact. Which things can be possibly 
pleasant to man depends on a more fundamental fact, on the constitution of 
man. To apply this criticism to Machiavelli, even if one were to grant that 
men are always naturally inspired by selfish motivations, and therefore in the 
highest case for immortal glory, one would still have to understand why man 
can earn immortal glory by doing the kind of things Machiavelli is doing, 
and not by tightrope dancing, for example, and how this selection of avenues 
toward immortal glory follows from man’s natural constitution; and whether 
reflection on that constitution will not compel them to abandon the attempt to 
understand human life along the lines of hedonism, traditional or modified.

Yet Machiavelli disagrees profoundly with all earlier philosophic teach-
ing. It is therefore not sufficient to say that he approaches the human problem 
in the perspective of the founder. To look at the human problem in the per-
spective of the founder means, for Machiavelli, to perpetuate intellectually 
the situation of the founder. He understands the founding action not in terms 
of its ultimate end, say, a free and glorious society. He rather understands 
the end in terms of the founding action. He interprets normal political life, 
the life within an established and healthy society, in terms of the abnormal 
extreme actions which were needed in order to bring about that normal life. 
The founding situation is repeated to a certain extent in all extreme situa-
tions. Machiavelli takes his bearings by the extreme situation rather than by 
the normal situation. This precisely is the184 specific meaning of Machiavelli’s 
“realism”: the orientation by the extreme situation. The inevitable conse-
quences of this orientation is the extremeness of many of his political actions. 
It is very revealing that he uses the term “middle way” chiefly in order to 
designate185 half measures, and not as the right mean between two faulty 
extremes. The shift from the perspective of the founder to the intellectual 
situation of the founder, i.e., the shift from the direct apprehension of the 
end to the reflection on the efficient cause, implies an estrangement from 
the primary issue, and therewith an estrangement from the human situation, 
from the situation of acting man. This estrangement is connected with the 
assumption that chance can be conquered and therefore that the founder of 
society has not merely to accept the materials of his art, just like the smith 

182  In the typescript, “hedonist” replaces “hedonistic,” which is crossed out.
183  End of page 10.
184  End of page 11.
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and the carpenter, but that his material is almost infinitely malleable. The 
assumption that chance can be conquered leads to an enormous increase in 
the responsibility of the founder, and this in turn to a dehumanization of the 
task of the founder and therewith of the statesman. Earlier political philoso-
phers admitted that the complete cessation of war and of other disturbances 
of the same kind may lead to decay and effeminacy, but this did not induce 
them to make the preservation of war a concern of the founder. Nature would 
take care of that. They could therefore demand the limitation and mitigation 
of warfare. Machiavelli, however, tends to make the founder responsible for 
the preservation of war as such, and is apprehensive about the consequences 
[o]f the mitigation of warfare.

Machiavelli believed that he had discovered a new model continent. The 
new dimension which he is trying to disclose to us is indicated by the theme 
“the wholly new prince in the wholly new state,” the foundation of society 
and the structure of society as viewed in light of its foundation. It appeared 
to him that this immense and immensely important subject had been glossed 
over by traditional political philosophy, which looked up to the end visible 
in the sky—the model laid out in heaven—rather than down, to the roots186 
in the earth. The examination of Machiavelli’s claim and of his achievement 
would lead to the result that what presented itself to him as an enormous 
enlargement of the horizon was in fact an enormous narrowing of the hori-
zon. Not a single point which Machiavelli has really seen was not already 
seen by Plato, Aristotle, or Cicero. But are there no fundamental defects in 
the classical teaching, to justify at least Machiavelli’s desire to strike out an 
entirely new path, or his revolt against the tradition?

The only chapter in the Discorsi which Machiavelli devoted entirely to an 
open attack on his authority, Livy, and on all other earlier writers serves the 
purpose of defending the multitude against the structure of the aristocratic 
tradition. There are other signs pointing to a democratic tendency in Machia-
velli’s teaching—a tendency which contrasts sharply with the traditional way 
of looking at political things. Looking at the conflict between the few and 
the many in the city, Machiavelli sides with the many, without hesitation and 
without qualification. The most Machiavellian statement, occurring in his 
Florentine History, is entrusted to the leader of the revolt of the lowest class 
in Florence.187

186  A double tab break follows “roots,” but there is no indication of a missing word.
187  End of page 12b. In the typescript, this page is marked as “12a,” whereas the previous is simply 
marked “12.”
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One reason why Machiavelli188 preferred the Roman scheme to the Spar-
tan scheme was that Rome was somewhat more democratic than Sparta. 
Machiavelli might well regard himself as a new Tarquinius Priscus, a Tuscan, 
who became the most democratic of Roman kings. The traditional concept of 
the gentleman, or the patrician, appeared to him as a hypocritical myth. In 
brief, one is tempted to say that the undeniably nondemocratic character of 
classical political philosophy offers a partial justification for Machiavelli’s 
revolt, a revolt which is linked, through men like Spinoza and Rousseau, to 
modern democracy. Politics makes strange bedfellows, and quite legitimately 
so. But from time to time we must pause to cast a glance at our political 
bedfellows, or to consider the principles on which a reasonable choice of 
democracy is based. We cannot leave it, then, at applauding Machiavelli as a 
forerunner of modern democracy, but must consider the reason why the tra-
dition which Machiavelli attacked was not democratic. Plato and Aristotle 
did not lack social justice or a sense of it. They knew as well as we can know 
them the true principles of justice, the beautiful principles of justice. They 
saw therefore, as well as we do, that a society ruled by a privileged group is of 
questionable justice, since social superiority and natural superiority do not 
necessarily coincide. But it is not hard to see that only men who are truly 
educated, who are experienced in things noble and beautiful, ought to rule, 
that average men cannot fulfill this condition, if they are not well-bred from 
the moment they are born, that such good breeding requires leisure on the 
part of both the parents and the children, that such leisure requires a reason-
able degree of wealth, and that having or lacking wealth is not necessarily 
proportionate to deserts. The189 classics accepted this element of arbitrariness, 
and therefore of injustice, because there was only one alternative to the social 
scheme they espoused, that alternative being perpetual revolution, which 
means perpetual chaos. They did not consider another alternative, namely, 
that all members of society should receive the same good breeding. They did 
not consider this alternative because they took for granted an economy of 
scarcity. Not a different understanding of justice, but a different notion of 
whether an economy could or should be replaced by an economy of plenty, 
separated modern man from the classical thinkers. The problem of scarcity 
or plenty is however connected with the problem of [whether] the mechanical 
and other arts should be emancipated from moral and political control, and 
whether or not theoretical science should lend its supports to the increase of 

188  The transcript reads, from page 12b: “One reason why / One reason that Mach velli. . .” 
189  The typescript reads: “They classics.”
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productivity. But increase of productivity means necessarily also increase of 
destructivity. What separates modern man from the classics is not a different 
notion of justice, but a different attitude toward technology. We are no longer 
so certain as we were a short while ago that we have made a decisive progress 
beyond the classics by taking here a different stand, or that we have chosen 
wisely. But can we speak here of a choice? Must we not speak rather of a fate-
ful dispensation? As I see it, there was only one fundamental difficulty in the 
political philosophy which Machiavelli attacked. The classics were what is 
now called conservative, which means fearful of change, distrustful of 
change. But they knew that one cannot oppose social change without also 
opposing what is now called technological change as well. Therefore, they did 
not favor the encouraging of invention, except half ironically in tyranny. Still, 
they were forced to make one crucial190 exception: they had to admit the 
necessity of encouraging technological invention as regards the art of war. 
They bowed to the inescapable requirements of defense. By accepting this 
principle, they might seem to be driven eventually to the acceptance of the 
hydrogen bomb. This is the only difficulty which could be thought to be an 
entering wedge for the modern criticism of classical political philosophy, and 
therefore indirectly also for Machiavelli’s criticism. This difficulty might be 
thought to imply the admission of the primacy of foreign policy. It seems to 
me, however, that the real difficulty arises, not from the admission of the 
necessity of military invention, but from the use of science for this purpose.191 
Therefore the fundamental issue concerns the character and the function of 
science. If we were to consider this fundamental issue, I believe we would 
realize that the classical position is not only thoroughly consistent, but as 
irrefutable as it has always been. We cannot go here into this question and we 
do not have to go into it, since it is not directly relevant to our immediate 
subject, namely, a decision of the question concerning the signific[a]nce of 
Machiavelli’s criticism of classical political philosophy. Machiavelli still 
thought that the new military inventions of his age, the firearms and espe-
cially artillery, had not rendered obsolete, and would never render obsolete, 
the policies192 as well as the art of war of the ancients. I repeat then my asser-
tion that Machiavelli had not seen anything which was not seen by the classics 
as well. How then can we explain the fact that an amazing contraction of 
horizon presented itself to this very superior mind as an amazing 

190  End of page 13.
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enlargement of horizon? By this time the classical tradition had undergone 
profound changes. The contemplative life had found its home in monaster-
ies.193 Moral virtue had been elevated or transfigured into biblical charity. 
Through this, man’s responsibility to his fellow men and fellow creatures had 
been enormously increased. Concern with the salvation of his immortal soul 
seemed to permit, nay, to require courses of action which would have appeared 
to the classics, and which did appear to Machiavelli, as cruel. He speaks of the 
pious cruelty of Ferdinand of Spain, and by implication of the Inquisition, in 
expelling the Maranos from Spain. As far as I can see, Machiavelli would not 
blame him for that. It would appear that Machiavelli diagno[s]ed the great 
evils of religious persecution as a necessary consequence of the biblical prin-
ciple.194 He tended to believe that a considerable increase in man’s inhumanity 
to man was caused by man’s aiming too high. Let us lower our goals, he as it 
were says, so that we shall not be forced to commit any brutality which is not 
evidently required for the preservation of society or for freedom. Let us 
replace charity by calculation, and calculating generosity. Let us revise all 
traditional goals from this point of view. I would then suggest that the nar-
rowing of horizons which Machiavelli effected was caused by an antitheological 
ire,195 a passion which has produced and is still producing a stronger blind-
ness in otherwise free minds than any other passion of which I know. By 
making this observation, we are perhaps enabled to excuse Machiavelli’s 
prodigious error, but this excuse would not transform the error into truth. I 
would now like to describe the character of Machiavelli’s teaching, or of his 
so-called thought, by contrasting it more succinctly with the traditional 
teaching.196 It is easy to see, for example, that large sections of Machiavelli’s 
work reproduce what Aristotle says in the fifth197 book of the Politics about 
how to preserve tyranny. But the same propositions have, of course, and 
entirely different meaning in Machiavelli than they have in Aristotle because 
the context is entirely different. Aristotle analyzes tyranny as a monstrosity. 
Machiavelli deals with tyranny as an integral part of the foundation of soci-
ety. In this respect Machiavelli is closer to Plato than to Aristotle, for Plato 
does not hesitate to make his founder of a good society, the wise legislator, 
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demand support by a tyrant.198 But in the first place Plato does not make this 
demand in his own name, but in the name of a legislator, who in addition is 
not even present when the demand is made. Besides, Plato does not amplify 
that cryptic remark. Above all, in Plato the emphasis rests on the wise and 
virtuous legislator, and not on the tyrant, who is merely a tool. But let us 
abandon the somewhat foolish attempt to know better than Machiavelli what 
his thought has been. Let us listen to what he himself says about his thought 
and indicates. The situation is particularly clear in the Principe. Only two 
prose works199 are specifically referred to, the200 Old Testament and Xenophon’s 
Education of Cyrus. As for the Old Testament—I note Machiavelli does not 
refer to the New Testament, only to the Old201—and from the Old Testament 
he utilizes only the story about David, which in Machiavelli’s allegoric inter-
pretation means that one ought not to rely on another man’s army, but on 
one’s own army. So you see how Machiavelli utilizes from the Bible only the 
military aspects of the Old Testament. As regards profane prose, Machiavelli 
does not even mention Plato, Aristotle, or Cicero, to say nothing of the Scho-
lastics. But he does mention Xenophon. Xenophon is mentioned as the 
authority on mirrors of princes[,] that is to say, as the originator of the tradi-
tion that Machiavelli attacks in the Principe. But Xenophon is also the link 
between Machiavelli and the tradition. Machiavelli’s attitude to the tradition 
is fundamentally the same in the Discorsi. In the Discorsi he does quote once 
the New Testament, the Magnificat, but in a context202 which makes the ques-
tion nothing short of blasphemy. He refers much more frequently to the Old 
Testament, from the point of view of a man who reads the Bible “reasonably,” 
which means unbelievingly. As regards profane writers, the references to 
Xenophon are much more frequent than those to Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero 
combined. No reference whatever to the Scholastics. Plato is, incidentally, 
referred to not as a writer, but as a friend of some conspirators. Since Machia-
velli points to Xenophon more emphatically than to any other writer, it is 
sufficient to contrast Machiavelli with Xenophon. The thought and work of 
Xenophon has two foci, Cyrus the founder of the Persian Empire, and 
Socrates. Only one of these two foci is interesting to Machiavelli, Cyrus. He 
forgets about Socrates and what Socrates stands for. This would seem to be 
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the simplest and shortest expression of what I call the narrowing of the hori-
zon. The forgetting of Socrates makes Machiavelli appear in [an] entirely new 
light, as the discover[e]r of a new moral continent. But the discovery is noth-
ing other but the reverse side of an oblivion. In more precise language we may 
perhaps say that according to the classics there are two supports of morali-
ty.203 Morality is a requirement of society and is a requirement of philosophy. 
Machiavelli abandons one of204 these roots, philosophy, or the contemplative 
life, and therefore he is forced to reinterpret, that is to say, misinterpret the 
other.205 In particular, he is thus incapacitated from giving an intelligible206 
account of his own doing. What is greatest in Machiavelli, what we shall not 
see in his admir[e]rs, his fearless raising of every question of importance, his 
inner freedom from all human authority,207 cannot be appreciated on the basis 
of his own narrow view of the nature of man.208 We may also say that Machia-
velli wrote some comedy, but no tragedy. Half of humanity is missing in his 
work. He is un bel esprit, a fine wit, of the highest order. I would not know of 
any other modern writer who could be said to surpass him in this respect, 
and very few who could be said to equal him. But he is certainly not une belle 
âme. His silence about the soul is more meaningful and more revealing than 
he himself knew.209 For a more complete understanding of Machiavelli’s 
teaching and the problem, one would also have to contrast him with the 
allegedly existing non-Socratic tradition of political philosophy, namely, the 
Sophists, Thucydides, Epicurus, and Carneades. I can do this only with a few 
words. There is a gulf separating Machiavelli from Epicurus. Characteristic 
of the Epicurean teaching is the depreciation of honor and glory, and there-
fore the Epicurean teaching is nonpolitical, because honor and glory are 
inseparable from political life and vice versa. Machiavelli deviates from the 
Epicurean teaching by suggesting that the pleasure deriving from honor and 
glory is the highest pleasure. Machiavelli is a political philosopher. As for the 
Sophists, that is a very loose term. People usually understand by the Sophistic 
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teaching teachings like that of Callicles in Plato’s Gorgias and of Thrasyma-
chus in Plato’s Republic. These men say or suggest that the highest good is the 
highest pleasure and that the highest pleasure is that deriving from honor 
and glory. But Callicles completely lacks any interest in theoretical questions. 
Thrasymachus does show a theoretical interest, but only in the art of speak-
ing, not in political things as such. Aristotle tells us that the Sophists regarded 
politics as identical with rhetoric, or part of it. Machiavelli, on the other hand, 
has a passionate theoretical210 interest in political things as such.211 Just as 
Plato is concerned with knowledge of the Ideas, Machiavelli is concerned 
with knowledge of the necessities which by the statesman must take his bear-
ings. These necessities take the place of the Platonic ideas. These necessities, 
in contradistinction to the Platonic ideas, are wholly neutral in regard to 
moral motivation.212 They are as accessible to the view of the most unjust 
tyrant as to that of the most just republican ruler, whereas the opposite is true 
of the Platonic Ideas, but this does not do away with the fact that Machiavelli 
is motivated by a theoretical interest in political things, even by a theoretical 
fascination with them. In this decisive respect213 Machiavelli is completely dif-
ferent from the Sophists. For Machiavelli, the higher is simply derivative from 
the lower. But for Thucydides these are genuine opposites. Not only peace and 
war, Greeks and barbarians, Sparta and Athens, but above all, the noble and 
the base, or the noble and the useful. The noble cannot be understood as a 
modification of the nonnoble. It has a being of its own in Thucydides.214 
Thucydides is moved by the disproportion between nobility and power. The 
highest in man is not more akin to the highest in the whole than the lowest in 
man is. This explains the peculiar sadness215 with which we are affected when 
reading Thucydides. No such sadness is produced by the reading of Machia-
velli. In Machiavelli, we find comedy, satire, parody, but nothing of the 
manner of tragedy. Why is this so? And here I think the consideration of the 
two traditions links itself. Machiavelli is the first superior mind that we know 
of who did not have a feeling of awe before what is higher and greater than 

210  In the typescript, “theoretical” is underlined by hand.
211  In the typescript, “Machiavelli…things as such” is in handwritten brackets. It is accompanied by 
illegible marginalia.
212  In the typescript, “These necessities…moral motivation” is in handwritten brackets. It is accompa-
nied by illegible marginalia.
213  In the typescript, “In this decisive respect” is underlined by hand.
214  In the typescript, “The noble cannot…in Thucydides” is underlined by hand.
215  End of page 16.
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man, be it God or nature.216 In Machiavelli, m[an] appears perfectly emanci-
pated from any suprahuman [b]onds.217 Fortune, his substitute for God, can 
be conquered. Man is the master.218 

[Machiavelli’s Success]

I promised to add a fourth lecture on Machiavelli’s success. The time is 
by no means sufficient for that, but permit me only a brief remark. For an 
understanding of Machiavelli’s success, one must start from a clear under-
standing of the Machiavellian principle. The principle is this: the standards 
must be lowered in order to make probable, if not certain, the actualization 
of the desirable social order, an order to be defined in terms of the lowest 
standard. Lowering of standards and conquering of chance are inseparable. 
This Machiavellian effort was accepted directly and without fundamental 
change in a certain tradition of realistic republicanism. I mention such 
names as Spinoza, Rousseau, and the less known, upper-class republican-
ism in France prior to the French Revolution. I mean the republicanism of 
the French Navy and Foreign Office on Machiavellian grounds. Much more 
important from the theoretical point of view is the mitigation of Machia-
velli, and the modification of his teaching, which was effected by Hobbes 
and which determines the basis then of the teachings of Locke and Rousseau 
in particular. In this, the notion of the enlightened self-interest, as it became 
basic in the seventeenth and eighteenth219 centuries, was a prudential, and 
very Machiavellian, mitigation of the Machiavellian principle. “Private vice, 
public benefit,”220 a famous formula, is a formula conceived in the Machiavel-
lian spirit. The221 time is completely missing for that, I would like to say only 
a few words about the really difficult problem. The difficulty is this: that a 
lowering of the moral standards had taken place in the victory of the moral 
philosophy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is, I think, generally 
admitted. It is generally understood that a great change in the moral climate 
was effected by Rousseau and later on by the great German philosophers, 
especially Kant and Hegel, restoring the true and high moral standard which 
had been denied or pushed into the background by the half-Machiavellian 

216  In the typescript, “Machiavelli is the first…or nature” is in handwritten brackets.
217  In the typescript, “supra-human onds” is underlined by hand.
218  In the typescript, “Man is the master” is underlined by hand.
219  The references to centuries were spelled out. 
220  This is the subtitle of Mandeville’s The Fable of the Bees.
221  An ellipsis precedes, and the typescript reads: “I do not want…the time is.”
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philosophy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. And here it would 
seem Machiavelli’s influence stopped. I think the opposite is true. The influ-
ence of Machiavelli continues in a more disguised form, and therefore in a 
more dangerous way; because I believe it is much easier to see the deficiency 
of the moral philosophy of men like Hobbes and Locke than that of Kant 
and Hegel. In the first place we could show—not now—that in Rousseau, 
Kant, and Hegel morality itself is reinterpreted. These thinkers by no means 
restored the original and traditional understanding of morality. They inter-
preted it differently. In a nutshell, and therefore grossly exaggerated, the 
place of virtue is now taken by freedom. But the more [crucial] aspect is this, 
that the new moral and political philosophy of Rousseau and the German 
Idealists is inseparable from philosophy of history, and no such connection 
existed in premodern thought. For what is the meaning of222 Philosophy of 
History? Philosophy of History was meant to show the essential necessity 
of the actualization of the right social order. In other words, Philosophy of 
History was meant to show that there is no chance in the decisive respect. 
Which means that we see in the idealistic Philosophy of History the same 
“realistic” tendency which led to a lowering of standards in the first wave of 
modernity. This leads, in the second wave, to Philosophy of History. But how 
is the actuali[z]ation of the right order achieved? Let us address this question 
to Kant and Hegel. Answer: by blind and selfish passions.223 The just order, 
the order of perfect justice and perfect peace, is the accidental byproduct of 
human activities which are in no way directed toward the just order. Here 
we are really at the cradle of Marxism. Here we find the roots of the fantastic 
notion that a just order of society can be established by flagrantly unjust and 
cruel means, that a good end can be achieved by bad means, which would 
mean, as Hegel himself sometimes said, by means which really defeat the 
end. It seems to me that if we would succeed in tracing the typically modern 
approach to Machiavelli or in understanding the concealed224 Machiavellian 
character of the modern approach, we would make some progress in liberat-
ing our minds from a fundamental prejudice which both clouds our vision 
and misguides our actions. Permit me to make one brief concluding remark. 
It was inevitable that I should have hurt the feelings of some of you, partly by 
expounding without any reserve225 certain shocking thoughts of Machiavelli, 

222  End of page 17.
223  In the typescript, “by blind and selfish passions” is underlined by hand.
224  The typescript here reads: “concieled.”
225  In the typescript, an ellipsis is indicated after “reserve.”
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but partly also by expressing certain views of my own, which could not well 
be to everyone’s taste. As for the former offense, I plead not guilty. Not guilty 
of bad company, or bad association. We would make impossible freedom of 
historical inquiry if the historian were not permitted to set forth as clearly 
and thoughtfully as he can what he is certain was the view of the thinker he 
is studying. In addition, there are certain prodigious errors, which, if arrived 
at and stated in a certain manner, are so far from lacking greatness that they 
illumine most impressively if unintentionally the greatness of the giver of all 
greatness. As for my own offense, I can only say that I have the earnest desire 
to live in peace, and therefore to agree with the opinions of my fellow men. 
Through no fault of my own, my fellow men do not agree with each other. I 
was therefore forced to make a choice, or to take a stand. Once having been 
forced to do so, it would have been dishonorable, I thought, to becloud the 
issue or to beat around the bush. So I ask you not to take ill what to the best 
of my knowledge was not ill meant. Thank you.
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That Progressives across the political spectrum oppose Donald Trump’s 
presidency should come as no surprise to anyone. Of greater interest is the 
deep division over Trump among conservatives.

One might find it surprising that some conservatives, especially the 
“Never Trumpers,” still vehemently oppose Trump, given the Democrats’ 
deep opposition to conservatism and their overwhelming support in the 
media, in universities, and in the world of entertainment and popular cul-
ture. One might find it equally surprising that so many conservatives back 
Trump, given his deeply problematic flaws of character and intellect. This 
division of opinion over whether President Trump should be supported or 
opposed by conservatives has been of deep interest to us and provides the 
motivation for the inquiry from which the present review essay springs. 
Conservatives wish to conserve the American regime. Is President Trump 
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a force for conserving that regime, over and against the Progressive view 
that the regime is essentially flawed and must be radically altered? Or is his 
presidency another element in the forces pressing towards that radical altera-
tion? This book provides an impressive argument for the former of these two 
alternative views. 

John Marini is a professor of political science at University of Nevada, 
Reno, and a fellow at the Claremont Institute. He has published numerous 
books and articles, nearly all of which deal with issues in American govern-
ment and politics. Like many of his Claremont colleagues, such as Michael 
Anton, Steve Hayward, Larry Arnn, Charles Kesler, and Edward Erler, he 
is a firm supporter of the Trump administration. His book Unmasking the 
Administrative State, a collection of essays (ranging in time of authorship 
from the 1980s to the present) skillfully coedited by Ken Masugi (who also 
provides concise introductions to the book’s three parts), is where Marini 
makes his most complete, most comprehensive case for that support in all of 
his writings. Perhaps most noteworthy, the book includes two discussions of 
the Trump presidency, but its subject matter quite transcends the politics of 
the current time.

Although Marini does not dwell on Trump’s rather glaring charac-
ter flaws, it is clear that he finds him to be a pretty ordinary man in many 
respects. He would probably even agree with Kesler’s depiction of Trump as 
a morally rather dubious figure (36). Marini certainly does not see in him a 
man of outstanding intellect with a deep understanding of American politics, 
government, history, or the Constitution. In fact, he explicitly says (31, 32, 
283) that it is necessary for other, much more learned individuals to articu-
late fully the meaning of Trump’s antiestablishment political stance. What he 
does credit Trump with is generally sound political instincts or intuitions. He 
heartily approves of items on the president’s political agenda such as down-
sizing and decentralizing administration and restoring constitutional rule 
(which is how he interprets the best-known Trump campaign slogan, “Make 
America Great Again” [38], and probably how he would interpret the slogan 
“Drain the Swamp”); loosening the stranglehold of political correctness on 
political thought and speech (31, 278–79); challenging the rule of experts, 
with their theoretical, social-scientific way of formulating problems and poli-
cies, by “[going] directly to the people” and addressing their concerns in a 
much older language, the language of common sense (34, 35, 282); seeking 
to unify the country by appealing to all American citizens as citizens rather 
than as members of different minority-interest groups, as practitioners of 
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identity politics have done (278–79, 280–81); and securing America’s bor-
ders and stemming the tide of illegal immigration (key elements in Trump’s 
“America First” approach to foreign policy) (279).

Yet what chiefly lends Marini’s case for the Trump presidency its excep-
tional power is his analysis of that massive fact (clearly delineated in the first 
part of Unmasking) of contemporary American political life in opposition 
to which Trump has, in his view, firmly set himself: the rise and consoli-
dation of the administrative state. This phenomenon has been the central 
theme of Marini’s research, writings, and talks over most of his academic 
life. His coolly trenchant analysis of it in Unmasking is impressive in its depth 
and scope, all the more so given that the entire text, including appendices, 
endnotes, and index, numbers a mere 337 pages. And although the essays 
are framed by contemporary political debates, the heart of the book is a sus-
tained inquiry into the nature of the American regime.

The fifteen chapters may seem at first glance rather loosely related, like 
the branches of a tree shooting out from the trunk in different directions. 
In reality, however, the book as a whole is quite well organized and has a 
clear overall sense of direction. As the titles of its main parts suggest—“The 
Triumph of the Administrative State over the Constitution,” “The Adminis-
trative State in Practice: Congress as the Enabler,” and “Theory and History 
of the Administrative State: The ‘New Despotism’ Replaces Self-Govern-
ment”—that direction is one of ascent, from particular to general, that is to 
say, from the particular events and trends of the present, through certain 
general characteristics of those particulars, to the underlying theoretical 
principles or issues and larger historical developments. Moreover, that pat-
tern of ascent is sometimes replicated in the individual essays themselves, 
without thereby diminishing the foregoing differences in emphasis among 
the book’s three parts. Moving in a thoughtful, honest, disciplined, empiri-
cal, “bottom-up” fashion from particulars to universals, or from “facts on 
the ground” to plausible theories about those facts, is the commonsense way 
to theorize about the things around us: it is certainly much better calculated 
to foster intellectual moderation and sound judgment than the reverse, 
“top-down” approach of moving from pregiven theories to facts, which char-
acterizes much contemporary theorizing. Marini’s book is thus traditional 
political science at its best. Here we can speak only to some of the key points 
in his rich, highly thought-provoking and illuminating discussion.

Drawing on a wide range of books and articles by constitutional schol-
ars, historians, philosophers and political theorists, journalists, and political 
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leaders, Marini argues that the administrative state violates the principles of 
the American Constitution in a way that threatens the liberty of American 
citizens. The overall argument, most fully developed in the central section 
of Unmasking and further deepened in the final one, can be summarized as 
follows. One of the basic principles of the Constitution as conceived by the 
Founders is the separation of powers, with each branch of government “mind-
ing its own business” as defined by the Constitution. Each branch should stay 
in its own lane, except in those areas where the Constitution provides for a 
sharing of powers. Most important, in Marini’s view, there is no role for Con-
gress in the administration of the law apart from administrative oversight.

With the administrative state, that separation of powers as originally 
understood is tacitly subverted; it still exists as a legal formality while its 
substance is slowly disintegrating. A new, fourth branch of government 
emerges, the federal bureaucracy, which arrogates ever-more political power 
to itself, perhaps to the point of becoming the ruling stratum. As this federal 
bureaucracy, consisting of powerful unelected officials in both government 
departments and ever-expanding federal agencies, grows in power and inde-
pendence, it becomes harder and harder to hold it accountable, not only to the 
voting citizenry, but also to the president, Congress, and even to the judicial 
branch of government. The two political branches, and the judicial branch 
all the way up to the Supreme Court, are gradually reduced to playing hand-
maiden to the federal bureaucracy, each enacting its subservience in a different 
way. Congress passes laws that are not really laws, because they are not well-
defined rules but only “unfinished” or vague policy prescriptions, directions, 
or aspirations; this has the effect of empowering bureaucrats to “complete” or 
creatively interpret them when devising regulations frequently very loosely 
related to them (76, 205–6). As a consequence, according to Marini, it is not 
the members of Congress but administrative agencies like the EPA, OSHA, 
and CPSC (24) that are now the real legislators (in a debased sense of the 
word, since administrative regulation is not the same as legislation). Con-
gress has of course striven to maintain a grip on these agencies through its 
oversight committees, control over appropriations and agency budgets, and 
so forth. But as Marini argues, this leads to ever-deeper entanglement in the 
everyday business of administration, which cannot but compromise a legisla-
tive body’s own proper law-making and deliberative functions. In a word, 
the American Congress “has become…an administrative congress” (220). 
No less important, this same entanglement undermines the independence 
and proper functioning of the executive branch, and therewith “a president’s 
ability to govern in the national interest” (204, 219). Marini reminds us that 
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thinkers as diverse as Locke, Montesquieu, Hamilton, and Schmitt all agreed 
that control by legislative bodies of the executive function of government is 
inimical to political liberty (216–21).

On the judicial front, the courts are increasingly refraining from exercis-
ing their constitutionally defined power of judicial review to challenge both 
Congress’s failure to exercise its constitutionally defined power of making 
true laws and the perverting usurpation of Congress’s law-making power by 
these administrative agencies. On the contrary, the courts now tend to allow 
congressional delegation of regulatory power, coupled with wide discretion 
in its exercise (199), to such bureaucratic bodies, on the premise that it is 
rational to defer to their superior, allegedly scientifically informed expertise 
in administration and hence to let them do their job (74–77). Concomitantly, 
the courts increasingly confine themselves to adjudicating interagency dis-
putes or disputes between agencies and private interests.

Although these agencies technically fall within the jurisdiction of the 
executive branch headed up by the Office of the President, owing partly to the 
increasing size and complexity of the bureaucracy and partly to the increas-
ingly specialized and arcane scientific “knowledge” deployed by bureaucrats, 
it becomes harder and harder for the president to maintain adequate con-
trol over them (75, 128). Moreover, whenever any president has attempted to 
remedy the situation—for instance, by substantially diminishing the size and 
power of the bureaucracy, as in the case of Republican presidents Richard 
Nixon and (to a lesser extent) Ronald Reagan—a Democratically controlled 
Congress, especially the House of Representatives, has staunchly and effec-
tively bucked him, encountering little resistance from the Republican side of 
the aisle. (Democratic presidents since FDR, be it noted, have generally been 
a good deal less troubled by the growth of the administrative state.) All these 
developments have the cumulative effect of severely disrupting the function-
ing of the separation of powers as originally conceived.

To make matters worse, the Washington bureaucracy has become adept 
at playing Congress and the president against one another any time either 
undertakes to curb the bureaucracy’s growing autonomy and power. To an 
ever-increasing degree the federal bureaucracy is able to step in between the 
ordinary citizenry on one hand, and the president and Congress on the other, 
in effect undermining the constitutional principle of rule by consent of the 
ruled. Political parties, increasingly at the beck and call of nationally organized 
private interests with influence in the halls of Congress and the bureaucracy, 
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have ceased to mediate between the people and the government the way they 
used to (33). Politics is steadily giving ground to autonomous administration.

Marini invokes Tocqueville’s distinction between administrative and gov-
ernmental centralization (elaborated by the research of constitutional scholar 
John Wettergreen and others) to shed further light on the nature of this entire 
development (197). The premise appears to be that Tocqueville’s treatment 
of this issue is essentially in line with the Founders’ political thought (198). 
For Tocqueville as Marini understands him, government properly so called 
is concerned with the general or national, administration with the particular 
or local. Centralization of government obtains when government of an entire 
nation is concentrated “in the same place or under the same directing power” 
and is conducted with a view to the national public interest, in conformity 
with a set of general, nationally applicable laws and policies. Centralization of 
administration, on the other hand, obtains when legislation and policy deci-
sions regarding all of a nation’s affairs, national as well as local, are entirely or 
mostly administered at the national level and by the same central “directing 
power” (157–58, 197–99). One of the unique and good things in the America 
Tocqueville saw and wrote about was that its political life was characterized 
by centralization of government at the national level coupled with decentral-
ization of administration, its devolution to the counties and townships (and 
this to an extent unimaginable in European countries). From Tocqueville’s 
perspective, shared by Marini, centralization of government at the national 
level is good because it means that the entire country is governed in the same 
way according to one and the same set of rationally defensible general prin-
ciples, that is, impartially and not arbitrarily. As Marini also recognizes, on 
this point the Founders would have agreed with Tocqueville, to the extent 
that they wished to see Americans governed according to certain universal 
principles, in their case the principles enunciated in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence (198).

Administration is a different story. As intimated earlier, in contrast to 
government, administration involves doing particular things in, and with 
an eye to the particular requirements of, particular social circumstances, 
or as Marini following Tocqueville puts it, taking charge of the “private 
and particular details of social existence” (154, 171, 197–98). Where pos-
sible and desirable it should be carried out at the local level, by individual 
citizens actively involved in conducting the common affairs of their com-
munities. That is one important reason Tocqueville was favorably disposed 
to participatory democracy at the local level (which he took to be the limit 
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of administrative decentralization) (152, 198)1—so much so, in fact, that he 
was willing to countenance a relatively high degree of inefficiency for its sake 
(152–53). Take, for instance, same-sex marriage. Tocqueville holds that regu-
lation of morals and manners most often falls within the domain of local 
government. Different parts of the country have different moral sensibilities 

1  Here it is worth bringing up Marini’s point that on both the theoretical and the practical level it is 
more difficult to distinguish clearly between governmental and administrative centralization than the 
present discussion might lead one to think, and that Tocqueville himself acknowledges as much: “There 
are some points where these two sorts of centralization become confused” (quoted in Marini, 157).
 First, a practical difficulty. Inasmuch as government is concerned with general or national inter-
ests, it is, we are told, mostly properly exercised at the national level, and inasmuch as administration 
is concerned with particular or local interests, it is mostly properly exercised at the local level. Yet 
“how,” says Marini, “does one distinguish national from local interests? There cannot be a principle to 
regulate this distinction that would not succumb to necessity—particularly war” (157). In the words 
of Marvin Zetterbaum, “In such a case, the distinction between national and local becomes arbitrary 
and meaningless” (quoted in Marini, 158), and administration must be centralized at the national 
level.
 Second, a conceptual or theoretical difficulty. Some commentators maintain that by “administra-
tion” Tocqueville means not execution but political rule at the local level, as distinguished from 
government, which is political rule at the national level. Notable among them are Delba Winthrop 
and Martin Diamond: see Winthrop, “Tocqueville on Federalism,” Publius: The Journal of Federalism 
6, no. 3 (1976): 95; Diamond, “The Ends of Federalism,” Publius 3, no. 2 (1973): 138–42. As Diamond 
puts it (140), Tocqueville’s distinction between government and administration has less to do with 
“different kinds of political processes” or activities (which is what conceiving administration in terms 
of execution presupposes) than it does with the “different kinds of things or subject matter” appropri-
ate to the two different sorts of political rule. John A. Wettergreen and, following him, Marini are 
aware that this interpretation is suggested by, among other passages in Democracy, Tocqueville’s 
explicit statement of the distinction between governmental and administrative centralization that 
Marini quotes (157), according to which government is properly concerned with general and hence 
national affairs, administration with particular and hence local affairs.
 The problem is that Tocqueville appears also at times to use the term “administration” in the sense 
of execution (a “kind of political process,” in Diamond’s words), as when he makes a Hayekian-
seeming argument about the structural administrative deficiency of centralized administration (more 
on this below). This seems to be the view of Wettergreen and, following him, Marini (though neither 
of them mentions the parallel with Hayek). As our analysis makes clear, we side with Wettergreen 
and Marini in thinking that Tocqueville trades on both meanings of “administration.” However, in 
our estimation, Marini could have been clearer on this point. For their accounts of Tocqueville on 
the issue of governmental vs. administrative centralization, see J. A. Wettergreen, “Constitutional 
Problems of American Bureaucracy, beginning with I.N.S. v. Chada,” Political Communication 9, no. 2 
(1992): 96–98; and Marini, Unmasking, 157–61, 171–75, 196–99.
 Notwithstanding that the distinction is complex and fraught with ambiguity, Tocqueville, Marini 
argues, judged it necessary to make some such distinction between governmental and administrative 
centralization in broad terms on a theoretical plane, because he recognized its usefulness for demo-
cratic political practice. The statesmen of a democracy could take their bearings by it when seeking to 
determine how much “administration” to devolve to local governments, in the interest of bolstering 
the effectual liberty of ordinary citizens and thereby “forestall[ing] the worst aspects of democratic 
life—the tendency to administrative despotism” (161).
 We have attempted here to present Marini’s reading of Tocqueville’s distinction between admin-
istrative and governmental centralization as clearly and simply as possible without doing injustice to 
its complexities and ambiguities. Further examination of this rather thorny political-theoretical issue 
would exceed the scope of the present essay.
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that should be given a free rein, as far as this is consistent with the fundamen-
tal principles of the Constitution. Since same-sex marriage is a moral matter, 
it should be left to state or local governments to deal with, each according to 
its grasp of the moral condition and requirements of its part of the country, 
so long as people’s constitutionally enshrined rights and liberties are not vio-
lated thereby. Such, at any rate, would likely be Tocqueville’s basic position on 
the issue, with which Marini (and the Founders as he interprets them) would 
probably concur.

Applying this Tocquevillean line of thinking to the American example, 
Marini concludes that centralization of administration at the national level is 
morally and politically harmful, and he provides a number of reasons for his 
conclusion. To begin with, precisely because of the aforementioned element 
of particularity inherent in administration, combined with the unlimited 
variety of particular interests and circumstances in a large nation, it is sim-
ply not possible for a central administrative power at the national level to 
administer adequately and well, without partiality and arbitrariness, all of 
the affairs, national as well as local, of the entire nation (197). As Marini says, 
quoting Tocqueville along the way: 

Nature is hostile to uniformity. Nonetheless, a central [administra-
tive] power attempts to oversee all the details of the life of a nation. 
But, such a power, Tocqueville asserted, “however learned one 
imagines it, cannot gather to itself alone all the details of the life of 
a great people.” It cannot do so “because such a work exceeds human 
strength.…To force all men to march in the same march, toward the 
same object—that is the human idea. To introduce variety into actions, 
but to combine them in a manner so that all actions lead by a thousand 
diverse ways toward the accomplishment of one great design—that is 
a divine idea.” (171–72) 

Marini also quotes Tocqueville’s statement that “when [the central power] 
attempts unaided to create and operate so much complicated machinery, it must 
be satisfied with very imperfect results or exhaust itself in futile efforts” (197).

Marini is surely aware that these and other such passages he cites from 
Democracy in America prefigure the classic Hayekian argument against 
central planning and command economies (note his quotation from Ludwig 
von Mises’s Bureaucracy at 277): central planning, such as was attempted 
in the Soviet Union’s politicized command economy, is bound to fail. The 
main reason is that no central planning authority operating on such a large 
scale can possibly have at its disposal and wield in a timely enough fashion, 
literally from moment to moment, the mountains of detailed information it 
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would need to administer its central plan successfully—that is, consistently 
and coherently, conformably to the central government’s universal principles 
and general laws, yet without prejudice to any part of the country, and with-
out waste and inefficiency. For Hayek as for Tocqueville, this is a structural 
problem that is simply not susceptible of solution, not even by centralized 
administrations staffed with enlightened and public-spirited individuals.

To put the point somewhat differently, the centralization of administra-
tion is well-nigh incompatible with the centralization of government, for, 
owing to the element of particularity inherent in administration itself, a 
centralized administration must sooner or later run athwart the element of 
universality inherent in a centralized government. Consider the example of 
education. Given the vastly different economies, religions, ethnic groups, and 
political tendencies that spanned the United States, it is understandable that 
the Founders (with whom Tocqueville concurred) did not include education 
in the enumerated powers of the national government. Each state needs to 
design and administer a system of education that fits its particular circum-
stances. To have a large, centrally administered system, overseen by a federal 
Department of Education, has had momentous consequences, not the least of 
which is to create a never-ending source of dissatisfaction with Washington. 
As Tocqueville would probably have agreed, erecting such a system would 
be tantamount to adopting a one-size-fits-all approach, which, like it or not, 
would inevitably suit certain parts of the country better than the rest, making 
especially the latter resent it as an ill-conceived and unjust intrusion (unjust 
because prejudicial, in effect if not also in intention). As Marini emphatically 
states, “Centralization of administration almost requires decentralization 
of government” (203).

True, one can easily imagine a scenario in which the people, voting in 
a national election, elect a president who had campaigned on the promise 
of legislation to create national test standards, administered by the Depart-
ment of Education. Marini would probably retort that the people would be 
wrong in this respect, for two reasons: first, such legislation would be uncon-
stitutional as exceeding the constitutionally delimited powers of the national 
government; second, it would be beset by the very difficulties and failings 
attending administrative centralization discussed above. 

No less important, centralization of administration deprives the citi-
zens of the political liberty that finds its fullest expression in local self-rule; 
it thereby enervates the citizens, and renders them passive and dependent 
(152, 154). Of course, as Marini believes the Founders would have argued, 
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local self-rule is in principle eminently desirable, so long as it is conducted 
in a manner consistent with the underlying principles of the American Con-
stitution, such as “that all men are created equal” (198). One might add, in 
the spirit of Marini’s overall argument, that administrative decentralization 
would help to preserve and promote the multiplicity of interests that the 
Founders viewed as conducive to liberty. But again, such diversity is neces-
sarily bounded by the Constitution, and the states are not simply sovereign 
entities in areas left to their jurisdiction. 

What is more, in the present condition of administrative centralization, 
the federal bureaucracy and members of Congress (especially the chairs of 
congressional oversight committees) become magnets for lobbyists who 
make big campaign contributions and so purchase the precious interview 
time of congressmen; they represent private interests such as giant corpora-
tions, whose aim is to shape agency rule-making in line with their private 
advantage. All this lobbying activity obstructs the pursuit of the common 
good through the electoral process as originally conceived: a process that 
brings to bear on government the people’s passions and whims honed into 
the reasoned choices of its elected representatives (210). Again, so much for 
the Founders’ idea of rule by consent of the ruled. Instead of being subordi-
nate to the people, the state is steadily but unrelentingly subordinating the 
people to the state.

Marini argues persuasively that from the Founders’ point of view, the 
emergence of the administrative state represents a grave threat to liberty, and 
even a nascent form of lawless tyranny (193). In the ninth and tenth chapters 
of the book, the two essays devoted to close analysis of Tocqueville’s new 
political science, the aristocratic French thinker’s dire warnings about creep-
ing soft despotism are presented as coming true.

In the third part of Unmasking, Marini ascends to a close analysis of 
the theoretical and broader historical issues which the massive fact of the 
administrative state raises. According to him, what made possible the advent 
of the administrative state and its characteristic practices was the fundamen-
tal shift in perspective from the Founders’ understanding of a constitutional 
democratic republic, with limited government, to the late nineteenth-century 
Progressive conception of a democracy governed by an unlimited state.

For the Founders as Marini represents them, the principles of the Ameri-
can republic, which were first enunciated in the Declaration of Independence, 
derived from a general teaching regarding natural right and natural or moral 
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law. (According to Marini, who concurs with Jaffa on this point, one of the 
major limitations of Tocqueville’s penetrating analysis of American democ-
racy is his failure to appreciate the significance of the philosophy of natural 
right, as adumbrated in the Declaration of Independence and elaborated in 
other Founding documents, for an adequate understanding of the American 
Constitution.) It is a teaching that brings together the essential truth of the 
Western philosophical tradition from Aristotle to Locke and Montesquieu, 
with (medieval) Christian religion and theology. While acknowledging the 
irresolvable tension between reason and revelation, the Founders yet recog-
nized that the principles of morality issuing from the philosophical tradition 
were the same as those issuing from Christian revealed and natural theology 
(256–57, 329n66): for them, classical natural right, correctly understood both 
in principle and in relation to their times and circumstances, incorporated 
or was joined to elements of what came to be known as Christian moral or 
natural law. That is one key reason why they, in stark contrast to some of their 
more radical Enlightenment forebears, would not have welcomed religion’s 
eventual extinction, even though they argued for enshrining in the American 
Constitution the separation of church and state at the national level; for that 
matter, in their view (and again, this is Marini’s reading of them) the separa-
tion would serve to maintain the position of religion (92–96).

That political-philosophical teaching, as articulated in all of its basic 
moral and political principles—to wit, the moral and political equality of all 
human beings, including their equal possession of certain inalienable rights; 
rule by consent of the ruled; the social compact as the ultimate origin of 
all legitimate government; and so forth—was regarded by the Founders as 
a transhistorical truth which unassisted “metaphysical reason” had made a 
permanent human possession and was therefore beyond serious dispute. Yet 
theory is one thing, and practice another. As the Founders well understood, 
given the infinite variability of particular circumstances, it is impossible to 
deduce from any abstract principles what exactly is the best course of action 
in any particular situation. For practical purposes, another kind of excellence 
is needed, which the ancients identified as practical wisdom or prudence. 
And although prudence derives a measure of guidance from the general prin-
ciples of morality and political well-being, precisely because its findings are 
not logically deducible from those principles, it is ultimately autonomous: it 
has always to find its own way amid the shoals of injustice and folly. But poli-
tics is an unbroken string of such practical situations, one moreover in which, 
human nature being what it is—erotic, thumotic, fallible—disputes over 
the optimal course of action in any one of them are bound to arise. Politics 
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therefore calls for prudence of the highest order to resolve such disputes in the 
common interest; and the right form of government is one that, in addition 
to securing the natural rights and liberties of all human beings, facilitates 
and encourages the exercise of prudence by elected officials in framing and 
executing laws and policies, and by ordinary citizens in electing virtuous and 
prudent individuals to positions of government. According to Marini, who 
again follows Jaffa on this point (21, 253), the American Constitution as orig-
inally conceived provided for a form of government that presupposed and 
actively affirmed the traditional understanding of the distinction between 
theoretical and practical reason, and hence the necessity and autonomy of 
each in its own sphere: theoretical in the eternal, practical in the temporal.

After the Civil War, the American societal landscape was radically trans-
formed by such large-scale modernizing social forces as industrialization, 
urbanization, and population growth (partly owing to increases in immigra-
tion). This “material” transformation coincided with the rise of new currents 
of political thought, the most important of which from Marini’s perspective 
was Progressivism. This ideology was first elaborated by such leading intel-
lectuals as Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Croly, Walter Lippmann, and John 
Dewey. In the twentieth century it gradually came to dominate American 
thinking about politics, and then, during and after FDR’s presidency, Ameri-
can politics itself, its chief political manifestation being what Marini calls 
“the administrative state” (although he often also refers to it as the “welfare 
state,” the “rational state,” the “bureaucratic state,” the “policymaking state,” 
or the “regulatory state”).

In its initial form Progressivism was a curious blend of Hegel, Darwin, 
and Comte, of which American Pragmatism was an influential offshoot. 
Nevertheless, one of the controlling ideas in all varieties of Progressivism, 
including its postmodern version, is historicism. Because historicism is by 
definition incompatible with the very idea of natural right, Progressives from 
the outset rejected the natural right teaching underpinning the American 
Constitution. For that teaching they substituted a philosophy of History in 
which History takes the place of Nature as the ultimate ground of all things 
human, and the general will replaces natural right and natural law (together 
with the “metaphysical reason” formerly alleged to have discovered it) and/or 
divine law as the ground of morality. As Rousseau (whose thought here was 
taken up by Kant, Fichte, and Hegel) had already divined, morality turns out 
to be indistinguishable from the complete autonomy (self-determination) of a 
rationally universalizable will, or the will willing itself uniformly throughout 
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the entire citizen-body. Since the state is, as Hegel taught, the objective 
embodiment of the general will thus understood2 in history, it now becomes 
the source of all human rights; and as the state “progresses” over time, so 
too do human rights grow and expand. Because there are no external, natu-
rally or divinely ordained, constraints on the general will, the state must be 
both national and unlimited in scope. The Progressives took that to mean 
that it was the responsibility of the state to bring about equality of condition 
and well-being for all of its citizens in all areas of life. (Pace the Founders, 
and essentially in agreement with Rousseau and the German Idealists, they 
tended to define freedom and human “rights” in a way that entailed equality 
of condition or results.) To make progress in fulfilling its responsibility, the 
state had to turn itself into the welfare state, with the power to intervene in 
all economic, moral, and cultural affairs—matters originally thought to fall 
primarily within the domain of civil society or local government. The version 
of the Religion of Humanity articulated by Herbert Croly and others, accom-
panied by a rewriting of the American past—the Founding, the Civil War, 
etc.—in conformity with the bedrock tenets of the Progressive philosophy of 
History, was to be the new ideology or “public philosophy” guiding the entire 
enterprise (241–43, 280).

Further in keeping with their historicism, the Progressives held that the 
Constitution as understood by the framers had been rendered obsolete by the 
modernization of American society. As Dewey forcefully argued, new social 
problems and challenges had emerged which the framers could not have 
foreseen and never had to face, and which necessitated an entirely new form 
of government. The old form, based on the separation of powers, and allow-
ing plenty of scope for government and administration of regional and local 
affairs at the state and municipal levels, would be replaced by one that was 
much more centralized and unified under a strong executive branch headed 
up by a “rhetorical presidency,” with the other two branches subordinating 
themselves to the executive. The executive branch would also comprise a large 
bureaucracy, as far as possible staffed by individuals with university degrees 
in the natural and social sciences, whose job was to execute or administer 
the policies and laws of the president and Congress. Like the new natural 
science on which it modeled itself, the new social science rested on the fact-
value distinction, and as Max Weber stipulated, its task was to be two-fold: to 
investigate normatively neutral causal connections at work in society, and to 

2  In the Philosophy of History, Hegel speaks of this general will as a manifestation of the World-Spirit 
and its intrinsic Idea of Freedom.
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clarify the means-ends relations that follow logically from those causal con-
nections. This entailed the substitution of the distinction between theoretical 
and applied science, both of which could be highly esoteric, for the tradi-
tional distinction between theoretical and practical wisdom, which could be 
readily, albeit often not easily, expressed and comprehended in the language 
of everyday life. Arcane knowledge of means-ends relations in the form of 
applied science would preempt commonsense practical wisdom or prudence 
in the formulation and execution of laws and public policies (288). (Consider, 
for example, economic policy issues such as whether to raise, maintain, or 
lower current federal income tax rates or Federal Reserve interest rates. Much 
of the debate on the technical aspects of such issues is framed by professional 
economists using sophisticated mathematical models and concepts which 
exceed the grasp of even most social scientists, not to mention lay citizens. 
Nothing comparable to this extra-ordinary, scientific form of language and 
“practical knowledge” is found in Aristotelian “social science.”)3 Govern-
ment by the people was hence to be replaced by the rule of scientific-technical 
experts, a kind of technocracy or Comtean sociocracy. In line with the will 
of the people, of course—though on the understanding that the will of the 
people would itself be shaped by the scientifically informed religious-human-
ist rhetoric of a president aided and abetted by a Progressive-minded ruling 
intellectual elite, so as to fall in line with the will of such a president and 
ruling elite (70).

In recent decades, Marini informs us, a more dogmatic, irrationalist and 
relativist, postmodern version of Progressivism has taken hold, especially in 
academia but also, and even more confusedly, in the mainstream media. Wil-
liam James and John Dewey have given way to Richard Rorty and Sanford 
Levinson. This new, postmodern Progressivism has sought to marry a still 
more leftist and statist form of old-style Progressivist egalitarianism to an 

3  How many of us understand such arcane technical, scientific concepts wielded by economic 
theoreticians or financial analysts as the production-possibilities frontier, government debt to GDP 
ratio, fiscal policy multipliers, shifts in aggregate supply-and-demand schedules, rational utility 
maximization, the law of diminishing marginal productivity, elastic currency, market equilibrium, 
macro-deleveraging, demand management, quantitative easing, or monetary policy transition mecha-
nism; or concepts in econometrics such as semiparametric regression and stochastic dominance 
with covariates, or even more basic concepts in statistics such as standard deviation and regression 
coefficient? Yet, from the perspective of Marini’s contemporary government economist, it is difficult 
if not impossible to conceive how we lay citizens can reasonably take a position on any controversial 
economic policy issue when the subtleties of its scientific aspects elude us. Hence the Progressives’ 
predilection for the rule of scientific experts. Of course, Progressives conveniently overlook the 
inconvenient implications of the fact that the supposed scientific experts themselves often vigorously 
disagree with one another even over the strictly technical, scientific aspects of public policy issues.
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extreme, misologistic strain of identity politics (for which there is, however, 
some precedent in the original Progressivist advocacy of “group rights”). 
Anchored in a radical historicist analysis of American society and history 
that assigns explanatory priority to concepts of race, gender, and class, and 
sees everywhere only signs and symptoms of racism, sexism, and classism, 
identity politics—coupled with political correctness—presents itself as the 
correction of these ills of American society (30–32, 122–24, 280–81). If indi-
vidual rights such as freedom of thought and speech, which were originally 
considered “inalienable,” get sidelined in the process, so be it: “political cor-
rectness” in thought and speech must now take precedence over freedom 
thereof. Provided that they are stacked with activist, Progressive-minded 
judges, the higher courts of America, including the Supreme Court, can be 
counted on to creatively interpret the Constitution so as to secure that result: 
for this purpose such judges would naturally deploy the historicist, “living 
constitution” approach to constitutional interpretation enunciated by Wood-
row Wilson (295–96, 298). The new Progressivism is also continuous with 
the old in regarding the administrative state as a necessary means of remak-
ing American society in the light of its utopian conception of “social justice” 
and delivering the goods to the people, who are henceforth to rest firmly 
and trustingly in its caring, nurturing grip. Such, according to Marini, is the 
ideological aspect of the nascent tyrannical tendency in American politics, of 
which the growing authority and autonomy of the administrative state is the 
practical aspect.

Of course, the Progressives do not realize that, much like the Stalinist 
philosopher-become-Eurocrat Alexandre Kojève, who advocated the “uni-
versal and homogeneous [administrative] state,” they are promoting a potent, 
modern form of tyranny (6–7). As Marini makes clear in his essay on the 
Strauss-Kojève debate and elsewhere in the book, such self-knowledge can-
not but elude them. The theory of History as the story of Progress to which 
they subscribe (often rather thoughtlessly or, in the case of postmodernists, 
in contradiction to their moral relativism) conceives society as evolving 
towards ever higher levels of freedom, equality, and welfare, and thus away 
from the various forms of bondage characteristic of its past. Concomitantly, 
their historicism repudiates the theoretical or “metaphysical reason” which, 
according to the Founders, enabled philosophy to discover natural right in 
the first place and would therefore make possible such self-knowledge. Fur-
thermore, the very idea of tyranny falls outside the purview of the value-free 
social science in which they are heavily invested, even though nothing could 
agitate them more than the tyranny which they vehemently insist any form of 
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inequality surely represents. In sum, Progressives perceive and feel no need to 
try to recover the tradition of political philosophy which fed into the Found-
ing. For them, that tradition, together with the original understanding of the 
American Constitution stemming from it, is simply dead.

As Marini sees it, the situation is made worse by the fact that most Repub-
licans and so-called conservatives are no more clear-sighted about the nature 
of the administrative state and its threat to liberty than their Progressive 
adversaries (10, 33, 38, 275). They tend to define the basic political problem in 
essentially economistic, libertarian terms (34): government today is oversized 
and inefficient; its excessive intervention in the economy through deficit 
spending, high taxes, overregulation, and the like puts too many constraints 
on private enterprise and therewith risks stifling the creativity required for 
economic growth and prosperity. Their quarrels with contemporary liberals 
and Progressives are mostly over the size and reach of government, and to 
a remarkable degree they share with them ignorance of and indifference to 
the Founders’ understanding of the Constitution in terms of the theoreti-
cal doctrine of natural right. They too have drunk deeply from the poisoned 
wells of historicism and positivism; for them, as for Progressives, history has 
consigned both metaphysics and the idea of natural right to its dustbin, and 
instrumental reason qua applied science is given priority over commonsense 
prudence in the making of public policy (274–75, 280).

What, then, does Marini think must and can be done to reverse course? 
In his final chapter, Marini addresses this question. To begin with, President 
Trump must continue to mobilize the people and popular opinion around 
an agenda of retrieving the classical liberal political theory of the American 
Founding and restoring constitutional government as originally conceived. 
(This, suggests Marini, is the true meaning of American conservatism in the 
present and for the foreseeable future [281, 228].) Though the president has 
made a good beginning, he undoubtedly will need a great deal of help, from 
both Republicans across the country and leading conservative intellectuals, 
who must somehow bring themselves to share his agenda on the theoretical as 
well as the political plane. Conservative intellectuals in particular must step 
up the effort to revive classical political philosophy’s common sense–based 
approach to thinking and speaking about political phenomena, which also 
means freeing political thought and speech from all historicist and post-
modernist obfuscation as well as reliance on arcane social science theories 
(275, 291). (That effort is, and will continue to be, a crucial element of liberal 
education in America [10].) It is only through a comprehensively and clearly 
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articulated, well-coordinated, concerted, nation-wide, explicitly politically 
partisan strategy of counterthrust against Progressives in all spheres of 
government and society, that such an undertaking can have any chance of 
success. The hope of success is not unreasonable, given that so many people 
in the country sense, in a vaguely commonsensical way, that something is 
seriously amiss in DC, as the results of the 2016 elections show (276). But as 
Marini readily acknowledges, there will be no easy victories. Perceiving the 
threat to their hold on power emanating from the “deplorables” and their man 
in the White House, Progressives in government, academia, and the media 
will do anything possible—such as criminalizing partisan political differences 
(142–43) and selective, tactically shrewd, “drip-drip,” illegal leaking to sym-
pathetic news outlets by federal bureaucrats that goes unpunished (145)—to 
discredit and delegitimize the Trump presidency, for the purpose of derailing 
that agenda. That is exactly what happened to Nixon, argues Marini in his 
thought-provoking essay on the role of the federal bureaucracy in Watergate. 
Whatever the strategy and tactics of the conservatives who support Trump, 
they must always keep in mind the intransigence of their opponents.

Marini’s book raises a host of interesting questions. One wonders, for 
example, about the growing fusion between the legislative branch of govern-
ment and the bureaucracy. What effect does this new relationship have on 
the political parties and their ability to bring some coherence to debates and 
deliberations of Congress? One wonders whether it is realistic to think there is 
a road back to the constitutional order. Are present-day global developments 
such as pandemics and increasing political and economic competition with 
technocratic China forcing America to continue transforming itself into an 
administrative state? And should we therefore be looking ahead to the most 
prudent reforms possible in light of our apparent administrative fate? 

Marini claims that the growth of the administrative state is the result 
of a political decision, or more precisely, a series of political decisions, freely 
made and therefore in principle reversible (22–23) by another series of politi-
cal decisions designed in their turn to restore the ruling constitutionalism of 
the Founding (updated, to be sure). But thinkers as diverse as Weber, Dewey, 
Junger, Heidegger, Burnham, and Kojève would disagree with him. For 
Heidegger, the driving force behind all cultural and political change in the 
modern age is the unfolding of technology, where “technology” is understood 
as the latest dispensation of Being, which, like every other dispensation of 
Being, lies beyond the control of calculative thinking and willing. The techno-
cratic or administrative state in its various forms (e.g., Western-Progressive, 
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Chinese-Confucian-Communist, Stalinist-Soviet, Kojèvean-European) 
would then be the political face of this dispensation’s latest phase, and as such 
would be an aspect of the “destiny” of the modern world. Simply put, the rise 
of the administrative state is a political imperative of the latest stage in the 
inexorable scientific-technological conquest of nature and therefore cannot be 
reversed or evaded. Who is right, Marini or Heidegger?

Perhaps most important of all is the complex question whether Marini’s 
understanding of the Constitution as grounded in the philosophy of natural 
right is accurate, and if so, whether the Constitution’s grounding in natural 
right is a foundation based on the permanent truth about the nature of human 
beings. And how well does his account stand up to criticism by radical histori-
cists such as Nietzsche and Heidegger, but also by more moderate historicists 
such as T. H. Green and A. N. Whitehead, both of whom were directly or indi-
rectly influenced by Hegel and would defend the administrative state in one 
form or another? (The Dialogues of Alfred North Whitehead, for instance, makes 
plain the great philosopher’s favorable opinion of FDR’s domestic policies.)

It is with the last question that we begin to see why various conservatives, 
Straussians among them, are so divided over the issue of supporting President 
Trump. A more thorough investigation of this question leads one to consider 
the nature of the Lockean foundation of the American regime and whether 
this foundation is based solely on modern natural right or has some basis in 
ancient natural right. (The arguments in this debate at its profoundest level 
can be found in the works of Harry Jaffa, Edward Erler, John Marini, and 
Thomas West, on one hand, and Harvey Mansfield, James Ceaser, Thomas 
Pangle, and John Rohr, on the other.) One key question might be put this way: 
Does Tocqueville’s political science provide us with the best way forward to 
understanding the administrative state, or is his political science itself rooted 
in a historicist political philosophy that is at the heart of the problem?

Marini’s thought-provoking book takes us from the everyday world of 
politics, as understood by American citizens, to the world of political phi-
losophy. The book begins and ends with discussions of President Trump and 
the simple political question: Should the citizens support him or oppose him? 
Marini’s work demonstrates how the everyday, commonsense questions of 
politics, when thought through more deeply and reflectively, lead us to the 
permanent questions of political philosophy. Whether one agrees or dis-
agrees with his account, this is traditional political science accomplished in 
the manner of Aristotle and Tocqueville, in a fine contemporary expression. 
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To understand the book under review, some background is needed. John 
Rawls (1921–2002), who taught philosophy at Harvard for most of his career, 
produced his magnum opus A Theory of Justice, the fruit of some twenty years’ 
labor, in 1971. The book’s aim was to articulate and justify a set of principles of 
justice that if followed would produce consequences that better corresponded 
to people’s “considered judgments of justice” than what Rawls represented as 
the leading rival theories of justice, utilitarianism and intuitionism. 

Rawls called his theory “justice as fairness” (hereafter JF). It consisted 
of two principles ordaining (to be brief) that all individuals be secured the 
greatest possible equal liberty, and that social and economic goods other than 
liberty be distributed according to the “difference principle,” entailing that 
the allocation maximize the well-being of the least-advantaged members of 
society. Rawls justified these principles in part by purporting to demonstrate 
that they would be adopted by rational, self-interested parties in a nonpoliti-
cal “original position” (OP) (his artificial substitute for previous philosophers’ 
“state of nature”) operating under a “veil of ignorance” that prevented them 
from knowing anything about their particular interests, capacities, or “con-
ceptions of the good”—thus preventing them from biasing the choice of 
principles to favor their specific interests. 
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Oddly, considering the years that had gone into developing his theory, 
Rawls proceeded almost immediately after its publication to start modifying 
it, in content as well as presentation, in a series of articles. Notably, Rawls 
now represented the theory as “political not metaphysical,” meaning that it 
did not rest on any claim to objective truth, but was designed only to secure 
a “consensus” that could serve as the foundation for a modern, liberal-dem-
ocratic society. The retreat from asserting the truth, as distinguished from 
the potential political appeal, of his doctrine (an issue left ambiguous in 
Theory) seemed the consequence of Rawls’s inability to defend the principles 
against critics who found them just a dressed-up version of sixties liberalism, 
combining the redistributionism of the New Deal and Great Society with 
ACLU-type libertarianism regarding the rights of sexual “minorities” along 
with mandatory governmental neutrality between religion and atheism, or 
among standards of human excellence. Rawls then put together a revised ver-
sion of his theory in his second book, Political Liberalism (1993; hereafter PL). 

The most distinctive aspect of PL is Rawls’s renunciation of any attempt 
to advance a “comprehensive doctrine” for guiding political life, in favor of 
a “political” conception of justice that citizens can share “as the basis of a 
reasoned, informed, and willing political agreement” because it is “indepen-
dent of the opposing and conflicting philosophical and religious doctrines” 
they may hold. Hence Rawls now described JF as dependent on “no specific 
metaphysical or epistemological doctrine,” and thus acceptable to people 
who hold differing “comprehensive” beliefs. 

A key difficulty in Rawls’s new approach, which he represents as a means 
to securing “toleration” and overcoming controversy about how “the values of 
liberty and equality are best expressed” in people’s “basic rights and liberties,” 
is that Rawls never explains why such a new moral foundation for constitu-
tional government is needed, when well-established liberal regimes such as 
the American one ordinarily manage such controversies peacefully. (Nor does 
the approach have any evident relevance to moderating the civil uprisings 
occurring in 2020 arising from the Black Lives Matter and Antifa movements, 
which hardly concern competing “philosophical and religious doctrines.”)

The explanation of the foregoing puzzle is that Rawls means by toleration 
something far different from what the term has traditionally been under-
stood to mean in America, that is, guarantees of the free exercise of religion, 
almost unlimited freedom of speech and of the press, and peaceful competi-
tion between rival political parties whose disagreements are limited by an 
underlying consensus on constitutionalism and the rule of law. Rather, for 
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Rawls, toleration properly understood entails the detachment of government 
and law from any conception of the good that is not shared by all citizens—to 
the point of limiting even the sorts of argument that citizens may advance to 
promote their political agendas, and their very motives for voting. For the 
sake of what Rawls represents as a “morally” based political consensus cen-
tered on the principle of toleration thus understood, citizens are allowed to 
pursue only “admissible ideas of the good,” that is, those that function within 
the “political conception of justice” that Rawls espouses, in conformity with 
the principle asserted in Theory of the “priority” of the right to the good. 
What makes such consensus possible, despite its lack of grounding in any 
doctrine of objective truth (such as the principle of natural rights), according 
to Rawls, is the achievement of an “overlapping consensus” among citizens’ 
diverse conceptions of the good. At a deeper level, all political debate must 
be guided by what Rawls calls the idea of “public reason,” which prohibits 
citizens from voting on the basis of “what they see as right and true” except 
to the extent they could demonstrate the harmony of their beliefs with what 
their fellow citizens, holding alternative philosophical, religious, and moral 
beliefs, would find acceptable.

Here, I turn to Jürgen Habermas (1927–). As Rawls is widely regarded as 
the most important and influential political theorist to have arisen in America 
over the past half century, Habermas, correspondingly, is undoubtedly the 
most influential German political theorist of the same period. Beginning as a 
disciple of the Marxist-oriented Frankfurt School, which espoused a “critical 
social theory” aimed at liberating humanity from the dominance of “instru-
mental” reason, Habermas took a more active role than Rawls in addressing 
the political events of his time—first supporting the German New Left of the 
sixties, but then repudiating its turn to nihilistic violence; participating in 
the controversy over the historical revisionism that had tried to minimize 
Germany’s responsibility for Nazism and the Holocaust; supporting the 1991 
Gulf War but opposing the Iraq War of 2003. In recent years he has been a 
stalwart advocate of European unification.

Alongside his substantive political concerns, Habermas’s approach to 
philosophy gradually evolved, surprisingly, in the direction of the Anglo-
phone “analytic” school exemplified by Rawls. Starting in the early 1980s 
Habermas endeavored to demonstrate how democratic discourse based on 
an “ideal” communicative situation—that is, one freed from any form of 
coercion (including that supposedly resulting from economic inequalities)—
could overcome the reduction of rationality to an instrument of domination, 
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lamented by the Frankfurt School, so as to realize the liberating potential 
of the Enlightenment. This development reached its culmination in Haber-
mas’s 1996 book Between Facts and Norms (originally published in German 
in 1992; hereafter BFN).

It is this move towards defining the proper norms of democratic com-
munication and hence of governance that brought Habermas’s thought into 
juxtaposition with that of the “late” Rawls expounded in PL. James Gordon 
Finlayson’s The Habermas-Rawls Debate focuses on an exchange between the 
two, which the author (who teaches at the University of Sussex) represents as 
one of the “landmarks in the history of philosophy” (1), beginning with a pair 
of articles published in the Journal of Philosophy in 1995 and continuing with a 
second, 1996 essay by Habermas embodying what he believed was an improved 
understanding of PL. (The author explains Habermas’s original lack of clarity 
regarding Rawls’s argument by remarking that “Rawls himself did not fully 
grasp” the implications of his position until he published a second edition of PL 
containing a new introduction outlining the book’s “leading ideas” [10].)

From the outset, Finlayson is concerned to defend the exchange against 
two opposing criticisms: first, that it was a failure on account of the “very dif-
ferent aims and limitations” of the participants’ theories; second, that there 
was no true issue between Habermas and Rawls, making the exchange “much 
ado about nothing.” Regarding the former criticism, Finlayson acknowledges 
that the two theories “were developed under different circumstances and 
responded to different sets of problems,” with “Rawls’s theory of distributive 
justice [expressed in the second principle enunciated in Theory] address[ing] 
the problem of how to divide the social surplus of the postwar boom,” while 
Habermas “was always more focused on the question of how to understand” 
and preserve “the moral and political basis of social integration in modern 
welfare-state capitalist society, particularly after the collapse of the Weimar 
Republic and the catastrophe of the Third Reich” (7). While remarking that 
at the time of the exchange, “neither had detailed first-hand knowledge of the 
other’s recent work,” Finlayson aspires to demonstrate that it was far from a 
failure, since it “broach[ed] deep and important issues” (4–5). But regarding 
the latter critique, Finlayson acknowledges that Rawls and Habermas were 
not only both “liberal democrats” but shared “deep philosophical commit-
ments,” making their exchange, in the latter’s words, “a familial dispute” (7). 
(This remark followed Habermas’s expression of “admiration” for Rawls’s 
“project” in PL, his “shar[ing] its intentions,” and his “regard[ing] its essential 
results as correct” [7, 145].) 
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The nine chapters of The Habermas-Rawls Debate (hereafter HRD) are 
divided into four parts. Part 1 addresses “the early debate” between the two 
thinkers through a summary of Rawls’s arguments in Theory, the criticisms 
that Habermas directed at Rawls’s enterprise on behalf of his own theory of 
“discourse ethics,” and the critiques leveled against both theories by commu-
nitarian and feminist critics. Part 2 offers “critical expositions” of BFN and PL. 
Part 3, the book’s “heart,” analyzes the Journal of Philosophy exchange along 
with Habermas’s follow-up in his 1996 book The Inclusion of the Other. Part 4, 
on the dispute’s “legacy,” focuses on the two thinkers’ “debate about the role 
of religion in the political public sphere” along with “the idea of public reason” 
developed in PL and in Rawls’s subsequent (1997) article “The Idea of Public 
Reason Revisited.” The four parts are followed by a brief conclusion expressing 
admiration for both thinkers as moral as well as philosophical exemplars.

In his opening summary of both men’s theories Finlayson represents 
Rawls’s original account of JF and Habermas’s “discourse ethics” as “nonri-
val,” in that Habermas’s doctrine is intended to be “general in scope,” while 
Rawls proposes his account of justice only for adoption in an “established 
liberal-democratic society” (50). (In fact, this is not how Rawls depicts his 
doctrine in Theory, where he claims it reflects the considered judgments of an 
unspecified “we”; only in PL, as I have noted, does he explicitly retreat from 
portraying it as an objectively [transculturally] valid account.) 

Despite the foregoing distinction, Finlayson indicates what would seem a 
remarkable connection between the two theories: their joint assertion of what 
Rawls calls the priority of the right over the good, or in Habermas’s account, of 
“morality” (understood as justice) over “ethics” (which “concerns what is good 
for the individual or for the group”) (46–47, 129). That Rawls, as Finlayson 
will later observe, alters his presentation of that priority in PL by claiming 
that the right as he defines it “comprises ideas of the good” hardly answers the 
question of why anyone should choose to elevate conformity to either thinker’s 
version of justice to the pursuit of his own good. (Contrast Aristotle’s observa-
tion at the outset of his Nicomachean Ethics that all human beings naturally 
seek what they regard as good.) In fact, it is noteworthy that, as Charles Taylor 
(cited by Finlayson, 64) observes, Habermas’s ostensibly “Kantian” approach 
leaves him unable to respond “to someone who asks us why he should be 
moral.” (While Rawls, in Theory, similarly alludes to a possible “Kantian inter-
pretation” of his position, he thinks he can uphold such a doctrine without any 
of the metaphysical grounding that Kant supplied for it, and indeed, as noted 
above, later describes his theory explicitly as “political not metaphysical.” He 
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simply denies that the moral skeptic who asks why he should be just can be, or 
needs to be, answered by reason, dismissing those who find that following his 
principles is detrimental to their welfare by remarking, “their nature is their 
misfortune.”1) Habermas likewise describes it as a mistake (as Finlayson puts 
it) “to attempt to give a substantial reason or justification” for acting justly, 
describing it as “just a fact that mature moral agents…tend to act for the sake 
of morality,” and attributes any failures to do so to a deficient “socialization 
and moral education” (64). He even asserts that moral demands must take pri-
ority over “the good of friendship or the love of family.” Finlayson maintains 
that Habermas’s “‘razor-sharp’ distinction between issues of justice and the 
good life, and his insistence on the priority of the [former] over the [latter]2…
simply reconstructs” what human beings typically believe, as a consequence of 
“modernization” (which has liberated us from the need for religious or meta-
physical grounds for acting morally) (64–65, 73). But—barring extreme cases 
(being obliged to report a friend or relative for serious criminal acts)—does 
any normal human being think or behave this way? (Consider Plato’s Euthy-
phro.) Would even Habermas, in his own life, do so? 

This is just the objection that critics such as Seyla Benhabib, as Finlayson 
reports, level against Habermas’s (along with Rawls’s) theory: it neglects such 
phenomena as “care” and concern for the good, along with “judgments of the 
concrete particularities of moral agents and their situations,” which “belong 
to morality in the broad sense” (73). Yet such criticisms, according to Finlay-
son, meet “with only limited success,” issuing in “stalemate.” He suggests that 
the disagreement between Benhabib (along with other feminists and com-
munitarians) and Habermas is largely a “terminological” one, with Benhabib 
and Habermas “differ[ing] about what morality is,” since “for Habermas, 
moral discourse is confined to the task of justifying norms of justice and as 
such enjoys priority over any ethical considerations of care or the good” (73). 
But the difference is surely more than terminological. Why should “moral-
ity” be defined so narrowly, let alone severed from “ethical” considerations? 
Like Rawls, Habermas appears to rely on a decayed Kantianism that severs 
his doctrine not merely from logic, but from the realities of human life. But 
Finlayson seems unconcerned.

Finlayson concludes part 1 by suggesting that Habermas’s and Rawls’s 
doctrines became subject to parallel misunderstandings by their followers 

1  Rawls, A Theory of Justice, rev. ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 504.
2  I have corrected a typo in Finlayson’s text (73), which gets “former” and “latter” backwards.
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(for which the authors themselves bore some responsibility). “By the early 
1990s,” in the “second phase” of the development of his theory, according to 
Finlayson, Habermas made clear “that discourse ethics is a moral theory—not 
a normative ethical theory in the standard sense, but rather a social theory 
of morality,” even though his followers “construe[d] it as a nascent politi-
cal theory, or theory of democratic legitimacy.” (Just in the nick of time, by 
Finlayson’s account, Habermas did come up with a separate “theory of dem-
ocratic legitimacy” in the same period, i.e., “the early 1990s.”) Habermas’s 
“ambivalence” on this issue parallels what Finlayson describes as “a similar 
ambiguity” on Rawls’s part in Theory, which Rawls subsequently “admits…
was unclear about whether justice as fairness was intended as a theory of 
institutional design or as a ‘moral doctrine of justice general in scope,’” a 
claim he subsequently denied in PL. Finlayson contends that “the moral read-
ing” of Theory along with “the political reading of discourse ethics pushed 
each theory…toward what looked like a shared center ground in which they 
could be understood as rival theories…for identifying and justifying impar-
tial principles of justice,” a view he regards as “misconceived” (74–76). 

In part 2 Finlayson addresses what he calls “Habermas’s and Rawls’s 
mature political theories,” as set forth respectively in BFN and PL. In BFN, 
Finlayson notes, Habermas “justif[ies]” his “discourse theory of law” by con-
trasting it with Rawls’s theory, which he depicts as a “modern natural law 
theory” because it “focuses mainly…on ‘the legitimacy of law’” rather than 
on “ ‘the legal form as such and…the institutional dimensions of law backed 
by sanctions.’ ” (As Finlayson notes, even though Habermas targets Rawls’s 
1989 essay “The Domain of the Political and Overlapping Consensus,” many 
of his criticisms “seem better calibrated” to Theory. Recall that PL had not yet 
been published when BFN appeared.) In contrast to Rawls, Habermas “situ-
ates” his own political theory as a form of “rational natural law,” supposedly 
following the tradition of Kant and Hegel, who unlike Rawls “distinguish 
clearly between morality and law.” Because Rawls, in Habermas’s telling, 
neglects to make that distinction sharply enough, he “fails to interrogate 
adequately the social and institutional basis of the constitutional state” (80). 
Since Rawls “approaches the legal system” from the perspective only of an 
outside “observer,” he “fails to grasp the ‘normative self-understanding’ of 
law.” By contrast, Habermas claims to offer “both a reconstruction of the 
attitudes and beliefs of citizens toward the law…and an empirical, sociologi-
cal account of the legal system,” thus enabling him to “explain the ‘de facto 
acceptance’ of laws by those subject to them” (81). In fact, Habermas had ear-
lier criticized the “ ‘weakness of Rawls’s attempt to bridge the chasm between 
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ideal theoretical demands and social facts,’ ” whereas Habermas disclaims 
having had “any ambition of sketching a normative political theory,” denying 
that it is the role of a “theorist to determine the normative content of moral 
norms, principles of justice, or legitimate laws” (82). Instead, “philosophy” 
offers “an ‘objective and impartial’ standpoint from which society can be 
criticized, which it ‘finds in society itself,’” namely, what Habermas terms 
“the moral point of view” (84).

As Finlayson explains, in Habermas’s “broadly Kantian view of moral-
ity,” moral actions “cannot be coerced,” although “laws can compensate” 
for people’s “moral frailty” or lack of knowledge of what is right by employ-
ing coercion. What Finlayson calls “the centerpiece of Habermas’s political 
theory” is “the principle of democracy,” according to which legitimate stat-
utes must “meet with the assent” of “all citizens” in a “legally constituted” 
“discursive process of legislation.” This means that even though in modern 
“mass societies, what actually makes laws authoritative…is merely that they 
received majority support in an essentially bureaucratic decision procedure,” 
such legitimacy presupposes the “normative richness” of the procedure (89–
90). Notably, however, Habermas (in Finlay’s recounting) makes no mention 
of such institutions as the separation of powers, checks and balances, limited 
government, and an independent judiciary as means of legitimizing demo-
cratic decisions. Instead, Habermas claims that what is needed to overcome 
the tension between individual liberty and democracy is his “discourse the-
ory of law” (101). Those accustomed to a system of constitutional government 
such as the American one, including the features I have just listed, may well 
doubt the desirability of trading it in for governance based on an abstract 
theory such as Habermas’s. 

In chapter 4 Finlayson juxtaposes Habermas’s theory with the one Rawls 
presents in PL, laying stress on the latter’s new account of JF as a “political not 
metaphysical” concept that, since it is (by definition) “reasonable” (resting on 
an “overlapping consensus” among various comprehensive doctrines), “can-
not be reasonably rejected.” Precisely because JF is “a political conception,” 
it is therefore, in Rawls’s view, a “moral” one (125): everyone has a moral 
obligation to subscribe to it, for the sake of civil peace and what Rawls terms 
“toleration.” (As I have noted, Rawls’s definition of toleration actually aims 
at excluding religiously based arguments, or those grounded in independent 
judgments of human excellence, from the public sphere, and is in this respect 
fundamentally intolerant).
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As previously stated, Rawls in Theory shared Habermas’s quasi-Kantian 
doctrine of the “priority” of the right to the good. However, Finlayson main-
tains that in PL, that phrase “was so much altered” as to render it “misleading.” 
What has changed is that in PL it entails “a priority of the ‘very great’ [as 
Rawls calls them] political values and ideas” over nonpolitical ones, so that 
“the right, which is prior, in part comprises ideas of the good,” albeit only 
those ideas “that are also ‘political ideas’ insofar as they ‘belong to a reason-
able political conception of justice for a constitutional regime’” (129–30). As 
Finlayson notes, Rawls admits that his “political conception, though neutral 
in aim, insofar as it does not aim to promote any particular comprehensive 
doctrines, is not neutral in effect or influence and so will inevitably over time 
shape reasonable comprehensive doctrines in its own image,” so that “the 
right—in the form of [Rawls’s conception of] a just constitutional democratic 
regime—will inevitably end up gradually influencing and reconfiguring the 
good” (130). But by what authority is Rawls entitled to “reconfigure” people’s 
ideas of their own good?3 Is the supposed alteration of the relation of the right 
to the good in PL any more than an exercise in rhetorical sleight of hand, 
whereby, having given up the attempt to directly persuade people that follow-
ing his principles of justice should take priority over their good, Rawls now 
reassures them that following his doctrine—echoing a claim he had made in 
part 3 of Theory—will not really require any sacrifice on their part, since even 
if they do not initially find it beneficial, in the long run they can be induced, 
given a proper “moral” education, to redefine what is good for them? 

Finlayson sees nothing problematic in all this. Instead, he devotes the 
concluding pages of chapter 4 to a review of Habermas’s criticisms of Rawls’s 
theory in BFN. Responding to Habermas’s charge that Rawls’s theory is 
“unrealistic” since it “focused too little on the institutions that produce legiti-
mate law and too much” on the law’s “normative components,” Finlayson 
explains that “what is at issue…are two discrepant senses of ‘political’ and 
two conceptions of the relation between the moral and the political,” in that 
for Habermas, the political domain “is coextensive with all domains of social 
life regulated by government legislation,” whereas “for Rawls, political values 
are a relatively fixed…subset of general moral values” (137). Here again, we 

3  Nowhere in Rawls’s writings does he undertake a substantive inquiry into the nature of the human 
good, his only venture in that direction being a purely abstract account in part 3 of Theory, which 
promises a fully satisfying, completely socialized life in a society based on his principles, conditioned 
on accepting his relativistic, hedonistic definition of the good, according to which, for someone 
“whose only pleasure is to count blades of grass…the good for this man is indeed counting blades of 
grass” (Theory, 379). For a critique of this aspect of Theory, see chaps. 7–9 of my book Illiberal Justice: 
John Rawls vs. the American Political Tradition (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2007).
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seem lost in wordplay. More significant, perhaps, is Finlayson’s response to 
“the descriptivist criticism” of Rawls’s theory, according to which its “norma-
tive conclusions are unsupported…because they are merely descriptions of 
what Western liberal democratic societies are like,” a criticism that Finlayson 
is confident Habermas “does not endorse,” recognizing that PL “makes nor-
mative claims about what a just society should be like,” and that “virtually 
all liberal democratic states fall miserably short of Rawls’s principles” (140).

In the remark last quoted, which anticipates a judgment he will propound 
in the concluding pages of HRD, Finlayson interrupts his verbal nitpicking to 
allow his political partisanship—and that of the theories he is analyzing—to 
emerge into the open. The “principles of justice” Rawls expounds in Theory 
and seeks to uphold in PL, ranging from extreme moral libertarianism to 
the “difference principle” to his encouragement, in chapter 6 of Theory, of 
widespread “civil disobedience,” are indeed not mere descriptions of what 
any “Western liberal democracy,” or any other regime that has ever existed, 
is like. Rather, as I have demonstrated in my book Illiberal Justice, they are 
attempts to construct “philosophical” support for the sorts of beliefs espoused 
by today’s progressives—and a program for setting aside all moral and pru-
dential objections to those beliefs by branding them “immoral.” To denounce 
today’s liberal democracies as “fall[ing] miserably short” of those principles is 
to give Rawls’s abstract, philosophically and prudentially unsupported theory 
an elevated status it does not merit. Who indeed, before Rawls, ever thought 
of representing an account of justice as “philosophical” precisely because it 
makes no claim to truth, but only promises to promote “consensus” based 
on the mandate that all citizens, whatever their own views of the good, must 
agree to its author’s morally libertarian and redistributionist program? 

In chapter 5, finally addressing the 1995 essay containing Habermas’s 
critique of Rawls’s theory, “Reconciliation through the Use of Public Reason,” 
Finlayson notes that while the critique is ostensibly directed at PL, its initial 
target is Rawls’s derivation of the principles of justice from the OP in Theory, 
which Habermas compares unfavorably with his own test of valid principles, 
universalizability (“U”). Here Habermas offers a plausible (if unoriginal) 
critique of the OP procedure, in that its imagined participants, deprived 
of knowledge of their notions of the good, other than that they prefer to 
maximize their “primary goods” (such as wealth and liberty), can hardly be 
regarded as proper representatives of the real human beings on whose behalf 
they are supposedly choosing principles of justice. Finlayson responds on 
Rawls’s behalf by pointing to “a similar ‘gap’ in Habermas’s discourse ethics,” 
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in which a relatively small number of “moral agents” must agree on a moral 
norm on behalf of all persons who will be affected by it (148). (Note, however, 
that unlike Rawls, Habermas imposes no “veil of ignorance” on the agents’ 
discourse, designed to guarantee that they will choose his favored principles. 
Nor, contrary to Finlayson, does Rawls close the gap in his theory by stipulat-
ing in PL that the participants in the OP must be “not only rational but also 
‘reasonable’” in the sense that they are guided by “a sense of justice” [149]: the 
new qualification undermines the entire claim in Theory that Rawls’s prin-
ciples derive from a calculation of each person’s interests.) 

In fact, Finlayson has no response to Habermas’s observation that the 
impartiality of a principle of justice is better ascertained by whether real 
human beings, assessing it with reference to their “interests and values,” 
would agree on it than by its acceptability to imaginary parties operating 
under a veil of ignorance. Instead, Finlayson lets Rawls off the hook by 
observing that the OP “plays a comparatively minor role” in PL (just as he 
denies the centrality of U in BFN). And he insists that the failure to appreci-
ate this fact has diverted attention “from the very weighty real issues between 
Rawls’s and Habermas’s mature political theories” (155). But in reality, there 
is reason to sympathize with a critic who argues (as Finlayson puts it) that in 
PL Rawls so “detaches his conception of ‘the political’ from political sociol-
ogy and historical actuality” that it “bears hardly any relation to politics or 
the political domain as normally understood” (169). 

The central substantive criticism of Rawls’s political theory that Finlay-
son attributes to Habermas is that it wrongly “prioritizes liberal rights over 
popular sovereignty,” in contrast with the thesis in BFN of “co-originality,” 
meaning that private and public “autonomy” should be given “equal weight.” 
How one could quantify those forms of autonomy in order to guarantee their 
equality, Finlayson does not explain. Nor does he give any evidence of con-
sidering the reasons why the American founders, or the architects of other 
modern representative, constitutional democracies, did choose to prioritize 
individual rights over anything resembling direct, popular self-government. 
Certainly, Habermas is right (as Finlayson puts it) to contend “that it is a 
mistake to entrust the philosopher with settling issues of moral and political 
substance” to the extent that Rawls does (e.g., as I have noted, by mandat-
ing moral libertarianism, strict government neutrality between religion and 
atheism, economic redistribution, and tolerance of civil disobedience), rather 
than leaving such issues to be decided by the democratic political process 
(170). In the end, however, the most striking aspect of Habermas’s and Rawls’s 
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theories, as Finlayson summarizes it in chapter 5, is their shared agreement 
on what Rawls calls “the strategy of avoidance” regarding the truth of their 
doctrines: Rawls “‘neither asserts nor denies’ the claim to the moral truth” of 
his “political conception” of justice (a sort of philosophical nolo contendere 
plea), while according to Habermas’s “discourse ethics, a validity claim to 
rightness is not a claim to truth but only analogous” to it (168–69). While 
such rhetorical legerdemain is reminiscent of the verbal antics that Montaigne 
mockingly attributes to the ancient Pyrrhonian Skeptics,4 it constitutes the 
polar opposite of the enterprise of political philosophy as practiced by think-
ers from Plato to Nietzsche.

Despite Habermas’s efforts to avoid claiming that his theory is true, 
Rawls maintains in his 1995 reply (so Finlayson reports in chapter 6) that it 
falls into just that trap: it allegedly “ ‘presents an account of what there is’ ” 
(176). Rushing to Habermas’s defense, Finlayson explains that he is really “a 
success theorist,” rather than one whose theory “presuppose[s] the validity 
of any particular substantive…conceptions of the good life.” Nonetheless, 
Habermas’s theory, up to BFN, “presupposes the truth of a secular world view 
by advancing a general theory about the obsolescence of religious and meta-
physical narratives” (a claim that Habermas will later retract), whereas Rawls 
purportedly puts “secular world views…on a par with religious doctrines” 
(i.e., by avoiding truth-claims for either one) (177). As Finlayson puts it (citing 
one of his favorite bêtes noires), “Habermas’s theory of democratic legitimacy 
takes many theoretical hostages to fortune,” which needlessly “embroils” it in 
“controversies.” A prime example of the sort of danger this poses is “a Catholic 
doctrine of the sanctity of human life” (178). Far better to duck the question! 

Again, Rawls apparently wins the day: whereas Habermas holds that 
morality “ ‘crosses the boundaries between public and private’ ” and “flows 
into the political and legislative process through the channels of representa-
tive democracy,” to be “given legal form by the human rights enshrined…in 
democratic constitutions,” Rawls “conceives these constraints” as simply part 
of the “overlap of reasonable doctrines” within the political “domain” (183). 
But still, in Habermas’s view, “Rawls’s political liberalism makes all kinds 
of controversial philosophical assumptions,” such as the “method of avoid-
ance” itself, “inevitably” threatening to draw him “into long running and 
still unresolved debates” (187). And besides, far from allowing for active citi-
zen participation in formulating the rules by which they are to be governed, 

4  The Complete Essays of Montaigne, trans. Donald Frame (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1958), II.12.372–74; II.29.533.
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Rawls’s method of reasoning from the original position imposes those rules 
“independently of democratic deliberation.” In response, Finlayson recom-
mends that Rawls simply “bite the bullet” by admitting this fact but denying 
(in the words of a devoted Rawlsian) that having to “rely on principles advo-
cated by some known philosopher or statesman should…undermine anyone’s 
political autonomy” (188; imagine if the authors of the American Constitu-
tion had adopted this procedure to get it ratified). But above all, he reminds 
us (citing Rawls), JF “explicates democratic values that allow citizens…to 
‘face one another openly’ as members of a ‘true community’” (190). 

Neither Rawls nor Finlayson explains why or how JF would better enable 
citizens of a constitutional, liberal democracy to do this than they already 
do. But in this context, Rawls is most concerned to refute Habermas’s accu-
sation that JF secures individual rights in a way that restricts “the people’s 
constituent will” (as, we might note, the US Constitution does)—even though 
Rawls admits that the role of political liberty in his theory is “perhaps largely 
instrumental in preserving the other liberties” (193 [Rawls’s italics; Finlayson 
makes much of Habermas’s having overlooked that “perhaps”]). 

Finlayson’s seventh chapter examines Habermas’s 1996 reply to Rawls’s 
previous response to him, under the title “‘Reasonable’ versus ‘True,’ or the 
Morality of Worldviews.” Among his other objections, Habermas again ques-
tions Rawls’s “method of avoidance,” observing that “political theory cannot 
avoid making theoretical assumptions that some reasonable people will 
doubt.” For instance, in PL Rawls “offers a moral psychology that he claims, 
rather puzzlingly, to be ‘philosophical not psychological’” (sic), meaning that 
it is “based not on ‘the science of human nature’ but on ‘a certain political 
conception of the person and an ideal of citizenship’”—that is, an account 
of how Rawls would like people to be—even though Rawls wishes to demon-
strate the “stability” of his account of justice by showing how it harmonizes 
with people’s actual psychology (203). Although Habermas himself cannot, 
after all, evade asserting the “metaphysical” claim that his own theory is true, 
he thinks that, in comparison with Rawls’s, it is “ontologically parsimonious” 
and refrains from “making substantial normative or critical judgments on the 
basis of moral norms,” “‘clarifying the moral point of view’ and the criteria 
for democratic legitimacy’ in a way that ‘does not anticipate their content,’” in 
another scholar’s account. But in consequence, Finlayson argues that the fact 
that “Rawls’s political conception of justice is a normative moral conception” 
better enables it to criticize existing societies and “actual political traditions” 
than Habermas’s supposedly more critical, but formal one (205). Once again 
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denying that Rawls’s principles “merely describe the basic structure of U.S. 
liberal democracy,” Finlayson observes that “no actually existing liberal or 
social democracy comes close” to actualizing JF (206).

In chapter 8 Finlayson focuses on the respective responses by Rawls (in 
his 1997 essay “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited”) and Habermas (in his 
2005 paper “Religion in the Public Sphere”) to the charge made by theorists 
starting in the late 1980s that Rawls’s account of the “duty of civility” in PL 
unfairly “burden[ed]” religious citizens by excluding faith-based arguments 
from the public sphere. In the 1997 essay Rawls responded to this criticism 
by announcing a “proviso,” according to which religious citizens might offer 
“nonpublic” reasons for their political views so long as they were subsequently 
replaced by “proper political reasons,” that is, by reasons not depending on 
“comprehensive doctrines” (215–17). In further defense of Rawls’s doctrine 
against the aforementioned objection, Finlayson offers what he calls “knock-
down arguments,” such as the claim that Rawls’s political conception of justice 
“has the power to shape and bend reasonable comprehensive doctrines toward 
it,” so any tension between it and particular religious beliefs will eventually 
disappear or at least “be rare.” Hence “the duty of civility…does not impugn 
the identities of religious citizens in any reprehensible way.” Wherever a 
citizen experiences a conflict between the political conception and his “reli-
gious values,” he should either “make a good-faith attempt at public [secular] 
political justification” of his beliefs” or else “exercise self-restraint” (i.e., keep 
those beliefs to himself). For instance, anyone who regards homosexuality 
as religiously impermissible should just keep quiet to avoid “conflict.” Any 
religious citizens who regard this demand as unfair should certainly accept 
it once they meet another “knock-down counterargument” to the effect that 
the fact that they hold “nonpublic” beliefs is simply the result of “bad luck” 
stemming from their happening to live in a “mainly secular society” (220–22; 
compare Rawls’s aforementioned remark in Theory that for any people who 
find compliance with his doctrine detrimental to their welfare, “their nature 
is their misfortune”).

Instead of relying on such alleged knock-downs, Habermas, as Finlayson 
reports, seeks to offer religious citizens greater freedom than Rawls does by 
allowing them “to express and justify their convictions even when they can-
not find secular ‘translations’ for them”—although they are allowed to express 
them only in “the informal public sphere” rather than the formal political one 
(223). As Finlayson elaborates, “Habermas’s conception of democracy” com-
bines “a hard institutional core” with a “soft social periphery” or “civil society” 
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“in which ‘wild’ and ‘anarchic’ flows of communication” can circulate. Such 
communications “besiege the political system, without, however intending to 
conquer it,” but rather “ ‘program[ming]’ ” it in the common interest, gener-
ating laws with which most citizens will be inclined to comply “since they 
understand and accept the reasons for them.” (As an instance, we might con-
sider how resistance to liberalized abortion access might have been lessened 
had abortion rights emerged from the democratic political process rather 
than being read into the Constitution by the US Supreme Court.) Habermas’s 
“formal public sphere,” unlike Rawls’s “‘political conception’ of justice,” “is 
an institutional reality” (224). Still, while Habermas maintains that religious 
arguments should be allowed “to circulate in civil society in order to facilitate 
a variety of authentic ways of life,” such arguments must somehow be “struck 
from the official transcript” of any formal political proceeding (227).

Despite that last caveat, Habermas’s treatment of religion in his 2005 
paper reflects (as Finlayson observes) his late “qualms about the strictly 
secularist understanding of the political system” he had previously upheld, 
reflecting the “indispensable role” that religions play “in replenishing the 
fast-deleting values and meanings” of the secular “lifeworld,” even urging 
citizens to open their minds to the “ ‘possible truth contents’ ” of faith (229). 
While Finlayson observes the “tricky” task that Habermas now sets himself 
by “attenuat[ing]” his previous strict secularism while retaining his secularist 
understanding of the state itself, we cannot but note the contrast between 
Habermas’s substantive concern for fortifying the moral resources on which 
the survival of free government depends and Rawls’s steadfast adhesion to 
his abstract doctrine of consensus. Still, in Finlayson’s account, Habermas 
remains “worried” that his revised theory “violates the ideal” of state neutral-
ity among competing worldviews (235–36). 

In his concluding comparison of Habermas’s and Rawls’s treatment of 
the relation between religion and “public reason,” Finlayson, after identify-
ing “the major flaw in Rawls’s theory” as its “devolv[ing] so much onto the 
moral duty of individual citizens,” remarkably identifies as the resultant 
danger not that people may fail to act justly (since Rawls, unlike Habemas, 
makes no reference to institutions that compel just behavior), but rather 
that it would allow “theocracy and illiberality” to triumph “in the event that 
religion-based legislation results and is imposed on nonreligious citizens.” 
On the other hand, Habermas’s theory suffers from an equivalent flaw: the 
fact that it has nothing “directly to say to the Catholic believers who oppose 
physician-assisted suicide on religious grounds” (240, 242, 244). Amid 
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widespread familial decay in the Western world, weakness of will on the part 
of public officials, editors, and academic administrators faced with violent 
uprisings inspired by ideologies such as Antifa, and the precipitous decline of 
America’s educational system at all levels, Finlayson’s greatest fear is that we 
will be tyrannized by religious believers who regard practices such as single 
parenthood, abortion-on-demand, and assisted suicide as threats to human 
dignity and well-being.

Finlayson concludes his book with an outright affront to those who seek 
to maintain the cause of constitutional government. He not only laments 
that “our current political actuality is moving ever further away from the 
moral and political vision of democracy that Habermas and Rawls cham-
pioned” (which, by his account, no actual political society ever came close 
to actualizing—fortunately!), but applies “to our own time” the words of an 
exiled Czechoslovak poet who recalled that even under Communism there 
were “people who had not forgotten the fundamental house rules of human 
coexistence and who were heroes if only because they had not succumbed to 
semantic confusion”—comparing the “political elite” of Western democra-
cies to the tyrants who ruled Soviet satellites for four decades or more! 

Leo Strauss generated controversy nearly sixty years ago when he lik-
ened “behavioral” political scientists, who professed to set aside questions of 
value or morality in their quest to discover neutral “laws” governing human 
existence (but really smuggled their own partisan preferences through the 
back door, so as to immunize them against rational assessment), to Nero fid-
dling while Rome burned. Theorists such as Rawls, Finlayson, and to a lesser 
extent (in his later years) Habermas do far worse. In their abstract, dogmatic 
progressivism and morally obtuse denunciations of actual constitutional 
democracies, to say nothing of customary (and sometimes religion-based) 
morality, they weaken the foundations of self-government and individual 
liberty. At the same time, through the conception of political philosophy that 
they espouse—which endeavors to deter people from the quest for truth (lest 
it undermine “consensus”)—they themselves promote “semantic confusion” 
while exemplifying the sort of pedantry that Montaigne once lamented had 
made the name of philosophy an empty and fantastic one.5 Those who seek to 
restore genuine liberal education and informed citizenship in our time must 
overcome these considerable obstacles. 

5  Ibid., I.26.118.
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Harry Jaffa (1918–2015) was one of the foremost scholars of American politi-
cal thought over the past century, focusing especially on Abraham Lincoln, 
on whom he wrote two classic books, forty years apart: Crisis of the House 
Divided: An Interpretation of the Lincoln-Douglas Debates (1959) and A New 
Birth of Freedom: Abraham Lincoln and the Coming of the Civil War (1999). 
The interpretation that Jaffa offered of Lincoln’s thought, particularly in its 
relation to the American Founding, differed significantly between the two 
works—representing Lincoln, in Crisis, as having corrected a gap in the 
Founders’ essentially Lockean thought by adding an Aristotelian admixture 
that emphasized the primacy of duties over the Lockean rights proclaimed 
in the Declaration of Independence, while in New Birth maintaining that 
Lincoln’s teaching was already implicit in (how the Founders understood) 
Locke, whose doctrine they read as embodying rather than opposing the 
principles of classical and biblical thought.

Setting aside the differences between Jaffa’s two Lincoln books, both were 
major accomplishments: the first, demonstrating the depth of Lincoln’s thought 
and the principled yet prudent character of his statesmanship from his 1838 
Lyceum Address to his debates with Stephen Douglas; the second, articulating 
the principles that guided Lincoln’s speech and actions from the election of 1860 
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through his Message to Congress of July 4, 1861, highlighting the fundamental 
issues between the Union cause (upholding, as Lincoln emphasized, the doctrine 
of natural human equality expressed in the Declaration of Independence) and 
that of the Confederacy (as exemplified by the apostle of the “positive good” view 
of slavery, John Calhoun).1 Jaffa was a man of broad learning, as displayed also 
in his first book, Thomism and Aristotelianism, which brought out the crucial 
differences between Aristotle’s ethical teaching and the Thomistic modification 
of it; his valuable article on Aristotle  in the first two editions of the Strauss-
Cropsey History of Political Philosophy; his essay “The Shakespearean Universe”; 
and the capsule analysis of the doctrine of divine right of kings as portrayed in 
Shakespeare’s history plays that he presents as counterpoint to the distinctively 
American principle of popular sovereignty, linked with the rule of law, that he 
provides in New Birth. 

The great mystery of Jaffa’s career is the focus of his many polemical writ-
ings (aside from New Birth) from the early 1970s until the end of his life. 
During that period Jaffa conceived himself—a professed conservative who 
served as speechwriter in the 1964 Goldwater campaign—as a scourge of 
other members of the American conservative movement, accusing writers 
and jurists of various stripes, from the “paleocons” exemplified by Russell 
Kirk and Mel Bradford, who harbored a barely veiled nostalgia for the Old 
South; to the “neocons,” whose professed godfather was the journalist and 
essayist Irving Kristol; to conservatively inclined judges such as Robert Bork, 
William Rehnquist, and Antonin Scalia, whom he identified as legal positiv-
ists rather than adherents of the doctrine of natural rights expressed in the 
Declaration, betraying Lincoln’s, hence America’s, legacy. He also quarreled 
with those he labeled “East Coast Straussians,” former students (as Jaffa had 
been) of the great political philosopher Leo Strauss, charging them with a 
similar betrayal. Most remarkably, the targets of Jaffa’s denunciation came 
to comprise a number of his former friends and acknowledged benefactors, 
including Kristol, whose “benevolence” Jaffa credits for securing a com-
mercial book contract for Crisis, as well as arranging publication of his first 
Lincoln article (300); Allan Bloom, who included Jaffa’s brilliant essay on 
King Lear in his 1964 book Shakespeare’s Politics; Harvey Mansfield Jr., son 
of the man who provided Jaffa with his first tenure-track and then tenured 

1  While admiring both books, I doubt the editors’ unsubstantiated claim that Crisis “is justly 
regarded as the best book written by a student of Leo Strauss” (1), in view of the many profound works 
on political philosophy authored by dozens of Strauss’s pupils. I do, however, share with many the 
regret that Jaffa never produced what was to have been the concluding volume of his Lincoln trilogy, 
on the war years themselves. 
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teaching position, at a time when academic positions for Jews were rare; Martin 
Diamond, like Bloom and the junior Mansfield a pupil of Strauss’s, who in the 
1960s brought Jaffa to Claremont Men’s College (now Claremont McKenna) and 
Claremont Graduate School, which would remain Jaffa’s academic home for the 
remainder of his teaching career; and Walter Berns, a leading Straussian scholar 
of constitutional law.2 

This book’s ten chapters, all but two (including an extended exchange 
with Harvey Mansfield) previously published, date from 1986 on, reflect-
ing what the editors call the “turn” in Jaffa’s career that began that year and 
was bisected by the publication of New Birth. That turn is summarized in 
the opening, 2001 essay (the only one printed out of chronological order), 
“Aristotle and Locke in the American Founding,” in which (as the authors 
summarize it) Jaffa “described his reassessment of both America (and its 
place in the modern world) and of Leo Strauss” (1). 

Jaffa’s Discovery? Reconsidering Locke’s 
Relation to the Founding

The key discovery Jaffa reports having made is that despite Strauss’s dem-
onstration in Natural Right and History that Locke’s underlying, but largely 
hidden, teaching regarding human nature, morality, and religion amounted 
to a gussied-up (for public consumption) version of Hobbes’s notorious doc-
trine, and despite the manifest connection between Locke and the Founders 
(most obvious in Jefferson’s cribbing of crucial passages in the Declaration 
from Locke’s Second Treatise), it does not follow that the Founders read Locke 
as Strauss did. Rather, Jaffa cites such texts as Washington’s First Inaugural 
Address (asserting the “indissoluble union between virtue and happiness”) 
and Federalist, No. 43, where Madison refers to the “transcendent law of 
nature and of nature’s God, which declares that the safety and happiness of 
society are the objects at which all political institutions aim,” to demonstrate 
that in the Founders’ view, while “the pursuit of happiness” would be an 
individual concern in a (hypothetical) state of nature, within civil society it 
becomes “a social or political happiness.” In other words, Jaffa’s argument 
runs, even if at the deepest level Locke was a Hobbesian individualist, such 
that in his view private gain always comes first (hence requiring channel-
ing by well-designed institutions to translate it into the public good), the 

2  The relation between Jaffa’s and Berns’s work is ably analyzed by Steven Hayward, a Jaffa student 
who blurbed the present volume, in Patriotism Is Not Enough: Harry Jaffa, Walter Berns, and the Argu-
ments That Redefined American Conservatism (New York: Encounter Books, 2017).
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Founders as a whole, no less than Aristotle (or later, Lincoln), prioritized 
duties over rights, and the common good over selfish interest. Notably, Jaffa 
points out, whereas the opening lines of the Declaration portray government 
as a means to such individual rights as life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness, the peroration—in which the authors pledge their lives, fortunes, and 
“sacred honor” to the cause of independence—expresses the primacy of one’s 
country’s good, and one’s own honor, over self-interest.

This review is not the place for a detailed assessment of Jaffa’s thesis. 
It must be stressed, however, that competent scholars, including the junior 
Mansfield, have long recognized in Locke’s political teaching, most obviously 
in the concluding chapters of his Second Treatise, a powerful appeal to the 
sense of honor, as in the ringing answer to the question of who is to judge 
whether a ruler has violated the lawful limits of his power to the point of 
deserving to be overthrown: “The People Shall Judge!” In other words, despite 
his appeal (rooted in Machiavelli) to the passion of acquisitiveness to expand 
the economic “pie” for all, thus diverting human beings from violent conflict 
in the name of glory or salvation towards the peaceful pursuit of gain, Locke 
was not a mere materialist. And Jaffa acknowledges (9–10, 230) that Strauss 
himself, even while uncovering the Hobbesian nerve at the core of Locke’s 
teaching, never maintained that the Founders were Lockeans in that sense: 
Strauss begins Natural Right and History, the book in which he develops his 
controversial Locke interpretation most fully, by celebrating the “weight and 
elevation” of the Declaration’s statement of “self-evident truths,” the belief in 
which he, like Jaffa, represents as under assault from the forces of German-
born historical relativism. Nor does Jaffa provide any substantiation of his 
claim that “‘Eastern’ Straussians have almost without exception assumed that 
the Founding Fathers read Locke as Strauss read him [as a closet Hobbesian] 
in Natural Right and History” (262n32). In sum, Jaffa’s supposed great discov-
ery, at least to this point, does not look particularly novel.

Jaffa, however, further maintains in the first chapter of the present volume 
that the Lockean teaching, as adopted by the Founders, was simply a neces-
sary adaptation of classical thought to the transformation that Christianity 
had engendered in the political world by erecting a supranational, divine 
authority over civil governments and thereby causing centuries of persecu-
tion and religious strife. The core of Locke’s influence, on this understanding, 
lies in his Letters concerning Toleration and Reasonableness of Christianity 
(309). (Note, however, that it was Locke’s Two Treatises that were the most 
widely owned political book in colonial America.) Had Aristotle, in Jaffa’s 
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account, lived at the time of the Founding, he too would have supported the 
principle of freedom of conscience, and the concomitant denial to govern-
ment of any role in enforcing religious dogma.

Much more needs to be said about Jaffa’s application of Locke to America, 
inasmuch as it downplays certain aspects of Locke’s teaching—his liberation 
of the peaceful pursuit of economic gain from moral and political restraint, 
for the aforementioned reasons (Two Treatises of Government, II.v), along with 
his Machiavellian teaching regarding the need of a powerful chief executive 
(II.xiv), that have no clear parallel in Aristotle’s writings, but whose influence 
can clearly be seen in The Federalist. But far more troubling is the amount 
of space occupied in the present volume by extreme, distorting attacks that 
Jaffa makes on erstwhile friends. The first such attack occurs in chapter 3, a 
critique of Bloom’s 1987 bestseller The Closing of the American Mind titled 
“Humanizing Certitudes and Impoverishing Doubts.”

Jaffa vs. Bloom

At the outset, Jaffa indicates a concern he shares with Bloom (as with Strauss): 
the debilitating impact of dogmatic relativism. Disconcertingly, however, 
the first objection Jaffa raises to Bloom’s book is its failure to address what 
Jaffa calls “the most radical and sinister challenge…to all morality” to have 
emerged in America since the sixties (a decade to which Bloom devotes an 
entire chapter): “the so-called ‘gay rights movement’” (50). However one 
judges that movement—few people, whatever their judgment of the homosex-
ual “life style” or its broader influence on American mores over the past half 
century, would defend the sort of violent police attacks on homosexuals that 
culminated in the Stonewall riots of 1969—Jaffa, judging from his frequent 
references to homosexuality, which he prefers to call “sodomy,” exhibited a 
curious fixation on it (28, 124, 208, 219, 226, 228, 229, 259, 267). He even rep-
resents the AIDS epidemic as a sign of divine retribution on homosexuals, 
and seems anxious (in 1988) at the prospect that science will devise a means 
to alleviate God’s curse (contrast Locke, Two Treatises, ed. Laslett, I.v.47, lines 
8–25) (51). One wonders how Jaffa reacted to Bloom’s passing.3 

3  Jaffa explains the failure of other conservative spokesmen to join in his condemnation of homo-
sexuality, and his objection to the likelihood that a cure for AIDS will have to be “paid for by all of 
us, whether we approve or disapprove,” by the fact that “the conservative ranks are shot through with 
homosexuals,” who have “frightened into silence” the “rank and file conservatives” who lack their 
“sympathy” (226).
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Regardless of Jaffa’s reason for placing this discussion at the forefront of 
his critique of Bloom’s argument, it occasions Jaffa’s reference to the phrases 
that give this essay its title: Bloom’s contention that Americans’ greatest need 
is to learn to replace the “impoverishing certitudes” of moral and cultural 
relativism, almost universally embraced by entering college students, with 
“humanizing doubts” that would generate serious inquiry into the grounds 
of their beliefs—an undertaking that would best be advanced by renewed, 
serious study of the greatest texts of the Western philosophical and literary 
tradition.4 By contrast, Jaffa maintains—claiming as his authority Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics—that Americans need to be inculcated with “true argu-
ments” that provide “enriching certitudes,” “not merely Bloom’s ‘humanizing 
doubts.’” He laments Bloom’s failure in Closing to make the Aristotelian case 
that morality is the necessary means to genuine happiness (51–52). Instead, 
he accuses Bloom of offering a “prurient” denunciation of immorality (49; 
along with most readers, I must have missed that part).

All of this amounts to scolding Bloom for not producing a book with a 
different theme and purpose from the one he wrote. Bloom never represents 
Closing as a moral handbook. While he and Jaffa agree in rejecting relativism, 
that rejection is largely based on different concerns. Although Bloom does 
discuss and lament the debilitating effect that the spread of moral relativism 
has had in America since the sixties, the express aim of his book is to criticize 
the intellectual laziness that dogmatic relativism embodies—not to engen-
der a moral revival. For Jaffa, by contrast, the ultimate purpose of studying 
political philosophy is to inculcate morality. Lacking space to pursue this 
theme further, I must observe that most of the remainder of Jaffa’s critique 
of Closing follows from this difference in intention. And I can illustrate the 
extreme character, and the weakness, of his critique by citing his claim that 
“Bloom has completely misread not only the American Founding but all of 
political life” by attributing the different courses taken by the American and 
French Revolutions largely to the fact that the former was guided by Locke’s 
influence, the latter by that of Rousseau. Jaffa surely knew there was a great 
deal of historical evidence to support this claim; but to acknowledge it would 
weaken his “patriotic” endeavor to represent the Founding (and by extension, 
Lincoln’s enterprise) as simply the product of phronesis, the practical wisdom 
of educated statesmen (64–65).5 

4  Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind: How Higher Education Has Failed Democracy and 
Impoverished the Souls of Today’s Students (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987), 25, 229. 
5  Contrast Jaffa’s citation of John Maynard Keynes’s oft-quoted remark regarding the long-term 
influence of “the ideas of economists and political philosophers” on the actions of “practical men, who 
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Jaffa vs. Diamond

Although Jaffa devotes far fewer pages to it than to Bloom’s book, the most 
crucial (for reasons to be mentioned later) of his attacks on ex-friends is his 
critique of Diamond’s 1975 bicentennial lecture on the American Revolu-
tion titled “The Revolution of Sober Expectations,” part of a series sponsored 
by the American Enterprise Institute of which the first two lectures were 
initially published in (Jaffa takes care to tell us) “a fantastically expensive 
edition” (303). Jaffa’s critique of Diamond’s remarks—in contrast to what 
he calls the latter’s “brilliant early work on The Federalist”—focuses on his 
alleged claim that the Declaration of Independence “gave ‘no guidance’ either 
to the framing or interpretation…of the Constitution.” Jaffa represents this 
remark as a “direct denial of the Republican party platform of 1860…which 
had quoted the text of the Declaration and affirmed that its principles had 
been incorporated into the Constitution” (302). 

In fact, in his essay, Diamond is paraphrasing Madison, who in corre-
sponding with his friend Jefferson regarding the required reading list for the 
University of Virginia law school, remarks on the difficulty of finding books 
that will inculcate “the true doctrines of liberty” that are “exemplified” in 
the American political system, since even the works of Locke, prime source 
for the principles of the Declaration, “gave insufficient guidance regarding 
the nature of our republican institutions,” while the Declaration itself (still 
quoting Madison) “though rich in fundamental principles…falls under a 
like observation.” But far from disparaging the Declaration’s principles, Dia-
mond describes it, with the Constitution, as one of “the two springs of our 
existence,” their “never-to-be-severed relationship” constituting “the political 
core of our being,” adding that “only in the unity of the Declaration’s principle 

believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences,” such that “the world is ruled 
by little else” (147).
 I have consigned to this note an even more lamentable charge that Jaffa renders against Bloom and 
his then-colleague Walter Berns (a four-year combat veteran of World War II), that of cowardice. 
Reporting his unsuccessful exhortation to a spineless Claremont administration not to succumb to 
threats of violence emanating from the Black Student Union in 1969 (paralleling similar events at 
Cornell that same spring), Jaffa boasts, “unlike some of our famous friends, I did not run away to 
Canada!” (216). Neither Berns nor Bloom “ran away” from the threats of violence made against them 
(and Berns’s family) on account of their resistance. They resigned in protest of the Cornell administra-
tion’s shameful surrender, but finished out their contractual commitment before accepting jobs at the 
University of Toronto the following fall. Their resignations, made out of principle, were submitted 
when neither had yet received a job offer elsewhere, and thus risked considerably more sacrifice than 
Jaffa’s decision to stay in place. This charge of cowardice is, to my knowledge, the lowest that Jaffa 
ever sank. (That he makes it in response to Mansfield’s criticism of his subsequent failure to stand up 
against the academic Left rather than pick fights with fellow conservatives—and then cites his fearless 
campaign against homosexuality [218–19]—is no excuse.)
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and the Constitution’s institutions does the American Republic achieve its 
complete being,” a unity that Lincoln “never ceased” from endeavoring to 
“sustain or restore.”6 By emphasizing the inseparability of the Declaration 
and the Constitution, Diamond thus expresses the very same view that Jaffa 
accuses him of denying.

But there is more. Let us turn to Jaffa’s 1970 APSA essay “Political Obli-
gation and the American Political Tradition” (published in his 1975 book 
The Conditions of Freedom). There Jaffa observes that America’s status as 
a “popular regime” derives from the dependence of all its authority on the 
acknowledgment of the people’s natural, inalienable rights. It is the implied 
consent of all citizens to a system of government that secures those rights 
that constitutes the primary ground of their obligation to obey its dictates. By 
contrast, Jaffa observes, “the consent to government…through elections is a 
small and derivative part of the [more fundamental] consent” (since being on 
the losing side of a popular election under a constitutional government does 
not absolve one from the duty of law-abidingness). Jaffa elaborates that while 
the Declaration embodies “a certain presumption in favor of democracy…[it] 
also contemplates nondemocratic forms [such as, I add, a ‘balanced’ monar-
chy like the English one], to which consent may reasonably be given.”7 

Returning to Diamond’s citation of Madison’s exchange with Jefferson, 
Diamond quotes Madison’s recommendation of the Federalist Papers “as 
the most authentic exposition of the text of the federal Constitution,” and 
concludes that Jefferson and Madison “agree with Lincoln…in their under-
standing of the noble but limited work of the Declaration,” which reached 
its “completion” only in the Constitution.8 Directly echoing Jaffa’s argument,9 
Diamond adds that contrary to the customary misreading of the phrase 
“consent of the governed” in the Declaration “as meaning rule by majorities, 
that is, democratic government…the Declaration does not say that consent is 

6  “The Revolution of Sober Expectations,” in As Far as Republican Principles Will Permit: Essays by 
Martin Diamond, ed. William Schambra (Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1992), 
211–12.
7  Harry V. Jaffa, The Conditions of Freedom: Essays in Political Philosophy (Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Press), 114 (emphasis added). 
8  Diamond, “Revolution,” 212.
9  I do not mean that Diamond borrowed his argument from Jaffa, especially since Jaffa’s paper was 
not published until 1975, the same year Diamond presented his lecture. Of course, the kinship in their 
positions might have grown out of informal discussions prior to the break that occurred between 
them in 1970, mentioned below.
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the means by which government is to operate. Rather, it says that consent is 
necessary only to institute the government” in the first place.10 

In sum, Jaffa’s denunciation of Diamond as somehow unfaithful to the 
principles of the Declaration (and of Lincoln) is unjustified, since Diamond’s 
interpretation of the Declaration and its relation to the Constitution is identi-
cal to his own. Yet Jaffa, remarkably, depicts Diamond’s lecture as a betrayal 
of his previous “pathbreaking scholarship,” resulting from his having 
reinvented himself, following his 1970 departure from Claremont, to accom-
modate an Eastern “reactionary conservatism” that was “profoundly hostile 
to Lincoln and the Declaration of Independence” (302). (Actually, Diamond’s 
departure took him no farther east than Northern Illinois University, and 
one can search his collected essays in vain for any espousal of reactionary 
views—or even admiration for Goldwater.)

Jaffa vs. Kristol

Jaffa then gives an equally unsupported, graceless, careerist explanation of 
Irving Kristol’s having been chosen to present the inaugural lecture in the 
AEI bicentennial commemoration, claiming that Kristol’s selection was 
meant “to confirm and enhance his eminence as the spokesman of American 
Conservatism” (303). He criticizes the lecture essentially for similar reasons, 
and with similar distortions and rhetorical denunciations, as he did Dia-
mond’s—to the point of claiming that Kristol’s “mindless” interpretation of 
the American Revolution puts him in the same camp as Calhoun (303). 

Kristol’s stated aim in the lecture, titled “The American Revolution as a 
Successful Revolution,” was to restore the reputation of that revolution, and 
with it the principles of the Declaration and Constitution, against the dispar-
agement of “Progressive” historians and political theorists, who denied that it 
was a “true,” or world-historically significant, revolution by comparison with 
the French, Russian, Chinese, and Cuban ones. Employing Hannah Arendt’s 
distinction between “rebellion” and “revolution,” Kristol observes that using 
her terminology, the American Revolution was more properly a rebellion than 
a revolution—the latter, in her account, being “a meta-political event, emerg-
ing out of a radical dissatisfaction with the human condition as experienced by 
the mass of the people, demanding instant ‘liberation’ from this condition, an 
immediate transformation of all social and economic circumstance, a prompt 

10  Diamond, “Revolution,” 214 (Diamond’s emphasis).
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achievement of an altogether ‘better life’ in an altogether better world.”11 Given 
their utopian expectations, all such revolutions, Kristol observes, culminate 
in terror, and in the myth of “the revolution betrayed.” By contrast, a “revo-
lution” in its proper (Arendtian) sense, exemplified by the American one, is 
solely “a political phenomenon,” not aimed at the total, abrupt transformation 
of all social and economic arrangements, and requires the sort of “prudence” 
and “spirit of sobriety” manifested in the Declaration, a “calm, legalistic docu-
ment.” It cannot, in sum, “be governed by the spirit of the mob.”12 

Jaffa purposefully misrepresents Kristol’s lecture as an account of “what 
the [American] revolution ought to have been rather than anything it actually 
was,” supposedly reflecting his youthful Trotskyite “preconceptions” (303)—
when Kristol’s point is precisely the opposite. “The American Revolution was 
successful,” Kristol observes, “in that those who led it were able, in later years, 
to look back in tranqulity at what they had wrought and to say that it was good,” 
since “this was a revolution which, unlike all subsequent revolutions, did not 
devour its children.” He points out “how extraordinarily self-conscious and 
reflective a revolution it was,” being exceptional in its participants’ capacity 
to subordinate revolutionary passion “to serious and nuanced thinking about 
fundamental problems of political philosophy.” Not only were the Revolu-
tion’s leaders capable of such reflection; the American people of that era merit 
respect for their capacity—in contrast to those who nowadays let themselves 
be deceived by populistic flatterers (both Right and Left)—to listen to frank 
talk in the Federalist Papers about “the frailties of human nature and the need 
for a political system to take such frailties into account” in its design—as 
well as its dependence on specific republican virtues (238). In consequence, 
the Revolution (as completed by the Constitution) was in one sense too suc-
cessful, Kristol argues, making politics seem “unproblematic,” encouraging 
a decline in the study of political theory, including that of the Founders, that 
has left Americans “incompetent to explain this revolution to the world, and 
even to ourselves” (240). Does any of this sound Calhounian or Trotskyite?

Jaffa’s only response to Kristol’s argument (which he initially claimed 
cited “hardly a single fact” [305]) is to carp, as he did with Bloom’s, about 
what it does not discuss. First, Jaffa cites the political controversies that 

11  In fact “rebellion” rather than revolution was Locke’s preferred term for the sort of removal of a 
tyrannical government that the Americans undertook in 1776—although he identifies the tyrant, not 
the people themselves, as the true “rebel,” who restores the condition of bellum that would exist in a 
state of nature (Two Treatises, II.xix.226). 
12  Iriving Kristol, “The American Revolution as a Successful Revolution,” in Neo-Conservatism: 
Selected Essays 1949–1995 (New York: Free Press, 1995), 241–42.
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occurred in America in the decades following the Revolution’s end (the XYZ 
Affair, the Alien and Sedition Acts, the election of 1800) to show that the 
Revolution did not immediately issue in tranquility. Then, he observes that 
the principles of the Revolution did not achieve their full actualization until 
the end of the Civil War and its result, emancipation. Kristol would surely 
not have denied either of these points; but neither, it seems to me, belies his 
fundamental argument about the superiority of our revolution to its succes-
sors elsewhere; about the great achievement of the Founders; and about the 
dangers of taking their success for granted. But how much history could he 
be expected to cover in a single lecture devoted to the Revolution? And why 
would a true, professed conservative like Jaffa object to any of this?

Jaffa vs. Mansfield

The last victim of Jaffa’s verbal assaults to be considered here is the great Har-
vard political theorist, constitutionalist, and conservative Harvey Mansfield 
Jr. In the longest chapter of Rediscovery, “The Decline and Fall of the Ameri-
can Idea: Reflections on the Failure of American Conservatism,” after giving 
such early acolytes of the American conservative movement as Kirk and T. 
S. Eliot a deserved berating for their anti-Semitic bigotry, and adding to his 
tirade against Kristol, Jaffa identifies Mansfield (along with Diamond and 
Kristol) as “another defector from the ‘ancient faith’ of Abraham Lincoln,” 
and hence from what Lincoln called the “central idea” of human equal-
ity from which (in Jaffa’s words) “all the minor thoughts of the American 
Founding radiate” (195).

Although Jaffa acknowledges that his accusation of Mansfield as, in effect, 
an intellectual traitor to his country is “not a grateful task” (considering how 
the senior Mansfield had launched his career), the junior Mansfield’s cardinal 
sin was to call the Declaration’s claim that all human beings are created equal 
a “self-evident half truth.”13 Since, according to Jaffa, “‘a half-truth’ is not 
merely a falsehood, but a deceitful falsehood,” in using that term Mansfield 
was not only “demeaning…the Declaration and the Gettysburg Address,” but 
was thereby joining the “defender[s] of slavery,” led (once again) by John Cal-
houn (195)—although Calhoun, of course, denied that the claim, as applied 
to the human race as a whole, had any truth whatsoever. Later in the same 

13  Mansfield used the term in a review of the Library of America edition of The Debate on the Con-
stitution in the September 1993 issue of the New Criterion. Jaffa’s denunciation of the remark, and 
subsequent exchange with Mansfield, reproduced in this chapter, took place at a conference at Clare-
mont in 1996 (where Mansfield was an invited speaker).
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chapter, Jaffa goes further, claiming that Mansfield’s remark entails either 
“divid[ing] the human race into different ‘natures,’” as apologists for slavery 
would wish to do, or else denying “that there is a human nature”—both alter-
natives containing “the potential for unlimited evil” (231).

Jaffa’s scandalous charge was not merely ungrateful; it was false. Again, 
Jaffa blamed a fellow scholar for espousing the same views he himself main-
tained. Only a few pages after the accusation last quoted, Jaffa acknowledges 
that in asserting natural human equality, the Founders “did not assert or 
imply the obvious untruth that there were no differences at all within” the 
human species, “or that none of those differences were irrelevant in decid-
ing who should rule, or for what ends,” citing Jefferson’s 1813 letter to John 
Adams arguing for government by the “natural aristocracy.” He recog-
nizes that neither Jefferson nor Adams saw any contradiction between this 
proposition and the doctrine of natural human equality: while some human 
beings are best fitted by nature and education to rule, legitimate govern-
ment requires that they use their power only to secure the equal rights and 
common benefit of their fellow citizens (241–42, emphasis added).14 But Jaffa 
ignores Mansfield’s Tocquevillean concern (238–39) that contemporary 

14  See Locke’s Two Treatises, II.vi.54, for a similar acknowledgment that the principle of natural 
human equality in no way entails denying that human beings are unequal in various faculties and 
attributes—none of which however gives any of them the right to rule their fellows without their 
consent. In the end, Locke grounds the principle of equality of rights on what human beings are most 
likely to consent to (II.viii.103, lines 19–21; thanks to Peter Josephson for pointing out the significance 
of this passage), just as Hobbes does (see Leviathan, chap. 13, first two paragraphs, with the reason-
ing for the ninth law of nature in chap. 15). Both thinkers, in this respect, conform to Leo Strauss’s 
account of their endeavor to refound political communities on “low but solid” principles that would 
eliminate the occasion for conflict arising from religious disputation or the quest for glory. (Jaffa 
points out that the phrase “low but solid” originated with Churchill.) It is in this respect that one 
indeed finds support for Jaffa’s portrait of Locke’s principles as an adaptation of Aristotle to the new 
situation generated by Christianity (and its use to elevate the “elect” over the rest of us): note that 
Locke’s intended popular slogan of equal rights rests on a premise not fundamentally different from 
Aristotle’s (Politics VII.14), once one recognizes the politically irrelevant character of the latter’s 
account of “natural” slavery in book I, as noted by Jaffa (along with other scholars such as Strauss and 
Mary Nichols) in his essay on Aristotle in History of Political Philosophy, ed. Leo Strauss and Joseph 
Cropsey, 1st ed. (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963), 75–76, and in Conditions of Freedom, 20–21.
 The best explanation of what the authors of the Declaration meant by calling the doctrine of natural 
equality “self-evident[ly]” true (as Locke did not) was supplied by Michael Zuckert in an essay that 
Jaffa disparages by misinterpreting it: in composing that document, Zuckert points out, Jefferson was 
not stating what he individually believed to be self-evident (recognizing that its doctrines were in fact 
dependent on prior reasoning) but what “we,” that is, the (rebelling) American people—not being 
students of philosophy—“hold,” that is, take for granted. See Michael Zuckert, “Self-Evident Truth 
and the Declaration of Independence,” Review of Politics 49, no. 3 (Summer 1987): 319–39, with Jaffa’s 
dismissal, culminating in a typical (for him) insult, at 259. (Zuckert, I add, nonetheless had the mag-
nanimity to organize a symposium in the same journal on Jaffa’s work on the occasion of his ninetieth 
birthday.)
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academics “who should form the elites [who are best equipped by nature to 
serve their country] deny any rational ground for the claims of elites”—a 
problem even more apparent today, I note, as those occupying the highest 
positions in American government, business, journalism, and nonprofit 
institutions, as well as academia, fall over themselves to apologize for their 
“privilege.”15 Just as Jaffa maintained that Aristotle’s political teaching 
required adaptation in view of the new political situation generated by Chris-
tianity, one might expect him to sympathize with Mansfield’s contention that 
since the issue of slavery has long been settled in America, the time has come 
for political theorists to redirect their concern to the greatest domestic threat 
to liberty in our time—the tendency of the principle of equality to extend 
itself into areas of life never intended by its original liberal authors (eco-
nomic, social, intellectual). Yet Jaffa’s only response to Mansfield’s argument 
is to beg the question by charging him with “fail[ing] to understand” that 
“to degrade equality rightly understood” would necessarily entail “degrad-
ing that recognition of merit which is inequality rightly understood” (250).16 
The principle of equality “rightly understood” was just what Mansfield was 
advocating—but for which, he maintained, Jaffa failed to provide adequate 
support in light of the current threats to it.

Beyond his mistreatment of Mansfield,17 it must be said that Jaffa’s 
own behavior did not consistently conform to his stated principles. Notably, 

15  See, on the roots of this problem, Mansfield’s insightful essay “Liberal Democracy as a Mixed 
Regime,” in The Spirit of Liberalism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978).
16  One of Jaffa’s most distinguished students, Steven Hayward, observes that constitutionalists 
such as Berns and Mansfield, without rejecting the Declaration’s principles as conservatives such as 
Willmoore Kendall had done, judge that it “has severe limits as a practical guide to political life,” 
being particularly “susceptible to misinterpretation by radical egalitarians” who extend the equality 
principle to domains of life that its authors never had in mind. Hence, he observes, “Berns and Mans-
field worry, with good reason, that appeals to equality and natural rights [especially by activist judges] 
can do more to harm than help the cause of limited constitutional government” today (Patriotism Is 
Not Enough, 149). That decay in understanding of the original doctrine of natural rights was recently 
exhibited by the “ridicule” with which the July 2020 report issued by a US State Department com-
mission charged with highlighting the importance of unalienable rights in American foreign policy 
was greeted by the progressive media, which demanded that vaguely defined “economic and social 
rights” be put on the same plane (or higher?) as such old-fashioned rights as freedom of speech and 
equality before the law. (“The Left’s Rights Distortions,” Wall Street Journal editorial, July 20, 2020, 
A18). Jaffa does not address the problem identified by Hayward, Berns, and Mansfield by arguing that 
the leveling “equality feared by Tocqueville was grounded in Rousseau,” while the equality of rights 
“propounded by Jefferson and Lincoln was grounded in Locke” (217), since the issue is precisely the 
tendency of the principle of equality in its Lockean sense to erode, unless checked, into a more radical 
(Rousseauean) egalitarianism.
17  In this context I cannot overlook Jaffa’s lowering himself to attribute Mansfield’s failure to respond 
to some one hundred pages of follow-up letters to his indefensible “interests” (254)—perhaps con-
nected to Mansfield’s “neo-papal status in…eastern Straussianism” (216), thereby explaining Jaffa’s 
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although he twice takes Mel Bradford to task for his sympathies for the 
Lost Cause (172, 253), it was widely reported in 1981 that Jaffa tried to pull 
political strings to have Bradford, rather than the eventual appointee Wil-
liam Bennett, chosen to head the National Endowment for the Humanities. 
Apparently, Bradford’s Confederate sympathies mattered less to Jaffa than 
Bennett’s connections to the feared neocons. (His only criticism of Bennett 
in this book is the undocumented assertion that he remained a “relativis[t],” 
despite Jaffa’s having endeavored to “rub [his] nos[e]” in that fact [225–26].)

The Genesis and Legacy of Jaffa’s Crusade

In sum, Jaffa’s speech and conduct towards Bennett, Bloom, Kristol, Dia-
mond, and Mansfield, along with several prominent conservative judges, 
justify Mansfield’s charge (quoted from a dialogue with Jaffa at Claremont) 
that instead of effectively championing the conservative cause, Jaffa consis-
tently stood “behind the front lines,…point[ing] his weapon” and shooting 
it at his friends’ backs (195–96). Why Jaffa undertook this perverse crusade 
of over four decades cannot be fully explained, but Jaffa himself mentions 
the event that initiated it. For several years, as he reports, there was a close 
friendship between the Jaffa and Diamond families, culminating in Dia-
mond’s securing Jaffa an appointment at Claremont in 1964. (Jaffa mentions 
this appointment as the consequence of unspecified “happy events,” with-
out attributing any agency in it to Diamond.) “Unfortunately,” as he puts it, 
“the story of the two families does not have a happy ending,” since shortly 
after Time magazine featured Diamond in a cover story as one of America’s 
“ten greatest college teachers,” “the Diamond marriage ended in a blaze 
of ferocious hostility and violent recrimination that left no room for their 
bewildered friends who tried to remain loyal” (303–4).

I lack knowledge of the events that led to Diamond’s divorce. Nor, I 
suspect, was Diamond entirely without fault in the subsequent break with 
Jaffa—since an entirely innocent friend of mine, a Claremont graduate 
student at the time whose one vice was gossip, was denounced for years by 

failure to “get any east-coast invitations” (213)—just as he previously cited the high price of the AEI 
bicentennial book and questioned AEI’s motives in choosing Kristol as keynote speaker. Despite the 
great eminence and influence Jaffa achieved, such complaints reek of the sort of envy expressed by 
a much lesser figure, Paul Gottfried, in Leo Strauss and the Conservative Movement in America: A 
Critical Appraisal (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), which I have critically reviewed 
elsewhere. I consider it unlikely that Mansfield’s refusal to engage in further polemics with Jaffa 
stemmed from his “recognition of Jaffa’s superior dialectical skills,” as the editors suggest (145)—
rather than his having better things to do. 
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Diamond and his second wife as a Jaffa partisan, an extraordinary case of a 
renowned scholar somehow becoming fixated on the alleged disloyalty of a 
novice academic. All this pales, however, before the following fact: having 
reacted with moral outrage against Diamond for the breakup of his marriage, 
Jaffa proceeded, over subsequent decades, to pursue quarrels with a series of 
Diamond’s friends and associates (most of them his own former friends and 
benefactors, as I have noted)—Berns, Kristol, Bennett, Bloom, and Mansfield, 
whose only “sin” was to retain their friendship with Diamond. (Who the 
“bewildered friends who tried to remain loyal” were, or whom they remained 
loyal to, Jaffa leaves unspecified.) In each case Jaffa’s strategy was to dress 
up his personal quarrel with Diamond and his friends as a purely academic 
one—even when this entailed repeatedly taking them to task for things they 
had never said, or for things that he himself had said not long before. In time, 
apparently, the crusade took on a life of its own, extending to Jaffa’s endeavor 
to uncover “relativism” among some leading conservatives on the judiciary, 
who would normally have been expected to be Jaffa’s political allies.18

Although Jaffa asserts in his exchange with Mansfield that “some 
‘Straussians’ have become a sect, more concerned to cultivate and perpetuate 
their sectarianism, than to pursue the truth” (proceeding to demonstrate this 
claim by attributing to them such nonsensical beliefs as that “the American 
Founding…can be consummated only by the extinction of all influence of 
biblical religion—and religious morality” [254]), it is Jaffa himself who cre-
ated a sect of followers, as evidenced in this book by his accusing dissenters 
from his claims as Calhounians, “defectors,” or worse, while boasting how 
his students “carr[ied] the torch of the convictions they have drawn from my 
teaching…into the academy and into the affairs of our nation” (219). 

18  Although Jaffa rightly criticized extreme statements of legal positivism on the part of conservative 
justices such as Rehnquist (155–56) and even Scalia (272), who was certainly no moral relativist in 
his private life, such remarks are best understood as an overreaction against efforts by activist liberal 
judges since the Warren Court era to read their own “moral” preferences (such as for abortion rights) 
into the Constitution, without regard to what that document actually says—thus usurping the people’s 
constitutional right of self-government. By contrast, Jaffa’s own effort to identify the Jeffersonian 
natural-rights teaching with the principles of Thomistic natural law (273–74)—contrary to his 
emphasis on the distinction between Thomism and a political philosophy grounded strictly in reason 
in his first book—presupposes, unrealistically, that judges who think themselves thus empowered to 
read the Constitution in light of a true understanding of happiness (rather than the right to “pursue” 
it) will use that authority to promote Aristotle’s, rather than (say) Harry Blackmun’s, moral views. It 
was the use made by the Warren Court and its successors of the constitutional doctrine of substan-
tive due process to read all sorts of unenumerated “rights” (e.g., abortion, welfare, and in our time, 
gay marriage) into the Fourteenth Amendment that led Berns, as Hayward reports, to renounce his 
earlier support of that doctrine (Patriotism Is Not Enough, 152–54; Walter Berns, “The Illegitimacy of 
Appeals to Natural Law in Constitutional Interpretation,” in Democracy and the Constitution [Wash-
ington, DC: AEI Press, 2008], 17–28).
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Jaffa could justly take pride, as he did, in quoting a letter from Justice 
Clarence Thomas expressing gratitude for what he learned from two of Jaffa’s 
students when he headed the EEOC (219–20). But if anyone created an image 
of Straussians as sectarians, it was Jaffa—in part by groundlessly using reli-
gious terms like “heresy” to describe the manner in which other Straussians 
supposedly viewed his arguments (9). (Maybe that is why a job announcement 
from the political science department at a major college in southern Califor-
nia that I saw posted at my graduate alma mater, back when searches were 
conducted that way, carried with it the caveat “No Straussians Need Apply.”)

Harry Jaffa fortunately lived long enough to accomplish a number of 
admirable things: publishing his two Lincoln books, the Thomism book, the 
Shakespeare essays, and various essays on Lincoln; helping found the Cla-
remont Institute (and thereby the formidable Claremont Review of Books), 
major forces for good in American political and intellectual life; and inspir-
ing numerous students, through his combination of intellect and passion, to 
pursue significant careers in academia, law, and politics. He was a proud and 
devoutly loyal American and Jew. But while several essays in this volume 
that I lack space to discuss—a challenge to Francis Fukuyama’s “end of his-
tory” thesis; a prescient valedictory warning against the rise of intolerance 
and intimidation (today’s “cancel culture”) in the academy; a new analysis of 
Dred Scott; and an excellent account of “the American Founding as the best 
regime,” based on its “bonding of civil and religious liberty”—are notewor-
thy, with all respect to the editors, the book as a whole is unlikely to enhance 
Jaffa’s reputation. 
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Robert Bartlett’s translation of Aristotle’s Art of Rhetoric and his insightful 
commentary on the work are particularly timely for contemporary theory 
and practice. In a moment when both modern and postmodern theory ques-
tion the very connection between speech and truth, and tweeting executives, 
bitter partisan division, and vitriolic constitutional debates eclipse politi-
cal speech, discourse, and statesmanship, Bartlett’s work is a much-needed 
reminder that not all have reduced speech to a tool of force, and that there 
exist still some older, wiser understandings of the role of rhetoric in defend-
ing truth and justice. 

Bartlett frames the theoretical timeliness of his translation in the context 
of a debate begun by Thomas Hobbes during the Enlightenment. Hobbes 
attacked “the Schoolmen” on the grounds that their joint acceptance of the 
Incarnation and Aristotle was devastating to the pursuit of true science in 
the university. Hobbes’s attempt to eradicate the influence of the Scholastics 
on the university, the founding of which on materialistic grounds was to be 
no small part of his practical political founding, required an assault on the 
Aristotelian tradition in which it was rooted. 

To speak of Hobbes is to speak to Bartlett’s “chief purpose”: “to encourage 
serious study of the art of rhetoric, by way of a return to its origins in Aristo-
tle” (vii). It is our modern inheritance of Hobbes’s devastatingly enlightened 
criticisms of Aristotle that have left us theoretical orphans deprived of our 
origins, buffeted between the twin winds of Hobbes’s new “moral science” 
that deprecates all “eloquence” ungoverned by materialistic expertise (“public 
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reason”), and a postmodern reassertion of rhetoric that rejects the notion that 
reason and rhetoric alike have “access to the truth.” The new, postmodern 
interest in rhetoric, embodied for Bartlett in Stanley Fish, “is just the flip side 
of the demise of reason in some quarters in the academy” (x).

The consolation Bartlett brings for those of us who find ourselves lost in 
this storm is that the questions raised by our vexing modern situation are not 
as altogether new as they might appear. In fact, the “alliance between rhetoric 
and extreme relativism,” shared by Hobbes and Fish, “had an analogue in 
antiquity,” in the sophists to whom Aristotle’s work responds (xi). In this way, 
Bartlett situates his own labors as a response to our theoretical and practical 
dilemmas alike, the timeliness of which is the result of the timeless nature of 
the questions explored in and provoked by Aristotle’s Art of Rhetoric. 

Bartlett’s work makes available a text that has more often than not been 
neglected by political theorists, not least on account of its evident complexity 
and apparent contradictions. Not only does the translation render the “well-
known terseness or elliptical character of Aristotle’s Greek” into accessible 
modern English, but Bartlett’s accompanying essay outlines how to make 
sense of the whole of a text with so many apparently disparate parts. His 
translation is more precise, more eloquent, and less cumbersome than other 
available renderings. His essay speaks to both the complexity and unity of 
rhetoric, and reveals that the lessons Bartlett has learned from the Art of 
Rhetoric are embodied as much in theory as in his own practice. 

Bartlett’s first object in his interpretation is to lay bare the perplexity at 
the heart of Aristotle’s text. “Aristotle’s treatment of rhetoric is at once theo-
retical and practical, which means that the Art of Rhetoric is neither a strictly 
philosophic inquiry nor yet a handy guidebook for rhetoricians” (211). The 
question of rhetoric’s status in relation to theoretical inquiry is a central—if 
not the central—concern around which Bartlett’s essay revolves. Thus, the 
essay expends great effort in wrestling apart the Gordian knot found at the 
outset of Aristotle’s text, which famously names rhetoric the “counterpart” 
(antistrophē) of dialectic (Rh. 1354a1). This issue of rhetoric’s relation to dia-
lectic raises the question of theory’s relation to practice, the answer to which 
Aristotle obscures even as he elucidates. 

Aristotle repeatedly emphasizes the theoretical character of even practi-
cal rhetoric when at the outset of book 1, chapter 2, he describes rhetoric’s 
work as “a capacity to observe [theōrein] what admits of being persuasive 
in each case” (Rh. 1355b26–27). Rhetoric, as much as it may lend itself to 
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effective persuasion, can never guarantee it. Rhetoric is contemplative rather 
than practical in Aristotle’s description, or so it would seem, and its effec-
tiveness depends as a result in no small way on the audience’s freedom to 
judge for itself a speaker’s case. Hence, rhetoric’s relation to the more obvi-
ously theoretical dialectic, which Aristotle asserts in the Topics is useful to 
see what is true, is fraught. Rhetoric appears to be subordinate to dialectic: 
while dialectic might find the truth, rhetoric is useful, Aristotle emphasizes, 
insofar as it allows for defense of the truth and justice not only in law courts 
(judicial rhetoric), assemblies (deliberative rhetoric), and occasions of public 
praise (epideictic rhetoric), but also, and perhaps more fundamentally, in 
one’s own soul. Indeed, “it is strange if it is a shameful thing not to be able to 
come to one’s own aid with one’s body but not a shameful thing to be unable 
to do so by means of argument [logos], which is to a greater degree a human 
being’s own than is the use of the body” (Rh. 1355b1–4). 

Bartlett’s defense of rhetoric from modern and postmodern attacks 
revolves around the issue of rhetoric’s relation to truth, philosophy, and self-
knowledge. In the process, he lays bare Aristotle’s account of the enthymeme 
(the “rhetorical syllogism”), the three “modes of persuasion” (character [ēthos], 
passion [pathos], and the argument itself [logos]), the three kinds of rhetoric 
(deliberative, judicial, and epideictic), signs and likelihoods in books 1–2, and 
a tremendously helpful albeit brief account of book 3, which concerns “dic-
tion” (lexis). His feat of translation throughout the work is especially evident 
in book 3, which manages not only to translate but also elucidate stylistic 
comments written in Attic Greek about Attic Greek. These, along with the 
accompanying footnotes, make accessible Aristotle’s rhetorical advice and 
references to many obscure and lost manuscripts. 

Bartlett’s most distinctive contribution to understanding Aristotle’s Art 
of Rhetoric involves the way Aristotle’s account of logos as a mode of persua-
sion in book 2 has a bearing on the life and especially the trial of Socrates 
(263–71). The central questions surrounding Bartlett’s treatment of rhetoric 
are embodied in this section, and so my own questions surrounding certain 
aspects of this translation will emerge from it, for, as Bartlett notes, “the iden-
tification of key terms and selection of their English counterparts depend in 
the end on the translator’s interpretation of Aristotle or on an understanding 
of his intention” (xii). As the outlines of Bartlett’s understanding of Aristotle’s 
intention are laid out in the essay and manifest particularly in this section, a 
brief tracing of his argument is in order. 
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Bartlett’s consideration of the status of logos in rhetoric homes in on the 
question of philosophy’s relation to rhetoric by a remarkable detailing of the 
way Aristotle’s treatment of the common topics of enthymemes and appar-
ent enthymemes contains many surprising references to the trial of Socrates 
as recounted in Plato’s Apology. “As it seems to me, the fate of Socrates lies 
behind the whole of this section of the Rhetoric and gives it both a unity 
and a gravity it would otherwise lack” (267). This especially emerges when 
Aristotle mentions Socrates by name in treating the issue of comparison 
in enthymematic speech. In discussing various “examples” that might be 
used in rhetoric, Aristotle provides an “example of comparison” attributed 
to Socrates concerning the democratic practice of selecting rulers by lot. 
Socrates denigrates such a mode of choosing rulers by comparing it to the 
selection of athletes and pilots. If selecting athletic competitors and pilots by 
lot is silly, how much more so would it be to select rulers in this fashion (Rh. 
1393b4–8)? Socrates’s “tough rebuke of democratic practice,” a practice that 
neglects to ask whether a ruler thus selected would have any of the capacity 
or knowledge to rule well, Bartlett observes, embodies a rhetoric that fails to 
take seriously the endoxa or “accepted opinions” of the regime in which he 
speaks, even calling into question the practices of that regime. 

The trial of Socrates, on the joint charges of impiety and corruption 
of the youth, arose precisely because of such unconventional speeches and 
examples presented before the young by Socrates. For this reason, Bartlett 
contends, “the legal execution of Socrates,” which itself “culminated in a 
famous or notorious example of rhetoric,” is “indicative of the fundamen-
tal tension between philosophy and the political community, between the 
philosopher’s ceaseless search for the truth about the most important things 
and the community’s necessary reliance on endoxa that cannot finally be 
questioned, let alone openly rejected.” Hence “the trial of Socrates really is 
the trial of philosophy in the court of popular opinion” and is in many ways 
an account of the apparent failure of Socratic rhetoric (266–67). 

Bartlett’s reading of this portion of the text, then, is an interpretation of 
Aristotle’s intention as revealed through his clipped speeches about Socrates, 
and this reading is revealed as much in Bartlett’s essay as in the key terms 
on which it has a bearing. For this reason, the essay turns to consider the 
status of “wisdom” in rhetoric and political life, noting that more often than 
not it is subject to envy, on one hand, and accusations of idleness, on the 
other (265–66). The kind of wisdom Aristotle presents as an alternative 
to Socrates’s is one that is more likely to be musical. “All honor the wise,” 
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says Aristotle, citing the maxim of Alcidamus, yet the examples of wisdom 
Aristotle explicitly mentions are poets and their “musical” wisdom, along 
with founders of regimes (Rh. 1398b10). Bartlett accounts for this earlier in 
the essay when he examines the general treatment of enthymemes Aristotle 
provides in Rhetoric 2.22, wherein Aristotle “stresses again the limit of the 
enthymeme,” which must be neither too long nor complicated (233). Bartlett 
notes Aristotle’s observation of “the disadvantage of the educated in contrast 
to the uneducated, in speaking to a crowd: as the poets say…the uneducated 
speak ‘more musically’ to a crowd than do the educated” (Rh. 1395b26–31). 

In light of this, the problem of Socrates might be understood as a prob-
lem of musicality. Socrates’s evident willingness “to criticize Athenians 
among Athenians,” rather than take the “easy” course of praising Athenians 
among Athenians, resulted in his death (265). Socrates’s speeches were not 
in harmony with the regime. This lack of musicality in Socrates amounts for 
Bartlett’s Aristotle to a warning that one ought to learn the musical speech 
of rhetoric not insofar as it is a part of the philosophic ascent to truth but 
rather because it helps avoid a repetition of Athens’s sin against philosophy. 
Socrates’s unveiled “incredulity at the response of the god (that ‘no one is 
wiser’ than Socrates)” in Plato’s Apology is not a problem of philosophy as 
such but is instead one of rhetoric: Socrates’s “human wisdom” is, according 
to Bartlett, “corrosive of the endoxa that every healthy community needs in 
order to thrive; such wisdom runs the risk, if publicized, of undermining the 
community’s definitive answers to the questions of what is true and good, 
noble and just” (270, emphasis mine). It is not that Socrates’s lack of musical-
ity is unphilosophic; it is simply not the way to go for those who would prefer 
to avoid the fate of Socrates. 

Bartlett’s hints throughout this section would lead us to understand 
Aristotle’s response to Socrates not as a rejection or even a correction of 
Socratic rhetoric but rather as prudent counsel to use speech more musically 
in order not to share in his fate. Hence rhetoric is ultimately a philosopher’s 
public veil for his own private search for the truth, and Aristotle’s own tak-
ing seriously the “perspective of serious (spoudaioi) human beings in their 
communal concerns” (270) is a mode of speech that serves to protect philoso-
phers from those publicized opinions that foment political hostility towards 
philosophers. Rhetoric would then not be, as Aristotle initially describes it, 
useful for the defense of truth and justice so much as it is for the defense 
of those who pursue truth, which search is inherently “corrosive” to public, 
rhetorical morality. 
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Bartlett’s understanding of Aristotle’s intention is made plain in a num-
ber of key words at the heart of his translation, as we noted previously. It is 
here that the questions provoked by his account of rhetoric are best addressed, 
specifically in relation to his understanding of “diction or phrasing” (lexis), 
the enthymeme’s “modes of persuasion” (pisteis), and “conviction” (pistis). 

Bartlett’s understanding of Aristotle’s intention finds the most support 
in Aristotle’s account of lexis in book 3, which he translates as “diction” or 
“phrasing” (others have rendered it “style”). In the glossary, Bartlett describes 
this most musical aspect of rhetoric as follows: “While regretting the necessity 
to do so, Aristotle devotes the first part of book 3 to a discussion of ‘dic-
tion,’ that is, the selection of the best word or phrase to bring clarity to one’s 
speech” (278). Odd as this regret might strike anyone whose duty includes 
evaluating the writing of contemporary undergraduates, it apparently stems 
from rhetoric’s likeness to poetry. Aristotle traces lexis’s beginnings to actors’ 
recitations of poetry, which, as Plato’s Ion reminds us, may have little or noth-
ing to do with anything the speaker understands. 

Aristotle here addresses the more “vulgar” aspects of rhetoric, includ-
ing grammar, clarity, rhythm, metaphor, tone, and volume, to name a few. 
What Bartlett describes as regret stems from the fact that diction has more 
to do with voice, which man shares with other animals, than it does with 
speech (logos), which belongs particularly to humans (see Pol. 1253a15–19). 
Mastering these elements of the art of rhetoric is critical to attaining the 
appearance of trustworthy character that is one of the “modes of persuasion” 
(pisteis) inherent to the enthymeme and that is central to Aristotle’s account 
of rhetoric. “Just as the skilled actor will disappear into his role, as it were, 
and so appear to be anything other than an actor (1404b22–25), so the skilled 
rhetorician will appear to be something other than a skilled rhetorician—as 
a passionate advocate, for example, a sober statesman, or an innocent vic-
tim” (272). Lexis has most to do with voice and is crucial in maintaining the 
appearance of virtue and arousing certain passions of the audience that lend 
themselves to establishing “conviction” or “trust,” and thereby fostering a 
desired judgment, in one’s audience. 

The central question then regarding Aristotle’s understanding of rhetoric 
is whether the involvement of voice, which communicates pleasure and pain, 
in speech depreciates that art and its capacity to protect or communicate 
truth. Does the union of voice and speech detract from the philosopher’s 
dogged pursuit of truth, or is Aristotle’s intention instead to lead us to an 
alternative understanding of rhetoric, and hence of philosophy, to that 
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portrayed by Plato’s Socrates, a rhetoric that would instead integrate that 
which is perhaps, like the rational and nonrational parts of the soul, “two in 
speech but naturally inseparable” (NE 1102a27–31)? 

Pursuit of this question draws us directly to Aristotle’s most distinc-
tive contribution to the study of rhetoric: his treatment of the enthymeme 
or “rhetorical syllogism.” Aristotle claims at the outset of his work that the 
enthymeme is the neglected “body” of persuasion that prevents rhetoric, 
rightly practiced, from being understood as a mere tool by which to warp the 
judgments of jurors. Instead, grasping the enthymeme illuminates the ways 
rhetoric is necessary for establishing a shared understanding of the good 
(deliberative rhetoric), the just (judicial rhetoric), and the noble (epideictic 
rhetoric), which are integral to the possibility of “complete community” that 
culminates in a shared understanding of these matters (see Pol. 1353a15–19). 

The enthymeme channels the three pisteis (“modes of persuasion”)—
ēthos, pathos, and logos—which in turn foster pistis (“conviction”) in one’s 
audience. The term was not invented by Aristotle but appears in Sophocles’s 
(earlier) Oedipus at Colonus (292) where it characterizes Oedipus’s “heartfelt 
words” or “his reflections or thoughts that stem (as the etymology of the word 
suggests) from his heart or spirit, from his thymos” in his own defense. “In 
accord with this, the related verb (enthymeisthai) can mean ‘to take to heart’ 
or ‘to ponder or reflect on’ something” (228). 

The enthymeme is the beating heart at the center of every speech about 
what is good, just, and noble. Does this center hold in light of Aristotle’s pur-
suit of truth, or will it lose its rhythm in the mode of philosophizing that 
Bartlett suggests is corrosive to communal endoxa? This question can be 
answered in one of two ways. Socrates’s death might be read as the failure 
of the community attached to its own poetic music and therefore unable to 
accept truth. Yet it is also possible that Aristotle is criticizing Socrates for his 
failure to take endoxa seriously, and to speak what is true in a poetic fashion.

Bartlett suggests the former on numerous occasions; however, this alter-
native is provoked in more places than can be enumerated here, and sheds 
light on a few notable perplexities Bartlett wrestles with in his translation 
and interpretive essay. For example, in his account of Aristotle’s treatment 
of judicial rhetoric, Bartlett notes Aristotle’s attempt to “support a certain 
forgiveness” and to “dampen even the kind of anger likely to be roused by 
temple-robbing and the like (1374b25–29).” Aristotle intends then to “alter 
ordinary opinion” through a rhetorical reasoning present in the Art of 
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Rhetoric itself. Bartlett finds this to be “one of the relatively rare places in 
the Rhetoric where Aristotle seeks not just to record ordinary opinion but 
to leaven it” (249). He makes a similar suggestion concerning Aristotle’s 
treatment of anger, which gives a “fuller picture” of the phenomenon of the 
passions than the mere practice of rhetoric might require (259). 

One must wonder whether these instances of “leavening” endoxa are 
as altogether rare as Bartlett suggests. Early in the Art of Rhetoric Aristotle 
employs an analogy about medicine in order to describe the task of rhetoric. 
Rhetoric’s work is not to persuade but rather “to see the persuasive points that 
are available in each case.” Analogously it belongs to the art of medicine “not 
to produce health but rather to advance health to the extent that a given case 
admits of it: even in the case of those unable to attain health it is nonetheless 
possible to treat them in a fine manner” (Rh. 1355b8–14). The analogy is clear: 
just as medicine cannot create health but can bring an individual as close to 
health as possible given his particular limitations and maladies, so rhetoric 
cannot produce or force health upon the soul of a listener but can draw a 
particular audience as close to this as its soul, with all its limitations and 
possibilities, can allow. As arts, both rhetoric and medicine are constrained 
insofar as they involve audiences that are limited by nature, habit, and some-
times choice. Yet each can use what is given to promote health of the body 
(medicine) and the soul (rhetoric) as much as possible (218).

Rhetoric, like its antistrophe dialectic, begins from “accepted opinions” 
(endoxa) as much as Aristotle does in his political writings. It is only by tak-
ing these opinions seriously that the rhetorician might lead what is honored 
towards what is noble, and the philosopher might lead to—and search for—
the truth (Rh. 1367b11–12). If both rhetoric and dialectic take endoxa as their 
common beginning, is the high wall of separation between them warranted 
in the mode Bartlett suggests? Aristotle’s treatise points to the reality that 
dialectic is itself rhetorical, and, hence, that rhetoric by its very nature has 
ends that cannot be reduced to political utility. 

The central word in all of this is pistis, the “conviction” that the pisteis 
or “modes of persuasion” foster in one’s audience. Bartlett’s account hints 
repeatedly that pistis, which might also be rendered “trust” or “faith,” is part 
of the realm of endoxa that is necessarily rejected or overcome by the phi-
losopher as a mode of knowing in his pursuit of truth. Truth seems to require 
the interior repudiation of those commonly accepted opinions that form the 
foundation of a common life for political animals; the philosopher is a lonely 
god among men. This understanding is reflected in what I take to be the most 
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significant theoretical issue with Bartlett’s translation: his understandable 
though troubling decision not to establish in English the connection between 
the pisteis and pistis, between what “causes trust” and the “trust” produced 
in an audience, implicit in Aristotle’s Greek. (See xiii for his explanation of 
this choice). The ultimate question provoked by Bartlett’s essay is whether 
pistis as Aristotle understands it is a mode of understanding that philosophy 
strips gradually from the human heart, or is instead the ultimate foundation 
of even scientific knowledge, for, as Aristotle says in the Ethics, “whenever 
someone trusts in something in a certain way, and the principles are known 
to him, he has scientific knowledge” (NE 1139b33–35). 

If trust is at the foundation of knowledge, both political and philosophic, 
then might not Aristotle’s intention be to expand our notion of reason’s 
domain, and hence, would his account of rhetoric allow for a less tragic 
understanding of the relationship between the philosopher and his city? 
After all, Aristotle’s account of rhetoric is as rife with references to Homer’s 
musical wisdom as is Plato’s critique of his poetry in the Republic, which itself 
is filled with the poetic images of caves, ships, and above all Socrates himself 
(xi–xii). If philosophy cannot operate without the musical, perhaps the city 
could be less hostile to philosophy if philosophers with Aristotle’s aid better 
appreciated the importance of musicality to the human soul—the souls of 
citizens as well as philosophers—as such. 

Bartlett’s translation of the Art of Rhetoric will be of tremendous use to 
those concerned with the role of speech in politics, theoretical and practi-
cal. His attention to precision, beauty, and readability is a gift to his readers, 
especially those tasked with teaching the young. Bartlett’s deed is a reasser-
tion of the importance of speech and truth for impoverished souls whose 
predominant prejudice assumes the superiority of a materialistic science that 
would deprive us of the pursuit of wisdom about perennial human ques-
tions—questions that begin not from axiomatic principles about the nature 
of matter, but rather from ordinary human opinions about what is good, just, 
and noble. Ultimately, The Art of Rhetoric is a paean to and cry for a return to 
a fuller, more human political philosophy for those who are willing to listen 
and to judge.
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In Augustine’s Political Thought, editor Richard J. Dougherty has brought 
together an impressive set of essays which are united in their intention: not 
to deploy St. Augustine’s rhetoric or arguments on behalf of this or that 
political issue of the day, but to understand comprehensively the founder of 
mature Christian political thought precisely as he understood himself. It will 
come as no surprise to anyone familiar with Fr. Ernest Fortin that his work 
forms the common foundation of the various essays and his “fundamental 
concerns” naturally dominate the volume—above all the interplay between 
Christianity and political philosophy.1 

To oversimplify these essays greatly, they argue that according to Augus-
tine classical political philosophy is on its own terms a failure. It is in the first 
place a political failure, for the political form it valorizes, the polis, gives way 
across the ancient world to expansionism, imperialism, and ultimately des-
potism. It is moreover a moral failure, since it teaches its politically minded 
adherents “to think they sought virtue for its own sake while secretly inflam-
ing their love of human praise.”2 Magnanimity is one of the two foundations 
of the “pagan virtue” that failed “to promote sound politics” in the Roman 
Republic.3 This failure ought not to be surprising, since pagan magnanim-
ity is itself founded on a false belief in one’s own self-sufficiency, freedom, 
or happiness; the proper response to a clear-eyed evaluation of our situation 

1  Richard J. Dougherty, Introduction, 1.
2  Veronica Roberts Ogle, “Augustine’s Ciceronian Response to the Ciceronian Patriot,” 211.
3  Richard J. Dougherty, “St. Augustine and the Problem of Political Ethics in The City of God,” 27.
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(viz., our incomplete knowledge of the good, the perverse habits that hin-
der us from pursuing the good, and the great difficulty or impossibility of 
rectifying those problems on our own, not to mention our dependence on 
external goods that can be lost) is not magnanimity but a “humble admis-
sion of genuine misery.”4 Pretended self-sufficiency leads to the sin of pride, 
which expresses itself in the politically minded as the libido dominandi 
(desire for domination) and the libido principandi (desire for princely rule). 
These desires “are beneficial neither to the individual nor to the civitas” and 
thus Augustine seeks to “break the spells of personal and civic pride that are 
behind political virtue.”5

Even that other great pillar of pagan virtue—justice understood as devo-
tion to the common advantage—comes under fire from Augustine, and not 
only because he traces the Roman desire “to sacrifice everything to the patria” 
not to true justice but to the Roman love of glory or praise. Even absent this 
subterranean connection to pride, Augustine argues, “absolute devotion to 
an unjust city” is itself simply perverse.6 Put more simply, even the height of 
the classical conception of political justice is unjust; the virtues of the pagans 
are nothing more than splendid vices. 

Of course, the classical political philosophers were aware of the limita-
tions of their moral-political teaching. “Platonic political philosophy” arose 
in part as a response to the Sophistic Enlightenment of Periclean Athens, an 
enlightenment that caused a “spiritual crisis” and undermined the life and 
unity of the ancient polis long before Christianity.7 In other words, not only 
Christianity, but also the Sophistic Enlightenment (and eventually the univer-
sal Roman Empire) “made it impossible for the polis to remain a polis.” Plato 
sought to make “the polis possible again” or to provide “a new grounding for 
politics.”8 But this effort was a rearguard action meant at most to moderate 
a dissolution already well underway.9 And Augustine’s reading of Sallust led 
him to conclude “that in the Roman mind, the good and the base differ not in 

4  Thomas P. Harmon, “The Few, the Many, and the Universal Way of Salvation: Augustine’s Point of 
Engagement with Platonic Political Thought,” 141.
5  Michael P. Foley, “The Other Happy Life: The Political Dimensions to St. Augustine’s Cassiciacum 
Dialogues,” 43.
6  Ogle, “Ciceronian Response,” 213.
7  Daniel E. Burns, “Augustine and Platonic Political Philosophy: The Contribution of Joseph Ratz-
inger,” 254.
8  Ibid., 255.
9  Much the same could be said of Cicero’s efforts.
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what they seek, but how they seek it”—but of course this observation comes 
from Sallust himself.10 Plato too makes this criticism of political virtue in, 
among other places, the Myth of Er, and Aristotle observes something very 
similar in his treatment of justice in the Nicomachean Ethics. Moreover, in his 
discussion of ostracism in book 3 of the Politics, Aristotle explicitly says that 
an action can be both politically just (or just with respect to the regime) and 
yet perhaps unjust when considered simply. 

The failure of classical political philosophy was then in a sense not the 
fault of the classical philosophers; they did what they could with what they 
had, and what they did impressed Augustine a great deal.11 The problem was 
that the classical political philosophers saw through a glass darkly: what 
Cicero (and by extension all the classical political philosophers) “surmised 
from afar has been unveiled” in the City of God, the only truly “Just City.”12 
Since the classical political philosophers held that the Just City existed only 
in speech, or that it was impossible, they were led by “a false sense of neces-
sity” to make a series of “strategic decisions”—for example, attempting to 
encourage virtue by appealing to a vicious desire for glory, or denying divine 
foreknowledge in order to preserve human free will, or in general accepting 
the need for the noble lie.13 As Veronica Roberts Ogle puts it, “For Augustine, 
Cicero’s limitation reflects the limits of politics. On its own, the political is 
incapable of harmonizing the good of the human person with the good of the 
civitas; the most the civitas can offer is an immortal name, a mere shadow of 
the immortal happiness man truly desires.”14

And yet Augustine did not think that conversion of the Roman Empire 
to Christianity meant the advent of the Just City on Earth. For Augustine 
just as for Plato, every real earthly city—even an earthly city professing the 
true religion—will be defective in justice when compared to the Just City, 
an insight Adam Thomas brings out in his essay on the Confessions.15 When 
Augustine “in effect demanded that the polis cease to be a polis,” he did so 
at least in part from a recognition that the earthly city’s claim to be a polis 

10  Ogle, “Ciceronian Response,” 210.
11  See, e.g., Ashleen Menchaca-Bagnulo, “Deeds and Words: Latreia, Justice, and Mercy in Augus-
tine’s Political Thought,” 79–82.
12  Ogle, “Ciceronian Response,” 208.
13  Ibid., 210.
14  Ibid., 214.
15  Adam Thomas, “The Investigation of Justice in Augustine’s Confessions,” 120–21.
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in the fullest sense was false and (at least by the time of the Roman Empire) 
pernicious.16 Augustine intended the Catholic Church, the “true revelation 
on earth” of the “polis of God,” to replace the classical polis to the extent that 
it could.17 Happily, according to Daniel E. Burns, the “Church does have one 
apparent advantage over the polis from the point of view of Plato himself”—
its transpolitical character frees it from the “limits of political ‘possibility’” 
that constrain the classical political philosophers, allowing and compelling 
the Church to “speak the truth about the divine without worrying about 
whether the entire (earthly) city will find that truth acceptable.”18

I have thus far attempted to give a synoptic account of the broad argument 
of this volume; however, I do not want to leave anyone with the misconception 
that the authors are monolithic in their interpretations of Augustine. One 
finds, for example, varying presentations of the role of egalitarianism and the 
possibility of popular enlightenment in Augustine’s thought in the essays by 
Thomas P. Harmon and Ryan K. Balot, and radically different interpretations 
of Augustine’s references to demons in the essays by Daniel E. Burns and 
Daniel Strand. There also seems to me to be some tension between a hand-
ful of more triumphalist readings of Augustine and Peter Busch’s essay on 
the reception and modulation of Augustine’s teaching by Dante on one hand 
and Giles of Rome on the other. Busch brings out clearly the fact that one of 
Augustine’s principal concerns was moderating his coreligionists; not being a 
fanatic, Augustine did not wish to empower the fanatical and unscrupulous. 
As Busch wryly remarks when contrasting Augustine’s position with the 
political ultramontanism of Giles of Rome, “Augustine has a more chastened 
opinion than Giles does of what bishops are generally able to accomplish.”19

But whatever scholarly disagreements exist in this volume ought only to 
lend more weight to the explicit purpose of the book: not to advance a single 
theory or school of Augustine scholarship, but to spur a new generation of 
scholars to take up Augustine with renewed energy. In that respect, Augus-
tine’s Political Thought is an unqualified success. It is an invigorating volume 
that amply demonstrates St. Augustine’s seriousness as both a student and a 
critic of ancient political philosophy. It is also a superb resource for anyone 
interested in Christianity’s engagement with Platonic political philosophy. 

16  Burns, “Augustine and Platonic Political Philosophy,” 256.
17  Ibid., 257.
18  Ibid., 257–58.
19  Peter Busch, “Peace in the Order of Nature: Augustine, Giles, and Dante,” 70.
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And St. Augustine’s criticisms of political theology and his sober and sobering 
reflections on the nature and limits of politics are of perennial importance, 
perhaps especially for his fellow Catholics.
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David C. Innes’s Francis Bacon, despite its title, is as much a critique of mod-
ern life and a call for a reaffirmation of Christian beliefs and values as it is 
an analysis of Francis Bacon’s thought. The explicit purpose of Innes’s text 
is to promote a godly science that will return humanity to “the kingdom of 
God” (103). The text begins with a question: “Why should a thoughtful, mod-
ern reader care about Francis Bacon?” (xxi). Bacon’s arguments and ideas, 
Innes suggests, have been instrumental in the creation of the contemporary, 
technologically driven world. We study Bacon, Innes explains, to learn about 
“what makes the modern world and us as a modern people modern” (xxi). 
We study Bacon, in other words, to learn about ourselves. Innes depicts 
Bacon as a false prophet of hope, whose trust in human reason and human 
ingenuity displaced trust in the divine. Those of us who have inherited the 
world that Bacon helped to create, Innes argues, are unwitting proponents of 
science and progress whose spiritual lives have been enervated. The human 
experience can be improved, Innes asserts throughout the text, by a return 
to Christ. 

Readers who may believe that they do not care about science are passion-
ately reminded by Innes that “science touches everything, shapes everything, 
tells everything what it is and what it may aspire to become.…[It] has become 
the whole of life” (xxi). Science is so pervasive that, for many of us, it is invis-
ible. In the modern world, Innes contends, science—or more specifically, 
scientism—has become a religion. Scientism, as Innes defines it, is “the exclu-
sivity of natural science as a way of knowing” (xxii). It is based on the belief 
“that to know something as true one must have facts, data, measurement and 
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quantifiable observations, and these analyzed scientifically” (xxii). Proof of 
scientific knowledge is evidenced by mechanical arts or technological inno-
vations: “Technology, technological thinking, and technological culture are 
inseparable from each other and give us both the spirit of innovation and the 
religion of human autonomy, forward-looking hope, and backward-looking 
suspicion and disdain” (xxiii). The dominant ideology of the modern world 
which has replaced faith and Christian belief, Innes argues, is scientism.

Francis Bacon is part of the Great Thinkers series published by P&R, 
or Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing, which “is dedicated to publish-
ing excellent books that promote biblical understanding and godly living as 
summarized in the Westminster Confession of Faith and Catechisms.” The 
press’s explicit “mission is to serve Christ and his church by producing clear, 
engaging, fresh, and insightful applications of Reformed theology to life.”1 
The Great Thinkers series is mandated, as explained by Nathan D. Shannon, 
series editor and professor of systematic theology at Torch Trinity Graduate 
University in Seoul, South Korea, to “engage our cultural and social contexts 
as ambassadors and witnesses for Christ” (xi). Each contribution to the series 
is expected to be “academically informed” and “accessible” and to “maintai[n] 
a high standard of biblical and theological faithfulness” (xi–xii). 

True to the mandate of the press “to help lay readers grow in Christian 
thought and service,”2 Innes’s argument is premised on Christian doctrine 
and affirms a Christian perspective. Throughout the text, Innes explains 
what that means to him and what he believes it should mean for all of us: 
human beings are created “in the image of God” (102); there is “purpose-
ful design” (104) by “an intelligent and benevolent Creator” (110); and we 
must “take the Bible at its word” (109). The intended audience of Innes’s 
Francis Bacon is clear from the outset (although these categories need not 
be mutually exclusive): individuals who seek Christian thought or Chris-
tian interpretation; individuals who are interested in Francis Bacon’s project 
and writings; and individuals who are concerned about the modern human 
experience, made possible by the advancement of learning and evidenced in 
technological developments. 

The text begins by looking backwards at “the precarious condition of 
daily life that almost everyone suffered for most of human history” (3). His-
torically, the human experience, according to Innes’s Christian apocalyptic 

1  “About P&R Publishing,” https://www.prpbooks.com/about-us (accessed July 19, 2020).
2  Ibid.

https://www.prpbooks.com/about-us
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frame, was bleak, brief, uncertain, and cruel.3 Innes provides data to support 
his arguments, citing Barbara Tuchman’s A Distant Mirror, Tim Blanning’s 
The Pursuit of Glory, Deirdre McCloskey’s Bourgeois Equality, and Steven 
Pinker’s Enlightenment Now. Plague, famine, and war, brought by “the fourth 
horseman of the Apocalypse” (3), imbued the human experience with des-
peration and vulnerability with respect to other human beings and to nature. 
As an explanation for human suffering, Innes affirms that while God’s “good-
ness” and “mercy is upon and throughout his creation” (10), human suffering, 
in “traditional Christian teaching,” is caused by “the fallen character, not 
only of man, but of the whole creation” (12). The problem of theodicy, Innes 
reminds us, is spiritual; “The remedy must, therefore, be ultimately spiritual, 
and it is provided in the redemptive work of Jesus Christ” (12). In contrast 
to doctrinal Christianity, Bacon explains human suffering as the result of 
human ignorance and inaction: human beings, according to Bacon, “do not 
rightly understand either their store or their strength.”4 We overestimate our 
abilities and underestimate our potential to improve our condition. Allevia-
tion from suffering, as promised by Bacon’s Instauration—the name of his 
project—is philosophical rather than spiritual; if human beings can learn 
to think better and construct more elaborate mechanical helps, our misery 
and suffering will be ameliorated. Unlike many scholars, including Howard 
White, Jerry Weinberger, and Robert Faulkner, who focus on the ways that 
Bacon’s emphasis on reason and secularity have freed human beings from 
suffering, Innes focuses on our lost spirituality. 

Innes’s discussion of Bacon’s project is academically rigorous and acces-
sible, engaging with two common themes in Bacon scholarship. First, Innes 
challenges arguments that affirm or attest to Bacon’s Christian beliefs. While 
“Bacon is remembered as a pious man” (34), at least by some scholars—
including Thomas Fowler, Benjamin Farrington, Perez Zagorin, and Stephen 
McKnight—he is, according to Innes, certainly not a Christian. Any instance 
wherein Bacon may appear to promote Christian doctrine is undertaken not 
in service to Christ, but as a strategic means to his own ends. Second, Innes 
challenges arguments that promote or aggrandize Bacon’s humanitarianism, 
benevolence, or love of learning. Bacon, in Innes’s estimation, was motivated 
by his “soaring personal ambition” (25), not by a meaningful sense of care 
for human beings. In practice, Bacon “allowed himself to be distracted from 

3  Innes echoes Thomas Hobbes’s understanding of the unpleasantness of human existence. Thomas 
Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Edwin Curley (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 1994), 76.
4  Francis Bacon, The Great Instauration, in The Complete Works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, 
Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 4:13. 
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his highest goals and most lasting glories by lesser and incompatible accom-
plishments and pleasure” (25). As an example, Innes mentions Bacon’s sexual 
proclivities and suggests that had Bacon truly “wanted the safest path to high 
office, then—like Elizabeth, his queen—he should have prudently committed 
himself to chastity” (24). Innes, therefore, charges Bacon with two counts of 
disingenuity: he is neither a Christian nor a philosopher. His intentions are 
neither to further Christianity nor to pursue truth; rather, he is primarily con-
cerned with his reputation, legacy, and “his own posthumous glory” (xxiv). 

The dubiously pious Bacon, Innes explains, exploits the Christian senti-
ments of his contemporaries to further his personal ambition. Innes argues 
that in Bacon’s time, “people’s hope was in Christ, his resurrection, and his 
eschatological kingdom” (xxiii). Innes likens Bacon to a cuckoo bird, which 
leaves its eggs in the nests of other birds to be raised by unwitting surro-
gates. Bacon’s intention, Innes claims—following work by Robert Faulkner, 
Timothy Paterson, Jerry Weinberger, and Howard White—was to occupy 
and displace Christianity. His plan was “to adapt Christianity as a vehicle 
for his new scientific civilization” (xxiii). To this end, Bacon “substitutes the 
hope of technological science for the Christian hope” (xxiii). Science replaces 
Christianity as the primary means of understanding the world; since Bacon’s 
(heretical) modifications to accepted Christian doctrine and practice are both 
subtle and denied by their architect, his changes go unnoticed (or at least can 
be contested). Bacon’s science, in practice, challenges the fundamental tenets 
of Christian faith. Speculative knowledge and enjoyment of God’s glory are 
replaced by productive or technological works. As Innes laments, “divine 
or metaphysical things,” since they fall outside Bacon’s method of knowing, 
come to be “unreliable as sources of hope” (49).

While Innes certainly concedes “the enormous success” and “over-
whelming benefits” (77) of modern science as inspired by Bacon’s project, 
he emphasizes the tradeoffs: the discontent that accompanies advancement 
and optimism; the fear that our technology will destroy us; the uncertainty 
about whether scientists will, indeed, behave benevolently; and a litany of 
technologies that are evidence “of science’s evil applications” (79). Bacon’s 
project, Innes contends, is dangerous in two respects. First, scientism—or 
hope-as-a-method—limits the subjects that are determined legitimate 
sources of knowledge. Since faith and religion are not scientifically verifi-
able, according to Bacon’s plan as Innes explains it, Christianity is regarded 
as an illegitimate source of knowledge. Science is a method, not a guide to 
moral conduct: “reason as Bacon represents it to us is incapable of discerning 
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moral ends, proper uses, or any directing principle” (86). Second, technol-
ogy—or hope-as-a-goal—cannot be the end of human striving. Technology 
“instrumentalized the world” (80), including other human beings. Comforts 
afforded by technology, Innes believes, do not outweigh the spiritual and 
emotional well-being afforded by faith. There is no endpoint or conclusion 
to technological innovation; rather, technology provides an ever-changing 
benchmark of success and comfort. The biblical moral boundaries of human 
domination are undermined as the world is instrumentalized; heaven and 
divine salvation are replaced by material human creations and earthly 
comforts. As a result, Innes maintains, Bacon “leaves us without any know-
able moral guidance” (80): science (with its emphasis on reason) not only 
undermines the legitimacy of the religious understanding of the world, but 
it fails to provide a guide for action beyond method; and Bacon’s reformed 
(or cuckooed) religion cannot either, since the Bible is no longer understood 
as a guide or authority for the “humble believer” (88). Bacon’s project, Innes 
concludes, has been falsely advertised. 

The Instauration—commonly understood as a project to dominate 
nature—is, according to Innes, irredeemable. Much like Bacon before him, 
Innes attempts to set the project anew, looking to amplify the best parts from 
the past and present, “raised upon the proper foundation.”5 The godly sci-
ence, outlined by Innes, is based on three Christian disciplines: “Know your 
Bible” (114); “Root yourself in the Church” (114); and “Center yourself in love” 
of God (115). These disciplines uphold the three pillars of godly science: first, 
“replace scientism with philosophical humility” (105), which makes clear that 
science is not the exclusive means for understanding; second, “replace tech-
nology with teleology” (106), which allows for purposive accounts of nature 
and human beings as part of an intentionally designed creation; and third, 
“replace homocentricity with theocentricity” (108), which reaffirms God as 
the creator of nature and displaces humans from the center of nature. 

Bacon certainly advocates for technology and homocentricity. He clearly 
believes that our lives will be improved with more refined mechanical helps, 
and he enervates organized religion and the centrality of the church in favor 
of human action and human control. But it is less clear that Bacon ought to be 
held responsible for scientism.6 Bacon’s project is often subject to criticisms of 

5  Bacon, The Great Instauration, 4:8.
6  For a thoughtful discussion on this perspective, see Kimberly Hurd Hale, Francis Bacon’s New 
Atlantis in the Foundation of Modern Political Thought (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2013).
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scientism;7 he is indeed at times an effusive advocate for his project for learn-
ing. Scientism, of course, is understood by Innes as pejorative: he defines 
scientism as “the exclusivity of natural science as a way of knowing” (xxii). 
In Novum Organon, Bacon specifically warns against totalizing schools of 
thought, which is one of his primary criticisms of the Aristotelian Schoolmen, 
the Church Fathers, and his own Instauration. Scientism is not necessarily a 
danger unique to Bacon’s project; rather, it is a consequence of human intel-
lect and cognition, as Bacon explains in his well-known account of the Idols 
of the Mind. Bacon also appeals to our emotions through his use of fiction 
and myth, in his novella New Atlantis, from which Innes draws much of his 
analysis; in his collection of ancient fables, Wisdom of the Ancients; and in his 
dialogue Advertisement Touching a Holy War. Bacon did believe that our lives 
would be less bleak, brief, uncertain, and cruel if we attempted to improve 
our condition, rather than simply accept it as divinely willed.

As his chapter “Daedalus; or the Mechanic”8 from Wisdom of the Ancients 
shows, Bacon does not ignore some of the dangers of his Instauration. 
Geniuses, he notes, need not be good people; in fact, those individuals who are 
most exceptional are most likely to be vain, petty, selfish, and dangerous, since 
they are willing to push the bounds of what has previously been considered 
possible. Innes is correct that “benevolence is no more likely in scientists than 
in nonscientists and has no intrinsic connection with the scientific endeavor” 
(79). Bacon’s civil and moral project, I believe, attempts to mitigate these 
potential dangers; if those who study nature feel a responsibility to protect 
their polities and neighbors, they are less likely to behave in nefarious ways. 
Innes references Bacon’s discussion in the first Aphorism of Novum Organon, 
wherein Bacon casts human beings as “the servant[s] and interpreter[s] of 
Nature.”9 In the third Aphorism, he says, “Nature to be commanded must 
be obeyed.”10 Command, as Innes understands it, is an insufficient ground 
for moral limits. Whether or not Bacon did enough to prevent or alleviate 
the potential harms or injustices that scientists could commit in pursuit of 
knowledge and mastery of nature is a debated topic; clearly, he was aware of at 
least some potential harms, yet believed that the human attempt to command 
nature was worth the risks.  

7  For a recent example, see David Whitney, Maladies of Modernity: Scientism and the Deformation of 
Political Order (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 2019).
8  Bacon, Complete Works, 6:734–36.
9  Bacon, Complete Works, 4:47.
10  Ibid.
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One wonders if Innes at times gives Bacon too much credit and the rest 
of us too little. Innes depicts Bacon as a prophetic planner who understood 
in their entirety the ramifications of his project. As an idea monarch, Bacon 
“recast[s] and govern[s] whole civilizations by an empire of the mind” (1). 
Although he did hold public office, Bacon neither ruled nor had any direct 
control over science policy. He sets a path, but cannot control what is done 
with his arguments. If Bacon is culpable, should Jesus, too, be held respon-
sible for what has been done in his name? Bacon is one of the architects of 
modern human learning, but he cannot be held solely responsible for what 
has been done with his ideas since his death in 1626. Innes casts all of us 
moderns as unwitting followers of Bacon’s project, who have traded faith and 
a meaningful human experience for creature comforts. 

Science does not provide a moral standard for determining any particular 
course of action; modern science is a method of understanding, rather than 
a guide for human action. Bacon argues that human knowledge can be less 
subjective and more accurate if human beings rely on experiments rather than 
solely on their sentiments and senses. These experiments are then tested by 
other scientists to confirm their replicability. In order to combat the dangers 
of scientism, a scientist needs to understand the limits and appropriate appli-
cation of the method. Science is adaptable, changing, and subject to scrutiny. 

Innes’s account of politics is firmly grounded in theocentricity. For 
the religious, belief in itself is the measure of truth—that is, all truths are 
expected to affirm doctrine, or the word of the Bible. Science, on the other 
hand, is a method by which to study nature. Modern science certainly does 
not deny or prevent personal beliefs about the world: religious practitioners 
of science are welcome in Bacon’s plan. Bacon’s method should be applicable 
regardless of one’s private faith or beliefs—an adherent of any religion is 
able to employ Bacon’s method of learning. Modern science is practiced by 
adherents of many faiths, many of whom argue that there is no inherent or 
fundamental tension between science and their faith.11 The godly science, on 
the other hand, is exclusive. Does the godly science allow for scientists who 
are not themselves Christians? Or is one’s Christian faith a requisite for the 
study of nature? The goal of godly science is to affirm one’s faith and prove 
the glory of god. 

11  “Religion and Science in the United States,” Pew Research Center, November 5, 2009, https://www.
pewforum.org/2009/11/05/scientists-and-belief/.
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Much like the maligned Francis Bacon who believed that he could 
improve the human condition, David C. Innes believes that the human expe-
rience will improve if the Christian foundations of learning are reestablished. 
Innes’s project, much like Bacon’s own, proposes a renewal; whereas Bacon 
attempted to raise human beings to their proper place in the world through 
science and learning, Innes is attempting to raise human beings to their 
proper place in the modern world through Christ. Whether or not one agrees 
with Innes’s Christian account of the world, his analysis of Francis Bacon’s 
project, or his understanding of modernity, Francis Bacon is certainly an 
important addition to the academic literature on Francis Bacon and a book 
that helps one to think more clearly about Christianity, scientism, modernity, 
and the different perspectives on human suffering and flourishing.
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Shortly after the referendum in Great Britain to withdraw from the Euro-
pean Union in 2016, a small group of scholars on the Continent issued “The 
Paris Statement—A Europe We Can Believe In.”1 The document lays out in 
thirty-six concise statements a diagnosis of the declining EU and a prescrip-
tion to improve its condition. The authors suggest that the EU has reached an 
impasse because it has abandoned its traditions and institutions, which have 
been cherished for generations and have contributed to a uniquely tolerant 
and public-minded set of nations. In its place, they argue, the EU has adopted 
a new ersatz religion, devoted to globalism and the belief in progress. The 
document concludes by calling for statesmen to articulate the value of nation 
states and particular traditions.

One of the twelve signatories, Rémi Brague, has been making these 
arguments for much of his impressive career. Brague, the emeritus  
professor of medieval and Arabic philosophy at Paris I and the Romano Guar-
dini chair of philosophy at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (Munich), is 
well known to readers of Interpretation thanks to his continuing engagement 
with the work of Leo Strauss. Brague’s particular interest in Strauss’s diagno-
sis of the theological-political problem has had a profound influence on his 
scholarship. In fact, several of Brague’s major works present a sort of response 
to Strauss. In The Law of God, for instance, he challenges Strauss’s account of 
the idea of divine law, and in Eccentric Culture: A Theory of Western Civiliza-
tion, he offers an alternative to Strauss’s account of the West by including a 

1  https://thetrueeurope.eu/a-europe-we-can-believe-in/.

�  https://thetrueeurope.eu/a-europe-we-can-believe-in/.
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more prominent role for Rome or Christianity as an alternative to Athens 
and Jerusalem.2 

Brague’s most recent work, Curing Mad Truths, offers a useful point of 
entry into his thought as a whole, and also allows readers to grasp the rela-
tion between his theoretical work and its contemporary political import. The 
book concludes with an imagined dialogue between Brague and a political 
opponent who has just listened to his argument. His interlocutor observes: 
“You claim to defend law and order, or anything whatsoever that you adver-
tise as being valuable; in fact, you simply get cold feet when confronted with 
reforms…that could endanger your position as a privileged member of a rul-
ing elite.” Brague does not deny that he is a member of a ruling elite, even 
though his views are clearly at odds with the leading contemporary moral 
and political views in the West. Instead, he responds on theoretical grounds: 
“what has to be salvaged is not a particular political system any longer, not 
even a definite civilization. It is mankind as a whole, the speaking animal…
that doubts of its own legitimacy and that needs grounds for wishing to push 
further the human adventure” (114–15). In short, Brague’s political proj-
ect relies on a broad theoretical framework. Curing Mad Truths intends to 
explain this framework. 

The book argues that modernity as a whole has failed to ground its project 
for the conquest of nature in terms of the human good. The term “mad truths” 
comes from G. K. Chesterton, who described the modern world as “full of 
the old Christian virtues gone mad.” The phrase is commonly misquoted as 
“mad truths” (rather than mad virtues) because Chesterton himself explains 
that their madness comes from a “man who has lost everything except his 
reason” (1). The modern project liberates reason from the context of human 
experience, which gives it meaning, and as a result leads us into folly. Ches-
terton subsequently revised his thesis: there are no Christian virtues per se, 
only human virtues that are universal and eternal. This correction brings 
the defects of the modern project into sharper focus. That project borrows 
its notion of virtue from the medieval and ancient traditions, even as it dis-
torts and ultimately destroys it. This is Brague’s thesis: the modern project 
relies heavily on medieval and ancient notions that it can no longer explain 

2  Rémi Brague, The Law of God: The Philosophical History of an Idea, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 2007); Brague, Eccentric Culture: A Theory of Western Civilization, 
trans. Samuel Lester (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 2002). Two works devoted to Strauss specifically 
are Brague, “Athens, Jerusalem, Mecca: Leo Strauss’s ‘Muslim’ Understanding of Greek Philoso-
phy,” Poetics Today 19, no. 2 (Summer 1998): 235–59; Brague, “Leo Strauss and Maimonides,” trans. C. 
J. Sheldon, in Leo Strauss’s Thought, ed. Alan Udoff (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1991), 93–114.
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or justify.3 Inevitably these notions are perverted to the point of madness or 
pathology. The idea, for example, of repentance persists in the modern world. 
We still feel guilt over our wrongdoings and seek forgiveness for them. But we 
are apt to blame them on the sins of our ancestors rather than on ourselves, 
and to make matters worse, we no longer acknowledge an authority capable 
of absolving us. Rather than achieving forgiveness, the idea of repentance 
becomes a “mad truth” of infinite, unforgivable guilt.

The cure for such mad truths is the recovery of their older, fuller mean-
ing. In The Legitimacy of the Human, Brague had argued that the best place to 
begin searching for this meaning is the medieval Catholic Church, particu-
larly the work of Thomas Aquinas, who Brague suggests provides the most 
coherent and profound synthesis of philosophy and Christianity. The notion 
of recovering this synthesis is fraught with risk. Many medieval and ancient 
ideas are obsolete or wrong. On the other hand, the modern prejudice is to 
see the past as the dark ages of superstition in order to promote the modern 
project of science and enlightenment. Here Brague proves himself a sober 
guide: “Medieval people were exactly as smart and as stupid, as benighted 
and as enlightened, as generous and as wicked, and so on, as we are now. But 
they were not so in the same way. When modern times set on, they brought 
about ‘new learning and new ignorance’ in a perfect balance. Some new 
things were learned while other ones were forgotten, either not paid atten-
tion or even given good riddance to” (5). This is not a question of “progress 
or return.” Both options, Brague insists, are untenable. Instead, he proposes 
that a “rescue mission” is in order to recover the full meaning of our most 
cherished ideas before they undermine and destroy us. Otherwise, as Brague 
suggests in one of his many evocative references, we are like the sea captain 
in Joseph Conrad’s End of the Tether, who must continue sailing despite his 
failing eyesight in order to satisfy his daughter’s need for money. “He keeps 
leading his ship till she finally suffers shipwreck” (34).

Brague’s strategy is to compare contemporary concepts of nature, free-
dom, virtue, and so forth with their older counterparts and to show how the 
newer versions are incoherent and unstable. Some concepts, such as atheism, 
are wholesale abandonments of older notions, but they take their meaning in 
opposition to the older notion. In the case of contemporary atheism, Brague 
admits that the situation looks bleak, and that evidence of religious revivals 

3  This is the theme of Brague’s The Kingdom of Man: Genesis and Failure of the Modern Project, trans. 
Paul Seaton (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2018). It is reprised in chap. 1 of Cur-
ing Mad Truths.
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in some places could simply be “rear-guard battles” (24). Furthermore, at 
least at the beginning of the Enlightenment, there was no pressing need for 
science to give an account of the ultimate nature of reality. It seemed suf-
ficient to pursue security and comfort and thereby relieve man’s estate. But 
doubts about the Enlightenment began to emerge as men sought to conquer 
and exploit the earth to achieve these goals. These concerns were soon fol-
lowed by broader doubts concerning man’s superiority to animals (cf. 28–29, 
39). Our experience of the brutality and violence of atheistic regimes appears 
to confirm these worries. At this stage, reason turns against the project of the 
Enlightenment and against human life itself. 

Writing about contemporary Europe, Brague notes the plummeting 
birth rates among educated people and remarks: “we absolutely must be able 
to tell why the existence of human beings on this earth is a good thing” (31). 
Brague thus turns from his account of the failure of atheism to his argu-
ment for the “necessity of goodness.” Significantly, Brague chooses to begin 
with Aristotle rather than revelation. Aristotle argues in the Politics that 
“the political community comes into being for the sake of life, but it goes on 
existing for the sake of the good life” (cf. 36). The good is secondary to our 
self-preservation and thus we may, as prudence dictates, have to forgo it tem-
porarily for a more pressing need. In a sense, then, we can survive without 
a notion of the good, but we cannot live well nor can we sustain life. Brague 
presses further, arguing that access to the good is necessary. He suggests that 
freedom is a necessary precondition of moral action, and that we gain that 
freedom despite the determination of our bodies and birth, by access to the 
good. Brague finds this notion of the good in both Athens and Jerusalem; it is 
“the good news implied by both Plato and the Bible” (45). 

I have focused here on Brague’s treatment of the good because it gets to 
the heart of his analysis. Without some transcendent point of reference, some 
notion of the good, humanity finds itself unable to justify and explain its life 
such that it is willing to continue its existence. The spirit of Brague’s book is 
surprisingly conciliatory, particularly on the question of Athens vs. Jerusa-
lem. Moreover, though he does refer to Christianity’s advantages over both 
Athens and Jerusalem, his emphasis here is on dialogue rather than polem-
ics (see 66–67, 113). Moreover, he insists that these traditions and their texts 
should be studied as knowledge that will nourish and enrich us, not as mere 
historical curiosities or in the spirit of historicism. 

We can certainly admire and find comfort in Brague’s argument, but 
there remains a lingering difficulty: Does not Brague’s project, like the Paris 
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Statement, rest on faith? Would anything cause the West to turn back from 
its present course? To his credit, Brague is aware of this difficulty. For exam-
ple, he ends his chapter on “values or virtues” with a kind of prayer: “In the 
present day, Western mankind is badly in need of this double rediscovery and 
recovery: on the one hand, of the virtues as being good for each and every 
human being, and on the other hand, of obedience to the commandment to 
be, and to be what one is. May it understand this necessity and this urgency” 
(89). In short, Brague’s important project rests on a prayer that humanity 
will come to its senses and, following either logos or revelation, recognize the 
goodness of its being. Though Brague may be the model of a sober-minded 
political philosopher, his project for the salvation of the West rests on a 
hope—for a miracle. 

The difficulty that appears to thwart Brague’s argument and the Paris 
Statement was analyzed by Ernest Fortin nearly forty years ago, in a penetrat-
ing essay that appeared in Interpretation.4 Fortin explains that the teachings 
of Christianity are eschatological or transpolitical, such that any attempt to 
derive a political program from them is futile. The New Testament does not 
distinguish between regimes, nor does it suggest a preference for one type of 
regime over another. Furthermore, “its dominant theme is not justice, but 
love, and love as a political principle is a pretty fuzzy thing” (350). For Chris-
tians, including Brague, this is a great virtue because it calls humanity to a 
higher destiny, and identifies a domain beyond civil society as a locus of vir-
tue. As Christianity began to spread, however, it was forced to issue practical 
guidance to its adherents, and the only viable alternative was “to introduce 
political philosophy into the Christian scheme” (351). In this arrangement, 
political philosophy was given new life, but at the cost of constant ecclesiasti-
cal surveillance. However, since political philosophy had already developed 
an esoteric component, adherents to this new regime knew how to preserve 
their freedom by living outwardly as Christians. 

The situation prevailed and benefited both sides until the Enlightenment 
launched an all-out attack on faith in the name of science. As we have seen, 
Brague too describes this attack; however, according to Fortin, the attack 
had several unanticipated consequences. For one thing, Christianity became 
unmoored from political philosophy even as its adherents made ever greater 

4  Ernest Fortin, “Rational Theologians and Irrational Philosophers: A Straussian Perspective,” 
Interpretation 12, nos. 2–3 (1984): 349–56. The essay was reprinted in Collected Essays, vol. 2, Classical 
Christianity and the Political Order: Reflections on the Theologico-Political Problem, ed. J. Brian Benes-
tad (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996), 287–96.
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claims on its behalf. Fortin cites Chateaubriand as the basis for the modern 
rehabilitation of Christianity on the grounds that it is the source of everything 
good in modernity. As Lessing, who witnessed the transformation first hand, 
observed in a letter to his brother: “A curtain had been drawn between faith 
and philosophy, behind which each could go his own way without disturbing 
the other. But what is happening now? They are tearing down this curtain, 
and under the pretext of making us rational Christians, they are making us 
very irrational philosophers” (quoted by Brague at 354). Modern thought 
attempts to settle the quarrel between reason and revelation by separating 
them into discrete domains. This liberates theologians to embrace doctrines 
incompatible with the teachings of the Gospel. Philosophers too are liber-
ated from the need to appear faithful and have used this freedom to attack 
theologians with unmitigated ire, indifferent to the political consequences. 
Remi Brague’s project to recover medieval truths is surely a noble and worthy 
endeavor. Nonetheless, in an age of unbelief, where convictions are grounded 
in neither reason nor authoritative tradition, his prospects, both theologically 
and politically, remain slender. 
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In the fall of 2001, upon receiving the Peace Prize of the German Booksellers 
and Publishers Association, Jürgen Habermas (to the surprise of many) called 
on the secular West to reevaluate its vision of modernity, and in particular to 
engage in real dialogue with religious believers, appropriate religious ethical 
insights, and include religious voices in the public sphere. This moment has 
been called Habermas’s “postsecular turn,” and it is the purpose of The Post-
secular Political Philosophy of Jürgen Habermas to examine this turn, what 
led Habermas to make it, and whether it has been philosophically successful. 
Dafydd Huw Rees’s analysis is superb, and readers will find here a masterful 
guide to Habermas’s thought as well as a trenchant critic of his recent rap-
prochement with religion.

The six chapters that follow his introductory overview move steadily 
through Habermas’s mature philosophy before 2001, then a series of motives 
for his postsecular turn, and finally careful analysis and evaluation of Haber-
mas’s account of postsecular deliberative democracy.

In his major works (especially The Theory of Communicative Action) 
published in the 1970s and 1980s, Habermas divides human development 
into three stages: primitive, traditional, and modern. Religion and the sacred, 
characteristic of the transitional “traditional” period, is little more than “a 
pocket of myth which survives into a later era [the traditional era], like a 
nature reserve inside a city” (31). Once we transition to the “modern” period, 
“religion [is] a byproduct of entangled attitudes, worlds and validity-claims 
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which the modern era has surpassed” (42). “Traditional” societies are a tran-
sitional period between the ritual and mythic “undifferentiated” past (where 
communication is mediated by symbols) and the modern, discourse-based 
and “differentiated” present (where communication is mediated by proposi-
tions). For example, the deductive reasoning of traditional, religious society 
is partly freed from primitive analogy (it constructs deductive, propositional 
arguments), and partly dependent on primitive modes of rationality (it 
assumes first principles that cannot be rationally defended). Rational dis-
course in modern society must adhere to Habermas’s “discourse principle,” 
according to which “only those norms can claim to be valid that meet (or 
could meet) with the approval of all affected in their capacity as participants 
in a practical discourse” (39, quoting Habermas).

In the 1980s and 1990s Habermas deepened his critique of religion while 
at the same time making room for it and so foreshadowing his postsecular 
turn. In these texts, religion is part of the “metaphysical method” whereby 
“individuals can access the structures of reality by mental effort alone” (47). 
Habermas and other postmetaphysical philosophers of late modernity do 
“not use contemplation to access reality as a whole.…They reconstruct spe-
cies-wide competences by reading off the implicit knowledge human beings 
use in their ordinary interactions” (52). Postmetaphysical thinking is there-
fore “weakly transcendental,” since it gives up any attempt at a God’s-eye 
view of reality, but nevertheless seeks to identify the universal conditions of 
the possibility of communication itself. This means that we can identify the 
behavioral conditions necessary for moral discourse (such as the discourse 
principle), but must remain agnostic about the goodness or badness of indi-
vidual life-projects or any substantive common good. But since all of us need 
to engage in ethical discourse that addresses these problems, and philosophy 
cannot help us, Habermas defends “ethical appropriation” as “a procedure for 
taking values and ideas from religious discourse over into secular ethical dis-
course” (67). We might therefore understand “confessional literature in the 
tradition of Rousseau…as a secularized form of prayer, in which ‘the prayer 
was deflated into a public conversation’” (62). Though Rees argues that ethical 
appropriation is required by the postmetaphysical paradigm, he also argues 
that the process of appropriation is undertheorized in Habermas, and only 
rarely addressed by commentators. This is particularly important because the 
process appears to be the forerunner of the “translation” of religious language 
necessary for Habermas’s postsecular political theory.
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Habermas’s postmetaphysical philosophy is based on a rational recon-
struction of the intersubjective presuppositions of human communication. 
As Rees says, Habermas “can extract the discourse theory of morality from 
lifeworld procedures for repairing broken communication because human 
beings, as a matter of fact, are creatures who inhabit an intersubjective 
lifeworld and coordinate their actions using validity claims” (76). In short, 
Habermas’s substantive claims are grounded in a particular human “form of 
life,” and Habermas assumes “that his unstated theory of human nature is an 
accurate account of the invariant facts about human beings” (77). Develop-
ments in biotechnology towards the end of the twentieth century shook this 
conviction, since it became apparent that we were developing the power to 
change our lifeform, and therefore needed to deliberate about which lifeform 
should be normative. This kind of deliberation is a form of ethical (“species-
ethical”) deliberation, and so off limits to postmetaphysical thinking. “The 
anthropic problem,” says Rees, “is not that postmetaphysical thinking tacitly 
relies on a theory of human nature; the problem is not that human nature is 
less stable than we have previously assumed. The problem is that postmeta-
physical thinking, while relying on a contingent ethical self-understanding 
of the species, disbars itself from participating in species-ethical discourse” 
(82). Habermas acknowledged this problem and formulated some tentative 
arguments in response, but they are caught in a dilemma. To the extent that 
they provide species-ethical guidance, they are no longer postmetaphysi-
cal, and to the extent that they are postmetaphysical, they are bound by the 
conditions of the form of life presupposed by the deliberative rationality 
under examination. Accordingly, argues Rees, “Habermas had realized, by 
2001, that his postmetaphysical paradigm was incapable of defending its own 
species-ethical basis, and indeed incapable of making any arguments which 
could defend the human form of life from the potentially disastrous conse-
quences of genetic modification” (104).

In addition to this problem internal to Habermas’s theoretical frame-
work, Habermas also faced an important challenge from religious believers 
themselves. According to Habermas, “only those statutes may claim legiti-
macy that can meet with the assent of all citizens in a discursive process of 
legitimation that in turn has been legally constituted” (130, quoting Haber-
mas). If we combine this “legitimation principle” with strict secularism and 
the striking fact that religion is not fading away, we face the possibility of 
a significant number of citizens alienated from democratic politics whose 
alienation therefore poses a potential threat to democratic stability. As Rees 
concludes, “Strict secularism prevents [religious citizens] from contributing 
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to the public sphere with the religion reasons and arguments which appeal 
to them. They may remain silent, or they may be forced to ‘translate’ their 
contributions into secular terms. Either way, the disjuncture between their 
public and private modes of discourse interrupts the process of legitimation” 
(132). Therefore, according to Habermas, “Secular deliberative democracy 
lacks legitimacy in the eyes of many of its citizens; it must be modified, since 
‘those who are neither willing nor able to separate their moral convictions 
and vocabulary into profane and religious strands must be permitted to par-
ticipate in political will formation even if they use religious language’” (132).

Habermas’s model of postsecular deliberative democracy proposes a two-
fold response. The formal public sphere (narrowly focused on the public work 
of courts and national parliaments) remains strictly secular; but in the informal 
public sphere (all other public discourse beyond formal public bodies) religious 
reasons and arguments are allowed and “religious contributions are translated 
into secular language before being fed into the formal public sphere” (140). In 
this way, religious citizens contribute religious reasons and arguments directly 
to public discourse, but these reasons and arguments in turn undergo “secular 
translation” that makes them available to the formal public sphere (and so pro-
vides theoretical support, for example, to species-ethical arguments) and allows 
religious citizens to contribute to democratic legitimacy.

The problem with this strategy, according to Rees, is that it is “pyrrhic”; 
“a translation of a statement is pyrrhic when it loses or destroys most of the 
statement’s essential content—the humour of a joke, the truth-value of a 
factual assertion, the beauty of a line of poetry—to such an extent that it 
would be better not to translate at all” (157). There are two reasons for this. 
First, secular translation must fulfill contradictory demands. On one hand 
(as in the case of ethical appropriation), translation must preserve enough 
of the original religious context that religious citizens can acknowledge the 
translated content as related to their own beliefs substantially enough to sup-
port legitimacy. On the other hand, translation must preserve the secular 
language of the formal public sphere in order to maintain the rationality 
purity of that sphere and in turn make possible the successful appropriation 
of formerly religious content. But these criteria are at odds with one another; 
to the extent the “surrounding substance of piety” (158) for religious beliefs 
is preserved, legitimacy will be possible but not the secularity of the formal 
public sphere, and to the extent the integrity of the formal public sphere is 
maintained, neither legitimacy for religious citizens nor the appropriation 
of their insights is possible. This first problem is at least partially explained 
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by the second: when the form and content of a statement are entangled, 
translation is always problematic (for example, how does one translate into 
another language the sentence “The seventh word of this sentence has three 
letters”?). And according to Habermas, religious statements display this kind 
of entanglement. “He thinks that the content of statements about ‘the cre-
ator and redeemer God…theodicy, [and] the event of salvation’ rely on the 
form of religious language, namely that ‘the ontic, normative, and expres-
sive aspects of validity…remain fused together’” (165, quoting Habermas). 
Here it is crucial that Rees emphasizes repeatedly that we have almost no 
examples from Habermas, or sympathetic scholars, of successful sacred to 
secular translation. One suspects that this is a research program consisting of 
one large promissory note, and Rees’s arguments give us persuasive reasons 
for thinking we will never collect.

Rees’s conclusion, however, is striking and itself a kind of promissory 
note. Rather than look to religious resources for species-ethical arguments, 
we should make room within postmetaphysical thinking itself for ethi-
cal reflection. “If we remove ethics from the category of metaphysics, and 
find a space for addressing it within postmetaphysical philosophy, then the 
anthropic problem ceases to be intractable, and we as philosophers are able 
to address vital questions of the good for individuals, communities, and the 
species as a whole” (172).

Nietzsche saw perfectly well that we cannot help ourselves to Christian 
morality having cast off Christianity. If we are persuaded by Habermas’s 
philosophical approach, then it is a significant problem that Christianity, not 
to mention other religions, is not going away and, even worse, seems better off 
than Habermas’s postmetaphysical philosophy when it comes to fundamental 
problems of ethics and politics. Rees is understandably scandalized by the 
attempt to bring (translated) Christian morality within the postmetaphysi-
cal fold. But we have good reason to think that making ethics itself a part of 
Habermasian postmetaphysical thinking will cause similar problems. We owe 
Rees our thanks for making this impasse clear, and for showing us what might 
possibly be the extended endgame of Habermas’s postmetaphysical project.
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Peter Hansen’s new book is a challenging and thoughtful study of Plato’s infa-
mous and outspoken immoralists, Thrasymachus and Callicles. By attending 
to both the drama and the arguments of the relevant sections of the Republic 
and the Gorgias, Hansen probes the souls of these supposed “tough guys,” 
and finds within them convictions that are best and paradoxically described 
as moral. The author’s reason for doing so is laudably pedagogical; he aims to 
show how “Plato enables us to better understand ourselves, our own attach-
ment to justice, and justice itself” (xv). But in order to supplement Plato’s 
presentation of immoralistic psychology, and in order to emphasize further 
the timelessness of his subject, Hansen includes an engaging chapter on other 
“tough guys” from famous works of literature. Justice also holds sway over 
the hearts of Raskolnikov of Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment, Michel of 
André Gide’s The Immoralist, and Richard III of Shakespeare’s Richard III. 
Students of political philosophy and psychology should find Hansen’s work 
helpfully provocative, and they will find his pedagogical aim fulfilled by the 
end of their study, even if they disagree with some of his arguments.

To be sure, Hansen is not the first scholar to claim that Thrasymachus is 
unwittingly attached to justice despite his famously outspoken rejection of 
that virtue. Previous commentaries have highlighted the indignation with 
which he enters the dialogue; he scornfully accuses Socrates of exploiting 
the arguments for his own gain instead of searching after the truth about 
justice.1 While a full embrace of injustice would seem to leave Thrasymachus 

1  Leo Strauss, The City and Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), 77; Devin Stauffer, 
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no room for genuine indignation, the tone of his subsequent speeches even 
suggests a resentful desire to expose justice itself for what it really is: a fraud 
perpetrated by rulers against their subjects.2 Scholars have also highlighted 
Socrates’s numerous and successful appeals to Thrasymachus as a teacher.3 
These appeals bring out a side of the rhetorician that is passionately devoted 
to his artful profession, a profession directed at giving some promising youths 
the chance of success in the political arena. Thrasymachus is not simply out 
for himself; he does not consistently live by his own selfish principles.  

Thus, what distinguishes Hansen’s interpretation of Thrasymachus from 
previous commentaries is not his thesis that the rhetorician has an “unself-
conscious” attachment to justice (8). Rather, Hansen claims to set himself 
apart by pinpointing the “heart of” and “key to” the rhetorician’s lamentable 
confusion precisely in his moralistic and prideful admiration for artisanship 
(2, 35n39, and 38). The author accordingly sustains his interpretation of this 
admiration at much greater length than others have done.

Thrasymachus’s high estimation of artisanship first manifests itself in his 
defensive insistence that the true ruler, like a true doctor, or like any knowl-
edgeable artisan worthy of the name, does not make mistakes (see 340d–e).4 
Hansen’s Thrasymachus is ultimately unable to sustain whole-heartedly 
his position that such a ruler can only be out for himself. For as Socrates 
contends, and as Thrasymachus unselfconsciously believes, the art of rule, 
as such, is directed at something other than the good of its practitioner. As 
Hansen’s interpretation progresses, it becomes clear that Thrasymachus holds 
on to some notion of art as an end worthy of genuine devotion. Even more, 
“he feels (unselfconsciously) that in devoting ourselves to this high thing, we 
somehow transcend our needs and limits (and thereby address our deepest 
need)” (24). At the same time, in Thrasymachus’s eyes, the knowledgeable 
artisans who practice such devotion are truly worthy and therefore deserving 
of a true common good among themselves. “Like more conventional lovers of 
justice, Thrasymachus apparently feels that men engaged in a particular self-
less activity should prosper” (45). Thus, by getting Thrasymachus to glimpse 

Plato’s Introduction to the Question of Justice (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2001), 60; David 
Leibowitz, “Thrasymachus’ Blush,” in Recovering Reason: Essays in Honor of Thomas L. Pangle, ed. Timo-
thy Burns (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2010), 119; Thomas L. Pangle and Timothy W. Burns, The Key 
Texts of Political Philosophy: An Introduction (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 53.
2  Devin Stauffer, “Thrasymachus’ Attachment to Justice?,” Polis 26 (2009): 1–10.
3  Pangle and Burns, Key Texts of Political Philosophy, 62.
4  All translations of Plato’s Republic from The Republic of Plato, trans. Allan Bloom (Philadelphia: 
Basic Books, 1968).  
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the contradictions between such opinions and his praise of injustice, Socrates 
induces the rhetorician’s famous blush (46).  

But the most astonishing, puzzling, and novel aspect of Hansen’s treat-
ment of Thrasymachus is not its sustained focus on artisanship. It is rather 
the surprisingly brief argument that the rhetorician is an “unselfconscious” 
believer, a man of faith who hides even from himself that “he believes gods 
reward the greatest injustice,” that is, tyranny (29). Indeed, by Hansen’s 
account, Thrasymachus “probably cannot” become conscious of his own 
belief (29). For “if he did, he would be at a loss—not simply because he would 
no longer know what he thinks, but more importantly because his hope of 
strengthening and perhaps transcending his fragile mortal life, a hope of 
which he is only dimly aware, would be undermined” (29; see 23, 54, 55). 
As far as I can tell, Hansen does not clarify how a belief in divine reward 
for the greatest injustice (tyranny) can offer any hope of transcendence to a 
teacher of rhetoric. But given his remarks on artisanship, I suspect he would 
say something along these lines: Thrasymachus unselfconsciously believes 
that in teaching the art of rhetoric to would-be tyrants, in devoting him-
self to helping such men become worthy of divine favor, the artisan-teacher 
somehow makes himself worthy of that same favor, and thus has grounds to 
hope for the transcendence offered by that favor. (See 29 with 30 and 44–46, 
but contrast with 20–21). Not only is Hansen’s immoralist moral; he is, if in 
an extremely twisted and uncommonly self-deluded manner, religious.  

But how does Hansen establish Thrasymachus’s unselfconscious religious 
belief on the basis of Plato’s text? Only by scrutinizing a single word in the ora-
tor’s long and impassioned endorsement of successful tyrants. According to that 
endorsement, successful tyrants are “called happy [eudaimones] and blessed 
[makarioi], not only by the citizens but also by whoever else hears that he has 
done injustice entire” (344b–c). Hansen reminds us that “to be blessed is to be 
favored by gods,” and he finds Thrasymachus’s use of this word particularly 
striking and revealing: 

The word is sometimes used simply to mean very happy, but in coupling 
it with εὐδαίμονες, Thrasymachus evidently wants to express some-
thing more than that. Perhaps many people Thrasymachus encounters 
say that tyrants are happy, but blessed? It seems unlikely that this is 
how a tyrant’s subjects view him as he “takes away what belongs to 
[them]…not bit by bit, but all at once” and “enslaves” them (344a–b). 
Possibly some say this insincerely out of fear, but this would seem to 
be going further than necessary.…Thrasymachus is exaggerating to 
some extent to support or dramatize his argument for the hypocrisy 
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of people’s criticism of injustice. However, conscious exaggeration 
alone does not account for his use of the word “blessed,” since it seems 
too far from what people actually say to help his case. He apparently 
thinks it will help his case because he thinks many do at least partly 
consider tyrants blessed.  Even this seems to be questionable, however. 
It seems likely that Thrasymachus thinks this because he himself feels 
in some way that tyrants are blessed. (28, emphasis in the original) 

Thus, in Hansen’s view, Thrasymachus somehow feels tyrants are blessed 
by gods, and this is to say that Thrasymachus somehow “(albeit unselfcon-
sciously) believes that the greatest injustice is favored by gods” (28). The 
teacher unselfconsciously believes the tyrant lives in harmony “even with the 
fundamental principle of the cosmos…Perhaps he gains not merely what he 
takes from others, but what the cosmos or the gods give him for embodying 
and demonstrating their principle [of selfishness] so finely” (28–29). And, 
somehow, such deeply buried beliefs form a basis for Thrasymachus’s hope of 
strengthening and transcending his own mortal life.  

“One might object” to the hefty interpretive weight Hansen places on 
a single word to reach these conclusions (28). I myself am skeptical of his 
suggestion that Thrasymachus believes (unselfconsciously) that unjust 
tyrants are blessed by gods. Is there perhaps a more plausible and less radical 
explanation for Thrasymachus’s use of “blessed”? In Hansen’s view, among 
Thrasymachus’s aims in his long speech are (1) to convey the height of the 
artful tyrant’s success and the superiority of his life to the just man’s and (2) 
to expose the hypocrisy of people’s criticisms of injustice (26, 27). Regarding 
the first, and in response to Hansen, would the crafty tyrant not look all the 
more successful and impressive in Thrasymachus’s own eyes if such a man 
could coax from his subjects’ lips the title of “blessed”—if he could sway his 
people “by stealth and force” into a kind of political and religious Stockholm 
syndrome (344a)? Regarding the second, and again in response to Hansen, 
might not Thrasymachus’s cynical contempt for hypocrisy predispose him 
to believe that people really do deem the tyrant blessed? Would it not be all 
the more damning of them, in Thrasymachus’s eyes, if many did deem their 
tyrant blessed in addition to happy? 

Hansen is right: Thrasymachus probably has not encountered many 
people who openly and honestly dub their enslaver blessed. But is this suffi-
cient evidence for the claim that Thrasymachus believes unselfconsciously in 
gods who bless injustice? Perhaps, instead, Thrasymachus is merely moved—
both by his complicated admiration for the artful tyrant and especially by 
his indignant contempt for widespread hypocrisy—to overlook the dearth of 
people who would genuinely grace their oppressors with such a title. If this is 
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the case, Thrasymachus’s speech would not reveal a hidden piety in the man; 
it would merely illustrate further his tension-ridden admiration for injustice, 
an admiration that sits alongside and influences his inability to decide con-
sistently whether most people (including Socrates) are deceitful hypocrites 
or naive fools when praising justice (see 39, and cf. 336c–337a with 343a–d).  

Now, “Socrates’ conversation with Callicles is much longer than the one 
with Thrasymachus, and it penetrates deeper” (59). The same can be said of 
Hansen’s commendable analysis of Callicles. In four acute chapters, Hansen 
and Socrates show us that despite Callicles’s attack on (conventional) justice, 
an unselfconscious attachment to it permeates the youth’s heart and mind. A 
brief sketch of the highlights of these chapters must suffice.  

Callicles attacks justice on the basis of an “exaggerated” distinction he 
seems to have picked up from philosophers (or, more likely, from “people who 
have been influenced by philosophy”): “by nature, everything more shameful 
is also that which is worse, such as suffering injustice, whereas by conven-
tion doing injustice is more shameful” (64 and 483a).5 “Nature herself” shows 
there is no genuine justice except the rule of the stronger (72 and 483c–d). 
Still, for Callicles, “stronger” is not reducible to or identical with whoever 
comes out on top; in his mind, it is just for the strong to exploit the weak, 
and unjust that the weak so often prove clever enough to turn the tables and 
exploit the strong (72). Callicles praises “nature” over convention, but he is 
unwilling to accept what nature truly has to offer.  

As Hansen shows, interwoven with Callicles’s notion of strength is his 
admiration for manly tyrants (Xerxes and Darius) who do not let conven-
tional morality or moderation get in the way of their grand political ventures 
(see 76–77 and 96). Yet, Callicles’s admiration for selfish tyrants is surpassed 
by his admiration for public-spirited Athenian statesmen such as Pericles.6 
Still, in both tyrant and statesman alike, Callicles sees a manly and virtuous 
capacity to protect oneself from evils. A dubious and hopeful notion of the 
self-sufficiency, even invulnerability, of political men thus serves as a basis 
for his criticisms of philosophers, who deserve a beating in part because they 
are unable to protect themselves from harm (see 75, 80, and 128). Indeed, the 
youth is strikingly quick to criticize vulnerability, and, as Hansen explains, 
Callicles’s wariness of it leaves him incapable of embracing (conventional) 

5 All translations of Plato’s Gorgias from Plato, Gorgias, trans. James H. Nichols Jr. (Ithaca, NY: Cor-
nell University Press, 1998).
6  See, however, Hansen’s helpful discussion of Callicles’s failure to mention Aristides “the Just” and 
Socrates’s mention of Aristides in his myth (124–25). 
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justice as a virtue, a virtue he is nonetheless “attracted to” (132; cf. 98 and 
128–34). “Despite his outspoken immoralism, Callicles feels with part of his 
mind or soul that justice is a genuine virtue which deserves to prosper,” yet 
his sense of the hostility of the world obscures this from him, and leads him 
to embrace “nature” over convention (131, 132). Even Callicles’s half-hearted 
endorsement of hedonism must be viewed in light of the youth’s exceptional 
wariness of vulnerability and admiration for invulnerability (108, 109, 114). 
And for that reason, Callicles’s hedonism must also be viewed in light of what 
the youth himself calls “the infuriating thing,” that is, the vulnerability of 
(conventional) justice (see 112–15, 119, and 130–38).7 

In Hansen’s view, “the longing for justice to be protected might suggest, 
as its culmination, a desire for protection so complete that suffering injustice 
is not genuinely an evil at all” (147; cf. 128). In accordance with this view, 
the author meticulously interprets the famous myth that Socrates gives to 
Callicles; its portrayal of divine judgment in the afterlife “supports and is 
implied by beliefs which Callicles himself holds” (153). Is Hansen’s Callicles, 
like his Thrasymachus, in the grip of an unselfconscious piety?8 Apparently, 
the youth is hardly moved by Socrates’s myth (151), but perhaps this is only 
because his “other beliefs”—for example, the belief that religion is a tool used 
by the many to deceive the strong (71)—prevent such movement from occur-
ring (153). Thus, unmoved by the myth, and having left Socrates’s arguments 
for the goodness of justice unrefuted, Callicles “will be dissonant in his whole 
life” (482b6).

By showing the dissonances within Callicles and within Thrasymachus, 
Hansen’s book illuminates the interplay of justice and the soul. His chapter 
on Dostoevsky, Gide, and Shakespeare continues to do the same. Still, read-
ers will have to decide for themselves whether they follow and agree with all 
of his claims regarding piety, both conscious and “unselfconscious.” Indeed, 
in Hansen’s view, “piety is an aspect or consequence of belief in justice or 
morality, a belief even Richard [III] shares whether or not he realizes it” (175). 
Readers who remember what is at stake in such a weighty claim will find that 
Hansen’s book helpfully challenges them to address their own dissonances. 

7  On these crucial points, compare 131–34 and 139n22 with Devin Stauffer, The Unity of Plato’s 
“Gorgias”: Rhetoric, Justice, and the Philosophic Life (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 
116–21. According to Hansen, “Callicles is attracted to (conventional) justice but frustrated by its 
weakness; and he also feels that a good man can take care of himself. The latter feeling is not simply an 
effect of the former, but is strengthened by it” (132). Hansen seems to think that Stauffer underempha-
sizes the latter feeling’s irreducibility to an effect of the former feeling (see 139n22).  
8  Compare 71, 73, 99, 107, 132–34, 137, 153, 162, 164 and 175.
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Since James Fenimore Cooper’s classic 1831 essay on the subject, almost every 
account of demagoguery in American political thought describes a form 
of rhetorical leadership that is essentially bad.1 In this view, demagoguery is 
defined at the outset as divisive and destabilizing leadership that appeals to 
what is worst in an audience at the expense of what is best, and does so for the 
sake of the leader’s own aggrandizement. At the same time, scholars who insist 
on applying a moralistic conception of demagoguery like Cooper’s will also 
concede that rhetorical tactics traditionally associated with demagoguery, such 
as appeals to the passions and settled opinions (or prejudices) of one’s audi-
ence, can be legitimate in special instances and when executed in a responsible 
way for the sake of a publicly beneficial end. It is not difficult to find instances 
of such rhetoric in American political history. Consider that Martin Luther 
King Jr.’s well-known explicit strategy was to deploy rhetoric to which he knew 
southern segregationists and racists would react violently, so as to attract 

1  James Fenimore Cooper, “On Demagogues,” in The American Democrat (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty 
Classics, 1981). For a brief survey, consider Reinhard Luthin, American Demagogues (New York: 
Beacon, 1954), 3; Allan Nevins, foreword to American Demagogues, xv; V. O. Key, The Responsible 
Electorate (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), 2; Michael Signer, Demagogue (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009); Alan Wolfe, The Politics of Petulance (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 2018); Patricia Roberts-Miller, Rhetoric and Demagoguery (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 2019).
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national attention to the plight of black people suffering under Jim Crow and to 
provoke a reaction from white supremacists that would earn them just censure 
and result in meaningful action on the part of the federal government. 

The notion that demagoguery, while certainly subject to abuse, is not essen-
tially bad, and that demagogic tactics can therefore be deployed in more or less 
legitimate ways, has obvious implications for the American presidency. For 
example, as Erwin Hargrove concedes in his masterful account of presidential 
leadership, though Franklin Roosevelt was “the exemplar of the good leader of 
the polity”2 and “was not a demagogue or an abuser of power,” he did use “artifice 
and demagoguery at times”3—such as when he publicly welcomed the hatred  
of Wall Street in order to bolster support for the New Deal.4 Similarly, Jeffrey 
Tulis in The Rhetorical Presidency has observed that demagoguery “might 
be good if it were a means to a good end,”5 and argues elsewhere that “if the 
cause is just and the circumstances require them, a statesman may justifiably 
use [demagogic rhetorical] techniques. We cannot know that the statesman 
is not a demagogue, or whether a leader is not also a statesman, without an 
account of the purposes and effects of his or her actions.”6

The conceptual tension between demagoguery understood as essentially 
bad and demagoguery understood as a rhetorical mode that can be used in 
better and worse ways presents several interesting research puzzles. Despite 
a renaissance in the study of populism and related concepts such as dema-
goguery in recent years, however, these puzzles have yet to be solved.7 Under 

2  Erwin C. Hargrove, The President as Leader (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998), 77.
3  Ibid., 85.
4  Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Madison Square Garden speech, October 31, 1936, https://www.presi-
dency.ucsb.edu/documents/address-madison-square-garden-new-york-city-1.
5  Jeffrey K. Tulis, The Rhetorical Presidency, 2nd ed. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2017), 30. Michael Signer holds out the same possibility when he characterizes Daniel Shays as a “rare 
beneficial demagogue” (Demagogue, 79). He also gives a favorable interpretation of John Brown, “a 
charismatic but bloody demagogue” (Demagogue, 93). Elsewhere, though, Signer explicitly follows 
Cooper’s moralistic conception (Demagogue, 35).
6  Jeffrey K. Tulis, “The Possibility of Constitutional Statesmanship,” in The Limits of Constitutional 
Democracy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009), 113.
7  E.g., Sheri Berman, “Populism Is a Symptom Rather than a Cause: Democratic Disconnect, the 
Decline of the Center-Left, and the Rise of Populism in Western Europe,” Polity 51, no. 4 (Oct. 2019): 
654–67; Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart, Cultural Backlash: Trump, Brexit, and Authoritarian 
Populism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019); Russell Muirhead and Nancy Rosenblum, 
A Lot of People Are Saying (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2019); Jan-Werner Muller, What 
Is Populism? (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016); Cas Mudde and Rovina Kaltwas-
ser, Populism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017); William Galston, Anti-Pluralism (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2018).
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what circumstances and through what rhetorical mode might demagogic 
tactics be deployed in a way that makes them legitimate? Further, how has an 
excessively moralistic understanding of demagoguery affected the ability of 
scholars to interpret past and present cases in a way that does justice to the 
full range of considerations necessary to produce a sufficiently nuanced anal-
ysis of the rhetoric in question? Scholars who acknowledge or at least indicate 
the possibility of legitimate demagoguery while nevertheless reverting to 
the view that demagoguery is essentially bad have intuited the ambivalent 
core of the concept without fully exploring the interesting possibilities that 
a nonmoralistic approach to it opens up. Relatedly, scholars who begin their 
analysis with a negative conception of demagoguery in mind are incentiv-
ized to paint as demagogic those figures from history whom, for whatever 
reason, they happen to dislike but who do not necessarily bear the hallmarks 
of demagoguery as it is most coherently understood. As a result, studies of 
this kind tend to err in two interrelated ways. First, they overlook instances 
of demagoguery that were used in arguably legitimate ways because these 
would necessitate rethinking the negative definition. Second, they mischar-
acterize cases which, while perhaps objectionable in the scholar’s own view, 
do not actually showcase demagoguery. A negative conception of demagogu-
ery incentivizes conceptual weaponization: deploying a theoretical concept 
which trades on a scholarly (and perhaps societal) consensus that the concept 
in question refers to a normatively bad phenomenon. Conceptual weaponiza-
tion purports to describe when in fact it is attempting to discredit.

A case study in the conceptual weaponization of demagoguery is Stephen 
F. Knott’s The Lost Soul of the American Presidency. Knott’s theoretical frame 
of reference is that Donald Trump is the archetypal demagogue-president 
(chap. 9) and, as such, should be interpreted as the antithesis of the Ameri-
can presidential ideal, which was articulated by Hamilton in the Federalist 
and put into practice by George Washington. Knott tries to demonstrate 
that the presidency has suffered from a gradual decline—from dignity and 
restraint into demagoguery—as a result of changes in presidential norms 
effected by several key presidents, beginning with Jefferson and Jackson and 
culminating in Wilson, FDR, and Kennedy. Whereas presidents who mod-
eled themselves after Washington understood their authority to be derived 
solely from the constitutional office (18), demagogic presidents claimed to 
represent the people writ large and used this claim to justify departures from 
the original ideal. Knott advocates a return to the Washingtonian model (27), 
which prizes rhetorical restraint, energetic leadership in foreign affairs, and 
a minimalistic conception of presidential leadership in domestic policy (1).
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In urging us to develop a model for evaluating presidential rhetoric based 
on constitutional design and historical practice, Knott shows that he has 
begun to move beyond the unnuanced moralistic approach to demagogu-
ery discussed above. Additionally, Knott’s book is a plethora of interesting 
quotations from and facts about presidents and presidential scholars and is 
therefore quite useful as a historical resource. However, notwithstanding 
occasional gestures toward a more analytically robust evaluation of presiden-
tial rhetoric, Knott consistently reverts to the position that all demagoguery 
is undesirable. This feature of his argument, together with his rigid and 
unnuanced conception of the constitutional meaning of the presidency, leads 
Knott to misinterpret past presidents in the light of his clear (and somewhat 
understandable) disdain for President Trump. 

Knott begins by acknowledging that the presidency is designed to be a 
powerful and energetic office, but he argues that it was designed to be so 
in a specific way. For Hamilton and Washington—according to Knott—
presidents were not supposed to shape and direct public opinion; rather, they 
were supposed to resist changes in public sentiment in order to maintain 
stability in the government and to foster a deliberative ethos (chap. 1). All 
of this changed with Presidents Jefferson and Jackson, who, according to 
Knott, “displac[ed] the founders’ constitution” (41) by taking a more active 
role in trying to mold public opinion and advocating for a more majoritar-
ian conception of presidential leadership (chaps. 2–3). The norms established 
by these presidents were then invoked by Progressives in the early twentieth 
century, who “disregard[ed] the Constitution” by “promis[ing] too much of 
the federal government, and of the presidency” (xv).

There are several problems with this analysis. First, Knott character-
izes Jefferson and Jackson as demagogues but never articulates a theory of 
demagoguery in the light of which this allegation makes sense. Instead, he 
seems to presuppose a moralistic conception akin to the one described 
above.8Accordingly, what Knott means in accusing Jefferson and Jackson of 
demagoguery is not that they deployed certain identifiable demagogic rhetori-
cal tactics in their capacities as presidents. Rather, he suspects them of having 
been motivated by the wrong kinds of impulses, ones unbecoming of a leader 
with a “magnanimous soul” (210). He frequently mentions unseemly anecdotes 
about these men, alleging, for instance, that “Jackson’s vindictiveness was all 
consuming, and when he was finally elected in 1828, a major prerequisite for 

8  E.g., “The demagogue preys on divisive issues…issues fraught with emotion, and seeks to inflame 
these emotions to banish reason and reflection from the public square” (8).
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an individual to be awarded a cabinet post was that one had to demonstrate 
an appropriate level of hatred for [Henry] Clay” (56). While ugly, this anecdote 
has nothing to do with Knott’s purported subject of demagoguery; it is merely 
part of an effort to make Jackson seem morally unattractive.

As for instances of actual demagoguery, the evidence Knott supplies is 
taken from these presidents’ private, unofficial writings (Knott quotes a pri-
vate letter from Jefferson to Levi Lincoln, in which the former promises to 
“sink federalism into an abyss” [33]), from statements made before or after 
they held the office (e.g., 51–54),9 and from fellow partisans and campaign 
officials other than the presidents themselves.10 Knott also pays almost no 
attention to what these presidents publicly said as presidents. This is clearly 
a problem, since once in office, neither Jefferson nor Jackson gave frequent 
public speeches, let alone demagogic speeches—even though Jackson in 
particular had been fond of public speaking and aggressive rhetoric before 
assuming office.11 Rather, their behavior emphatically confirms the nine-
teenth-century norm against presidents using public speeches to agitate for 
their own policies—a fact Knott himself acknowledges when he observes 
that Jefferson characteristically refused to publicly advocate for the Twelfth 
Amendment (31). Indeed, Knott writes, “Jefferson avoided the type of overt 
public appeals that would characterize twentieth century American presi-
dents” (40). Further, in his chapter on Trump, Knott concedes (accurately) 
that “by and large presidents prior to the twentieth century relied on surro-
gates to savage their opponents, although there were some exceptions to this 
norm. Pre–twentieth century, presidents generally confined personal attacks 
to private correspondence, a tradition which is sadly lost” (208). 

For his part, however, Knott appears to be unaware of the extent to which 
this admission undercuts his characterization of Jefferson and Jackson as 
demagogues. After all, the behavior for which he faults these presidents was 
overwhelmingly private and anonymous and lacked the public rhetorical 

9  Knott spends considerable time on the “penchant for violence” shared by Jackson and his followers, 
and cites an anonymous threat letter to John Quincy Adams, possibly written by one of Jackson’s 
advisers, as evidence of Jackson’s demagoguery (54). 
10  E.g., 32–33, discussing the “propaganda campaign” waged by Republicans against the Federalists. 
Knott gives no evidence of Jefferson having publicly participated in this campaign (through public 
speeches, for example). Similarly, he tries to paint Jackson as a demagogue by asserting that “the coali-
tion Jackson assembled was, at bottom, a cauldron of boiling partisan, racial, and class resentments, 
and in Jackson’s case, all of those, plus decades of accumulated personal resentments thrown into 
the mix” (57). Notice the emphasis on Jackson’s personal feelings and motives and the absence of any 
discussion of his public rhetoric.
11  Tulis, Rhetorical Presidency, 74.
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character that warrants calling it “demagoguery.” Yet Knott goes so far as to 
accuse Jackson of being a conspiracy theorist at the level of Trump, giving the 
impression that Jackson undertook a public rhetorical campaign against the 
man he believed to have been responsible for his assassination attempt, US 
Senator John Poindexter (53). This impression is misleading, however. Jackson 
is reported to have made this accusation in the moments immediately after 
his assassination attempt, while the would-be assassin—who had attempted to 
fire two pistols at the president at point-blank range—was lying, restrained, in 
front of him.12 If true—the report was published in the Baltimore Patriot, then 
a Whig publication edited by the apparently ani-Jacksonian Isaac Munroe13—
Jackson’s utterance looks more like a momentary outburst from a man who 
had nearly been killed, than a purposeful public presidential message akin to 
Trump’s incessant Tweets and rally speeches promoting conspiracy theories.

The relatively few public speeches nineteenth-century presidents did 
give—Jefferson and Jackson included14—tended to be unifying and cer-
emonial rather than popular and partisan. The office both constrained and 
elevated their discourse.15 Relatedly, their written public communications 
reflect a high degree of argumentative sophistication; consider especially Jef-
ferson’s First Inaugural and Jackson’s Bank Veto Message. Knott, however, 
mentions none of this, and his characterization leaves one with the erro-
neous impression that Jefferson and Jackson regularly gave Trump-esque 
public harangues, when in fact each maintained a high degree of decorum 
and sought to honor the Constitution’s commitment to deliberation. Neither 
president is properly understood as having “displaced the founders’ consti-
tution,” at least in the way Knott claims they did, and Knott appears to be 
reading his own underdeveloped notions about demagoguery back into the 
historical record so as to substantiate his argument that the roots of Trump-
ism can be traced to Jefferson and Jackson.

From this initial difficulty in Knott’s argument, several additional ones 
flow. Knott seems to think that presidents who try to shape and direct public 
opinion, and who do not simply oppose public opinion, are somehow violating 

12  Edwin A. Miles, “Andrew Jackson and Senator George Poindexter,” Journal of Southern History 24, 
no. 1 (Feb. 1958): 62.
13  “The Baltimore Patriot,” http://skinnerfamilypapers.com/?page_id=1207. In a letter to James Madi-
son from August 13, 1824, Munroe declares his firm support for then-candidate John Quincy Adams 
and his opposition to “the ‘blood and carnage’ candidate on the one side,” presumably referring to 
then-candidate Jackson (https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Madison/04-03-02-0351).
14  Tulis, Rhetorical Presidency, 64, 66, 73.
15  Ibid.,

http://skinnerfamilypapers.com/?page_id=1207
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the Constitution (e.g., 30). This argument is strange in itself. Why should it 
be a “principle” of the office that presidents should oppose the majority as 
expressed in an election, as Knott claims it is (24)? Certainly it is an option 
for presidents to do so, as Hamilton argues in his defense of executive inde-
pendence from the other branches, and sometimes a duty, when the president 
regards the majority’s sentiments as dangerous for the common good or indi-
vidual rights. But there is nothing in the logic of the office demanding that 
presidents always resist the majority. Indeed, why should they, if they think 
the majority is right? In addition, Knott himself emphasizes that the Con-
stitution is designed to “refine and enlarge” the public’s views (10). Why not 
view Jefferson and Jackson—who, after their respective elections, developed 
deeper and more nuanced arguments to justify the positions for which they 
thought their own electoral majorities stood16—as doing precisely this? Why 
accuse them of demagoguery for trying to articulate a rationale for the posi-
tions and policies they thought they had been elected to hold and carry out? 
Knott himself seems to acknowledge the difficulty raised in these questions 
when he summarizes Jefferson’s understanding of his role as public-opinion 
leader: “Jefferson’s presidency was both gauging public opinion and at times 
shaping it and moderating it, using the presidency ‘to direct the public’s 
constitutional understanding and to unify public opinion’” (40). This char-
acterization sounds more or less the same as Madison’s notion of enlarging 
and refining public opinion, which Knott aptly summarizes: “The task of a 
chief executivewas to serve as a ‘medium’ by which the public’s views were 
refined to ensure that the ‘true interests’ of the country were protected” (10). 
Accordingly, it is hard to see why Knott sees Jefferson and Jackson as mani-
festing demagoguery. Even though these presidents believed that they should 
be more attentive to majority opinion than previous presidents had been, 
it is hardly obvious that such additional attentiveness amounts to a full-on 
rejection of the “constitutional presidency.” At most, it seems like a legitimate 
attempt to make the office as energetic as Article II says it should be.

In each of these respects, Knott’s analysis showcases the weaknesses 
of a moralistic conception of demagoguery. Knott wants to be able to draw 
clear distinctions between “good” and “bad” presidents, between Con-
stitution lovers and demagogues. This moralistic lens leads him to make 
strange suggestions. For instance, he groups Jefferson and Jackson together 
with Progressives like Wilson and FDR because—he insists—both rejected 

16  For a helpful discussion of Jackson’s deliberative arguments, which were nonetheless rooted in the 
cruder, more amorphous views held by his electoral supporters (e.g., hostility toward the National 
Bank), see Tulis, Rhetorical Presidency, 74–75.
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the Constitution in favor of a demagogic concern with majoritarianism. 
Accordingly, he faults the “demagogues” Jefferson and Jackson for introduc-
ing patronage into the federal government and for rejecting Washington’s 
commitment to merit-based appointment (41). In so doing, he ignores or 
disregards the fact that one of the core principles of Progressivism was the 
idea of enlightened administration, which rejected the patronage system and 
endeavored to replace it with a merit-based permanent bureaucracy.17 

In trying to group the “demagogic” presidents together, Knott draws 
a Manichean picture of presidential history. The moralistic lens through 
which he views the presidency and American politics generally causes him 
to smooth over complications and to ignore the complexity of the subject, 
which is more contestable and less amenable to moralism than he is willing 
to admit.

17  For a helpful discussion of the rationale for civil service reform during the late nineteenth century, 
see Herbert J. Storing, “Political Parties and the Bureaucracy,” in Toward a More Perfect Union, ed. 
Joseph M. Bessette (Washington, DC: AEI Press, 1995).
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